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Summary and Conclusions

Introduction.

The computer industry weOp through a period of tremendous growth between
1960 and 1970. Within education there was a six` -fold irikrease in the number of
schools with computers and an even greater increase in college and university
expenditures on computers. It became natural to view computers as an emerging,
technology with major implications for education. However, direct. applications
of the compute= for teaching students accounted for a scant amount of the total
computer activity in schdols at the start of the 1970's.' A major demonstration
of. the effectiveness of computer-assisted instruction,(CAI) was thought to be
the catalyst necessary to promote widespread adoption of this new medium.

The MITRE Corporation proposed to develop a small computer system -which
would be dedicated to supporting instruction within a school. Their TICCIT
(Time-shared, Lnteractive, Computer-Controlled Information Television) program
was to bring the cost of computer-assisted instruction dowd to an affordable
level for most schools and thus encoura he mass dissemination of CAI by
private industry. In order to achieve ket success, the developers of the
TICCIT program chose community colleges heir target audience and mathematics
and English courses as their intended subject matter: There had been a dramatic
rise in student enrollment at community colleges, and a significant proportion
of the total enrollment occurred in relatively few mathematics and English
courses. It,seemed"that resources concentrated in selected courses could
affect large numbers of community college students. Under a contract awarded
by the National, Science. Foundation in 1972, the MITRE Corporation undertook the
development and demonstration of the TICCIT program at community colleges.

The TICCIT program is a'computer-assisted instructional system that
combines the strengths of mini-computers with the display capabilities of
television receivers. By relying on mini-computers and other equipment already
available for purchase commercially, the developers of the TICCIT program took
advantage of proven technology and kept total system costs within the financial
reach of schools and colleges. The TICCIT systems installed in community
colleges can support 128 active terminals and provide instruction equivalent to
five full courses in mathematics and English. Options built into the TICCIT
system permit students to exercise control over their own instruction: students
choose not only a pace at which to work but also a topic for study, a difficulty
level appropriate to their performance, and An instructional sequence for
learning.

This evaluation covers the results of a demonstration of the TICCIT program
at two community colleges. It contrasts the performance of students in classes
taught primarily by computer with the performance of similar students from
lecture-discussion sections of the same courses. Thus, the outcomes of conven-
tional educational practices served as a relative standard for judging the
impact of the TICCIT program on student performance. Comparisons focused
on four aspects of student performance: course completion rates, student
achievement, student attitudes, and student activities. The evaluation also

xv
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-documents faculty acceptance of the TICCIT program and examines the Fole of

' teach re in Courses where the primary instructional resource was the computer.

Matters related to the Cost-effectiveness of the TICCIT program and the technical

performance of the computer system were beyond the scope of this evaluation.

Implementation of the TICCIT Program

The TICCIT program became an integral part of the curriculum at two

community colleges. Students could register for'courses and earn college

credits in classes, offered on a computer system. The equivalent of three full

courses in algebra and two courses in the fundamentals of English composition

were available on-the TICCIT- system. Instructor involvement in these courses

varied from direct supervision of all student work to supplementary assistance

provided upon student request. In English courses, instructors tended to

Choose the TICCIT lessons appr9priate.for their classes and to take an active

role in assigning and coirecang written'exercises; instructors in mathematical

courses, where departmental policy set the TICCIT coverage according to curriculum

requirements, had responsibility for managing classes sometimes three times

the size:of usual lecture sections and for advising,students on their course

progress. All TICCIT courseware adhered to the same instructional design,

reiying on an hierarchical content structur9Ito organize the subject matter and

a rule-example-practice paradigm to suggest strategies for student learning. ,

Implementing an ambitious and innovative program in schools, is in itself a

significant accomplishment. It required selecting a sector of education

conducive to a maret success for computer-asdisted instruction, maintaining

the interest'and commitment of the schools chosen as demonstration sites', and,

developing complete and independent alternatives to traditional college courses.

Because there was rapid growth in student enrollment at community colleges as

well as a concentration of that enrollment in a few select courses, the community.

college seemed to represent a viable market for computer-assisted 'instruction.

By focUsing on introductory mathematics and English courses, the TICCIT program

could address the basic deficiencies In student preparation prevalent under

open admissions at community colleges and offer a replacement for one-fifth of

a colleges traditional curriculum. The potential existed fora cost-effective

application of computers to education that would rekindle commercial interest

in providing such services.

The choice of particular community colleges to participate in the project

was as carefully planned as the selection of an appropriate market. Since the

installation of a new computer system and the introduction of a different

curriculum prograid might initially demand heavy external support, the community

'colleges had to be in close geographical proximity to the developers. The

colleges also had to be'able to accommodate the full demonstration as shown by

the physical space available for the computer system and student carrels, a

curriculum structure parallel to theiarget courses in the TICCIT program, an

enrollment in candidate courses high enough to justify heavy use of all

128 terminals, and a student population similar to the national norms in their

characteristics. The developers of the TICCIT program sought and found two



"'t:
,

community colleges-suitab%le to Serve as 'exemplary demonstration sites,in the
evaluation.

To insure'the,smooth and oiderly'transition of the TICCIT- program into the
college curriculuny the developers adopted several specific mechanisms. ,Notable
among these were: the appointment of local project directors at the colleges
and of a central agent responsible for college liaison for the developers; the
establishment-of a committee pith senior-representatives of each participant to
.oversee the project; the development of an implementation plan wkth specific
details on the preparation, installation",and operati9n of TICCIT systems at
community colleges; and the participation of community college instructors in
developing content specifications for.the 'TICCIT courseware. Each of these
steps helped to make the community colleges active participants in project
administration and planning.

In order to develop a curriculum equivalent five full community c4lege-
coprses, the developers of the TICCIT courseware'took a systematic approach-Ito
'the design and production of curriculum materials. Each component, of the
TICCIT curriculum, regardless of content coverage, adhered to the same basic
instructional design. That design depended heavily on maps, similar to learning
hierarchies,; to land Structure to the subject matter. A series of three maps
,depicting successively finer ldvdls of detail in the subject matter charted the
content coverage of TICCIT courseware. Learner control became available at
the'finest level of detail, the segment. Each segment contained a rule along
with examples and practice problems illustrating the application of that rule.
Through options built into the TICCIT system a student could exercise control
over the sequence, difficulty level and frequency of rule and instance displays.

- The uniform nature of this instructional design across the TICCIT course-
ware invited the application of a single production model for the entire
curriculum. The courseware developers assemb'ed production teams including
membeis with different specialty skills, and they defined a production, process
specifying the flow of the curriculum along work stations. This appr4Ch to
curriculum development was meant to facilitadd the rapid production of high
quality courseware. It did encourage contributions from persons with d erent
fields of expertise, and it did result in the completion of a curricu
comparable in coverage to five full courses. But there were numerous ges
to the original production model along the way to these accomplishments: Some
became necessary because courseware production took place concomitantly with
development of the computer.system. Others occurred because the production
model was too rigid for adapting easily to schedule demands and work styles.

The evaluation of the TICCIT program involved over 5,000 students in
nearly 200 sections of target courses. At least one academic term of colle
exposure to a particular course on the TICCIT system always preceded our
collection of data on program impact. This period of adjustment enaked the
colleges to gain experience' with the TICCIT program and permitted us to/Conduct
field trials of the instruments and procedures for the evaluation. For-
mathematics courses the demonstration phasd of the project began with 4e fall
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"?term of'the 1975-76 academic year; it commenced with le start of the 1976'

.calendar year for English courses. In general there were academic terms

of data colle4tipn on program results for each target course.
4

Ree*ssand.Discutsion

. Course Completion Rates. The impact of the TICCIT program on courge:

completion rates, defined as the'proportion of students enrolled for a course

who later-fulf411. the courses requireients and receive grades with Credit,was

negattye t every case eave:one. Of the 17 analyses conducted for''target,

hin terms, 13 led to statistically significant and negatt}fe estimates

nt effects-. The average completion rate for matt:emetics coursealfts

TICCIT classes (i.e., 16 students of every 100 eneblled for'the course

,.

coueses w
of treat
16%
rec 404 a grade with credit within an academic term) in contrast toan.derage

of 50% for ledture,sections. :Figures for English courses showed-an average

compietion'rete of'55% for TICCIT classes and 66% tor lecture=dischstiqp-:

ections., 1e appears clear that the TICCIT program had a detriMentai effect on

the likel-ihOod that a, student would complete 'the college toquirrftentp.for

course credit:within an academic term. Even when students pursued their

studies on the TICCIT system across terms, their likelihood of completinge

course did not-improve. A
t

To what should we attribute these results? - It is common for deve opera

"to counter negative findings with qualifications about the status of eir

product at the time of its evaluation. System reliability or an'incom lete

curricular program, for example, might account for thse negative-findings."

s,
But the completion results were ConsistentaCross acddemic terms as the TICCIT

system reached a'high reliability in its college operations.. ResUlts were also

consistent across courses, so faults at just particular points in the TICCIT '

curriculum seeman inadequate explanation for the negative
Affects. Nor'is

the problem the same as attrition: students tended to remain 'in their_classes

and simply failed to fulfill the requirements for. receipt of a 'grade, with

course credit.
,-,

The reasons behind the lower completion rates observed in TICCITclaeses.

seem' to stem from fundamental concepts of the program- itself. Through learner

control the TICCIT program shifted the et pha
Stu ents%hadto assume responsibili

is in instruction from the tem

i
puter teaching to the student learninf6. r

for their own learning. Other instructional conditioni that alloweCstudents ,,

to set their own pace for learning:had also xesulted in lower complet on

rates than lecture sections. This held for the audiotutorial system t t

preceded the TICCIT program at one demonstration site and the programmed

instruction that _competed with the TICCIT program at a second demonstration

site. The major factor behind the effects of the TICCIT program on course. )

completion is probably a generic problem. Programs that allow each studentto

proceed at his or her own pace risk losing students unable to managetheir own

instruction.

4
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analyses for. CO se completionritesalsO call into q
the in tial premises of the TICCIT projec ;: That considnity co
as 'ap'pr iate audience'for the. TICCIT program. The communi
other sectors of education, doubtless has use foi efgebtiVe0
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than did students weaker, in t
heterogeneous student populat
program-would improVe.
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Student Achievement. The analy0h#

indicsted significant effects dqe.,'to,thok
treatment effects were positive? Attidi
increase sampl? the'schieveteniCi
significant 16sitive effeCtin ,fivevo

gir
om

on one of
eied;constitute
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ere. .It is an

students at
'Ilya to anticipate and

se studeAts with, a
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haps with a less
rates oif the TICCIT

ted for stddent achievement agiin,
IT program hut these vatimates of

toss academic 'terms in order to
ts in mathepatics courses revealed a
cases. These positive. TICCIT

.
effects held regardles00.thestaOSAtial adjustments made 'in attempting to,
compensate for non4ectuivalent.groStudents completing a'mathematics course
on the TICCIT system had higher poStteab scores than comparable students
from lecture sections. EiatitateS of the size of significant TICCIT effects
indicated an increase of .Wetter Ittaten percent- over the achievement results
attained with co eneional etkachingp actices. The result from English
courses were not s dramatic,pAnce most significant effec m could be attributed,
to the,. particu'7ar cirtimstanees pf the demonstration rathe than to the TICCIT
prog am. ,Stlil, eherewas,One course in the fundamentals of English composition
in which a:significant,poiitive effect was replicated across academic terms.
That effect amounted to a'flye percent. Oeremett in student achievement.

These impepvements in student achievement' under the TICC T program reflect
the posttest petforMance of siudents ybacompleted courses on the computer
system. Estimates of treatienteffetrePaesent the differe ce between the
Actual posttest adores of students in, CCIT6lasses.and.,the robable scores of
those same students had they insteaVbeen i*lecture-disCtissi n classes.
Students auallytOok the pokteestsatl.theiteinal examinatio in a course upon

alsattefying all other courrequireitWit ft*, the achievem nt gains reported
for Mathematics and English1COursee apply,,p014,0to those stude is capable of
completing a course under the TICCITprOgram; .01./ n the cour e completion
rates in Ildir claeses,:it should be claai,thaitt4is student( opulation is

iitudentS.in4ially'enthlled for:a course on the TICCIT.
system and ;much smaller than theplralAell'yoptilatiOn of students from lecture-
discussion sections oftheedme caurst4. InitwO;m4thematios courses the
treatment effects applied to an'eveM More'sliecifiCstudent.population, namely

completingoMpleting, algebra cdursisAgider the TWIT program in the evening
,
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division of the college.\ It would beinappropriate to infer that the TICCIT

Grogram improves achievement for all students.

\. - ',Particularly those, students stronger in their prior
familiarity With the

subject matter benefited from taking a course on
a

the TICCIT system. From

-pretest Scores in,mathematics courses it became evident that students weak in

'entrance, ability failed to satisfy course requirements in TICIT classes'while

Students-strorwin prior familiarity completed_ courses underthe TICCIT pr2gramill

and did Veil on posttests. Similarly, the anglrms for completion rates 111

and student achievement in English courses indicated that the impact of the

TICCIT program, on these aspects of student performance depended on a student's

entrance ability. The negative estimates of treatment effects in English

courses grew larger as students.' pretest scores declined: Since students with

less prioratamiliarity of the subject matter tend to require, greater instruc-

tional support, it appears reasonable to conclude'that the TICCIT program

provided instructional support sufficient for students of strong entrance

'Aability but inadequate for others. -

I r

SubjeCt to interactions involving different treatment effects dependent

-' on stUdents' prior familiarity with the subject mater, the TICCIT program

,Succeeded in improving achievement results. Students who completed courses

_under the TICCIT program generally attained higher posttest scores than similar

students in lecture-discussion classes. Because posttest scores included only

those -items that reiipcted objectives common to both the TICCIT program and

the regular curricurgi, and beta se the statistical analyses took demographic

characteristics (e.g., age,-se ployMent status) as well as prior knowledge

of the'subjett matter into con tion whenever sample size permitted, these ,

achievement results do seem to sent the positive impact of the'TICCiT

progiam itself. Yet the, preatmleft effects on student achievement arose

among students with a strOnger initial grasp of the subject matter. While such

students may constitute a imall percentage of the community college's total

enrollment, especially fo ihtn70ductor% courses in mathematics, they might be a

majority of the learnert another context. At industrial or educational

institutions which screen nd select applicants on a competitive baSis, the

TICCIT program could result in uniform positive effects on student achieveMent.

Student Attitudes. The pattern of results in the evaluation of student,

attitudes clearly demonstrated that affective reactions td the TICCIT program

depended on the manner of its use. While the estimated treatment effects

had been consistently negative for' course completion rates and generally

positive for student achievement, those for Student attitudes changed in

direction and significance as. the context of TICCIT classes changed. This

aspect of student performance highlights the importance of the conditions under

which applications of computer-assisted instruction take place, especially the

role played by the teacher in facilitating student learning on Computers.-

On the whole, students in TICCIT classes reacted less favorably to their

mathematics course thari did students of comparable ability in lecture sections.

English courses in which each instructor decided on the extent of student

exposure to the TICCIT system also showed negative treatment effects on student
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attitudes. However, a course'in the fundamentals of English composition hadsignificant, positive attitude results. In this course the TICCIT prOgram wasthe primary instructional resource, but instructors took an active role inexplaining the subject matter, reviewing written assignments and conductingsmall group discussions.

The influence of the context of a course on student attitudes was pArticu-1arly evident from scores on attitude scales established through factor analyses.'Students viewed a mathematics course itself and the fit"of instruction in thecourse to their own needs nearly as favorably in TICCIT classes as in lecturesections. The reasons for students' less positive reactions to mathematicscourses under the TICCIT program seemed to lie in their perceptions of the
individual Attention devoted to thei and their judgments of the usefulness ofspecific system features. When the studoutmteacher ratio in TICCIT classes
Htas higher than that in lecture sections of mathematics courses, students
reported receiving less individual attention.in TICCIT classes. The TICCITprogram had not alleviated a student's need for the assistance of an instructorand perhaps had generated a greater demand for individual attention. Theresults of the attitude scale

representing std4ents' reactions to specificfeatures of the TICCIT system support this conclusion: instructors provided
better explanations of difficult material than did the HELP feature on theTICCIT system and gave clearer presentations of mathematical concepts than theRULE feature. In English courses, which represented a combination of regularclassroom sessions and computer-assisted

instruction, there were significant,negative treatment effects on every attitude,scale. To students, a mixtureof learning on the computer and teaching in a classroom may be like taking
a coarse under two instructors with different approaches to the subject matter.The TICCIT program had been intended as a curriculum appropriate for intactcourses and may best support such applications.

The exception to these lessfavorable attitudes among students in TICCITclasses occurred in a course on the fundamentals of',grammar and written expres-sion. Students in TICCIT classes of this course expresead a greater reeof personal satisfaction with their course and reported* greater t ofindividual attention had been devoted to them.' Such attitud&o st ehind thesignificant, positive treatment effects observed in this course. The courseformat apparently drew on the strengths of the TICCIT program in providing
practice exercises, of the instructors in elaborating on difficult materials and
motivating student work, and of group discussions in promoting personalinteractions. The results were positive student attitudes and higher posttestperformance.

Computer-assisted instruction by itself neither guarantees favorablestudent attitudes nor meets all student needs for further elaboration and
clarification of the subject matter. Especially with a student population asheterogeneous as that at community colleges it may be impractical to attemptdeveloping a tutorial'computer

application capable of meeting the needs of allstudents. Instructors must be available for explaining what students finddifficult to understand. Moreover, a computer system that supports the
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equivalent of full college courses may relieve instructors of their usual

duties but it also generates new demands which preclude any dramatic increase

in normal student-teacher ratios. The TICCIT program has shown that computer-

assisted instruction can, under proper conditions, both facilitate student

learning and promote favorable student attitudes.

Student Activities. What differences occurred. in student self-reports

about their activities seemed a natural consequence of the instructional

conditions for a course. Typically eicposure to,,a course on the TICCIT system

encouraged a percentage of students to take further courses in the subject

matter roughly equal to the percentage found in lecture-discuskion sections.

Course experiences made a job related to the subject matter seem more attractive

to like percentages of students in each instructional condition. Perhaps

unexpected was. the fact that students reported as much interpersonal' contact in

TICCIT classes as in lecture-discussion sections. In both conditions discussions

of course questions with fellow students was the most frequent type of contact.

These data-tend to counter arguments about the impersonal nature of computer

applications in education. Differences in student activities arose in the time

spent on course studies. Across courses,, students in TICCIT classes spent most

of their study time working on the TICCIT system while students in lecture

sections reported most of their time given to working on homework assignments.

So much time was devoted to homework assignments in lecture sections of

mathematics courses that students in TICCIT classes spent less total time on

their course studies. Since English courses on the TICCIT system still involved

IFwritten
assignments and often included small group discussions or regular

IF classroom sessions, students in TICCIT classes for an English course reported

spending more time on their course studies than students in lecture-discussion

sections.

System4ic observations of student interactions with the TICCIT system

revealed behavior consistent with other results. Less than one-half of the

sample of st-nOents randomly drawn for observation remained in their mathematics

°course throughout the academic term. This decrease in sample size reflected a

tendency among students in TICCIT classes to neglect their course studies.

Indeed, the mot obvious trait shared by students completing an introductory

algebra course under the TICCIT program, aside from pretest scores higher than

their classmat s, was regular attendance. This-suggests that monitoring

attendance clo ely could improve course completion rates,. Contrary to what

might be expec ed if learning strategies improved as students gained experience

with the TICCIT, system, or if certain, strategies gave students a higher probability

of succeis (i.e 4 course completion), there were no remarkable differences in

studenteAWee dthe TICCIT system either across
observation cycles or between

students with complete sets of observations and others with fewer observations.

Most often,,,,,shere was no sequence observed for students' use of the learner

control features available at the TICCIT system, primarily due to the low

incidence of student referral to rule statements and examples. Students

instead concentrated on practice problems. While the rules and the examples of

their applicat %on might easily be presented in another format, practice problems

called the computer capabilities inherent to the TICCIT system into play. It
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was in solving practice problems that students received feedback both forconfirming correct responses and for providing remediation for incorrectresponses. The usefulness of practice problems evideop from student choice ofthis feature fits well in the context of other outcomes. itt is consistent. with
t-

the positive TICCIT effects on student achievement, speci rally those regarding
the solution of routine problems in mathematics and, as shown in the objective
test of writing skills, the identification and correction of sentence errors inEnglish composition. Also, PRACTICE was the one system feature that received
high ratings by students both in comparison to its closest counterpart inlecture classes (i.e., homework assignments) and contrasted with ratings ofother components of TICCIT's learner control. The practice problem appeared tobe the cornerstone of the TICCIT system.

The TICCIT system maintained data on the amount of time spent by students
on the computer system. The average amount of time on-line for all students
exceed 20 hours'in each course, and for students with posttests (i.e., thosestudents who completed courses on the TICCIT system) the average time on-line
was above 30 hours and sometimes nearly 40 hours per academic term. Theselatter figures for students with posttests indicate attendance equivalent tothree and sometimes over four class periods per week. That students in English
courses spent as much time on-line as students in mathematics courses, despitethe additional written assignments and classroom meetings or small groupdiscussions in English courses, seemed to suggest the influence of instructorcontacts on student attendance. With regular instructor contacts outside ofsessions on the TICCIT system, students perhaps felt responsible for their ownlearning and answerable to a specific faculty member.

Teacher Role. Its developers had anticipated that the TICCIT program wouldchange the nature of a teacher's' duties and responsibilities. As a mainline
application of computer-assisted instruction, the TICCIT program would become
the primary resource for student learning while instructors gave further
assistance upon student request. There were indeed marked differences between
the activities reported by instructors in TICCIT classes and those reported byinstructors in lecture-discussion sections. Direct observations of instructors'
activities in TICCIT classes confirmed the description given by instructors
themselves and provided greater detail about the tasks performed by teachersunder the TICCIT program.

The TICCIT program nearly eliminated the burden of preparatory work andinstead enabled instructors to devote a considerable proportion of their timeto individual students. Instructors with lecture- discussion sections of target
courses usually spent one-fourth of their time preparing lectures and developing

.student assignments and tests. There was no such demand in TICCIT classes.
Furthermore, lecture sections of mathematics courses required one-half of an
instructor's time for conducting classroom sessions while didactic work inTICCIT classes took only one-fourth of an instructor's time. This reduction inthe time spent on usual duties was offset by increases in the amount of time
spent on other tasks. Specifically, instructors in TICCIT classes devoted
roughly one-third of their time to counseling students on content questions;
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the same activity accounted for lesethan one-tenth of the duties performed by

teachers in lecture sections. Instructors for mathematics courses under the

TICCIT program spent another third of-their time on monitoring student perform-

ance pn mastery tests.

Responding to student,questions about the subject matter and monitoring

student performance on mastery tests occupied the bulk of instructors' time in

TICCIT classes. These activities may signify the difficulty encountered

by some students in learning on the TICCIT system and, therefore, conform with

the course completion rates found under the TICCIT program. Such extensive

instructor contact with individual students may also indicate the assistance

which enabled other students both to complete courses on the TICCIT system and

to attain higher scores on achievement posttests. These alternative interprets-

dohs of instructor activities suggest a basic dilemma: Did the TICCIT program

relieve instructors of routine duties and permit them to make better use of

their time, or did it generate new demands that prevented any freedom of choice

in allocating their time to activities? Judging from the attitudes expressed

by'students in TICCIT classes, it would seem that instructors planned their own

activities in English courses but reacted to the needs of the situation

in mathematics courses.

Faculty Acceptance. A survey conducted prior to the installation of

TICCIT systems at the community colleges identified the major dimensions behind

faculty attitudes toward educational practices and computer-assisted instruction.

The clearest and most prominent dimension behind faculty attitudes toward

educational practices was a focus on the interests of the student. Faculty

seemed to base their responses on what they considered best for students, and

they certainly believed in the importance of personal interactions in student

learning. Other dimensions reflected an emphasis on the subject matter of

a course, a college's receptivity to innovation, and incentives for student

work. On the whole, faculty responses to statements, about educational practices

indicated attitudes supportive of the premises inherent to the design of the

TICCIT program. In contrast to the four factors found to underlie faculty

beliefs about educational practices, two factors sufficed for describing

faculty attitudes toward computer-assisted instruction. These dimensions

simply reflected general attitudes toward CAI and familiarity with computers.

The majority of faculty members lacked any prior experience with computers and

thus had no practical basis for differentiating among the statements about

computer-assisted instruction. Most often, faculty indicated that they were

unsure about the probable impact and significance of computer-assisted instruc-

tion. Certainly there was an openness to the concepts behind the TICCIT

program and an absence of any apparent school resistance to either innovative

projects or instructional technology.

Nearly two years later there was another survey of faculty attitudes that

explicitly dealt with reactions to the TICCIT program. The five dimensions

found on this survey reflected global judgments of Oe TICCIT program, opinions

about the management of instruction in TICCIT classes, perceptions of limitations

in the TICCIT program, beliefs about the teacher's role In TICCIT classes, and
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faiiiiarity with computers. The most frequent response to statements= callingfor. global judgment of the TICCIT program was "not sure" despite severalacademic terms of experience withthe.TICC1T system. Faculty were unsure ofwhether or noe'the TICIT program constituted a significant development in
education just as they had earlier been unsure about CAI in general. They hadthought that CAI would make students active in their own .learning and that itwould tailor instruction to the individual student; the TICCIT program,met
these expectations.. Prior to the implementation of the TICCIT program at the
colleges, faculty generally believed that computer-assisted instruction wouldrelieve instructors of routine duties and enable them to make bettereuse of
'their capabilities. After several academic terms of experience with the TICCITsystem, faculty expressed uncertainty that the TICCIT program had affected
instructor, duties in such ways. Instructors had become less certain that
computer-assisted instruction, particularly the TICCIT program, would benefit
them in fulfilling their instructional responsibilities. Moreover, those
instructors closely associated with the TICCIT project often reacted to the
program less favorably than their colleagues in other departments.

Implications

Applications of the TICCIT Program. The TICCIT program had a significant,positive impact on student performance. This held under mainline applicationsin which the computer became the primary resource for student learning. Other
applications combining regular classroom sessions and computer-assisted instruc-tion showed course completion rates, student achievement and student attitudesgenerally lower than would be the case in lecture-discussion sections. TheTICCIT program had been intended to support intact courses and best served thatpurpose. However, instructors played a critical role in facilitating studentlearning on the TICCIT system. Students' attitudes toward courses under theTICCIT program surpassed those of students in traditional classes only when
instructors elaborated on the subject matter by explaining difficult materialand supplementing the computer curriculum with small group discussion. TheTICCIT program did not lessen a student's need for the assistance of an instruc-tor; it onl changed the nature of the tasks performed by teachers.

]Despit the improved student achievement and sometimes favorable studentattitudes made possible by the TICCIT program, there were dramatic decreases in
course completion rates. This may reflect a generic problem with self-paced
instruction in that students unable to manage their own learning fail tosatisfy course requirements. Such students constitute a sizeable percentage ofthe total enrollment at community colleges. If the TICCIT program continuesat community colleges, there should be careful monitoring of student attendanceand explicit incentives for steady course progress. Regular contact with
instructors outside of sessions on the TICCIT system and small group discussionsmay also provide additional student motivation and thereby improve coursecompletion rates.

The results of this evaluation suggest that the TICCIT program may heinappropriate for community colleges. Only those students strong In their
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initial familiarir with the subject matter benefited substantially from

courses offerS0 under the TICCIT program. Other students either failed .to

cosplete courees on the TICCIT system or derived less benefit from exposure to

the program. the strongest argument for a continuation of applicatiods at

community colleges would be a counterexample to the course completion rates

observed in this evaluation. At institutions with a more select and less

heterogeneous student population or with compulsory 'attendance in instructional

programs, the TICCIT program could lead to uniform, positive results.

Adoption of Computer-Assisted Instruction. The TICCIT program has

confirmed the potential of computer-assisted instruction as an effective

resource in student learning. Students in TICCIT classes attained posttest

scores higher than .those .of similar students in classes taught by traditional

practices. These increments in student achievement amounted to ten percent

improvements An mathematics courses and five percent in English courses. Under

the proper conditions, the TICCIT program, also led to student attitudes more

favorable than those of students in lecture-discussion classes. This demon-

stration provides further evidence for advocating school adoption of computer-

assisted instruction. But widespread school adoption of computer-assisted

instruction and expectations of significant increases in school productivity

would be premature.

Computer-assisted instruction by itself guarantees no magical solutions to

the problems faCed in education. Results will depend on the' instructional

design of the curriculum materials, on the manner of implementation, on the

nature of the student population, and on the ,role played by teachers. It is

advisable that computer. applications in education start
with a recognition of

the factors involved in the instructional process and seek to use each to

its fullest potential. The computer alone is simply an alternative mechanism

for the delivery of instruction. Its strengths lie in its capabilities for

providing fedback on student performance and its potential for engaging.

students as actLve particip its in their own learning.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1i

In 1971 the National'Science Foundation aw ) ded a contract to the MITRE
,

.

Corporation todevelop and demonstrate the TICCIT program. This program uses

mini-computers and modified television receivers as the heart of a computer-

as,Sisted instructional system, thus its acronym: Time-shared, Interactive,

Computer-Controlled Information Televisiun. At first the CAI_Laboratory at

the University of Texas and later the Institute for Computer Uses in Education

at Brigham Young University assumed responsibility for the design and production.

of currirftiaz materials for the TICCIT system. The TICCIT project began with

the combined taleits of engineers and educators. It followed, therefore, that

the syttym join available technology compone is and innovative teaching stra-

teiies together so as to form a complete peogr tailored for the delivery ofqk--

instruction and the promotion of student learning on an individual basis.

The TICCIT project overcame significant obstacles in technical and instruc-

tional design. Now it puts computer-assisted instruction for entire courses in

preealculus mathematics and English composition within the financial reach of

colleges, at least in terms of system purchase costs. Whether the educationalA

outcomes probable with the TICCIT program justify such a purChase is a difficult

cost-benefit issue that ultimately reduces to subjective judgments. Here

we provide information on the educational impact of the TICCIT program. This .

first chapter reviews,the general conditions which led to the project, points

to several key features that attracted attention to the project, and then

presents a description of the TICCIT system. It concludes with statements of

the developers' goals and bvaluator's purposes.
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.1.1 Background

The computer industry went through a period of tremendous growth between

1960 and 1970. During that period the number of schools with computers increased
o

from approximately 200 to over 1,250 (Comstock, 1972a). Expenditures on com-

puters took a similar jump. ,Just within higher education expenditures went from

$49 million in 1962-63 to $352 million in 1968 -69 (Comstock, 1972a). Given such

phenomenal growth it was natpral to view computers as the emerging technology

with major implications for educational practice.

Indeed there were optimistic predictions for a revolution within education

and 'aggressive efforts by the computer industry to capture this market for new

equipment. A report by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education (Kerr,,1972)

estimated that the role of-instructional technology in higher education would

expand through research,, administration, and libraries until there. was wide-

spread use for instruction after the year 2000. Major computer firms began new

divisions devoted to instructional systems. Hardware configurations and support

packages specifically tailored for education appeared on the market.

Research and development struggled to keep pace with the computer explosion

in education. Catalogs listed numerous computer programs written for specific

applications (e.g., Lekso, 1971). The level of activity and interest in such

computer applications prompted the formation of information exchanges to spread

the word about available programs and encourage dissemination (e.g., ENTELEK,

1971). There was a parallel increase in the literature about computer applica-

tions for instruction (e.g., Razik, 1971), most'of it descriptive or exploratory

in nature.

The computer as a resource had taken hold in education. Even closer to

today forecasts still indicate a growth rate above 15 percent annually for our
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expenditures on computer hardware (Rockart & Scott Morton, 1975). Again, the

magnitude of these investments would suggest a substantial impact upon the

educational process.

Certainly"the compUter has become an invaluable. tool in educational

research and school administration. Instruction about computers, how to write

programs or design systems for example, has become commonplace in our schools

and coiiiikes. But direct applications of the computer to transmit instruction,

to convey information to students, accounted for a scant amount of the total

computer activity in schools at the start of the 1970s (Comstock; 1972a).

This was true despite the potential of the computer as a medium for meeting the

needs of individual students and reshaping the learning process (see Bushnell &

Alen, 1967; Coulson, 1970).

There were illustrations of successful applications of the computer for

instruction. These ranged from programs in arithmetic for elementary schools

(Suppes & Morningstar, 1969) to projects in physics for college students

(Kromhout, Edwards, & Schwartz, 1969). Rather than give conclusive evidence

tri the results from computer-assisted instruction (CAI) and thus promote wide-

spread use, such exemplary applications seemed to strengthen arguments about

the Stential of the computer as an instructional resource. Certain studies did

suggest significant difference6 in favor of a CAI supplement to traditional

instruction (see Feldhusen & Szabo, 1969;-Vinsonhaler & Bass, 1972 for brief

reviews). Some demonstrated an improvement in teaching efficiency since

students took less time to learn a given amount, of material (e.g., Bitzer &

Boudreaux, 1969; Ford, Slough, & Hurlock, 1972). Other comparisons of achieve-

ment results between regular classrooms and experimental classes supplemented with

CAI showed a positive effect for CAI (e.g., Butler, 1969; Culp & Castleberry,
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1971). Most studies reported, in anecdotal or descriptiveform, fayorable

student reactions to CAI (see King, 1975 for a review). Still, schools had

not adopted CAI on a grand :male.
0

A variety of factors might be cited as contributing to this resistance, or

at least reluctance, to adopt CAI. Advocates of instructional technology tenhed

to list a few major problems: inadequate federal resources for. CAI research and

'development; teacher resistance to such innovations; lack of commitment from the

4

commercial sector; and the need for a major demonstration with national promi-

nence as an impetus toward the adoption of CAI (e.g.,' Anastasio &.Morgan,' 1972;

Armsey & Dahl, 1973; Holland & Hawkins, 1972). Cost Must-be considered as

another major factor inhibiting the use of CAI (Judd, 19717. Perhaps even the

absence of an independent evaluation played a role in schools' hesitation to

invest in instruction with, computers.

The rapid growth of the computer as an educational resource and schools'

reluctance to adopt CAI may seem contradictory. "Ent most expenditures on com-

puters were confined to admAistrative data processing, research applications or

instruction about programming and hardware design. It is important to reiterate

the fact that only a small proportion of the dollars spent on.computars went to

direct instructional
applications in which the computer served as the mechanism

that did the teaching. Despite an-expanding market for the computer within

education and a growing body of evidence on the benefits of instruction with
0

computers, schools had yet to adopt CAI. To a great extent, the CAI activity

that did occur was limited to what the federal government supported. (

The MITRE Corporation proposed to break this log jam in the flow of CAI

to schools. Their TICCIT (Time-shared, Tnteractive, Computer-Controlled

Information Television) system was to be a small, cost-effective alternative
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//to the larger CAI systems then planned (Stetton, 1971). It would bring th6

cost of CAI down to an affordable level for most schools and thus encourage the

mass dissemination of CAI through private industry. There was considerable

support for the demonstration of such a system in order to prove the merits of

computer-assisted instructjon. for teaching and reduce per student costs ida

tight economy.

1.2 Key Features of the TICCIT Project

As a nonprofit organization MITRE sought and received, a federal grant to

elaborate on the design of the TICCIT system. This grant followed an already

substantial investment of MITRE's own funds to study the economic-feasibility

of CAI. In 1971 MITRE, in conjunction with the CAI Laboratory at the University

of Texas, began to specify the design elements necessary for a cost-effective

application of CAI. Their initial work culminated in a proposal to install the

TICCIT system in schools and demonstrate its impact on the educational process.

There were several unique features in the plans for the TICCIT project. At

least five points, when taken together, distinguished the TICCIT-program from

other CAI applications. These mighe'be restated here as: (1) market success;

(2) loc*al facility; (3) available hardware; (4) learner control; and (5) "main-

line" instruction. None of these concepts can convey much about TICCIT without

some explanation of what each implies about the rationale for the TICCIT project.

Market Success. From its inception the TICCIT program held a market success

as its primary goal (see MITRE, 1972). It was an explicit attempt to create a

supply-demand situation conducive to a commercial success for'CAI. The developers
4argued that low cost, high quality, or technical sophistication would not

guarantee school adoption of CAI. Of course these would be necessary conditions
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for a market success, but not in themselves sufficient. The TICCIT program was

to serve as a catalyst in the mass dissemination clf CAI through its systematic

application to. educational needs. Commercial vendors of computers and publishers

of instructional materials had forsiken the potential market for CAI. Major computer:

firms had embarked on ambitious marketing programs in the 1960's only to abandon

instructional applications as a result of their quite limited success. TICCIT's

developers hoped to rekindle their interest with a strong example of a)market

success. SChools in search of a CAI system would provide a powerful incentive

for private industry to reenter the education market.

LOcal Facility. Just as market success represented a bold goal, LITRE also

took a distinctive approach to the economics of CAI. The TICCIT system was to

be a small, local facility built around a marriage of mini-computers and tele-

vision technology. It would be small enough for a school of modest size (perhaps

'
1200 students) to purchase and install its own intact system. Such a local

Jacility.provided an alternative to the large-scale system for CAI then under

deVelopment (i.e., Bitzer & Skaperdas, 1971). Arguments about the relative

advantages of small and large computer systems continue today since each type

has its strengths. Here it is sufficient to note that the TICCIT project

stood on one side of'that small -large continuum for system size.

Available Hardware. Costs had to be kept low if a school were to be able

to afford a TICCIT system. MITRE advocated the use of available hardware com-

ponents in order to reduce CAI costs to such a level. The TICCIT system

combined_computers already on the market with proven television technology.

, t:

Its uniqueness stemmed from the total system design rather than the character-

istics --single part. Indeed its components could be pu'rchased "off-the-

shelf atid then; with minor modifications, assembled to form the basis for a TICCIT

system. Yet a system constructed in this manner could display a rich variety
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of instructional materials as well as process students' responses to questions

and follow their directions for an appropriate teaching strategy.

Learner Control. The capab lity to accept students' directions for

teaching was the result of. an innovative' approach to instructional design.

Through options built into the TICCIT system a student could exercise control

Over hisown instruction. Each student could choose a topic for study, a dif-

ficulty level at which to work,, and an instructional sequence for his.or her

learning. The menu of possible student choices defined the limits of learner\

control aver diffidulty and sequence, and the structure given to the subject

matter' estricted the range of topic selections. This approach to learner con-

trol combined our knowledge about how to present material (Merrill 5 Boutwell,,

1973) with that on how to structure content (Gagne, 1970). It also gave

recognition to differences among students and attempted to meet the needs of

individual students through flexibility in teaching method.

Mainline Instruction. The concept of "mainline" instruction was a signi-i

ficant departure from the familiar use of computers as a supplement to clasA6

instruction. Rather than serve as an adjunctive resourcellor the teacher, the

TICCIT program itself was to be the primary source for instruction. It would

give students an opportunity to study at separate rates of progress and free

teachers for concentrated work with individual students. In effect, the TICCIT

program would also make it possible for school administrators to increase the

student-teacher ratio and thus reduce the labor- intensive aspect of costs in

educestion.

This last distinctive feature of the TICCIT program begins to touch on

the manner of application advocated by the program's developers. While other

features of the computer system certainly contributed to its potential for

0
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instruction, two.poInts about the use of the TICCIT eye em deserve mention

/along with the key features of the program. These involve MITRE's choice of

the community college as an appropriate level of education for a demonstration

of the TICCIT program, and their decision about which curricular materials

belonged on the TICCIT system.

MITRE sought to avoid school resistance to CAI and therefore chose community

colleges.as an appropriate test case for market success. Community colleges had

to meet the diverse needs of the local population as well as the demands of in-
.

creased enrollment (see Bushnell, 1973). Their commitment to Student service

together with growth in, enrollment under open admissions made community colleges

receptive to such changes as the TICCITprogram. In addition this segment of higher

education seemed to be lowest in the pkoportion of schools with access'to CAI .

(Comstock, 1972b) .

Just as tIae choice of the community college was the result of careful

thought about a potential market, so the selection of subject matterto be taught

on the!TICCIT system hinged on economic and educational considerations. MITRE

estimated that as much as one-fifth of a student's program of study took place

in remedial or introductory courses offered in the mathematics and English

"departments. This meant that a small number oe'courses represented a major

part of the community college's curriculum in terms of student enrollment..

Further, there was a pronounced need for improved instruction in algebra and

writing skills. A large percentage of students do not complete their intro-,

ductory algebra courses, and it has become difficult for community colleges

to deal with the variety and extent of student deficiencies in writing. Mathe-

matics and English were selected as the target courses for the demonstration of

the TICCIT program.



Its developers believed that the TICCIT program had the potential for sub-

stantial impact on instruction in community colleges, particularly instruction

in algebra and Writing. In order to demonstrate this impact MITRE proposed the

installation of TICCIT systems at two test sites.. The Alexandria-Campus of

the NortherniVirginia Community College and Phoenix College of the Maridbpa

County Community College District agreed to serve A field locations for the

demonstration.

1.3 Description of the TICCIT System

The concept of a system begins to describe, the products as wellas the

activities of the TICCIT project. In a traditional sense a computer system for

instruction has hardware, software and curricular materials or courseware.

The TICCIT program also had other subsystems. Its procedures for developing

curricular materials, plans for installing and operating computers to do college

teaching, and manuals for introducing faculty to TICCIT were as much parts of

the overall system as the computers themselves. Still, an elaboration of these

activities comes later (see Chapter 3: Implementation of the TICCIT Program)

and'here we concentrate on the familiar components of a CAI system.

The TICCIT instructional system as described below is the same as, that

intended for use in community colleges. 'Other configurations exist for military

training and special education (see Rappaport & Olenbush, 1975) but these were

not part of the MITRE proposal for a field delonstration and came after the

initial work, for that demonstration had begun. The information presented here.,

is taken primarily from the MITRE Corporation's own description, An Overview of

the TICCIT Program (1976). Further details about the TICCIT system, especially

those'components designed specifically for the TICCIT project, can be found in

that report.
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1.3.a* Hardware

The hardware for the TICCIT system is what a visitor to a site would

see: physical devices that look like grey boxes in assorted sizes and television

sets with keyboaids-eimilar to those'. on electric typewriters. Actually these

are the computers and their peripheral equipment, including the subsystems built

for the TICCIT project and the terminal stations at which students learn. Much

of the equipment is available for purchase commercially such as the two Nova 800

Computers from Data General or the Century 114 disc drives. Other pieces of

hatdware had to be adapted for the TICCIT system, .for example the Color tele--

vision sets that function under computer control. A third category of equipment

had to be constructed for specific needs peculiar to the TICCIT system, like the

devices that translate digital messages from the computer into video displays

for the color teleVisions.

Figure 1.1 presents a schematic diagram of the TICCIT computer system. The

system revolves around two mini-computers and their associated devices for storage

and input-output. This basis for the system is off-the-shelf technology that is

readily wieldable for purchase. The digicolOr system, audio system and graphic

digitizer represent unique hardware elements built to satisfy specific needs.

The terminals, absent from the diagram but certainly an essential part of the

whole system, constitute the most visible part of the system since it is where

the student interacts with the computer.

Computers and Peripherals. The TICCIT system has a dual processor. One"

mini-computer serves as the main processor and another as the terminal pro- "010

cessor. The main processor has a larger memory (65,536 words of core storage)

and does the bulk of the work. It uses the courseware data base to assemble

3
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textual,displays and process students' answers to problems as well as their

directions for teaching strategy. The main processor also maintains student

records and protects both student records and system memory against power

failures or unforeseen system crashes.

In order for the main processor to fulfill these responsibilities the ter-

minal processor has to handle the input-output demands of-128 terminals. The

terminal processor "r-iteives keyboard entries from the terminals and transfers

complete messages over to the main processor. It then feeds back textual dis-

plays or generates audio messages and graphic material as directed by the main

processor. The terminal processor does little of the actual computation like

judging answers, determining sequence, or updating 'records. Instead it juggles

input-output messages for 128 terminals and services them so that it seems as if

each terminal has a dedicated communication link with the computers and no other

terminal competes for time.

The discs that go along with the processors provide storage for data that

correspond to the processors' tasks. Since the main processor forms frames

of text and keeps records of students' progress, it has access to disc storage

for courseware data as well as student data. Two other moving head discs for

the courseware data necessary in generating graphics and constructing audio

AP
messages fall under the control of the terminal processor. Each of these five

discs has a memory capacity of 12,000,000 words in contrast to the processors'

core storage of less than 70,000 words. There are also two smaller fixed head

discs: one which stores a system directory and another which buffers keyboard

data. The directory gives the location of data within the system and lists

valid user identification numbers. Such a memory bank is essential for'a CAI

39,
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system based on mini-computers. With thisgtonfiguration the TICCIT system

holds the textual materials necessary for five full semester courses on

three moving head discs. Two additional discs store the data bases for

audio and graphics messages.

Besides disc driveS the TICCIT system includes a somewhat standard array

of peripheral equipment. As shown on the left side of the digram for the

TICCIT computer system (Figure 1.1), there is a card reader, a magnetic tape

unit, a line printer, and a console for system operation. These peripherals

facilitate courseware development and help fulfill the administrative function's

that accompany a mainline CAI system.

Special Devices. As the first instructional system to combine computer

and television technology, the TICCIT program faced some unique problems that

required special hardware subsystems. MITRE designed. a digicolor system in

order to convert digital computer messages to display signals consistent with

television receivers. The dibplay generator decodes the computer message and

transfers a single frame TV picture over to the video refresh memory. This

refresh memory then sends that single picture to its associated TV rece er

and' continues to repeat the picture so that it appears as a steady display.

The refresh memory has a solid-state design with one printed circuit board for

luminance and another for color. Of course TV receivers also accept full

color videotape signals: the TICCIT system has a set of 20 video cassette

tape players which the computer directs, although an operator must perform the

manual operations like loading a given tape. Since the digicolor system sends

television pictures over coaxial cables, the TICCIT signals can be compatible

with normal cable TV reception.
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The TICCIT audio system holds about 2 1/2 hours of sentences and phrases

recorded as digital information. Each second of these hours is stored as

20,000 bits, thus the need for a large disc memory to serve as the audio

data base. Attached to the terminal processor is a digital to analog converter

that retrieves audio messages from disc storage via a shift register buffer,

and then passes the messages through a switching system to the TV receivers.

Another converter handles the reverse process in courseware development: it

accepts a continuous voice signal and stores it as binary information. The

complete audio system can transmit simultaneous messages to approximately

twenty receivers.

A third special subsystem permits the semiautomatic entry of graphics

into the courseware data base. This is an optional system component as it

facilitated' courseware production rather than delivery. The actuallproduction

of graphic materials still takes place outside of the TICCIT system, but there

is a graphic digitizer that scans artists' work and records it as part of the

courseware data base connected to the terminal processor. In the graphics

digitizer a modified TV camera scans an artist's drawing and records the

luminance and color data for the graphics on that paper. There is an edit

program for the graphics source file so an artist can later check the results

of the camera's scan and make changes to the actual display frame as necessary.

With the projection for over 10,000 pieces of graphic material in the courses

under development, the partial automation permitted by the graphics digitizer

would contribute to a smooth production process.

Terminals. The TICCIT.terminal is really a color television set and an

electronic keyboard. As modified for the TICCIT system the television sets

41
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display alphanumeric information along 17 lines with 43 character positions in

a line. Characters themselves fall under computer control; programs can define

as many as 512 distinct characters for use at one time. The dimensions for a

graphic display would be 204 elements in the vertical direction by 430 horizontal

elements. Both alphanumeric and graphic displays take advantage of the color

capabilities of the TICCIT system to highlight key words, provide attractive

material, and otherwise cue student attention. While'such single'frame displays

use seven colors, the terminals can also receive full color videotapes with sound.

These display capabilities together with access to audio messages give the

TICCIT system a rich variety of instructional materials, especially in contrast

to the teletypes and CRT consoles available at the start of the TICCIT project.

Further, the use of a color television as a CAI terminal holds promise for other

applications in the home based on coaxial cable communications.

The keyboard through which the student directs his instruction and 'responds

to the TICCIT system resembles the key set on a standard typewriter (see Figure

1.2). -That standard set of characters is sufficient for textual, numerical, and

symbolic entries. A block of keys on the left side of the keyboard provides the

student with some common controls for editing entries and positioning the cursor

on the screen. More important to the design of the TICCIT program is the block

of keys on the right side of the keyboard that defines a student's choices in

TICCIT's teaching strategy. This learner control is an integral part of the

entire system as it at once defines the extent of flexibility in teaching

strategy and restricts the instructional design compatible with the TICCIT system.

As installed at the demonstration sites the TICCIT program supports instruction

under a learner control paradigm that is consistent across lessons, courses,

subject fields, and schools.
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1.3.b ,Software

Software is what enables the equipment in a TICCIT computer system

to fulfill specific tasks. For the main processor to shuffle student .data

from disc to computer memory and back, or the terminal processor to coordinate

the delivery of textual, graphic, and audio messages to over 100 terminals, or

the computer system to judge a student's response to a question as right or

wrong requires software. Without such programs there would be not flashing

lights, spinning tapes, or students learning on the TICCIT system.'

The computer programs written for the TICCIT system fall into . lve func-

tional categories. Operating systems and application programs relate to the

delivery of instructional materials. Two other program paCkages, namely data

entry and courseware processing, support the production and assembly of

materials. A fifth function of the software is to provide utility services

such as system protection against power fluctuations and disc management.

Operating Systems and Application Software. Together the operating

systems and application programs allow mini-computers,to deliver courseware

and follow TICCIT's learner control paradigm foi. 128 terminals. There isan

operating system for the main processor that brings courseware programs into

core and executes them as appropriate for each student's instruction. A time

limit on execution (79 milliseconds for a full load of 128 terminals) prevents

one student's needs from interfering with instruction for other students, yet

Gives adequate time for system action. The main processor operating system

(MPOS) also keeps an accurate data record for each student and feeds this to

disc for use with the next cycle of courseware execution.
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The terminal processor operating system (TPOS) serves as an interface)

between the main processor and the terminals. It actually sends messages

to the terminals under MPOS direction and passes complete student entries on

to the'main processor for action. The routine input-output work, such as

sending a student's key stroke back for display on his terminal or changing an

entry as a student edits it, comes under the list-of ups tasks as do a number

of other housekeeping chores. This operating system, however, is far from

routine in that it succeeds in reliable mini-computer service to 128 terminals.

The application software is a direct result of the approach to instruc-

tit:oriel design taken in the TICCIT program. All student entries rely on the

application software for analysis and subsequent directions for a system

response. Because these programs must be in constant use, each resides in

core as an assembly language program in order to promote an efficient system

response to student entries. It is withfhis collection of programs that

data about a student's status begin. The application software sets the indica-

tors and records the variables which reflect where a student currently stands

in the courseware as well as the quality of his prior work. This information

is essential for the system to determine an appropriate response to a learner

control command or to make a recommendation about howthe student should

proceed.

Data Entry and Courseware Processing. An entire college course on the

TICCIT system occupies a large number of display frames, just as a textbook

with equivalent material would run to thousands of pages. There is software

that partially automates the construction of these materials. For graphics

a camera scans art work and computer programs record the result in source

files. For text a member of the courseware production team prepares displays
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for rubes, examples, and practice problems as well as the specifications for

sequencing these frames and judging students' answers to problems. Such frame
.

'construc'tion takes place at a terminal under author mode: software for data

entry stores these frames in source files for text. Courseware processing

involves the assembly of these source files and other data (e.g., tests and

maps of courseware contents) into a form ready for delivery to students as

instruction. q

1.1.c Courseware

It is important to acknowledge the TICCIT program as a forM of

mainline instruction. The courseware for the program rests on the assumption

that student:4 would learn all the material required for college credit on the

0
TICCIT. sy,stem. This reverses the usual relationship between the teacher

and the computer'found. in.an adjunctive application of computer-assisted

instruction. Rather than. supplement classroom work, TICCIT takes primary

responsibility for students' instruction while the teacher becomes an additional

resource. .So 'the courseware on the TICCIT system must be self-sufficient. It

must contain,i1.1 of the'course material called for in a college's curriculum

standards and deliVer it in such a manner that students learn.

Obviously mainline instruction places a burden on the TICCIT program with-

out precedent from other CAI systems. Yet the replacement of traditional

classroom activities is a forceful argument for reduced costs through CAI. If

the TICCIT program under an increased student-teacher ratio could release

teachers from classroom lectures and free them for other tasks, the change in

teacher productivity might justify the program's expense. The developers of
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the TICCIT coursewaie;: initially the CAI Laboratory of the University of Texas .

and later the Institute for Computer-UBes in Education at Brigham Young Univer-

sity, accepted this challenge and embarked on an approach to courseware produc-

tion consistent with their concepts of market success and mainline instruction.

Content. After a study of potential markets for CAI, MITRE chose community

colleges as the segment of education likely to be most'receptive to the TICCIT

program. Here there was a pronounced need for basic instruction coupled with

a willingness to experiment with new methods that promised an improvement in

student learning. Indeed enrollment growth at community colleges had begun

to strain the limits of faculty teaching loads so the TICCIT program did nOth

present a threat to jobs. Instead it offered a vehicle to meet local demands

for instruction.

Within community colleges certain courses represent an inordinate share

of the total curriculum in terms of enrollment. This is especially true fot

courses in algebra and writing skills where the numbers of students at a

college require tens of sections each term. Further, if each student took

just one algebra or writing course per term over a full two-year program, such

courses would constitute twenty percent of the college curriculum by enrollment.

MITRE therefore decided to implement the TICCIT program for precalculus mathe-

matics and English composition. Outlines of the content coverage, available in

the mathematics and English courseware appear in Appendices A and B.

Basically the mathematics courseware contains the equivalents of introduc-

tory algebra, intermediate alegebra, and elementary functions. Beginning with a

review of arithmetic skills, the algebra materials span common logarithms,

linear equations, probability, arithmetic and geometric progressions, as well as

48
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other traditional topics like polynoMial and algebraic expressions. The

coverage for elementary functions includes polynomial, trigonometric,

e4onential and logarithmic functions with a brief treatment of conic sections

14cpordinate geometry.

The courseware for English compositon provides the equivalent of a writing

lablatory with instruction in,grammar, mechanics, diction, sentence structure

Ioaragraph development. Unlike the TICCIT program for math, much of the

students' work takes place independent of the TICCIT system as writing assign-

ments. This reflects the general courseware objective for composition: clear

and effective writing in a standard English style.

Structure. When a student begins a course on the TICCIT system, he or she

;:'encounters a series of maps. These maps chart the subject matter to be learned.

Just as a textbook has chapters and sections, a TICCIT course has units and

lessons presented on maps. Figure 1.3 is a unit level map for the precalculus

courseware; Figure 1.4 is for the English composition courseware. These

figures present all TICCIT courseware: a single math course might contain only

four such units, as in the beginning algebra course at one demonstration site

'that requires units 23, 22, 20 and 17, or a student in a composition course

might need work only in units 11, 10, 9 and 1 of the English courseware. Once

a student chooses a unit within a course, there is a map of the lessons within

that unit. The series of maps continues for three steps from units to lessons

to segments. Each step yields further detail about the content coverage

until a student reaches the segments within a lesson. At the segment level

instruction,oecurs.

Unlike the outline/format of a table'of contents, the maps in TICCIT

courseware adhere to a hierarchical structure. A segment below another on

4 9
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1. PRIMILI1Y

2, SFAS AID PROGESSIGIS

7, EXPOINTIAL FINCTICKS

8, PIRMItL FUNCTIONS

9, RICTICIIS

10, CONIC SECTIONS

11, REATIMS

MATRICES

15, el:ANTIC RATIONS AND MUTES

16, ALGEBRAIC LIONS'

18, LINEAR SYSTITE

19. LINEAR BECIALITIES

20, LINEAR MATIONS

12. SMOLIC LOGIC

14, CCM LOGARITHIS

17, POLNIMIAL NRESSIOIS

21. SETS

22, RATIONAL DPRESSIE

ARI1HvETIC REVD

24, IMICOCTICti TO TICCIT

TICCIT Mathematics Courseware

Figure 1.3, 50
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TICCIT ENGLISH

UNIT

INNO1

1. WRITING ESSAYS

2. EFFECTIVE WRITING

3. SENTENCE FAULTS

4. PtFTUATICN AND CAPITALIZATION

5. VERBS AND PRONOUNS

6, SPELLING

7. MITILEVEL SENTENCES

8. BONDING THE SENTENCE

9, ORGANIZING ESSAYS

10. WRITING PARAGRAPHS

11, SACTURE OF WRITING

12. ANALYZING SENTENCES

13. BASIC ELBENTS OF THE SENDENCE

14. PRE-TEST

15. INTRODUCTION TO TICCIT

TICCIT English Courseware

Figure 1.4
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a'prerequisite to that higher g

connectioft implies that learning the matOtialfound lower in the'path will

facilitate learning in later, higher positions. For example, in the English

'courseware, the unit on writing paragraphs comes before that on organizing

essays. Units adjacent to one another in a horizOntal.direction, on the other

hand, share no definite relationship. Thus, the map.structure for the subject

matter depicts interrelationships among, first, units at the course level,

then lessons, and finally degments. This structures student-learningtoo as

prerequisites determine content sequence and adjacent map positions provide a

AI general such a vertical

choice.

There is another dimension of structure which students do not encounter.

It is that of the files on the TICCIT system. Files on discs hold the ac ual,

instructional materials. This approach allows the storageof extensive rul
/

statements and instances to accompany each rule. The rule states the concept

to be learned while the instances provide examples of ,its application and

problems for student practice. Alternative version f a single rule and its

corresponding instances constitute a segment of instruction. All-courseware

on the TICCIT system eventually comes down to the level of segments, and, in

turn, files of rules apd instances.

Strategy. Much of the TICCIT strategy for teaching arises from its map

structure. Boxes, whether for units, lessons or segments, colored green on a

map display indicate that a student has mastered that material as demonstrated

by performance on tests embedded at the lesson level or his solution of practice

problems at the segment level. A red box signifies failure on a lesson test

or repeated difficulty with practice problems, and hence a need for further

52
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0
work on this material. Yellow represents an intermediate state: there has

been work on the material but not enough for a system decision about student

mastery. When all the units in a course map turn green, the student has

completed that course. The pretest for the English courseware assigns color

codes to units based on a student's resultsforspecific objectives, and thus

expedites course progress. A student always has the option to take a lesson

test first and, if he/or she passes, avoid the study of familiar material.

44'.\ Besides maps the TICCIT strategy for teaching relies heavily on learner4

control. A set of commands available at the segment level shifts responsi-

bility from a system prescription for learning to a student's .own initiative

in his learning. Three commands correspond to statements of the rule that

students must master (RULE), examples of its application (EXAMPLE), and

problems for practice on its application (PRACTICE). The rule and instance

files limit the total number of displays for these commands; but the student

really exercises control over what order and how often he wishes to use RULE,

EXAMPLE, and PRACTICE. It is also the student's prerogative to choose a

difficulty level for examples and problems through the EASY and HARD commands.

The same two commands, in conjunction with a RULE display, move& student to

a more concrete or abstract form of what it is that he. or she must learn.

When a student has trouble understanding a rule, following an example,

or solving a problem, that student seeks further clarification through the

HELP command. Then another rule display attempts to lead the student through

a simple, step-by=step presentation. Or the student receives assistance on
V

examples and problems as additional details isolate the attributes of the

instance relevant to solution (for example, as different colors or forMat
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positions on his or her display) while textual or audio messages point to their

importance. When the 'TICCIT system detects a student strength or weakness on

tests and exercises, it volunteers advice about how the student should proceed.

7r

A student can request such recommendations for his or her learning strategy

through the ADVICE command.

,A learner in the TICCIT program has control, but not complete control, over

instruction. Maps begin to define an appropriate sequence in terms_ of the sub

ject matter. The set of available commands restricts the learner's choices at

the segment level. The TICCIT program does not represent learner control in a

natural language, tutorial setting. But it does provide learner control over

a sophisticated drill and,practice environment, and its instruction draws on

recent advances in defining the conditions for learning.

1.4 Goals of the TICCIT Project

As with other innovations in education the TICCIT project began with

ambitious goals. Unlike other major programs, however, the TICCIT developers

set forth a clear statement of their position in early papers and held to the

same goals throughout the project's history. This simplified the task of

evaluation and, we believe, contributed to the evaluator's success in posing

questions, collecting data, and interpreting results pertinent to the TICCIT

program. Here we present the original goals of the TICCIT project from the

perspective of its strongest advocates--its developers.

This project involves three distinct levels of goals. An obvious level

within the field of instructional technology is the creation of a reliable,

operational system with certain performance characteristics. Indeed a computer

scientist might consider measures of system parameters like lag'time to system
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response under different loads sufficient in themselves as an evaluation. Based

on their simulation of system performance MITRE estimated that the TICCIT'pro-

gram would: support over 100 active terminals; respond to completed student

entries within 1/2 second; echo key strokes'within 1/4 second; execute 49,000

courseware instructions per student input. These estimates simplify to a system

easily able to'accommodate student instruction on an interactive basis.

Another level of goals relates to a market success. Community colleges',

and later other sectors of education, would adopt CAI as an important new

instructional resource. Private industry would provide capital investment for

the production of hardware, software, and courseware, as well as invest in its

dissemination through new marketing' methods. Government and foundations would

.support major programs leading to the application of CAI to meet pronounced

educational needs. Actually, the TICCIT project did not pretend that it alone

would bring about such long-range goals. Rather it was to serve as a catalyst

in the application of resources for developing and disseminating CAI for

individualized instruction.

A final category of goals deals with the more immediate consequences

of the'lICCIT project. These were to occur as a result of the demonstration

at community colleges. While an engineer might view consequences like student

learning as remote in contrast to system performance, the learning that takes

place on TICCIT constitutes the most important criterion among educators.

It was the instructional psychologists responsible for courseware design who

first elaborated the goals of the TICCIT program with regard to learning (see

.Bunderson, 1973). Their couseware design goals covered costs, student learning,

teacher roles, and curriculuM content. We repeat them here not as standards

for evaluation, but as initial ambitions of the TICCIT program.
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Cost goals:

-- less than $1.00 per-student contact hour
This figure reflects prorated System purchase and courseware costs

well as,maintenance.and support personnel.

-- 252 less time to course completion

It would take students this much less.tiie tocomplete a course as

compared with She length of time required to complete equivalent work

in traditional classes.

- - increase enrollment significantly
As a result of lower attrition rates, enrollment in advanced courses

would increase while the popularity of TICCIT would attract more Students

to introductory courses.

Goals for students:

- - 852 of students will achieve mastery
plats embedded in the courseware at the lesson level define master the

percentage refers to total course enrollment.

-- greater than a 502 improvement in the efficiency of student work

Between the start and conclusion of a TICCIT ,course, students would

adapt to the system and become more proficient in their use of study

time on the computer.

- - improvement in.learning strategies
An improvement in strategy would accompany that in efficiency as

evidenced by a decrease in students' reliance on TICCIT advice for

guidance.

- - voluntary approach
Students' scores on attitude measures and their pursuit of optional

course material would indicate a positive approach to the subject matter

and favorable reactions'to their learning experiences with the .TICCIT

program.

-- responsibility
With independent study and learner control, students would develop a

sense of responsibility for their own instruction; this would be

reflected in a high percentage of attendance at scheduled times for

TICCIT classes.

Goals for educators:

define new professional roles in development as well as in counseling-

management
While the TICCIT program would supplant the traditional role of a teacher
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in the claleroom, it would create new demands for contributions to
further courseware production and for intensive work with students
on an individual basis.

-- stimulate teachers to demonstrate humane values in follow-on or
coordinate instruction

Content goal:

-- small step forward in content
The TICCIT program Would not be a major curricular innovation: it would
combine beginning and intermediate algebra into one podular system and,attempt to implement a single course to replace-the usual sequence of
algebra, trigonometry, and analytic geometry; English courseware would
,adopt .a generative approach to composition,

-- clarify objectives and provide-flexibility
-,The specificity, necessary in courseware production would force clarity
do statements:0 content objectives while the modular design of course-
ware',would provide flexibility in integrating the TICCIT program into
existing curriculum structures.

Perhaps only an evaluator would devote serious- attention to such goal

statements.' Goals, after all tend always to exceed our grasp. But funding

agencies consider program goals in allocating resources, schools in deciding

about participation in experimentaliprojects, evaluators in making judgments

about data needs, and others in forming expectations. Since goals influence

decisions, it seems reasonable that such stet ents balance an enthusiastic

optimism about potential accomplishments and an historic realism about

results of prior work. Here we took the developer's gni' as earnest state-

ments of intent which should guide, though not dictate, our attention in

evaluating the. TICCIT program.

1.5 Purposes of This Evaluation

What is a goal for a developer is often a question for an evaluator. This

evaluation of educational impact covers the breadth of TICCIT's potential and

goes into detail on key issues. The questions which the evaluation addresses,
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. 4P

however, reflect not just the program's goals but also needs for infOrmation

for making future decisions about the TICCIT prpgram and similar projects. The

community colleges involved ih the demonstrAtion must plan how best to use the

TICCIT system once other participants complete their roles; other schools want

sufficient data to decide about adopting CAI as an instructional resource.

Certainly funding agencies must set priorities in allocating their resources

and professionals in fields pertinent to instructional technology look for

promise in new directions for research and development.' This evalu-

ation- by itself does no't satisfy all such needs. Rather it contributes to

the information available to diverse audiences in making _these decisions.

The evaluation concentrated on documenting outcomes and, to some extent,

activities in four basic areas of inquiry. These were: Student performance;

faculty acceptance and teachers' roles; implementation; and instructional

conditions. The major.questions posed in the course of the evaluation follow.

Student Performance

o Student achievement: How does student achievement under the TICCIT"

program compare with that of students enrolled in regular class sections?

o Student attitudes: How do students react to TICCIT as an instructional

program in contrast. with traditional practices?

o Student activities: On what do students in TICCIT classes spend their

time? How does this differ from normal class activities?

o Student conduct: How do institutional variables, such as enrollment

and attrition, reflect student performance on the TICCIT system?

o Interrelationships in student performance: What.characteristiqs dis-

tinguish among TICCIT students according to criteria of achievement,

course completion, and total time spent on the TICCIT system?



Faculty Acceptance and Teacher Role if ,

o Faculty opinions: What is the attitude of faculty members toward the
TICCIT program?

o Instructor activities: What is the role of an instructor in the TICCIT
program?

Implementation

o Project administratign: What mechanisms, plans, and ctivities were14%
involved in TICCIT implementation? How did course re produdtion takeplace?

-,..

\

o Site management: What does site management entail as exemplified. at the
community college demonstration sites? What changes tookplacejn orderto facilitate the introduction of the TICCIT program to the colleges?

Instructional Conditions

o Context for the demonstration: What is TICCIT? Whtli the
relative standard for the comparison of outcomes with those he

, TICCIT program?

As should be obvious from these questions, there is substantial overlap in

the purposes of this evaluation and the courseware design goals of the-ICCIT

program. The one significant point of departure concerns our repeated use of

information from regular classes as a relative standard for comparisons, espe-

cially data on student performance, rather than rely on outcomes from TICCIT'',

classes in isolation. Such standards were indispensable in gauging the effects

i,--of the TICCIT program: the results from regular classes became our benchmarks

in determining whether an effect was positive or negative. Indeed the-evaluator

seldom accepts expectations, whether those of the developer, or others, as

,standards for a project's success or failure. This evaluation points to relative

strengths and weaknesses of the TICCIT program in contrast with the educational

outcomes obtained through traditional practices.

5.9
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The chapters in this report correspond to the questioni raised in the
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1.6 Matters Outside the Scope of This Evaluation

While this report touches on costs and system performance at certain

points, the evaluation here focuses on educational issues. There is no com

prehensive treatment of matters related to costs of the TICCIT program or the

technical capabilities of the TICCIT computer System. Nor does this report

record the history of the TICCIT project, either as charts of productivity

or schedules of progress and slippage. Rather this evaluation constitutes a

comparative field study of the educational impact of the TICCIT program.

It is also important to note limitations in the scope of this study.

There is no definitive contrast provided here between TICCIT and alternative

methods fox teaching on an individual basis. Nor did the evaluation attempt

to separate effects due to hardware, software, and courseware since the TICCIT

program integrates all three components into one curriculum. Finally, cautions

arise due to the context of the demonstration. It took place in courses for

precalculus math and English composition at community colleges. Inferences

about probable outcomes in other subject areas or at different levels of

education would be prematUre.



Chapter 2

Methods and Measurement

An evaluation of a progrOills ambitious as the TICCIT project tends also

to be complex in its range of activities. Much careful planning went into the

design and conduct of the evaluation so that it would both probe critical issues

in depth and cover the breadth of probable effects. Since we. as evaluators yere

involved in the early phases of the TICCIT project; we had a uniqUe opportunity

to follow the program from its inception to its demonstration. And the evaluation

benefited from this early exposure. Indeed the developers saw the evaluation as

an integral component of the project and,,cooperated fully in its conduct. Hence

we were able not only to lay careful plans but also to follow them.

This chapter is about the evaluation itself. The first section deals with

the basic questions posed in the course of the evaluation as well as how we

planned to address them. Subsections of the first section correspond to chapters

in this report. The next section is the instruments constructed for the evaluation.

Its organization reflects the major questions which the evaluation sought to

answer. Given the issues and the instruments it is natural to move next to the

procedures for data collection. The methods for data analysis appear as the

fourth and final section of this chapter. The order of chapter sections simply

follows the order of stages in evaluation and does not imply relative importance.

For we view each of these stages as equally critical in that the strength of the

evaluation depends on the separate strength of design, instrumentation, data

cAllection, and data analysis.

2.1 Design for the Evaluation

The nature of the TICCIT program determined much of the design for the

evaluation. This is as it should be for without a design sensitive to the
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treittment there would be little chance of capturing Its impact st it was also

important to avoid bias toward TICCIT built into the evaluation. Often different

Curricular programs simply lead to different patterns of results (see Walker &

Schaffare, 1974) Thus an evaluation which gave undue emphasis to one

Iprogram's objeCtives might be expected to yield a significant difference in

vor of that program. Our responsibility was to design an independent evaluation

sensitive to TICCIT's potential while fair across instructional conditions and

responsive to information needs.

The evaluation rests on a major assumption: that TICCIT represents a

curricular program. In this case the computer is not merely an alternative

delivery mechanism for the same instruction. Nor is the use of CAI a supplement

to regular clasiroom work and therefore an addition to existing courses.

Instead the TICCIT program makes full college courses available to students on

an individual basis. The content coverage in such courses has to satisfy the

guidelines of the established curriculum. Otherwise students would not receive

credit for their work on the TICCIT system or fulfill the prerequisites for more

advanced courses. Classes offered as part of the TICCIT demonstration were

curricular alternatives_to
conventionally taught_ sections of the same courses.

This evaluation treats sections taught.by an instructor in a classroom format and

those conducted on the TICCIT system with teacher support as alternative curricula.

While consistent in content coverage, TICCIT obviously differs in strategy

and delivery. The learner-control courseware and the computer configuration

with television receivers represent bold innovations in education. Yet neither

is a self-sufficient curriculum: each is part of the TICCIT program. Therefore,

the evaluation addresses TICCIT as a whole. No attempt was made to distinguish

between courseware and hardware or to attribute effects to one component of the

63
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TICCIT system or another. Such distinctiees would run counter to the integrated

design of the TICCIT program and require manipulation of school practices beyond

the scope and intent of this evaluation.

It should be clear that this is a curriculum evaluation. The alternative

curricula happen to differ along several major dimensions, including their

strategy for teaching and mode of instruction. But the student learning that

takes place within a course should satisfy the same minimal criteria. Compar-

isons of TICCIT with similar delivery mechanisms or contrasts across different

instructional strategies for courseware would most certainly be helpful in

selecting, among such alternatives. S ill, a consumer might view such studies

as limited in their value if none of the alt rnatives matched or exceeded the

results obtained through traditional, proven practices. Thus we concentrated on

documenting TICCIT's effects relative to the outcomes of usual lecture-discussion

classes.

2.1.a Focus of. the Evaluation

It is common to judge the quality of an instructional program by its

effects. This places emphasis on a demonstration of results rather than just

an indication of potential. .We expect such results will be evident among

students as the group most affected by an instructional program. But teachers,

too, bear the impact of curricular innovation through changes in their duties

and responsibilities. These two groups, students and teachers, were the source

of our data about the TICCIT demonstration.

From students we sought data on achievement, attrition, attitudes, and

activities. Faculty at the participating colleges provided us with their

reactions to and judgments of the TICCIT program, as well as reports on their

professional role in TICCIT classes. These data reflect the basic questions
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about student performance and faculty acceptance addressed in the evaluation.

What happens to students and faculty When the TICCIT computer-assisted instruc-

tional system becomes an operational part of community college instruction?

Student Achievement. Perhaps the single, most important criterion in

judging a program's success is its effect on student.achievement. Educators

tend to look at achievement results before other outcomes, and most new curricula

come with,a promise to improve achievement in some manner. Certainly,there was

interest in ilether the TICCIT program would result in higher test performance

than that associated with usual classroom practices. Its developers hoped that

TICCIT would lead to mastery of the subject matter for 85% of the students

enrolled in mainline courees. Achievement, then, did receive the most attention

in the evaluation.

Since the TICCIT program supports full

measure achievement at the start and end of

of a course gave us a measure of students'

indicated how much students had learned in

college courses, it was natural to

a course. The pretests at the start

entrance ability. The posttests

their courses, and often instructors

used them as final examinations. Our objective was to compare posttest perfor-

mance, 4djusted for entrance ability, between students in TICCIT classes and

students in usual sections of the same course. If there was a significant

difference in their overall learning within a course, and if we succeeded in

eliminating or adjusting for extraneous factors, then that difference was a

result of the TICCIT program.

The instructional design of the TI$k T13rogram meant that it might affect

aspects of student achievement other than those reflected on a posttest. 'TICCIT

coursewALe has a highly modular structure. When a student completes a unit, he

has mastered that material and need no longer refer to it. In contrast, an
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instructor might leave a topic and use later classes to review it or suggest

its extension. If either a student forgot material from TICCIT or a student -

picked:up concepts from repetition in lectures, then poittest results tell an

incomplete story. Measures taken at the time a student completes initial

coverage of a topic might reveal* differences which do not show on final examina-

tions. Where course structure permitted, we used topical tests as measures of

immediate leatning to supplement the information available from posttests.

There were other features of TICCIT's design that had the potential to

affect achievement in another way. A student on the TICCIT system could proceed

at a rate suited to his speed in learning. Also he could take advantage of a

machine's patience for repetition and drill. TICCI earner control further

expands the range of choices available to a student. a th such an opportunity

a student might master and overlearn material. Indeed, a study of programmed

learning suggests that learner control can facilitate retention even if no

effect on acquisition is apparent (Newkirk, 1973). We mAde special efforts to

track students across academic terms so that tests administered in subsequent

courses might serve as measures of retention.

Thus, the evaluation covers three critical components of student achievement:

(1) overall learning as measured by final course examinations; (2) immediate

learning as assessed in topical tests; and (3) retention as reflected by tests

given in later courses. Math courses lend themselves to such a testing scheme:

each course includes several topics, like units in TICCIT courseware or chapt=es

in a textbook, and often two or more courses make a sequence spanning introduc-

tory. algebra to calculus. Courses in English composition do include posttests,

but they lack the discrete topics common across classes that would be necessary

for topical testing. Further, a sequence of English courses follows from stude t

L.,
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interests in difEetent literary forms, such as the short story or poem, rather

than froslogical content interrelationships. So the evaluation had to coUten-

-,.

trate,on samples of the criterion task in composition coues. We took writing

samples, as.well a ministered multiple-choice testa of writing skills, at the

start and end of English courses.

Course Comletion Rates. (WePusually think of'course completion rates

in a negative sense as attrition: what proportion of the studenti dropped out

or otherwise failed, to .complete their studies? In this report we prefer to

use attrition's positive complement, simply the proportion of students. who do

receive course credit. This estimate is more consistent with a view of education ,

as a productive system. Indeed, kf we consider achievement to be a measure of a

program's quality, completion rates indicate a program's success in terms of

quantity. Perhaps a math department Would sacrifice a few pOints on a final

examination for a curricular program that increased its course completion.

rates. Productivity in higher education is really silombination of student

Achievement and course completiOn rates
A

Unlike students at lower levels of education, college students can give

concrete expression to their dissatisfaction with instructional conditions or

disillusionment with their own performance by formally withdrawing from a course

) or simply failing to appear for classes. This is..an obvious form of attrition.

Completion rates are subject to.subtler influences, especially with instructional

programs geared for the individual student. A student may continue to attend

classes regularly but still not complete the amount of material required for

course credit. That student would receive a grade of incomplete or anoNer

grade which indicated that he had yet to finish the course. We can adjust our

estimate of completion rate so that it is sensitive.to such incidents.

G7
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This report Presents three different estimates of the completion'ratelor

TICCIT and lecture classes. The three correspond to: (1) the proportion of

students enrolled for the course who receive course credit;\(2) the4ama7pro-

portion corrected for early course withdrawals; and (3) the proportion of

students who make satisfactory course progress to the total course enrollment.

Each of these figures (examples and further explanations can be found in

Chapter 4: Course Completion Rates) reveals something different about the

TICCIT program. We begin to see how an innovative curriculum project affects

an institution's productivity. Marked contrasts betweetran individualized

program and a group teaching method also emerge. The direction of these.

contrasts depends on how we choose to define completion.

All of our definitions for completiorriely on grades given at the'end of

an academic term. If the amount $ time a Gtudent needs to master an entire

Course does depend on his entrance ability (see Bloom, 1974; Carroll, 1963),

then an academic term represents an arbitrary unit of time. More able students

will finish sooner while students less proficient in terms of their initial

skills may take longer. So it was important that the evaluation track not'only

course completion within an academic term but also enrollment in subsequent

courses across terms. Enrollment trends across terms might reveal effects hidden

by completion rates taken. within an academic term. From enrollment figures

matched with the instructional condition from previous courses we can Check on

whether an introductory algebra course on TICCIT leads students to continue with

intermediate algebra.' Such a positive effect on students' progression through
/ '4.7

'a course sequence should take place.,Atherwise teachers displaced from intro-

4 ..
ductory courses would find no teachi demand AR a counterbalance (unless the

TICCIT program instead attracted additional students to the introductory courses).
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Just all completion and enrollment interact with college-productivity and

teacher role, so%a variety of factors really dome together in these student

counts. Completion rates reflect students' academic progress, their own

satisfaction with that progress, extracurricular commitments like family or

employment, as well as possible variations due to subject matter, level of

course, or teacher. Where possible we colletted information on these variables

so that we could isolate the effects of the TICCIT program. But it is helpful

to think of completion rates and enrollment trends as measures of student

perforMance that become evident at the level Of the institution. While college

administrators might not see TICCIT results in terms of posttest scores or

attitUdinal responses, they will receive enrollment summaries and grade dis-

tributions. We simply made that level of TICCIT's impact a routine part of the

evaluation.

At the time of our initial plans, (Alderman & Mahler, 1973), we did not

know the importance that completion rates would assume. For should a curricular

program.. lead to a student poptilation completing th4ir Studies that a some

0
way different-from the reference group under,iinother program, all me res taken

at, the end of a course incorporate-this bias. Statistical analyses can compensate

for systematic bias but only inda partial and imperfect sense. Completion rate

would then'rePresent the only tru ndicator of program results.

*
Student Attitudes. Over the list several years it has become common for

students to rate their teachers (e.g., Br wn, 1976; Costin, Greenough, & Menges,;

1971).' This practice gives impli'cit re gnition to the role of students as

judges. It also extends the criteria for teaching effectiveness beyond achieve-

ment and productivity to results iu the form of student opinion. Indeed, studies

f computer-assisted instruction use student attitudes toeplore the advantages
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of CAI (e.g.. Mathis, Smith, & Hansen, 1970; Summerlin, 1971). Despite the

acceptance of student ratings and the study of student attitudes toward various

teaching methods, curriculum evaluations seldom compare programs along this

dimension. Yet comparisonS of student attitudes, especially with dissimilar

Progiams, offer us insight into how students react to- teaching methods and what (

they value in their instruction.

As with achievements results, an evaluation of student attitudes requires

a relative standard. Where there were other sections of the-same courses, we

had access to such a standard for gauging th'e affective outcomes in TICCIT

4'17'classes. Again, then, our estimate of a strength or weakneds in the TICCIT

program depended on what results already occurred. But instruction in lecture-

discussion sections involves teachers and textbooks; instruction in TICCIT

classes involves television receivers and'keyboards. Obviously we had to seek

their common denominatot if we wanted to make comparisons across conditions.

Neither rating teachers nor assessing student acceptance of CAI would contribute

to our evaluation of the TICCIT progrJ as a curricular alternative.

Our attitude survey, instead, posed questions about students' satisfaction

with

strA Por the most part thede questions dealt with aspects of rse

eir class and about the usefulness of important features in their in-

common to both TICCIT and lecture sections. So students responded identical

statements. Where a specific TICCIT featUre had a strong parallel IA regular,

classes, we drew a correspondence betWeen them and considered the statements

identical for purposes of analysis. Two items from the survey illustrate this

point: all students indicated their extent of agreement with lnstruction

in this class met my own particular needs"; students in T , 4T classes also

responded toTCCIT"s comments3on my work (ADVICE) h-tY Me to progress

t ;
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...through this course" while those in lecture sections reacted to "The instructor's

comments on my work helped me to progress through this course.' The latter pair

of statements reflects the stand-alone, mainline design of the TICCIT program; 0

teachers would provide help with planning and selecting strategies.for student

learning, but the system itself would be the primary refource for advising

students on their course progress and guiding them through the curriculum.

Experience in pilot trials for the evaluation had taught us two important

points about student attitudes. The first was that students viewed the TICCIT

program as distinct from computer-assisted instruction. was much easier for

them to respond to statements about TICCIT in particu ar than to make Judgments

about CAI as a generic whole. Thus the statements in /ur survey refer to

TICCIT, and we draw no broad conclusions about student,attitudes toward *AI in

44%td"
this report. The second point was closely related: students had difficulty

reacting to statements about CAI when they had no priori exposure to computers.

Confronted with a questionnaire about their predispositions toward CAI, students

tended to repeat what they had heard in their orientation to the TICCIT system.

There was no apparent mechanism in evaluating attitudinal impact that would be
A

comparable to an achievement pretest. Our approach to this issue relies heavily

on straightforward contrasts between responses from TICCIT sections and those

from regular" sections of the same course.

Student Activities. Results in t \ rue of student achievement, course

completion rates, and student attitudes describe what happens to students. But

what do students actually do on the TICCIT system? How would students use the

learner control options? Would the amount of time required to attain mastery be

a function of students' entrance skills in the subject matter? These questions

suggest the uncertainty involved with the first field trials for the TICCIT

program. The concepts behind the program were innovative, and experimental, and
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hence how, or indeed if, students would exercise learner control with mainline

instruction was an open 4uestion. 7

Unlike our comparative approach to evaluating other components of stud

performance, our emphasis for documenting student activities fell primarily

within the TICCIT condition of) a course. At first, field representatives

working for the evaluator made direct observations of the interaction between
.

student and the TICCIT system. These laboriouS observations were replaced by

automated data collection on the TICCIT system when the necessary programs

became available. None of lectures, class discussions, or even programmed

textbooks had a counterpart to the individual student sessions that take place

at a TICCIT terminal. So our study of these interactions necessarily focused on

issues within TICCIT classes. We chose to address (1) students' use of learner

control, (2) sequences and dimensions which describe that usage, and (3) the

relationship of mastery to study time and entrance skills. From such a focus we

should be able to determine whether the TICCIT system promotes and accommodates

different learning strategies.

Still, there were questions about student activities that require a relative

standard. If the TICCIT program had an effect on the frequency of students'

interpersonal contacts or the efficiency of students' course work, these effects

would be evident only in contrast to the contacts and study requirementsoof

other course sections. We relied on student self-reports to give us estimates of

both the extent of personal interaction. and the time spent on a course. Thus,

students estimated the frequency of their course-related contacts with other

students as well as with the instructor for their class, and the number of hodts

per week devoted to class attendance and homework as the two primary time

demands of a course.
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Admittedly, a self-report is not the moat accyrate way to track student

activities. It doe however, allow an evaluator to obtain an indication of a

significant difference. For should there be a substantial change in his routine

stud habits, a student should notice it. If the difference were so subtle as

to equire that the evaluator monitor students' activities, perhaps then its

d action consumes more in evaluation resources than it justifiei. We should

still remember that the study burden imposed by an instructional method is a

real cost, if not for us then for the students who must spend the time.

Faculty Acceptance and Teacher Role. There was as much uncertainty about

what instructors would do in TICCIT classes as about student activities. If the

TICCIT program succeeded in teaching students and enabled then; to adjust their

own instruction to fit individual needs, what then would be the teacher's role?

The developers of the program foresaw a displacement of-teachers from intro-

ductory math and composition courses. Ins ructors would assume new roles as

master teachers in advanced courses, as sub -ct matter experts on teams engaged

ft. iw,courseware production, and as researchers concerned with concrete instruc-

tional problems (see Bunderson, 1975). _But such role changes were beyond the

scope of the TICCIT project and demonstration.

Within the period of the demonstration the developers hoped to prepare:

faculty for a shift in their teaching responsibilities and classroom duties.

The TICCIT system was to fulfill the usual teaching role: it would convey and

explain material as well as facilitate student learning through its advice. The

teacher in a TICCIT class would function as a manager-adviser, helping students

to make choices and plans for their learning on the computer system. So the

teacher would become another resource available to students rather than the

central figure in instruction.

73



ch changes in'Epe teach is rolettmi ht appear 0. lY ambitious, either
4,0

from-the perspective of a doubtful facultY.ember or frn the viewpoint of

some onVinced o the conservativenaturie. of ducation. As a program goal,

however, it ndicated a need for attention to t hers' activities in the

- evaluation. The simplest method for gathering data on teacher duties was to

distribute a questionnaire to all instructors responsible for sections'of target

courses. That questionnaire required teachers to estimate the class time spent

in different teaching modes (e.g., lecture, discussion, programmed textbook,

TICCIT system, tests and quizzes) each week, and their own allc tion of time as

a percentage distribution. among various teaching duties (e.g., planning fdr

class, preparing lectures, conducting class). Each Section assignment called

for separate estimates, with general faculty duties unrelated to specific

sections covered on another part of the questionnaire.

Two other sources lent descriptive support to th teachers' activity

reports. Records of students' requests for assistance, kept as part of our

observations of student interactions with the TICCIT system, and class obser-

vations undertaken for both lecture and TICCIT sections, helped us to appreciate

what instructors' responses meant.

Proponents of CAI cite school reactance as one reason for the slow spread

of instructional technology. This must be at least partially due to faculty

acceptance. To assess faculty poOtions on the assumptions behind TICCIT and to

track their reactions to the program, the evaluation included a series of three,

annual attitude surveys. These faculty surveys also gave us access to expert

judgments in the form of educators' opinions, the opinions of those teachers

closest to the project.

hJ
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2.1.b Comparison Groups

It should be obvious,,after so much repetition of the point throughout

the discussion of student performance, that the evaluation of the TICCIT program

depended on comparison groups. For each target course in the demonstration there

had to be both classes offered on the TICCIT system and section. taught is

traditional classrooms. In one case there were also sections that used programmed

instruction. Such alternative programs of instruction were essential if we were

0

to evaluate the outcomes of the TICCIT program in relation to already attainable

results. Without a relative standard there would be.no way to know the difference

between a strength and a weakness in the program, and thus no basis for future

decisions about TICCIT.

Actually, it is not quite accurate to describe the TICCIT program as an

alternative to existing courses. This implies that it leads to similar, if not

in some way preferable, results. As evaluators we believe such a description

premature in the absence of iata. What the TICCIT program really represented at

the start of the demonstration was a competing curriculum. Especially with an

independent evaluation contracted for the demonstratiOn, TICCIT had to compete

with whatever practices were already in place at the collegei. And it had to

produce at least equivalent results, or else an acceptable balance of results,

should comparisons across outcomes prove uneven. Otherwise it would be difficult

to make a case for school adoption of a TICCIT system.

Our treatment of completion rates, student achievement, an student attitudes

rests on comparisons made across teaching methods. 'the importan e of these

comparisons, both to the credibility and generalizability of the evaluation and

to the participants in the project, justified careful attention. We did exercise

care In selecting the criteria for comparisohs, checking the equivalence of

75
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student groups at the start of an academic term, and looking at the actual

instructional conditions.

Criteria for Comparisons. Wherever possible the criteria for, comparisons

were identical across course sections. For completion rates this meant that we

considered a letter grade in one section to mean the same thing in another

section. True, one teacher might mark on a different scale or distribution than

his colleagues. But our primary interest was whether a student earned a grade

sufficient to receive course credit, not how high a grade a student received.

Thei?:)re were departmental policies that affected grades like incompletes and

withdrawals, so the danger of bias due to individual teachers was minimal.

Still, a collective faculty prejudice might cause completion rates to differ

across conditions. As evaluators familiar with the colleges we did not believe

this would happen. We also knew that such prejudice in assigning course grades,

if it existed, would show in our analysis of acflievement results as an effect

in the opposite directions

The need for a common, shared criterion is perhaps most pronounced when

evaluating results in terms ofatudent achievement. Should objectives or

content coverage differ among competing programs, this discrepancy rather than a

real difference in effectiveness might lie behind the significance ostatistical

tests. It is therefore useful to restrict-the basis for comparisons to orip

those objectives held in common across programs (e.g., Popham, 1969). Shoemaker

(1972) points out that ad the number of programs increases and as it becomes

necessary to infer objectives, the size of the common basis must shrink.

With just two or three alternative methods for instruction and a well-

defined content domain, there was substantial overlap in objectives for math

course,. Indeed all sections, regardless of method, had to meet the same

lirrriculum standards. So, with the cooperation of both the math faculty at the
0

(`'
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colleges and the developers of the TICCIT math courseware, we classified each

posttest item as one that reflected either a common objective, an objective

unique to one program, or an objective beyond the course's scope. Our comparisons

of achievement results in math courses use the posttest score for just those

items/ reflecting common objecti .

, The statement of objectives f r TICCIT courseware was as explicit in

English composition as in pre-calculus mathematics. BA there was a variety of

approaches among instructors on how writing is best taught to students. Thus

there was disagreement on, for example, whether a student had to know about

proper use of the semicolon, in order to write well. This lack of a consensus

within the English departments also meant that it would be quite difficult, to

specify a set of objectives common to TICCIT classes and lecture-discussion

sections. Still, despite differences on how ,composition should be taught, he

importance attached to a student's actual writing was not subject to dispute.

Instructors, among t441ves or with the developers of the TICCIT coursewari,

,--"--

might disagree qp,< y .1-c-611-11s as appropriate course objectives. But

the overriding jec lve n the compositiOn courses was clear and effective

written communication. We ook writing.samples from students as the best

indicator of course-related a eveMent.

Unlike the explicit statement of objectives (or implicit in content

coverage) associated with student achievement, curriculum impact on student'

attitudespas left unspecified. Of course both the TICCIT developers and
\

college faculty hoped that students would react favorably torOeir courses. In

addition, there were a number of general advantages claimed for flNeinstruction

available with the TICCIT program. For example -;--- mainline instruction combined

with learner control was to make students more responsible and more actively

Y7



involved in their own learning. It would'also permit a student to set a pace

right for his own particular abilities and to receive individual attention from

an instructor. But would the TICCIT program really improve the extent of a

student's active participation in his learning, and to what extent did lecture-

discussion classes already meet the advantages traditionally advocated for CAI?

It was appropriate for the evaluator to apply the same criteria across sections

and instructional conditions.

Whether in TICCIT classes, lecture sections, or programmed instruction classes,

students responded to essentially the same attitude survey. The survey had state-

ments.drawn from popular claims about CAI as well.; specific features of the

TICCIT program. It dealt generally with'students' satisfaction with their course.

47.

For each statement a student responded on a scale from strongly agree (coded 5) to

strongly disagree (coded 1). We compared results from TICCIT and lecture classes

in,terms of the student's attitude score for about 20 items. These were the state-

ments which were identical or closely parallel across instructional conditions.

Formation of Groups. Assessing outcomes in terms of the same criteria is

one step in program evaluation: assuring the equivalence of groups exposed to

different programs is another. The preferred method to assure equivalence is to

assign students to groups on a random basis. Then there would be no grounds for

belief that preexisting differences, like entrance ability in the subje4 matter

or demographic variables Such as sex or age, affected outcomes(in one group in a

somehow different manner than outcomes in another group. As an extreme case,

consider what might happen if all students motivated to complete their studies

4
JILenrolled in familiar lecture se tions: we might then expect results for rse

dempletion rates to favor lecture instruction although another variable was

10Ctually responsible for the difference between comparison groups.

40
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Of course completely random assignment was inappropriate for the TICCIT

demonstration. Such a procedure would in effect cancel the student's prerogative

to choose comrses. Atbest those students seeking to proll in a target course

could be randomly assigned to a condition. This was the procedure followed at

Phoenix College, with the consent and cooperation of math faculty members, for

the fall, semester of 1975-76. But more often the constraints imposed by regis-

tration, class time schedules, space availability, and faculty or staff hours,

make random assignment unfeasible. The evaluator cannot enforce experimental

control which disrupts college operations as well as services to students. Even

when we succeeded in arranging for a truly random procedure, students with

strong objections were allowed to change their assignment to an inst uctional

condition.

An evaluator responsible for a comparative study of curricula usually

has to seek an alternative to random assignment. And we did implement an

approximation to random assignment at the Alexandria Campus offliorthern Virginia

Community College. The fall and winter (1975-76) schedules for classes at

Alexandria did not identify which sections of a course were TICCIT classes.

Instead the schedule listed just the time, room, and instructor, along with the

course title and number. Where programmed instruction was already available for
rj6

a course, the schedules maintained the precedent of earlier years and identified

sections as necture" or "programmed." In this case, the TICCIT classes were

actually a subset of those "programmed" sections. It should perhaps be noted

that such a procedure is an attempt to guard against the formation of nonequiv-

alent groups rather than an explicit method to creatk equivalent groups.

We had taken care to arrange for random or quasi-random enrollment in

comparison groups so as to eliminate sources that might contaminate evaluative
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results. tampbell and Stanley (1963) note the strength of the pretest-posttest

control group design, as ours would be for achievement, and the posttest-only

control group design, as ours would be for completion rate and student attitudes.

Such experimental designs presuppose random assignment without alterations to

groups during the period of the study. But students would withdraw from courses

or otherwise fail to complete a course. Then not all studentS would take the

achievement posttests or attitude surveys, and the evaluation design for these

outcomes would degenerate into, what Campbell and Stanley (1963) call a non-

equivalent control group design.

Indeed, we found pronounced differences between the number of students who

started a course and the number who finished it (With-credit. This fact, together

with preregistration by mail for the second term and student wishes to reenroll

in a math course under the same condition as in the fall, convinced us that we

had to abandon random assignment or the spring semester at Phoenix. While the

English composition course at Alexandria continued to mask the identity of

classes which included TICCIT use, math courses there had sections listed with

the appropriate instructional condition by the spring quarter. Again the change

from quasi-random procedures to selection at the student's discretion.

It might be argued that such stude4 selection conforms to what other

colleges do and hence is more representative than a forced and artificial random

procedure. Or that college registration itself is a quasi-random procedure.

However, we knew a nonequivalent control design would not be as strong as a true

experimental design. It does not permit the same inferences to be made unless

we eliminate competing explanations for group differences. These sources of

invalidity in our analyses for achievement and attitudes should show first under

completion rates.

t
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If there were a differential effect on course completion, involving an

interaction between class Condition (i.e:. TICCIT, progr d, lecture) and some

student characteristic, then the students who had to the po'sttest and attitude

survey at the end of the course already-constituted dimension of educational

ilrimpact. One method of teaching had eliminated certain students from the population

taking posttests and surveys in a manner dissimilar from that of another teaching

method. Of course a methdd might also permit certain students to complete a

course while another would not. The point is the same: the differential effect

would be built into the analyses for achievement and attitude results. And

further interpretations of achievement or attitude results would have to be

cautious and conservative. In the absence of differential (not just' different)

effects on completion, we could continue our analytof TICCIT's impact on

student performance.

With nonequivalent comparison groups it became important to document what

the groups were like and to gather additional data from student. InformatiOn

about students' reasons for selecting a particular section along with a rough

stu profile (e.g., age, sex, grade point average) would perMit closer study

of the comparison groups than pretest score alone. We collected this background

information as soon after registration as possible, usually on the first class

meeting or within the first week of classes. It gave us data on why students

chose particular sections of a course so tha#we could understand the process

behind group formation. It also provided data through which we could check for

differential effects both as a, threat to inferences from achievement and attitude

results, when such effects arose in completion rates, and as evidence that one

method of instruction might be bet ter for a specific subgroup og students, while

another method had greater success with the rest of the student population.
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Context for Comparison Groups. An assumption perhaps buried in the

complexity of an evaluation is that the alternative curricula represent well

defined conditions. We too made this assumption in developing our strategy for

data analysis. At first this may seem an unwarranted leap considering the

flexibility of the computer and the variety of teachers' styles. But recall that

our criteria for comparisons depend of objectives common across groups, especially

wl.fih regard to student learning. So there were specific objectives that defined

what was to be taught in a class and thus learned by students. The college

curriculum standards further specified content coverage within a course, and our

comparison groups formed within each course.

Still there might be substantial variation, if not in.what Wegt taught, then

in how it was taught. Yet there was an obvious difference between comparison

Iroups in this respect. Those classes considered part of the TICCIT condition

received instruction through the TICCIT system. 'Sections included under the

lecture condition were taught by an. instructor and assigned a textbook. The one

course that also had a programmed condition actua.,ly was offered with programmed

texts. At least in terms of the primary resources for teaching, conditions were

well defined.

As we might expect from the dissimiliarities in the subject matters, there

Nere differences between the math and English courses in the approach taken to
.a

teaching. Math courses tended to be highly structured and sequential. English

courses, on the other hand, were much more dependent on the instructor's profes-

sional judgment of the manner best suited to teaching composition skills. This

is not meant to imply a stereotype method for teaching pre-calculus mathematics,

for there were differences'in strategy if not In overall content structure and



sequence, Subject matter,dissi4larities would naturally preclude comparisons

across courses -but ahOuld,not interfere with comparisons across condiltionS.for

the same course.

lbese general statements

early.a stage in Our discussion, so

about comparison groups appear''ndw,"'pe 4S at too

that we can begin to define the context of

TICCIT nstration and theJimitsof our attention to the instructional

proce within tett class section. We seught only to, confirm basic expectations

14bout what Nappens inlecture and programmed; ections..4 Through:occasionat

obiervStions and contacts with instructors, We came to know that a class'did'

'-lndeed belons.under'the.lecture or programmed condition. This minimal'inveS&-,

helped isOlite exceptional cases that might later, surface inAnent of resources

analyses, Such as the lectUre section found in pilot trials in which the instructor.

_

,permitted each student to set, his own pace and complete the course prior to the

end of the academit term, or the section scheduled tojhse.TICCIT in the deion-

stration period which did not To find t se exceptions anclset a better descrip-

,tion oU:to itions were our modest purposes in classroom observation. We

r

attempt tto tie particular teaching practices with section by ection results.

There was not sufficient precedent for us to.torm inite.expectations

did not
e-

of what the'TICCIT4rogram.wOld be like:. Here we. did want to document what

laa0Pened in -a clais and again describe the instructional condition as a whole.

4
t with the use. of the TICCIT system often.at;the discretion of the instructor,:

_

particularly where the TICCIT program served as the labor4Ory component of a
0' ,

CiMppPitiOn.course, it was necessary to supplemeneour direct observations.

Records of students' preigress in the TICCIT program Fere avairable on the

',

Computer system. These records inciiC)ated what ina al:a student hid studied

and mastered, as well as how muchAtime the st ent'.had spent on the system.

7.



billiidA41.4ummaries for. TICCIT classes

bnifrVeret'our priMery sources for deecriptfq.

;program -,

ig

arison group.

obneriations plaisd a limited rote in our evaluation.

rvatiQns conducted on a regular

information on the nature of the

,

Judging; c once, keepiwdetailed section histories, and drawing_ .

. . :6 ., :w sk:7: . ,. , ,

1*. t sbant.the instruction within a single class all go beyond the scope, -7-r _i;H:':.
.,:,. ,

ipl t44*$4uatiop. Our observations were made siiply'to confirm what happened"
40.

k . 741'4 n.P1s4eukani. to describe the context'.for our comparison groups in
__

Vhec6ilege standards met by the TICCIT program in order to be, .

ittof the regular curriculum and our emphasis on.common criteria

:Autcome measures already defined courses, regardless of conditidn, to a

lareat extent. And the TICCIT program was itself well defined, from the standpoint

"' f OUrriculum objectives, content coverage, and teaching strategy.

4

Instrument Preparation and Properties

Ask an evaluator, a question and an instrument fOr data collection:is. apt Ito

precede bisjanswer. At least three major options were open to us in selecting
/

instruments. We might choose to measure TICCIT's impact through standardized'

4
tests Ipt surveys. Due to their d nstrated characteristics and,widespread

use; standardized'instrumentioffer convenient solution for obtaining-measures

of results. But such attest is of n insensitive to the particular program

under study in that its match with the curricular coverageiamits.much detail -

4
,

*1# ,

(Shoemaker, 1972) and its aim is to assess a student's knowledge' rather than a

program's results. Similarly, surveys of attitudes and'activities broad enough
,

to be available on a commercial basis often omit the very questiO)Br most germane

. ,

to the partiCular program. We also found a dearth of standardized instruments"
/
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specifically developed for community c011eggs, an unusual fact given thiir

growth rate over the last two decades,. N..

Criterion - referenced instrumenat offer another means to assess a program's

impact. Indeed such tests wourd be consistent with several of'TICCIT's goals,

most notabli that 85 percent of students attain mastery. And criterion-

referenced tests correspond to the curricalum undgitudy. However, this mode

1

of testing implies a firm grasp of what constit tes mastery, a concept that still

is subject to numerous interpretations (Olikei 1970), and bypasses measuring the

extent to which material is learned (Ebel, l GoalsGoalol the TICCIT program
v

besides student achievement, like those for 1*n:wed compketion rates and better

at
wstudent attitUdes toward,learning, required a relative standard rathgr 0001 an

absolute criterion.

A third tool with which we can capture the impact onstu. performance

and'faelty tance is special tests developed for the specific program's

evaluation. is the option we'pursupd. It enabled us to focus our achieve-

ment test on the material taught in target courses and to develop questionnaires

and surveys that met the specific needs of the evaluation. Special tests also

permitsed us to engage in constructive exchanges with the developers of the.

1

41
TICCIT courseware and faculty members at Participating colleges, and to make

'revisions to our instruments as warranted by faculty comment or data from pilot

trials. However, there is a burden associated with these benefits. Besides

devoting resources to instrument preparation, an gOaluator must demonstrate the

..*roperties of specially constructed measures.

2.2.a ,Student Performance

The prftessLf preparing instruments particularly suited for the TICCIT

\

demonstration was espeCially critical to our assessment of student performance.
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4
Not only dire need fairreasures of 'achievement, attitudes and activities, but

we also had to develop items, conduct pilot trials and r se the instruments

:prior to that use during the demonstration period: times it seemed jhe

proCess might never come to a close. There were changes in the colleted' plans

for integrating the TICCIT program into their own curriculum structure and.P.-

uncertainties about the courseware due to delays in its production. On the

other hand these departures from the project's schedule gave u8'1
field trials for. the instruments and refine them. When tbrOM

the achievement tests, student attitude surveys,:and

were ready.

,

What folloWs is an historical abcount of how we develope0
,

thesef_ifistr
r , iir

and a presentatiop of data pertinent to their reliability ffivalidty. Thi
16):

section does not convey any results of e degonstration, .14reporis only tlui

data necessary.to demonstrfte instrume properties. We Might he-Apted

skip much of the detail here but for a Aief.ihat the accuri '''TZAOurres
4..tot,,

rests, in part, with the instruments.

There is an obvious omission from this account;, complet

college grade sheets contained the data about course completion. 'At
f...

. ..college we contacted instructors to verify what different grades,.11.6 '. those

1.;-rft.for withdrawals and incompletes, meant. There were also differenvirllete
A-- 4 .policies' from term to term and different standard for grading frdt ifstrOdt

/

to instructor. But we senerally accepted whatevem grades appeared on the S104,
.. , ... t 4.7 -

rosters as the most'meaningful definition
o4qcourse completion. These grades-,6

after all, determined whether students received academic credits.

vAchievement Tests Math. Even before colleges agreed to participate ins:.

`,the demonstration of the TICCIT program, the process of test,construction had
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,

-,1

beg Specialistivi4aveloping math Paste first rei&eiie'& ne of
lir77

Alai& .,

content coverage and statement of objectives in 1972. -It-VeTrdlear:then that

/

,(
the TICCIT program would approximate (pre-calculus course and a beginning :'*7-'

algebra course. The pre-calculus course followed the recommendetiOneof the

Commi)ee on the Undergraduate t
.Program in Mathematics (1969)1Or 'a Math 0 course

.-

t

that met the requirements for transfer to aux-year colleges. The beginning

algebra course was very much like those already offered.at community colleges to

,

meet the-defIciencies in student preparation so common ,Under open enrollment.

It was a sound, traditional curriculum plan.

There were two prominent reasons behind our early decision to prepare

special teats for the math component of the TICCITAprogram. Obviously a .

revolutionary outline of content

the scarcity of commercial

insensitivity-of

engage in

ti acnivity

coverage was not one ""o them. Instead it was
4'

tests appropriate for Comm. .colAges,end the

standardized tests to specific courses With a comeitme

,

de,

test construction, It was possible to anticipate the demands of

terms of the evaluation's schedule and resources.
^ c

v./

oaif

eneral t Tte schedule of the evaluation had to follow that of the TICCIT
th ...4

'Ar Atir

Abe first full academic year of the evaluation, 1972-73, passed

t o
"'

testeinN, h. -Examiners (as we prefer to

Jz -:-'-

specifications for the math courseware.'' When

collection but with much progress toward satisfactory achievement

call test specialists) reviewed the

two
PY

serve as demonstrrion sites, the same'examiners visited the

colleges Were selected to

math departments

and Onai eciofWV syllabi and textbooks used for algebra and pre-calculus courses..

s

This info tion was sufficient- to develop a pool of test items. While the

developer's tinued their work on courseware throughout 1973-74, our-examiners

went the item pool with both the math faculty from the participating

2
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colleges and the math authors'from the courseware production team; The resulting

posttests were given field trials before the close of the 1973-74,academic year.

Thus the posttests for algebra courses were available during the implementation

pe4pd for the TICCIT project. For it was not until 1974-75 that TICCIT systems

werm.installed at the cones, and pilot versions of the algebra courseware

tried with community college students.

The.pre-calculus coureseware. was about a year behind the production schedule

for the algebra -curricula. Uncertainty about the availability of TICCIT pre-
.

'k".t,

°

calculus
A

s

nt

and an abbreviated trial period for this courseware (one academic

term) prevehted us from .following as thorough a test development process as that

for algebra courses. But we had learned from the earlier item review procedures

and pilot testing, and so we were able to develop and validate tests for pre7'

calculus,courses within the fall academic term of 1975. Again, posttests were

ready in advance of the demonstration. It was the start of %p 1976 calendar

year when tOle colleges offered multiple sections of pre-calculus courses on the

TICCIT System.
P,

Besides the posttests algebra and p&-Cala 1ilus courses, our ev luation
..

. ,
.

-:lled VW measures of stailak ,achievement that would tap immediate learning1 ....
.

and retention. But posttest preparation took precedence over these measures..
,

.'.Developing tests on pa;titular topics, which were to be measures of immediate

learning, began after ou tial versions of the posttests had been tried ht

the colleges. Still it was possible to develop and pilot topical tests early

)in the acadendlt year.after posttest field trials: it was the fall termlof

1974 when the colleges first administered the topical tests on lidear equations

and algebraic expressions. The construction of these tests was, by then, a

straightforward procedure. We had an extensive pool of/test items that covered
-=7")

1016



boat topics,topics, abd had already been trough test reviews by fadiliy and authclp

The same item pool and experience eased the preparation of tests for retention.

these were to be administered as course-specific pretests in the academic term

subsequent to student completibn of a target course. They were also the last

math achievement tests in terms of our priorities for preparation andlithe

lw

, schedule for test construction. Thus it was the demonstra t/0d of the

TICCIT project, 975-76, before we reached this stage in test p ration.

Perhaps it seems that the preceding account has omitted an essential.'
6

component of the achievement testing in math courses. It has not touched on

retests As controls for students' entrsSoe skills, This is because the general

.41

p igit,differed from the other mediuresof:achievement in an important retpect:

4'
r'"Wal a standardized testp,.. We had considered the use of speck'sl pretests but

2)0.41
rejecrea tnem., Although the same pretest as posttest might, enable us ,to compare

curricula f n, ms of achieviOnt gains; there would-1W fingers to such'a

testing scheme. I. ht simply alert students to what final exams would cover

and thus pose a test-reactive threat to our study's, validity (see CaWpbell

Stanley, 1963). It might also be inappropriate to make curricular collOarisons

on the basis of change scores from pretest to posttest (see, for, example,

Cronbach & Furby, 1970). On A more basic level itiade little sense to ask
c.

students questions about material they had not been to Then we would

expect consistent, low scores. ,What, we sougHt instead was a general test of

students' background and preparation for math courses. Such a pretest would

reflect'differences in'students'eNlInee.ability and, presumably, account for

rdifferences in posttest performance that other variables might not explain.

We chose as our pretest a part of the Comparative Cuidance',and Placement

Program (Education? Testin4 Service, 197,3). TVs program offers a'wide range
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of services to commudity colleges. It.has a biographical invelitory, a compara-

tive interest index, and eight teats especially designed to help counselors or
0 4 (1

faculty advise students. One college involved in the TICCIT project had earlier

paiticipated in the progrmm and the other was receptive to use. of the program's

meth tests. We recommended Part 1 and Part 2 from Level D of the CGP math tests.
.0.

Each of these two sections takes about twenty minutes to complete and has

thirty-five questions. The first parta,tovers computational skills: arithmetic

operationS with whole numbers, fraction', numbers with-decimal values, and\*

percentages. The secppd plates emphasis on relations een quantities (i.e.,

equal', greater thin, less their), but students must work with unknown terms

from near equations; exponents, quadratic' expressions, iihd coordinate planes
1

:in 'order to ,answer the ons.* This-lecend section i a test of'student401

'readiness in,elemen algebra.

The standardized' pretest was adninisteigiCaliS trial basis in the second
(

lesthalf of the 1973-4A academic year. Scot e' the. list appeared to reflect

ditferencet'Smong students as well as differe..es'across courses. At Ph pii#X

e mean pretest scores were 35.11,46.26, and53411
'across thefiritAatiOdlictOry,,

('',7,1ntietmedisce, and; college algebra course sequence. The standard deviation

t-Vithintach COUtee fell clOse to ten_poi4ts, based!on sample sizes of 267, 253,
c.,,,..

and 125 students:40V* three,tourse., c4krely. Thus the CGP pretest was'

fill
,

. 0iinii.6.ve to student differentia j ilir the size of the standard deviation,
.. . -

4411t

and.to differences in students math ba9kground, akiikekied by the jump itir

, . - ,, i-the average score through the algebra sequence. Dan collected at Alexandria

confirmeethis evidencg for thCGE test's appropriateness in the evaluation.

There we tested students at the start ofthree distinct course sequences:

Algebra I; General College Matheatits College Mathematics I. As ex ected,

),Z

ttk
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. ,

.

the pretest meanswas tsrest for the least stringent sequence in terms of pre-

reqyv ire high school mathematics and highest for the sequence tha required

ie,q1P,t high school background. In Algebra I the mean was in

College Mathematics I it was 48.90. ; Again the standard deviating!. were in the

neighborhood' of ten points. An,estimar of pretest rellipiXity gave an internal

onsistency index of .92. This estimate was drawn from 863 pretests taken in

the fall semester 1 1974 at Phoeni It is"codiparable to the reliability
*

estimate reported in the CGP technical manual, :89 (Educational Testing Service,

1973). We were well-satisfied that the COP provided a valid, nd reliableV.
pretest for *evaluation.

The preparation of posttests tollowed from the elopme.t of an extensive

t1r y"

item pool. The first courses scheduled on the,,NcaT system corresponkedAn.

units 14 through 23 of the math courseware (see-Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1 or

Appendix A). So our examiners developed two or three test questions for each

segment in these units. The item pool consisted _over 250 test questions.

Theie'were multi2.=:uhoice as well as open-eridedqestions.
We had decided, that

a
a multiple-choice format, despite its concomitant easeof scoring and 'processing,

ir

placed an unnatural conatrai;t on student responses in final, exams. Math

instructors\ended to use open-e woblems for their final exams, ant'trt"ged us '

po do likewise in the posttests. Of course we wanted our posttests .to be

adopted as departmental final exams (in the belief that this would constitute a

.strong argunent for their content validity) and therefore offered a compromise

4.._

.
solution with both formats. 10 . rTh

i .

Instructors at the colleges reviewed the item pool in blocks of questions

grouped according to their courses. While the ten courseware units represtnted

-ICCIT's algebra course, they in fact corresponded to five different courses at
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the community colleges. There was a group of potential test items for each of

the five courses, with considerable overlap among the groups. It is easiest to / 41
illustrate this point: Figure 2.1 represents the match between TACIT units and

college courses as proposed early in the project. Mits 14 through 22 account

for nearly all the Material in Mith 007:106, and 108 at Phoenix and Math 31 and

181. at Alexandria. Instructors told ns whether an item 'Was appropriate for one

of these courses, needed on before further consideration, or,was unaccepti.

able. From their item revie*s and suggestions for addiiiteM4r4quiIitions -(Wfiere

regular class coverage extended beyond that of .TICCIT courseware), we developed

the first victions of posttests.

ThealkOrst posttest forms weme not thlast. In genera there were three,

versions of each test, and foUr versions were required in olated cases of

repeated curriculum changes. AMade these revisions in ord to accommodate
:

. .

,
.instructors' recommendations for fair tests as well as to improve the tests with

the benefit of item data. For example, one course stressed.factoring and instruc-.

tors pointed out that'our posttest was inadequAte in its empftasis on this aspect:'

of the course. So we adjusted the number of teat items to reffectcourse emphasis

as well as coverage. There were also some questions4deleted-from the posttest.

Particularly those items on arithmetic operations with positive and negative

whole numbers, such as 14 t-( -2) or,3125 -9(2)] or 2( -6) proved to be too

elementary. Nearly all students gave correct answers to hiquestiops. We also

found competent low item difficulties for questions about simple set - subset °

relatidt and therefore deleted these questions as well.
.

To illustratillsaype of items on the posttest two P4oblem;trOm an inter?.

mediate "algebra in Figure 2.2. The multiple qhoiCe problem also

_serVes at an tAind f" revisions were made to improve. individual
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test item Oxiginally that problem called for $I ordeftd pair (x,y) as a

SO* to the two litiear orations. But with alternative pairs given as

response choices, a student might solve the problem by simple substitution. The

revision discollifes this method of solution. The other problem represents t4e

type of open -ended -questions used in the posttests. This particular item was an

addition made to reflect course emphasis.

\. Field:triais fot all tests except those on retention were held in con-
4,junction ..with the first use of the TICCIT system for teaching'algebra courses.

But these .trials had. been preceded by test administrations focused on refining

items. So the 1974-7S. teat forms already incorporated revisions based on
t"?'earlier. data collection. The length of posttests then ranged between 54 and 64

separate items, with each Oultfple-part problem counted as several items. The

two topical tests, one on lidedr equations and another on.algebralc expressions,

had 25 and 26 items respectively. Internal consistency estimates of posttest

reliability. came to an average of .84 in the fall academic term! 4ifter we made

.11tsome minor changes and shortened forms by abopt three items per test, the

average in the spring term was .89. Reliability of the topical tests averaged

.= .88 for the sane academic year.

Test reLiabili'ties fAthe l473-.76 academic year appear in Tables 2.1 and

2.2. This period was 'the demonstration phase of the TICCIT project for community

college math. -The figures in these tables apply to the data reported later (See

Chapter 5: Student Achielement) as part of our evaluation Of the impact the

TICCIT program on student achievement.

As expected, the standardized pretest, ide9tifild as test fokm 601 in TAie

2.1, has a 'high reliability. The course-epecific pretests, forms 622, 623 and

624, were constructed to meet.our dual need for a measure of retention from

ti
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u

Examples of Problems from Math Positestw:

Multiple-choice Format:

i9. If 2ra4 mad x+y=6, then\x-y

(A) -6 (B) -2, (C) 2 (6,. 6

Open-ended Format:

44. Factor completely each of the following.

(A) x2 -25y2

(B 2x27x76

(C) 5-20x/ o,

(D) 49x25x6

3.

FtigUre.2.2

4.
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.Pretest Reliability: Internial Consistency Estimates
Alexandria and Phoenix
Mathematics Couftes
Calendar-kear 1976

Test

*).

Number of
Total
Number ,

Academic Term Course Forin Students of Items r

Fall Semester Math 007 601 422 .. 70 .92
Math 106 601 480 70 -.92
Math 108 601. 133 . 70 .92

Spring Semester Math 007 601 332. 70 .'..91

Math 106 622 229 20 .70
Math 108 601 153 70 .91
Math-117 623 150 20 .77

Fall Quarter Math 31 601 221 70 .90

Winter Quarter Math 32 624 44 20 .72

Spring Quarter Math 31 -601 130 70 :.92
Math 32 624 75 20 .66

Averages: 601 70 .91
622, 623, and 624 20 .71

.

Table
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Posttest Reliability: Internal Consistency Estimates
AlOxandtia and Phoenix
Mathematics Courses

AcadeMic Year 1975-76

Posttests:

- Academic Term Course.
"Test

Form

Total
Number pf Nutober

'Students of Items , r

Items
for Common
Obiectives r.

Fall Semester Math 007 614' 182 57 .92 48 .91

Math 106 618 101. 49 .85 43 .84

Math 108 :619.. 54 '56 .88 50 ..87

,
.

Spring Semester, Math 007 614 181 57 ..86 48 .86

Math 106 615, 10g 55 - .86 48 .85

Math 108 616 -55 .6 . .85 55 '.85

Math 117 ' 626 71 46 .90 ,38' .90

Fall Quarter Math 31. 609 122(105)
1

54 .90 44 .90

.

Winter Quarter Math .31- - .609 113(80)1 54 .91 44 '.92, ,

Spring Quarter Math 31 609 79(41)
1

54 .94 44 .93

Math-32 . 627 922 41 .86 '34 .85-

/
, ...

Averages:- 53 .88 45 ' .8a

Topical tests:

- . .

Linear Equations -

e ,
)

t

Fall.Quarter, Math 31 617 77 22,;, Al
Winter Quarter Math 31. 617 -,77- 22 .84

Spring Quarter Math 31 617', '57 22, .82
Cg

Spring Semester Math 007 607, 80 26 .80

Algebraic - Expressions-

Spring Quarter Math 32 608 55 25 .76

.Spring Semester Math 108 608 -49 25 .85
?
N

Averages.: 24. .81

'While the reliability estimate for total score is based on all posttests, that for

objectives tommon to TICCIT and,lecture conditions excludes posttests taken in'progr

instruction classes. -Thus there is a lower number of students for these estimates o

consistency on Math 31 common objectives.

2Estimates for Math 32 include data from both the winter and spring quarters. The

number of students completing this course in the winter. prevented separate,analyses

for each term.
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,priOrcourse asioell as a measure of student, preparation for the next course th
W 'h.

()an afgebra sequencei% For both purposes a test of what a student had learned. in
J ' *

I

the prerequisite course seemed reasonahle,'Sndone test instead of iwo was

1

always desirable so asta'reduce the evaluotion's interruption Of teaching
," '*,-

,,
. 4

activities. The averapxeliability of these course-specific pretests falls

below that of the CCP Math D test. However; test length perhaps explains t is

difference. Therewere only twenty items, in each course-specific Rretest.

Table-Z.2 pr4sedt reliabtlity estimateSjor all pOSttests ald topicalme-
s

tests used to.7sseSh student achievemen%. The high posttest reliabilities,

seem to refleethe care taken in their 'preparation. The actual analyses op/

posttest resultsresults reiy:on those,, items for objectives shared by the claSsgrOom and

TICCIT conditions. So the table also rAports reliabilities,for each posttest

,

based only on these common objectives. Ther is hardly a difference betWeen

test reliability for total score and that for commo subscore probably because

,at least four out Of every five items tested a. common je4ive. ;For the

f',
.. ,,

i,"-topical 6" the average retiability was silti,Sfactory espite the 1,ow number of

items. The discrepancy between coursespecific pret t reliability and this

average for topical test might-be attrihUtedto thehreadth of test coverage.
, ,7,,

While pretests spanned an entire term&,16aterial-in just twenty items, topica
\ . i

,

tests foc d,on one particular,componer of g'coutse;and thus covered about

lent,4 '-, k

one7fifth as much material with an eqUivnUmber of iteras Their limited
I

'

.

content Coverage certainly condrtibuted to the tryvsistency A topical tests -as

achievement measures-.
40'

The tworeliabIllties for each posttest, one for total :score and a4ther
r

for the subscore based on common objectives, Suggest the importance of item

7

classification and perhaps raise the issue of test lialidity. It was the,math-

:'
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..,

.

faculty at the demonstration sites. and the courseware authors whO determined

.4*
whether an item was related to their instructional objectives. W. simply took

f I

both sets of reviews and, established four categories
for,eachltbdrse's objectives:

(1) objectiVe cotpon to both lecture and TICCIT coverage; k2)objective unique

to the curriculum invegular classes; (3) objective unique to',t a CIT coulee.

ware; and (4) objective beyodd the scope of the instructional programs. This

, Ns.

classification scheme for objectives helped us to'avoid measures of results with

undue emphasis on one'curriculum or the other. And our analyses of ach evement

results did use common scores as the basis for comparisons between program,

outcomes.

Even with compaksons confined to objectives shared between programs, it ,

. ,

yias possible that the TICCIT programwould,lead toigatterns of math achievement

different from those of jecture classes. So we classified each test item by

ability level and content category as well as objective. This classificatiln

scheme made it easier to detect finer, albeit less reliable, differences in

program outcomes. Such detail was consistent with our intent to doaument

TICCIT',s strengths and weaknesses, and to, present evaluativeinformation eful

in making decisions about program adoption or refinement.

The categories for classifying posttest items appear in Figure 2.3. The

ability levels closely follow those cased for standardized testing programa, for

example the Sequential Testofol Ettational Progress (Educational Testing,

Service, 1971). A question for factual recall typically called for use offt-

definition (e.g., "Which o tF following is a natural number?"'or "List the

,,,

)

first five elements in the set of even integers greater than 0&"). Manipulation .

/
&/

l2''`,

e.,..._
.&

commonly involved arithyietic computation (e.g.,, "In its simplest for:re =
. , ,

. .

A"/-'----5A

or "Work ach of the fOltOing and write the 'result 'as a rational number in its

t
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Item Classification

for Mathematics Posttests

Categories:

Objectives;

.1 -:objective Fommon to both lecture and TICCIT coverage

lb

-2 - objective unique to curriculum in regular classes

3 objective unique to TICCIT courseware

4 - objective-bey6nd the scope of the /instructional programs
40

Ability Level

\ 0 - -eactual recall

1 manipulation
4

2 -fiolution of routine problems.

3 - demonstration of concept comprehension

Content Category.

1 - arithmetic

2 - algebra

simplifyingjincluding'properties of and compitations with signed
numbers and,-eomplex numbers

(b) equations, including substitutions, equivalent equations, solution
of equations, and word problems

\(c) exponents, radicals, and logarithms

(d) factoring, multiplying, and dividing algebraid eXpressions including
quadratics

(e) number line and coordiante plane

(f) inequa1ties, absolute value,apd sets includingolution sets

(g) sequences, a ;ithmetic and geometric progressions

(h) permutations and, combinations, binomial theorem

Figure 2.3
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/ ,

s

3 1 L2 t 5 2
simplest form: (A) -2-; + -5- , (B) -2-5- x -F.; , (C) 10 + 3 ."). The open-ended problem

given in Figure 2.2 illustrates the, kind of-item considered as belonging within

the level for solution of routine problems. To be classified as an item that

tapped demonstration of comprehension of a concept, a question had to go beyond

1
the bounds of the routine problems encountered in a course. Such problems

required that students apply a liar rules in an unfamiliar context. For

.6)xaMple, although students ha rked with word problems in beginning algebra

courses, these problems wgre not as straightforward as strictly
1
numerical

systems of lin, ar equations-. So word problems such as

Tanks P nd Q together hold 630 gallons of gasoline. If tank P

holds 15 gallons more than tank Q, how-many gallons does tank Q

hold?

and other pro le ms that involved combinationS.of rules (e.g., "If 2
4'
x (2 = 2

x

then x = ..\and therefore pteSented otherwise routine concepts in u iliar

situations, came nnker the ability level for diawnsiti.atpion'of concept compreh nsion"

The examiners responsible fck preparing posttests established the content

categories from inspection of the posttest items. As might Ir expected these

ucontent categories conform fairly well to tne/co seware units and textbook 1

,
1,

)

A

chapters. And since they correspond to traditional
4
topics the schetne

-'

e is probably

self-explanatory.

a

The result of the three dimensions for item classification is a posttest

breakdown such as that depicted in. Figure 2:4. This gives the number of test

4

items within each cell of the classification heme., It should be apparent that

Q,
too few items fall within a cell for the purpose, of making comparisons bete en

( '
,

.

prokrarils. Instead we relied on tt-te marginal pt s 1.41'en looking at results ,

,2.

across programs. As with the analNes of overall Alievemeut effects, only those

Iltees on
common objectives went into the subscores for the four abi:ity levels and

0 ' .r



1. Ar
,(
thmetis 6

2a.. SiMplifying

2b. Equatio S
g

2c. Expone is

2d. Facto i

2e. Number line ...
,

2f. Inequalitiep

2g, Sequene4s

2h: Permutations ...

ti

ei

4
Number of items

Eicample of Item Coverage
Au.

for Math Posttests

1

1 ,

4-

7

3

5

1 2

48

5.

0

4

4. Objectives beyond programs

Objectives unique to TICCIT

, Objectives unique to lecture

1 -Objectives common 'between programs

41,4

Ability Levels

from be0_4ing algebra posttests that fall within each cell.

)

Figure 2.4
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4
A, 1

the nine content categories. Of course not aft subscores existed for each posttest.

The beginning algebra test had no items on sequences or permutations, while that for

advanced algebra had none on arithmetic. Complete item classifications for the post-

tests appear in Appendix C. These should both demonstrate posttest validity through

matches with the course coverage and convey some idea of the applicability of our

results to other community colleges' courses.

Perhaps the best evidence of validity for our math achievement tests comes

from the manner in which the colleges used them. The math department at Phoenix

adopted them as their final exams and determined students' grades, in part, by

their score on our posttests. The algebra courses at Alexandria had simple

pass-fail grades dependent on whether a student finished a course and how much

progress\he had made in the course. Our posttests, then, ad not contribute to

student grades at Alexandria. But when a major curriculum change forced the

college to try the TICCIT program for another, comparable course sequence, the

math department chose to use our posttests as achievement measures in their own

study of student performance.

Achievement Tests: English. The process of test preparation for courses

in English composition was quite different from that for math courses. There

is, after all, a marked contrast in the subject matter.' Although an item

classification scheme might reveal much about the curriculkar emphasis of a math

course, it t s little about composition courses where the primary concern is

st dent writing. We took essay samples from students as the most direct measures

rlo achievement in composition courses. Since certain types of objective items

,4
show a strong relationship to writing ability, we also developed tests of

composition skills in-a multiple-choice format.
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The TICCIT system first supported courses in English composition in

the summer term of 1975/\lmost three years earlier we had iseviewed initial

courseware specifications. It was so difficult to, transfer a traditional

and sound English curriculum to a mainline format that there were seribus 1

schedule slippages in courseware production and significant changes to the

content specifications. The developers of the TICCIT program also went through

unexpected professional disputes among their composition authors and with

college instructors in attempting to define an optimal course on writing. Of

course this affected our schedule for instrument preparation.

If we had waited until the TICCIT ptogram supported composition classes,

the time span before the demonstration phase would have been too brief for

instrument development and field trials. We began preparing appropriate testrPin

,the winter of 1974. From visits to the colleges in the preceding year it had

become clear that only an essay sample would lead to a consensus among participants

on testing. ExaMiners with backgrounds in English test development met with

instructors and encouraged them to submit suggestions for appropriate essay

topics.

Nearly fifty recommendations were sent to us from the colleges. From

these we selected ten as possible topics that would be familiar.enough to all

students for them to write under time constraints. A list of these topics,

slightly revised so as to'conform to a testing situation, was then returned

to the colleges. Toward the end of the spring term of the 1973-74 academic

year instructors cooperated with the evaluation by collecting student responses

to the topics. These writing samples constituted the data base which determined

the pretest and posttest essay topics. Of course data or writing samples

themselves do not determine topics. Rather instructors scored the samples at
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sessions conducted by our and then we
chose

topics for certain

characteristics.

But what criteria do ,
tnstr

uctors
consider

in assessing
the worth of

a student's writing? This Ion was Pertinent
ent to understanding scores

objective iassigned to essays
and r writing skills.

-0 cievei°P tests of So

choice test formats,scoring and discuss
prior to holding

discussing
multiple-

choice

English faculty atwe distributed a very short questionnaireionnaire to members

one question:the quest

bers

participating
"Howcolleges.

s writing?

had

do you assess the
worth 0,

t a st
ent' For which

of the followingi do

you tend to give credit?,!
The

faculty responsee was remarkable:

weeks 85% of the instructors returned forms.

within three

Table 2.3' Quite obviously logicalofA summary 0-
their responses appears in

representedqualityorganization and q considerations in
of thought

instructors further

important
considerat

writing. Approximately half of theassessing student

of writing took cedence over other consid-

erations in judging student correctnessbehind
in importance were

of expression and unity, .

It is
interesting to note that, despite di fferences'in

teaching composi tion skills, there
;was a consistency in judging student writing

''')

both within a college and
between

colleges. Perhaps this consistency and the

various aspects of writing will: ease others'
distributiob ofresponse var

acros-

our essay pretests andwhat criter faculty applied i
n scoringconcerns about

posttests.

on held 'spring of 1974:
At the sessions u in the instructors

assigned scores on

seem too narrow in
i .'

such a holist'lc scale maya scale of one to tour Po

range for assessing student writing. Actually though, our purpose was evaluating

a curricular program. And
of tour Possible choices contributed to the



Aspects of Writing:

Faculty Considerations in Rating Student Essays

Alexandria

Frequency Percent

Number of respondents 15 100

Aspects of Writing

Sophistication of vocabulary 8 53

Originality of expresslon 12 80

Expression of writer's personality 6 40

Quality of thought 15 100

Sophistication of sentence structure 13 87

Awareness of situation and audience 11 73

Correctness of expression 15 100

Logical organization 15 100

Expression of feeling 8 53

Sincerity of expression 9 60

Economy 10 67

Unity 14 93

Other

thesis statement

support of theme

11;
Table 2,3

4

Phoenix Total

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

34 10019

11

12

100

58

63

7 32 .)

19 100

15 79

15 79

18 95

19 100

7

4
32 '

12 63

13 68

18 95

3 16

3 16.

19 56

24 71

13 38

34 100

;28 82

4..4

0
26 76 1

33 97

34 100.

15 44

21 62

23 67

32 94

1.6

4
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reliability of essay scores. &wider spread of possible scores would make it

more difficult to.reach a consensus on the appropriate score for sample essays,

a necessary p'reliminarystep in the scoring sessionv. Several hundreds of

writing samples were scored.in the pilot testing for essay topics.

From the topics tried at the colleges we selected one as a pretest -and`

another as a:posttest. These selections were based on the distribution

of scores, the frequency'of score discrepAncies, and comments made by the

instructors about student responses. We-wanted an essay topic familiar enough

to students for them to be comfortable'in.Writing an essay within twenty minutes.

f

Yet we also wanted topics that would reflect differences among students. So we

looked for a spread in the distribution of. scores. Since two instructors read,

each essay, it was possible that a topic might be particularly susceptible to

divergent scores. Such a to is would not be suitable for the evaluation.

Therefore we chose topics with a minimum number of score discrepancies. Finally,

instructors contributed to our decision about essay topics through their comments

about students' reactions to the task in classes as well as the quality of their

students' papers.

The essay topics for pretesting and posttesting appear in Appendix D.

These were subject to additional field trials in the fall term of the 1975-76

academic year. Over 2700 students responded to them in the 1976 calendar year,

the demonstration period for the TICCIT program in English composition courses.

When data collection came to a close, scoring sessions were-again held at the

colleges.

The reliability of the essay tests really depended on the extent of agree\

ment between independent scorers. Table 2.4 presents the correlations between

raters for the essays scored at Alexandria, and Table 2.5 for those scored at
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Essay Test Reliability: Correlations Between Raters
Phoenix Scoring Seiisiou

English Courses
Calendar Year 1976

Pretest Essay

Posttest
'Essay ---

Rater

r

N

r

N

r

N

r

N

r

N

r

N

r

N

r

N

r

N

r

N

r

A

4

2

0 0

6 9

1 13

.61

28 1

.77

19 14

.66 1.77

191 1
f

.7J

22 27

.61 .61

116 13

.83 .10

0 0

4

46

.74

Q

15

.66

1

20

.79

11

.51

7

0

D

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

1

29

.67,

0

2

0

0

25

.49

17 1.

.32

11

.79

16

.45

9

8

57

.79

38

.63

'12

.77

40

.70

12

.61

0

7

0

19

.65

8

20

.49

0

35

.75

35

.64

35.

.68

3

12

.61

0

14

.68

0

23

.76

,13

.59

24

.66

53

.72

29

.73

0

12

.71

2

2

26

.75

13

.88

26

.72

11

.48

25

.84

35

.68

10

.75

13

.56

12

.73

0

0

29

.77

26

.74

43

.69

19

.68

20

.70

18

.63

13

.52

5

0

12

.72

33

.67
--,

30

.69

31

.58

23

.66

24
.67

3

2

0

0

4

A

C

D

G

H

I

J

K

Averages: pretest correlation .68
posttest correlation .63

Table 2.4
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Essay Test Reliability: Correlations Between Raters
Alexandria Scoring Session

English Courses
Calendar Year i976

(

Rater A B

Pretest Essay

D E F G H I J

A
N 25 -26 31 42 10 3 17 33 12

r .84 ,66 .72 .7.7 .68 .80 .80 .77

B
N 11 26 33 9 32 18 16 0 20

r .80 .73 .65 .71 .88 .80 .80

C
N 28 14 7 9 25 29 23 16 29

r .74 .43 .64 .61 .84 .72 .71

D
N 13 12 24 0 16 19 9 21 29

r .79 .50 .67 .65 .88 - .71 .71

E
N 12 1 12 13 2 23 15 0 9

Posttest
Essay

r .71 .91 .62 .62 .75

F
N 13 26 14 1 0 9 26 17 19

r .68 .74 .27 .56 .55 .75

N 24 30 14 0 13 2 10 21 8

r .76 .65 .64 .87 .17 .87

H
N 9 0 0 21 0 0 0 1 10

r - .65 _1. .51

1
N 0 0 12 12 1 23 0 12 7

r .79 .45 .54 .71

J
N 1 2 0 0 12 14 0 26 29

r .35 .86 .75 .79

K
N 10 12 12 0 1? 13 5 0 0 12

r .79 .84 .72 - 1.00 .76 .38

Averages: pretest correlation .71
posttest correlation .68

Table 2.5
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Phoenix. Raters .(instructors in the English departments at the respective

"colleges) were unaware of where essays had been written or from which class.

essays had come since all identifying information had been masked oh the student

papers. Still, it was possible that some instructors recognized the pretest anti

d posttest, topics from test administrations in their classes. Indeed it did seem

that some instructors employed stringent standards for the highest score on

posttests. This might account for the slightly lower correlations between

raters on posttest_essA than on pretest essays.

The average inter-_rater_ correlations, despite' a range from .10 to 1.00,-

fall within reasonable limits for this type of judgment reliability. A reli-

ability of .67 or so might be low in comparison to the internal consistency

estimates for math tests, but represents .a satisfactory level consistent with

our experience in essay scoring. We had taken precautions to guard essay

reliability. Whenever raters disagreed by two,or three points in scoring a

paper, those scores were discard two other raters read the paper. The

incidence of such discrepancies, was very low: fewer than six percent of the

essays had to be reread. And the second pair resolved all but about a dozen of

the discrepancies. With regard to the consistency of scores assigned at the two

sessions, raters at Alexandria and Phoenix went through the same sample of

student papers before ac ally grading. The correlation between the two sets of

scores was .96 for the pretest essay and .84 for the posttest essay. These

coefficients seem to justify.our treatment of scores as if assigned by one

group for all essays.

The item types in the objective tests were among those with the strongest

relationship to the criterion of actualyriting. Godshalk, Swineford, and

Coffman (1966) reported the correlations for the two major types that appear
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fin our tests as .70 with student essays. This was the primary reason behind our

decision to use-these item formats, for the-re had to be evidence of a relation-

Ail) to writing if instructors were to accept objective tests as appropriate for

. composition courses.

Figure 2.5 gives examples of the item formats from the objective tests.

The first type requires the abilityrto recognize writing that does not follow

the conventions of standard written English. Such items accounted for over 60%

of the objective tests.' Another fourth of the tests consisted of items similar

to the second type shown in Figure 2.5. These retire recognition of improper

writing as well as sufficient writing skill to choose a clear and precise manner

for rephrasing sentences. In the last type of item students had to join phrases

together and thus decide about relative detail and logical connectives in

sentences. These, too, correlate highly with actual writing, but not to the same

extent as the preceding wo types (see Godshalk, Swineford, & Coffman,, 1966).

And's() such items amounted to just one-eighth of the objective pretest and

posttest.
A

The item format may tell something about the ability tested, like the item

classificayionslfor math posttests according to ability level. It omits infor-

mation comparable to that given by the content categories- for math posttests.

It should be clear that our foremost concern in testing was assessing students'

writing. Coverage of specific grammatical points or particular structural

conventions was secondary. However, a breakdown of pretest and posttest coverage

P

may be found in Appendix E. At the item level it is apparent that the objective

tests tap traditional points in writing: subject-verb agreement, pronoun reference,

adjective-adverb confusion, verb form and other skills.
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Examples of, Item Types from Objective

Tests of Writing Skills

I. Directions: In each of the following sentences find out what is wrong, * anything. In
deciding whethei-there is-something wrong with a sentence, conaider_thi a sentence
should be written in standard written English, the kind of English usually found in
textbooks. Remember that this is sometimes different from the kind of English that
vs ussin talking with our friends.

.

,

Some,sententes are acceppble without change.
' 174; sentence contains more than one error.

If the sentenee has an error, you will find tat the error is underlined and lettered.
Assume that-111 other parts of the sentence are acceptable and cannot be changed.

When yOu find an error, select the one underlined part that must be changed in order to
meke?the sentence acceptable, and blacken the corresponding space on, the answer sheet.

If thereis no error, mark space E.

4. Many of his admirers believe that Vonnegut sees life in same way
A B C

as them. No error
D E

8. Washington successfully attacked the Hessians at Trenton and demonstrating

to the British that the Colonial Army was still strong.. No error

Figure 2.5(a)

ANSWER

B

0

A
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Examples of Item Types, fro Objective

Tests of Writing Skills

. .

1I. Directions: In each of the'following sentences sulie part of the sentence or tteantfra:.

sentence is underlined. Beneath each sentence you wilkIfind four ways of writing the

underlined part. e first of these repeats the underlined part in this, original

sentence; but the o rthree are all different. If you,think the original,sen enpe

.. is,bet r than any o the suggested-changes,. you should choose answer A; therwi
acken the'

you s ld mark one of the other choices. Select the best answer and

corr ding,space od the answer sheet.

In choosing,your answers, follow the requirements orstAndard _written Eaglieth, the

kind of English usually found in textbooks. Reqember that it is sometimes different

him the kind of English we use in talking witl',our friends. Pay attention to

how clear19,ideas are expressed, whether the wards convey the meaning they are

supposed to convey, and how the sentence is co structed and punctuated. Choose

the answer that produces the most
ayk.Ardness or ambiguity.
Original sentence.

4
Do not

effective sentence--clear and exact, withour,

make a choice that changes the meaning of'the

141,,

27. An antipollution act intended to protect Delaware Bay was passed by

the state le islature which the overnor-si ned. '

(A) was passed by the state

(B) was passed by the state

legislature, which the govern2r signed

legislaure and them the governor signed it

(C) was passed by the state legislature and signed by,the governor

(D) and which was passed by the state legislature, was signedy'y the

governor

(E) and passed by the state legislature, was signed rthe governor

III. Direction;: These questions ask you about words used to contect ideas in

sentences. You are to choose the bust word or phrase to use ta,join 'the'!

ideas in the sentence marked I to the-ideas in the sentence marked

that is, you are to choose the word or phrase, that will make the mot sense

in a n.w sentence that combines sentences I and II. Some sentences

have to be changed only a little; others willsh4ve to be changed a

great deal.

37. J. Sarah heard about the tire sale.

Sarah left to buy, new tires.

As if

Nevertheless

However

Despit"

As soon as

--ANSWER

el
B

I

The new s.mtence is "Aif, soon as Sarah heard about the tire sale, she left to

buy new tires." or "Sarah left,-to buy new tires a:; soon as she heard abnut

the tire sale." Answer (10 should therefore be marked.

Figure 2 . 5 (b)

-1 1

GI

rp
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Although. tfie'objectiVe tests were 7srributefd for "faculty
-, i:

. .
J.

. 4.-'.).review in the-sOrine.of 1975, there were few'recomMendations for revisions.

* -
and amthor

-7)

As with rbie-prepararion o math ttestS, agitting specific tests for participant

review had 'avoided unprodattve'requests'for comment an4...encouraged cons7ructive
.i.

,

.
,

.

critt,ism,..401 -also facillted faculty cooperation and_ntributed
/

to the

rests relfgb .this point: theral his
6.

objective,tests of writing skills had respectable coefficients, of internal-
,.

consistency. The .estimates in this" table ever theiiemonstration period for

the TICCIT program in-English compOsitIO For,Oidence of Validity we again;

kotedureS established
,41(

cite the instructors' decision to c

'our evaluation as part of *their_,

,demonstration.,
: i :r.,,,j)4

it

Student Attitudes. fi T. 4o0t?the student survey actually

included questions about bOth0

'activities related to the course,.,.

TICCIT program beyond the

attitUdes. Indeed the fir,st

.,,,!,

1973 dreWkheavily from instruments concerned with student ratings' of their

instruction (e:g4, Gentra,*1972). It, met with sound criticism from students,
,,

,)

faculty and alimintstrators. There was too much eyphasis on the instructor., In

I kir

however, students within a class tended to

t

inks' attitudes toward a course end their

It had started^ as just a survey of student

circulated for review and piloted in late

their c ments' about/the questions,

make the same point. This suggested the power of one person's comment 'at the

time of surNey administration. Still the criticislp was well taken: there was

far too muCh'about the instructor and there would be no counterpart for most of

these oestions in a survey gik nt 17r classes. under the TICCIT program. And
) ,

\perhaps we had gotten teo far dahea the TICCIT program for it was still under
, .. , !,

,,A
.

development at thls.,-time.,,

ti
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Pretest and Poitteet'Reliability: Internal
Alexandria and Phoenix

Eftglish Courses

-J Calendar Year 1976

Academic Term

Spring em'Sster

rJ

Summer Semester

Fall Semester

'Winter Quarter

Spring Quarter

Fall Quarter

Spring Semester

Summer Semester

Course

English 019
English 029

English 029

English 019
English 029

English 111

English 111

English 111

Average:

English 019
English 029

English 029

Fal*Semester English
English

1111
Winter Quarter English

Spring i(larter English

Fall Quarter-.
')

i

019
029

111

111

English 111

Average:

Consistency Estimate

Test
Form

'701
701

701

Number of

Students

165

118

74

Total
Number
of Items

4

40
40

40

r

.84

.87

.92

701 327 40 .86

701 152 40 .86

701 184 40 .85

701 312 40 .91

701 259 40 .86

701 Pretest 40 .87

702 89 40 .78

702 58 40 .81

702 41 40 .89

702 231 40 .79

702 87. 40 .86

702 96 40 .84

702 2,48 40 .92

702 206 40 .84

702 Posttest 40 .84

Table 2.6
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We turned to studies about student attitudes toward computer-assisted

instruction to find questions without as much emphasis on the instructor. What

we found was the other extreme: either comparison between conditions was not

part of the study's purpose (e.g., Summerlin, 1971) or the statements focused on

CAI alone (e.g., Mathis et_al., 1970). An instrument had to be prepared that

would represent a compromise between ratings of instructors and general reactions

to CAI. By the summer of 1974 installation of the TICCIT system had begun at

the colleges and two parallel student surveys were sent to participants in the

project for review. One form was intended for students in the TICCIT program

and another for students in regular classes. Each form covered attitudes toward

the course as well as activities related to it.

The reception and reviews for these two forms were favorable. It was

necessary to make several statements more specific in reference to capabilities

of the TICCIT system. Another refinement replaced the constructed responses

about interpersonal contacts with a frequency scale for response since students

balked at .these questions in survey trials. Essentially these were the forms

used in the second half of the 1974-75 academic year. The only additional

changes before the demonstration phase of the TICCIT project involved improve-

4
ments, primarily to the survey intended for lecture classes, so that statements

would be identical or closely parallel across conditions.

The questions on the survey dealt with common claims about CAI, specific

features of the TICCIT program, and general satisfaction with an instructional

condition. Nearly twenty statements.were the same\aer conditions or just

rephrased to fit the condition. These constituted the basis for our comparisons

of program results in terms of student attitudes. There were items about six

specific features of TICCIT's instructional design, and about the classroom
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v

practices that best approximated five of these six. For example; practice

problems ("PRACTICE") on the TICCIT 'system were likened to homework assignments

k\tin-regular classes, and explanations available on he system'CHELP"; to those

given by an instructor. Other items simply repeated emmon assumptions about

CAI advantages, about instruction that meets individual student n*eds or increases

the amount of attention given individual students and so forth, and disadvantages,

such as the impersonal nature of this method of instruction. Another group of

statements pertained to reactions on a summary level: These posed questions on

whether students would recommend the course to their friends or if they felt

challenged to do their best work in the course. Such statements called for

broad judgments of course quality and reflected overall satisfaction with, a

course. The actual survey forms for which we report data appear as Appendix F

to this report.

A\
It is diffichlt if %pt impossible to anticipate all student reactions with

a fipite set of questions. Just as the preparation of the student survey had

benefited from casual conversations with students and their written comments on

preliminary versions of the instruments, the interpretation of survey results

might also benefit from informal contacts with students and further comment.

Several statements on the survey forms, particularly those items specific to an

d_na:tructional c4Iition, had been suggested by students' comments--their wish

for textbook to use at home in TICCIT classes or the role of questions raised

by other students in lecture, classes. We did not want our reliance on an

attitude survey to preclude comment on points omitted from the form but important

1

to stucents. So we encouraged students to elaborate on their responses and

comment freely and specifically on aspects of their course. Perhaps because it

m4Ober ot the evaluation team who adminfttered the student survey, tJudents
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comment. These will be presented in Chapter 6,

Student Attitudes, along on the survey.
data froth

item stemswith the m the

anTable 2.7 gives i estimates,

1970),

internal consistency

reliability(e.g., Cronbach,

based

10 r bt-- -Y in math courses.
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of reliability
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L. several
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stems worded it, a ne
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gativt.

manner.

were intended to disc,
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Lar Qin) je for

, and
lion of a particular

each item separate
statement.

item stems in

Of course we

catentatil , and excluded
Sea"'

reversed responses to negative

responses to stems. of 'doubtful

meant only as
the scores. latter typedirection from

a sourcet item was

The average reliabilityreliaof information. Th for total score, .90, is indeed respect-

able. But espec measure attitudes we shouldiallY tor ent dusi guean 10trnmd to

look at reliability in
trims of

Thu common sore Table Z. / retie
IS to a student's score on those

conch t ions.items common act''' hist, formed the"letiona Those, once again, i
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Academic Survey

Term Forme

Spring 1975 033-TICCIT

Fall 1975

Winter and

Spring 1976

Reliability of Student Attitude Survey:

Internal Consistency Estimatep

Alexandria and Phoenix'

Mathematics Courses

032-Lecture

035-TICCIT (Phoenix)

063-TICCIT, (Alexandria)

040-Lecture (Phoenix)

062-Lecture (Alexandria)

069-TICCIT (Phoenix)

'070-TICCIT (Alexandria)

040-Lecture (Phoenix)

062-Lecture (Alexandria)

1975-1976

Number of

Respondents Score

Number

of Its

Internal

Consistency

28 Total 24 .93 40

Common 14 .90

190 Total 18 .87

Common 14 .86

44
6

Total 24 .92

Common 18 .90

Satisfaction 6 .88

Attention 4 .75

System Features 3 .72

A

304 Total
r.21 .88

Common 18 .87

Satisfaction '6 .80

Attention 4 .78

System Features 3 ' .64

205 Total 25 .91

Common. 19' .90

Satisfaction 6 .86,

Attention 4 .72

System Features 4 .71

374 Total 21 .88

Common 19 .87

Satisfaction 6 .81

Attention 4 .75

System Features 4 .67

Table 2.7
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score. Factor analyses of the fall and spring data from 1975-76 suggested that

the common score actually consists of three separate scales (the analyses and

scale descriptions appear in Chapter 6: Student Attitudes). These scales seem

to reflect students' overall satisfaction with a course, their opinions about

the attention given to them in the course, and students' reactions to speCific

features of the TICCIT system alongside other students" reactions to the counter

part of these features in the classroom. Despite the small number of Items that

constitute each scale, the average reliability estimate is .84 r the satis-

faction scale, .75 for the attention and .68 for system features. These alpha

coefficients for reliability, especially with regard to total and common scores,,

compare favorably with estimates reported in other studies of attitudes toward

CAI (e.g., Brown, 1966; Williams & Milner, 1976) or student ratings (e.g.,

Costin, Greenough & Menges, 1971).

Since our comparisons of program results will be on the level of a course,

it is also appropriate to report score and scale reliabilitieS for each course.

Tables 2.8 and 2.9 give this information for math courses at Phoenix and

Alexandria. These estimates appear to be consistent_ with those for all courses

together. There is also new evidence 01 reliability given for classes at

Alexandria. That college had Sift ions; of one math course under programmed

instruct The ,survey I or this nst roc t Iona I condition was even c loser to the

form for the I ICC I T ploy, ram iii t ha t hot h we re geared toward ndepend t study

programs and so shared A nearly kient teal of Item stems. Still the common

score and subscales Include only items shared by all three torus tor TICCIT,

programmed, and lectule classe. The sutvvy lotm lot prow.immred Instruction has

lower estimates of internal consistency than those for all courses; taken together.

But the slight (11114.'4914c Is titoh.tbly nitu.)t coot s.e t loctuat i()11 Itua Ilke that

for other courses taken one At A thrill'.



Reliability of Student Attitude Survey:

Internal Consistency Estimates

Phoenix

Math 007, 106, 108, and 111

'Academic Year, 1975.76

TICCIT Classes
!I

Lecture Classes

Number
TICCIT Num14 Lecture

of Items Math 007 Math 106 Math 108 Total ofite Math 007 Math 106 Math 108 Total

Score (Form 035) (N % 27). (N m 20) .0 .11) t 64)* . Form 0 0 2 0_130, (N 0 73), (N ' 38) Math 117 1.1162).*

fall

1

Total

Cocoon

Satisfaction

Attentioa'

System

Features

24

18

6

4

3

.93

.92

.91

.79

.68

.91

.87

.39

.43

.80

.94

.94

.92

.80

,54

.92

.91

.89

.73

.68

\ ,

21

18

6

4

3

.87

.86

.77

'',,,o .80
,,

.53

Ar,
:.,

.85

.84

.77

.66

.66

.87,

.86

.83

.72

.66

.88

.87

.80'

.77

.62

0'

(Form 001 (N . 20) Q,:l . 11) (N .15) i * 54)* (Form 040) (N 1. 121) (N . 81) .(N 0,37). (N's 50) (N ' 289),

Total 25 .94 ,92 ,90 .92 21 .89 .88 .82 .89 .88

Common 19 .94 .91 .88 .9i 19 .89 .81 .81 '.88 .87

Spring

Satisfaction 6 .90 .88 .83 .86 6 .84 .81 .81 .81 .82

Attention 4 .50 .78 .64 .63 4 .13 .75 .10 .72 .13

System

Features 4 .82 .71 .59 .70 4 .67 .71 .54 .65 .67

12'

Totals for lecture and TICCIT classes include students from Math 117,

Table 2.8

1

1



Reliability of Student Attitude Survey:
Internal Consistency Estimates

Alexandria
.

Math 31 and 32

Academic Year, 1975-76

Score

Number

of Items

(Form 063)

TICCIT Classes'

Math 31

(N = 46) Math 32
Total

(N = 80)*

Programmed Classes

Number -

of Items Math 31
(Form 064) (N r 21)

Number

of Items

(Form 062)

Lecture Classes

Math 31

(N 0 44) Math 32 Total
Total

Common

SatisfactionFall

Attention

System

Features

24,

18

6

4

3

.90

.90

.88

.73

.82

.90

.88

.87

.61

.76

24

18

6

4

3

.92

.89

.84

.75

.80

21

18

6

4

3

.90

.89

.83

.81

.71

(Form 070) (N = 64) (N = 22) (N = 109)* Form 064 (N = 36) (Form 062) (N = 23) (N = 20) (N r 43) I
La"

Total 25 .88 .91 .91 24 .90 21 .87 .94 .91Common 19 .88 .89 .90 19 .87 19 .85 .94 .90
Winter Satisfaction 6 .82 .84 .87' 6 .78 6 .71 .83 .78Attention 4 .61 .73 .68 4 .55 4 .78 .86 .82System 4 .69 .76 .72 4 .67 4 .77 .74 .76Features

(Form 07O) (N = 24) (N = 18) (N = 42) (Form 064) (N = 38) (Form 062) (N 12) '(N r 30) (N 42)
Tdtal .,. 25 .93:. .85 .90 24 .91 21 .84 .85 .84Common 19 .92 .82 .89 19 .89 19 .83 .85 .85

Spring Satisfaction 6 .88 .78 .84. 6 .78 6 .75 .70 .72Attention. 4 .56 .71 .63 4 .77 4 .83 .68 .72System 4 .73 .43 .66 4 .52 4 .49 .57 .56Features
*

This number inclUdes students who took Math 181 on the TICCIT system.

Table 2.9

123
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The preceding estimates all dealt with math courses while Table 2.10 presents

comparable data for English courses. Essentially the surveys were the same for

both subjects. That intended for composition courses did include another two

item stems: these required student judgments of the extent of their learning

about grammar and composition. Whether the TICCIT program would promote just

the learning of grammar and other basic skills without a concomitant increase in

demonstrated writing ability was a central question to the English departments

involved in the demonstration. And students' own judgments were important to

the faculty as cbmfirmations of our objective and essay tests. The survey for

English courses naturally referred to writing skills and other components of

composition rather than mathematical rules Or problems. The changes were

minimal and thus the scales and reliabilities for the attitude survey in English

courses run parallel to those in math. The common score again seems to include

scales about course satisfaction, attention, and specific system features. And

the reliabilities appear consistent with those for math.

Student Activities. The last section of each student survey concerned

courserelated activities (see Appendix F). To label all the questions in this

last section as pertinent only to activities would be too restrictive. What

several of the questions tapped might be interpreted as behavior indicative

of affective reactions: plans for further academic work in the same subject

(i.e., further courses in a math sequence qr additional courses in composition

or literature) and the appeal of a job related to the course. It is simply

convenience and format that suggest we designate such questions as relevant to

activities. Both course studies and employment entail future activity, and a

simple dichotomous (yes/no) response accompanied these questions in contrast to

the Likert scale that went with the stems of attitudinal statements.



Eel/lability of Student Attitude Survey:

Internal Consistency Estimates

Alexandria and Phoenix

English Courses

Calendar Year, 1916

Score

TICCIT Classes

Number Spring Fall Across

of Items Semester Semester Terms

(form 068) 0 40), (N 100 IN .1;40)

Lecture Chases

Number Spring Fali",'.',. Across

of Items Semester Streeter Terms

(Form 067) (N 72) (N
161) (N

2331
Total

CoConan
Phoenix

21 .84 .87 .81

21 .83 .8) .86

4

21 .92 .89 ,90

23 .92 .89 't, ; .90 \ '

English 19 Satisfaction

and

8 .82' .78 .19 , 8 .85 .79 .81
Attention

English 29 3 .73 .58 .63
3 .10 .77 '.76

System
4 .62 .73 .10 4 .66 .68 ,.68Features

Number Winter Spring Fall Across Number Winter Spring Fall Acrossof Items Quarter Quarter Quarter Terme of IteMm Quarter Quarter Quarter Terms1Form 066) (N 52) (N 58) (N 101) (N 211) 065) (N 45), (N 1401 (N 631 (N 2481

Total 27 .91 .89 .89 .90 23 .91 .81 , .90 .89
Colson 21 .90 .87 .88 .89 4,

21 .90 ,86 .90 .88

Alexandria
Satisfaction 8 .0 .73 .78 .18 '8 .80 .78 .78 .78

English III Attention 3 .74 .75 .74 .74 3 .69 :67 .14 .70
\k System 4 ,83 .80 .12 .77 4 .80 .81 . .77 '.80Features

Table 2,10
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There were just two other questions in the section of the surveys '041dut

activities. One multi -part question,dealt primarily with the frequency f i a
./.

student's interpersonal contacts related to,the course. Its components covered

discussions with classmates about course work, meetings with the instructor

outside of class time about academic matters, attempts to obtain tuto4a1

assistance and even, the use of campus resources like the library. Another

multi-part question required that a student estimate the number of hours per

week that he had devoted to various course-related tasks, such as class time

and homework assignments. Both of these last two questions plainly cgncern

activities.
/

These few questions from the last section of the student survey ca,stitu

N'
the extent of our study of student activities across instructional condition

Obviously our intent was much more modest than that involved in the study of
.).

either achievement or attitudes. Yet students' plans for further courle., wor
.

and the attractiveness of a job related to the subject matter representd one

dimension of the goals of the TICCIT program and so deserved to be chsgked at

least at this minimal level of effort and cost to the evaluation. Similarly

critics often claim that CAI detracts from rather than enhances interpersonAk

contacts and this too warranted some independent check. The issue df student

study time is not as minor. For time spent in learning bears on ti

theory and policy. If the TICCIT program did daiiver instruction tailo d to

the individual student, it might precipitate a break with the academic term and

enable some or most students to finish a course in far less time. This efficiency

might in turn force a college ta)consider departures from the time constraints

of an academic term, especially if there were a stron& relationship between time

and learning, in the TICCIT program. Then too, there was the matter of what
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students actually did on a TICCIT system to take advantage of its learner

control ,and what strategies for learning evolwed.

Of the resources expended in documenting student activities most went

toward defining what happened on the TICCIT system. A special report gave a

1

history of each student's use of learner control for every lesson and unit in

his course. It also recorded his performance on practice problems and the

*

amount of time spent in every lesson. Regretfully these summaries proved to be

unreliable: sometimes h reds of access requests appeared where fewer than oneIlk
hundred were possible. The ault might rest with the special computer program

prepared independently of the system's developers, with lapses in the regularity

of updates to the data base since these consumed much computer time, or perhaps

early difficulties with the student records maintained on the sybtem. Still, we

will take advadtage of these student histories to explore interrelationships

among TICCIT features and to give a picture of the massive use of the TICCIT

program that occurred on a course level.

Another report generated on the TICCIT system'listed students' progress on ,

a lesson by lesson basis. It had less detail than the report specially produced /

for the evaluation, but it was reliable. The weekly progress report had been

designed and developed by the system's developers. Since it was intended as a

management report for teacher use in counseling it was subject to instructors'

scrutiny for accuracy. In the first term of the demonstration period there were

inaccuracies and instructor criticisms. These subsided as corrections were made

in the fall of 1975. Thereafter the last progress reports for an academic term

became our source for data on time students spent on the system and on the

number of lessons jassed by each student. These data on time and mastery will
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be joined with our own pretest and posttest achievement scores in an attempt to

look at time and learning on the TICCIT system.

Finally, we undertook direct observations of students studying on the

TICCIT system. The observations concentrated on the extent, pace, and sequence

involved in students' use of learner control. Particular emphasis was on the

use of rules ("RULE"), examples of rule applications ("EXAMPLE"), practice

problems ("PRACTICE"), and explanations available on the system ("HELP"). This

also afforded an opportunity to document students' calls for optional system

features, like management advice on how they might proceed wit their study on

TICCIT ("ADVICE"), as well as their requests for assistance from other students,

proctors or instructors.

Over the spring and:summer terms of 1975 the procedures for observing

students went through a 'period of trial and refinement. By-the fall the instru-

ment was ready as well as explicit instructions for coding. Appendix G contains

the coding form for observations of student interactions with the TICCIT system

and the instructions. Since two different members of the evaluation team

observed students working at terminals, both conducted a common set of obser-

vations as a check on inter-observer reliability. For the same twenty student

sessions at terminals the observers assigned the same codes over 90% of the

time. And nearly half of the disagreements were traced to an ambiguity in the

instructions and resolved: one observer had counted all student use of system

explanations while the other counted only that use associated with practice

problems. Another quarter of the discrepancies in coding were due to one

observer's "note pad" being the other's "work sheets" in checking materials

present at a terminal. Details of these results appear in Appendix G along with
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the coding form and instructions. Results of the observations come in Chapter 7:

Student Activities.

Student Gharacteristics. One last instrument pertinent to student perfor-

mance served as a record of what variables students brought with them into the

instructional conditions. Even if random assignment, blind section selection,

or haphazard registration worked in our favor and resulted in roughly equivalent

comparison groups, there was no guarantee that groups would still be equivalent

at the end of the term. We thought it advisable, therefore, to introduce a check

on enrollment procedures and gather data about student characteristics. At the

very beginning of each terms we asked that all students in target courses

complete a brief questionnaire (see Appendix. H).

The questionnaire was prepared to find out why students chose a particular

section of a course as well as get a profile of those students enrolled under an

instructional condition. In documenting section selection we tried to discover

whether anyone had recommended the particular teaching method to students and

what reasons played important roles in students' decisions to enroll in a section

41,

(e.g., other sections already full, preference for a particular instructor).

Also we wished to receive data on students' demographic characteristics. These

data had two functions. The first was as a check for gross differences between

comparison groups at the start of a course. But even gross differences uncor-

related with our dependent measures (completion, achievement, attitude) would

not bias the results. It was important to have data on student characteristics

not only as an initial profile of comparison groups but also as a means for making

adjustments in our analyses and exploring possible program effects dependent on

student traits.
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The set of Aemographic variables included in our data base,is admittedly

a rathSr limited one. It covers high school and college grade point averages,

number of college credits earned, type of high school preparation (i.e., general,

vocational, academic, equivalency test), student status, employment commitment,

age and sex. By design it does not contain variables on either socioeconomic

or ethnic status. The student population at community colleges seems too hetero-

geneous for us to pose simple question about socioeconomic status, and the

initial purposes of the evaluation bear no relation to ethnic status. In general,

we tried to design an evaluation that would intrude as 1ttte as possible on the

conduct of normal college services and the privacy of students and faculty.

2.2.b Faculty Acceptance and Teacher Role

The purposes of the evaluation were largely de6criptive when it came

to documenting the impact of the TICCIT program on faculty. We sought to

describe what instructors did in TICCIT classes and how they reacted to the

project. There were no comparison groups of instructors responsible solely for

the TICCIT program or traditional practices. Such strict control over faculty

would only confound those effects due to the programs with those due to different

instructors. Instead instructors had a combination of classes, some under the

TICCIT program and other sections iri a lecture-discussion format. And hence,

there will be no estimates of an effect on faculty in the same sense as an

effect on students. The effects described here reflect TICCIT's impact..on

teachers and teaching as faculty attitudes toward the program and instructors

estimates of their activities.

What differences there were in faculty exposure-to the TICCIT program arose

naturally from the project. Only instructors from the math and English depart-

ments actually participated in the TICCIT program since the target courses were
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in algebra and composition. Other facuAl members, with the exception of the

project directors at each college, had at best indirect involvement. While

there would be thousands of students involved in the TICCIT demonstration,

there would be at most sixty instructors. With so small a group and a number

of diverse factors other than the evaluation to be considered in teaching

assignments, there could be no comparison groups among faculty that would

correspond to the teaching condition. Nor would such groups be appropriate

given student performance as the foremost consideration in evaluating program

results. But there would still be academic departments with different degrees

of exposure and course sections under different instructional conditions. So

it was possible to explore impact by looking at attitudes across departments and

at teaching activities by type of section.

Even on a descriptive level our evaluation depends on ,some form of com-

parison. For faculty acceptance we can contrast attitudes toward CAI in general

with later reactions to the TICCIT progttm in particular. This implies at least

two surveys: one about CAI generally and another about the TICCIT program

specifically. On each survey we can also examine opinions from the perspectives

of different respondents such as administrators and instructors, or instructors

responsible for students in the TICCIT program and others without such direct

experience. This latter contrast along with changes in faculty opinions over

time provides some evidence of TICCIT's impact on acceptance. For activities

the contrasts follow from teaching assignments. Faculty estimated for each

section the percergoge of their time spent on various teaching duties. We can

then take these estimates aggregated by type of section and compare an average

distribution for a TICCIT class against that for a regular section.
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These reactions to the program and estimates of time allocations represent

judgments as much as impact. Indeed, there were no program outcomes with

faculty in the same sense as outcomes like student achievement or course com-

pletion rates. The formation of opinions is part experience or knowledge about

%to

a program and part professional judgment that draws on other experience and

knowledge. Decisions about devoting time to conflicting demands reflect student

needs unfulfilled by a curricular program and instructors' judgments on how

they might best meet such demands. Whether we should attribute attitudes and

activities to impact of the TICCIT program or judgments of faculty perhaps

dependscon the extent of consistency in results across colleges and within

subgroups (e.g., the math and English departments). Consistency would suggest
1

impact free of differences due to individuals' judgments.
/

Special instruments best suited our purposes in describing attitudeS and

activities. But our decision to engage in further instru ent preparation was as

much a matter of necessity as of choice. A standardized survey would afford the

advantages of norms and enable us to avoid preparing instruments beyond those

required for students performance. A widely available questionnaire on faculty

activities would probably provide reference points on practices followed eewhere.

There is, however, insufficient need for surveys or questionnaires about CAI and

faculty acceptance or activities, and even less for instrum nts concerned with a

specific program. Some special-purpose surveys did exist (e.g., ussell, 1969)

but none that matched the context of the TICCIT demonstration well. That

context involved teaching full courses by computers at community colleges, and

it required that a faculty attitude survey and activity questionnaire be developed

if the evaluation was to describe faculty acceptance and teacher role.
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Faculty Attitudes. A description of the initial development and report of

the first results from a faculty attitude survey appear in Alderman and Mahler

(1977). That survey dealt with attitudes toward certain educational practices

as well as computer-assisted instruction. However, there had been a by

response rate to that survey and a few of the dimensions given for attitudes

toward CAI seemed to be artifacts of item format. So another general survey was
N

conducted in the spring of 1974, a year after the original. The revised instru-

ment (see Appendix I) had fewer statements and concentrated on educational

practices pertinent to the TICCIT program, such as mastery learning and

self-paced instruction, and general assumptions about CAI, for instance its

potential to tailor instruction for individual students. The return rate for

this second survey was over twice as high as that obtained with the first: 76

percent of all faculty, or 239 persons, returned completed surveys. Perhaps

the anonymous procedures for response and the shortened form (50 fewer questions

than the original form) contributed to this improved rate of return.

A third survey, also in Appendix I, was sent to all faculty at the partici-

pating colleges during the first academic year of the demonstration phase for the

TICCIT4project. This was nearly two years after the successful 'general survey,

and after more than four academic terms of faculty exposure to the TICCIT program

for math courses (and just as composition courses on the system got under way).

Essentially the items on this form were statements from the general version

reworded so as to refer to the TICCIT program specifically along with several

statements taken from the student attit survey. This composition permits us

to contrast general attitudes toward CAI with subsequent reactions to TICCIT, and

to note a consensus or discrepancy between student and faculty perceptions. Over

200 faculty members again responded to our attitude survey.
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Both the general and specific survey adhered to the item format used in

collecting data on student attitudes. Each item was a statement accompanied by

a fivepoint response scale for indicating extent of agreement. There were 30

such items on the general survey and 35 on the version about the TICCIT program

in particular. The statements themselves reflected mostly positive attitudes

toward CAI and TICCIT such as "TICCIT helps to make better and fuller use of

instructors' capabilities." There were also several statements phrased in a

negative manner, "TICCIT is a potential threat to the jobs of faculty members."

These intermittent reversals were intended to help respondents make distinctions

among statements (and discourage response sets). But the section of the general

survey that concerned educational practices really had no direction: we do not

pret-nd to know positive from negative practices. Instead this section merely

docnmented faculty opinions about concepts related to the TICCIT program. , The

specific survey also included a question about respondents' experience with

TICCIT. Through this question we could identify those instructors most familiar

with the program and report their reactions apart from overall opintOns at the

colleges.

,

As with the student survey, estimates of reliability for the faculty

attitude measures should refer to scales. The scales for which Table 2.11

gives internal consistency (alpha) coefficients correspond to the dimensions

established through factor analyses. In the absence of extensive evidence for

validity these scales merely4represent a convenient shorthand for describing

faculty opinions and drawing contrasts among'groups of respondents. The state
.

ments encompassed by a scale and additional detail on the factor analyses may be

found in Chapter 8: Faculty Acceptance and Teacher Role. It is sufficient now

just to note the reliability estimates for the faculty attitude surveys: the
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Reliability of Faculty Attitude Survey
Internal Consistency Estimates

Alexandria and Phoenix
1974 and 1976

Survey-Form
Number

of Respondents
Number

Score of Items r

002-Initial 209 Educational Practices 17 .61Attitudes. Student Focus 6. .62(1974) Subject Matter Emphasis 5 .61
Receptivity 2 .71
Incentives 3 .35

Computer=Assisted Instruction 13 .85
General 10 .88
Familiarity 2 .83

/r -N

003-Attitudes
toward TICCIT 184

.,

F6iiliarity 2 .72
(1976) TICCIT 33 .93

Global Judgments 18 .93
Management 7 .78
Limitations 4 .57
Faculty Role 2 .53

Table 2.11
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coefficient is high, as high as .93, except for those scales with very few

items. A validity study for these scales was beyond the scope of our evaluation.

However, the statements within each dimension and differences found among faculty

members at least suggest that the dimensions represent meaningful constructs.

Faculty Activities. A questionnaire about faculty activities appears in

Appendix J. The format and activity breakdown follow from those employed in an

evaluation of another non-traditional college program (i.e., Hartnett, Clark,

Feldmesser, Gieber & Soss, 1974). The questionnaire required instructors to

report on their use of classroom hours as well as the distribution (in percentages)

of their time spent in different activities. These hours and percentages were to

refer to a regular work week in each section of a course. Thus instructors might

complete from zero to five of these estimates depending on the number of sections

of target courses each instructor had in an academic term. The responsibilities

or activities listed in the questionnaire ranged from planning for class to

counseling students and taking attendance, and included conducting class,

preparing lectures and other duties associated with teaching.

There was a second part of the activity questionnaire unrelated to specific

sections. It concerned general activities, such as advising student organizations

or revising curricula or meeting for college committees, that might represent a

significant redistribution of time as a result of the TICCIT program outside the

confines of a section assignment for teaching. The questionnaire ended with a

request that instructors indicate their perceptions of the relative advantages

offered by the TICCIT program and regular practices for instruction, and a

couple of questions about instructors' orientation to the TICCIT system.

The questionnaire on faculty activities was not a major part of our

evaluation. It was meant only to describe what role instructors assumed with
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the TICCIT program as reflected in their own estimates of time devoted to

classes on the computer system. As noted earlier in this section on instrument

preparation for faculty attitudes and activities, these selfreports from

instructors incorporate elements of and judgment. Another college's

faculty might adopt procedures di erent f--m those at Alexandria or Phoenix.

Maybe teacher role contributes as raw', , defining the context of the TICCIT

demonstration as it does to documenting possible program outcomes. Indeed, we

will refer often to the instructor's part in the TICCIT program in explaining

results for student performance. Such reference is less a function of the

instructor activity questionnaire than direct observation of comparison con

ditions and regular contact with instructors. Data from instruments may help us

in identifying effects, but it is our knowledge of the full ptrogram conditions

that helps in understanding what the effects mean.

2.3 Data Collection

Certainly the complications that might be expected in collecting data under

field' conditions arose. At one point in the evaluation forty posttests were

mislaid for months and at another all pretests for one course were lost in the

mail. The mislaid posttests were found filed, incorrectly, in a secure location

at one college. As a replacement for the lost pretests we turned to records of

test scores kept at the colleges. Then there were other obstacles to a truly

planned experiment: a Lew members of the English faculty were reluctant to

administer objective tests, and their reservations were strong enough to keep

them from doing so during the demonstration; some parttime faculty were unfamiliar

with the projpct and our data requirements and, hence, left inadequate class time

for posttests or surveys. In short, the conditions that differentiate a field



study from a planned experiment affected our evaluation. But these had a

negligible impact and, we believe, even as a cumulative obstacle to data

collection introduce no bias in our results.

These inevitable disruptions seemed to occur on the basis of a course

section but our unit of observation was the student. Each individual student

enrolled in a course on the TICCIT system went through a curricular program

unique to that student. Because students could exercise control over various

features of the TICCIT program and because computer systems do tailor instruc

tion, the presentation of material varied by student. The unit of observation

for the TICCIT program was clearly the student. Although other studies may use

the classroom as the appropriate unit for lecture sections (e.g., Page, 1958),

here it had to conform with the unit for observing outcomes under the alternative

program.

This choice of the student as our unit of observation affected other

activities in the evaluation. It meant that the student was also the unit for

random assignment to conditions where we succeeded in arranging such procedures:

Of course data collection and also analysis followed with the student as the

appropriate unit. Thus
i

when a student completed his work on linear equations,

for example, it was time for him t(take the topical test on that material. It

happened that all students in a lecture section finished at the same time but

rates differed "for students in a TICCIT class. With regard to analysis it was

the number of students, not sections or schools, that determined sample size.

2.3.a Sampling

In a sense there was no sampling for this evaluation. Data were to be

collected on the performance Hof all students. But, except for completion rates

determined by official grade sheets, this was impossible. Some students register
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,for tourges and then withdraw before attend.ing.a single class. Others start a

-course and fail to satisfy all requirements for receiving credit. Thus the

,number of pretests given in a class will be lower than the total student enroll

ment for that class, and the number of posttests lower still due to attrition

and incomplete work. But of those students who received credit for a course,

ovgr 90% also took our posttest even where these tests were not adopted by

department, policy as final exams.

There were naturally exceptions to our otherwise successful data collection,

and some affected the sample of students for whom complete data were available.

Attendance, specifically absence of students at the time of pretest adminis

tration, caused the loss of a few cases of paired pretestposttest observations
r<

from.Our achievement analyses. By far the greatest influence on our sample was

what Campbell and Stanley (1963) call "mortality." Between the onset of

instruction,and the end of an academic term a sizable percentage of students

fell behind in their course work and therefore received no credit and took no

,posttest. But this finding and the study of differential completion rates

across conditions were part of the evaluation (see Chapter 4: Course Completion

RateS). It is sufficient here to stress the importance of this aspect of

student pe'iformance for its possible impact on other outcomes.

Experience during field trials did force us to reconsider sampling plans

for the'math courses at one college. The enrollment trend for one algebra

sequence was on a steady and sharp decline. Further there was a poor overlap

`between objectives of the course as taught with the TICCIT program and in the

classroom.. This course sequence was dropped from the evaluation of the demon

stration period for the TICCIT project. In another course sequence the initial

enrollment together with the course completion rates left few students to
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repirent program effects on their performance. So we decided to administer

posttests to all students still attending classes at the end of a term, regard-

less of their probable completion status. This meant that even those students

making insufficient progress toward course completion took the posttest. This

may seem like an unreasonable population to study but there would be course

grades to distinguish among groups (i.e., only those students who had received

credit ,as opposed to all students regardless of grade) and these students gave

us data on a broader population, in effect an estimate of overall program impact

on student achievement within an academic term and independent of grades. The

unacceptable alternatives were to risk inadequate sample size or not to evaluate

the TICCIT math program at one site.

Generally, given those students who start a course and those who receive

credit as the populations of interest, the samples in our evaluation constitute

nearly the entire populations. Pretesting and posttesting became a part of the

target courses. Instructors expected members of the evaluation team to come

into their classes in order to distribute and collect attitude surveys at the

end of a course. The cooperation of instructors at both, colleges was clearly

indispensable in this process, and their support of our data collection was

exemplary. Faculty worked with us toward assigning students randomly to con-

ditions and collecting data on student achievement and attitudes.

Observations of student activity and classroom conditions necessitated a

much different form of sampling. The resource demands of observing students

studying on the TICCIT system made us choose between tracking certain students

throughout a course and trying to cover all students perhaps just once. Again

experience from trials in the year preceding the demonstration guided our

decisions. At each college representatives for the evaluator randomly selected
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about 80 students registered for the same course on the system. It took about

two weeks to complete a cycle'of observations and there were up to five obser-

vations on each student, dependent on his continued and regular attendance.

These direct observations allowed us to watch for changes in students' use of

the system ovelr an academic term. Later access to online data summaries freed

the evaluation staff for closer supervision of expanded data collection on

student achievement and other duties. For they also observed each regular

section of a target course once or twice in an academic term and each TICCIT

class several times. There was no systematic basis for these class observations

since they were intended to be descriptive.

2.3.b Schedule

Our sampling could take place only if the colleges decided to offer

courses on the TICCIT system. In turn such college decisions depended on the

availability of a fully operational TICCIT program. Obviously, then, the schedule

for the evaluation was not ours to determine but instead followed from the

colleges' activities and developers' progress. At first the colleges offered

only a few course sections on the TICCIT system. This implementation phase of

the TICCIT project served as a trial period for instruments and data collection

procedures. As the colleges gained experience and confidence in the TICCIT

program, additional sections were scheduled on the system, both in courses

already attempted and new target courses. When nearly half of a course's total

sections were on the TICCIT system the evaluation of program impact began.

The schedule for our data collection appears in Figure 2.6. At least one

academic term of college exposure to a particular course on the TICCIT system

always preceded our collection of data on program impact. This period of



Data Collection. across Academic Terms

Phoenix

Academic Year and Semester

Courb4

1974-75 1975-76 1976-77

Num0er Title Fall Spring Summer Fall Spring Summer Fall Sprin

.Math 007 Beginning Algebra I I I X X

Math 106 Intermediate Algebra I
X X X

Math 108 Fundamentals of Algebra I
X X T

Math 117 College Algebra I X X

English 19 Basic English
I X X

English 29 Review of English

Fundamentals I X X X

off.

Math 31

Math 32

Math 181

Algebra I

Algebrn II

General College

Mathematics I

English 111 English Composition I

NMI

Alexandria

Academic Year and Quarter

1974-75 1975-76 1976-77

Fall Winter Spring Fall Winter Spring Fall Winter

X X X

I X

I I I T
.

11.

S

I: Data collected in implementation period.

X: Data collected for evaluation of program impact.

T: Data collected in course sections on the TICCIT system only.

--: Continuation of college use of the TICCIT program beyond data collection.
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adjustment separated our documentation of system installation and initial

program trials (see Chapter 3: Implementation of the TICCIT Program) from our

evaluation of results (see Chapters 4 through 7 on student performance). For

math courses the demonstration phase of the project began with the fall term of

the 1975-76 academic year; it commenced with the start of the 1976 calendar year

for English courses. In general there were three. academic terms of data collec-

tion on program results for each target course.

Nearly 200'sections of target courses were involved in, the demonstration

period alone. Others had been part of the instrument trials conducted during

the implementation phase of the project. Within each section the timing for

administering instruments was a direct function of the instrument's purpose.

Pretests along with questionnaires on students' background characteristics (see

Appendix H) were given,at the beginning of an academic term. Sometimes pretesting

was a part of student registration for target courses but usually it was

,

within the first week of classes. Likewise posttesting occurred during the last

week of regular classes as well as the final exam period. However, students

working on the TICCIT system generally took their poLttest whenever they completed

their course work rather than when the term ended. Pretesting and posttesting

I
sessions were conducted under faculty supervision. Representatives of the

evaluator supervised classes as students responded to the attitude surveys.

Then there were topical tests administered by instructors as math students

finished their study of certain units within a course, and summaries of student

progress in the TICCIT program collected automatically by the computer system.

All of this testing and surveying amounted to an extensive data base on

each student's performance. Bien without the results of our observations', which

were intended as supplementary descriptive information on class and student
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activity, there were enough variables to get an accurate and detailed account of

o,program impact. Not all of the over 5,000 students enrolled in sections of

target courses provided data for the evaluation: some withdrew without attending

....--"" .

[-classes, others failed to satisfy course requirements within an academic term,

ti

and still others were in the few iainAwhere data collection was disrupted.

.
But nearly every student who started a target course became a part of our data

base.

A summary of the data base accumulated for students appears in Figure 2.7.

Complete information was not available for each student. 'It depended on whether

he enrolled for a math or an English course, whether his section was a classroom

format or one on the TICCIT system, and most of all whether or not he completed

his course studies. At Least for those variables that pertain to student

characteristics (e g., age or sex) it also depended on whether a student objected

to answering questions of a personal nature. Obviously we had to rely on

techniques of data analysis to make results clear from such a mass of variables.

2.4 Data Analysis

The approach we favor for data analysis differs somewhat from traditional

methods. That is because both our view of program effects and our preference

for reporting such effects follow slightly difyerent Lines of thought. The

procedures themselves and the mathematical model underlying them, however,

follow well known and accepted strategies for data analysis. It is in the

interpretation of effects that the key difference lies.

We tend to perceive program effects as a difference. This should be obvious

from our discussion of comparison groups and the care taken in developing fair

measures of efiects. Rut what does a difference between those outcomes obtained
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Data Base on Student Performance

Background Measures Measures of

and Demographic Variables , Program Results

Pretest on Computation and Algebra jMath] Course Completion (grade with credit)

Essay Pretest [English] Posttest [Math]

Objective Pretest on Writing Skills [English] Score on Common Objectives

College Grade Point Average Ability Subscores

College Credits Content Subscores

High School Grade Point Average Essay Posttest [English]

Type of High School Program Objective Posttest of Writing Skills
[English]

Student Status (part-time or full-time)
Topical Tests [Math]

Extra-curricular Work (none, part-time or
full-time employment) Retention Tests [Math]

Prior Enrollment in Course Attitude Survey

Age Score on Parallel Statements

Sex Subscore for Personal Attention

Predisposition toward CAI [TICCIT] Subscore for Satisfaction with Course

Subscore on System Features

Activity Questionnaire

Number of Lessons Passed [TICCIT]

Time on Computer System [TICCIT]

Figure 2./
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with the TICCIT program and those with familiar classroom practices mean? Of

course a significant difference is evidence of a program's effect. This seems-

only to suggest another question: How much of a difference need there be before

it becomes an effect? Let us begin by considering what an effect is so that we

can recognize one when it occurs.

Rubin (1974) defines a causal effect as the difference between what actually

happened to a subject exposed to some treatment and what would have happened if

the same subject had been exposed to some other treatment. He gives, as an

qtr

example, "If an hour ago I had taken two aspirins instead of just a glass of

water, my headache would now be gone" (p. 689). Thus the critical (but un-
A-

measurable) quantity of interest is, for each subject, the differencik between

the value of an outcome under one condition and the value of the outcome under

another condition. In other words, what relative benefit or detriment might be

expected at the end of the academic term if we assign a student to a class on

the TICCIT system instead ut a regular class section?

In a sense this question points toward an unmeasurable effect: the difference

in program outcomes lot the same student. It is sufficient, for the moment, to

note that this approach places emphasis on the difference in outcome measures

between programs. And our analysis strategy leads tO a direct estimate of this

ditference. The eilects which we shall report will he these estimates: how much

of a difference the TICCIT program made in terms of items on an achievement

posttest., proportion of students completin}% A course, and extent of satisfaction

with a course.

Cet fatuity other approaches to data analysis might he advocated whir equal

conviction. It is not out putpw.c herr' Io tevIw their reldtIve merits of

even contrast alternatives with our approach. However, It would he a gross
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ment data, as gain scores between pretest and posttest. Achievement tests were

developed as measures of general background preparation and specific course

learning, and their difference does not reflect gain. Given this caution, we

wish only to explain the analysis strategy pursued for our evaluation in what
P

rllows.

2.4.a Assumptions

The general approach to the analysis consisted of estimating the
4

parameters of a model as well as their standard errors and testing the statistica

difference between appropriate parameter estimates. In order to specify the

mathematical model that would allow such estimates and tests, we need to make

several assumptions. Perhaps first we should understand that there is a specific

population on which we base all our estimates and tests. This population (P) is

the student body at the two demonstration sites, and, more specifically, those

students enrolled in target courses for the TICCIT project. To the extent that

these community college students resemble other populations, we can make general-

izations to other contexts. But it was the students enrolled in algebra and

composition courses at Alexandria and Phoenix from whom we collected data and

for whom we estimated the effects of the TICCIT program.

Usually there is a well-defined experimental treatment and another that

serves as a relative standard for comparisons or a control condition. In our

case students took courses under the TICCIT program (T) or in a regular classroom

(C). These were well defined instructional conditions in the sense that the

TICCIT program has a consistent teaching strategy, a fixed library of course

materials, and a system designed to support the specific strate and materials.

I
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is an instructor and, most likely, a required textbook. What takes place in a

classroom (whether primarily lectures or discussions or reviews of assignments)

and how an instructor chooses to teach his students may be difficult to capture

in an evaluation. But we can assume such classroom practices remain fairly

constant. Together regular classes closely resemble the practices that were

followed in the previous semester and those that will continue.in the next

semester, and perhaps even those at another institution. Thus, we assumed ,that T

and C represented well-defined conditions but also undertook observations to

identify exceptions.

We expect an effect, if it occurs, to be evident from an outcome measure

dependent on the treatments. Such a dependent variable (Y) might be a measure
ti

of course ' ompletion, student achievement, or student attitudes. There is

further a definite ime interval of students' exposure to an inst tional
i

condition; 11 star ,,s at time t1 and ends at t2. For course completion the
, , 4

natural time frame would be the academic terp'. So students would register for a

course under the T o C condition at t
1
and we would observe Y, completion

status, at (.2. We may wish to impose a fixed time constraint on achievement

and attitudes as well as completion. But such a rigid interpretation of exposure

defeats the purpose of the TICCIT program and, in effect, forces an individualized

curriculum back into a lock step pattern with an academic calendar. Instead,

whenever a student completed his studies on the TICCIT system was the time at

which we observed the value of Y.. for his course achievement or attitudes. There

was an exception to this rule: we examined effects within a fixed time period

for the math courses at one college. But this exception was a matter of necessity

(see Chapter 3: Implementation of the TICCIT Program) rather than preference.
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Estimating TI11IT's effects would be a simple matter if each student went

through both the T and C conditions from ti to t2. Then we could take the dif-

ference between his values for Y and state the effect. But it is impossible for

each student to be in both conditions at one time. Although this sometimes happens

in'evaluation studies, it confounds rather than clarifies the effect. So we must

settle on an approximation to having the same students under both conditions. the

same students cannot take a course in two ways but similar students can.

Our estimates of program effects depend on comparisons between the values

of Y for students in the T condition with values of Y for similar students in

the C condition. Similarity here means that students were essentially identical

on a set of variables measured at t1. These variables, always measured before

the onset of the T and C conditions or unchanged by the conditions (e.g., sex),

are covariates. We denote the vector of all such covariates by X. Two students

with identical values of X may be considered as similar as far as the relevant

data set goes: these students are the same on every characteristic measured

prior'to the initiation of the treatment.

It might be helpful to enumerate the above assumptions before discussing

the mathematical model based on them.

(1) There is a population (P) from which the students may be
regarded as representative. Although the TICCIT demonstration
took place at a community college, the evaluation actually dealt
with several populations. Those students who enrolled for a
target course defined a population. Further, most of the
analyses for student achievement and attitudes necessarily
dealt with the population which enrolled for and completed a
course.

(2) There is a definite treatment condition (T) as well as a
well-defined control condition (C). For this project these
conditions were the TICCIT program and the regular classroom.
An additional condition, programmed instruction, was available
as a second control condition for one math course. Each
student was in one of these conditions.
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(3) There is a dependent variable (Y) which functions as a measure

of the programs' effects. Our outcome measures covered course

completion, student achievement, and student attitudes. Each

was observed sometime after the initiation of the T and C

conditions. The usual period of student exposure to a condition

was the academic term.

(4) There is a vector of covariates (X) that determines the similarity

of the student groups exposed to the different treatments.

Whenever possible, assignment to.an instructional condition was

random or blind. However, students also took pretests and

provided us with information on such background characteristics

as age, sex, and grade point average. These variables observed

prior to the onset of the instructional conditions served as

our covariates.

2.4.b Mathematical Model

The dependent variable Y and the vector of covariates X may be regarded,

as having a joint distribution over the population P. This distribution depends

on whether the students represent the population as exposed to the T or C

condition. Thus, conditional on X, Y has a distribution dependent on which

condition the student is in. Or, simply, the outcome for similar students is a

function of the mode of instruction followed in a student's class. The average

value of Y for students from P with covariate values X = x and who receive the

treatment T is expressed as

(x) m EP (Y1X = x, T).

Similarly, the average value of Y for students from P who receive the control

condition C is denoted by

P (x) = E (YIX = x, C).

The functions pT
(x) and P (x), sometimes called response functions, represent

the average value of Y in the two conditions for students from P with identical

covariate values x. This is just a formal way to say that the outcome, whether

course completion, achievement or attitudes, depends on the instructional

,,e
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condition (T or C) once we control for other variables (X) thought to influence

that outcome (e.g., pretest score).

It follows, then, that the difference between these two functions is the

treatment effect.

TOO yx) - 9c(x)

This is the average difference in the value of Y for students whom we

regard as identical since their covariate values equal x. The new function T(x)

is the effect at x: it represents the difference in anticipated program results

for similar students. If T(X) is averaged over the population P we obtain the

treatment effect in the population. This is given as

T E [T(x)].

The purpose of our analysis is to estimate the treatment effect T for

each dependent variable Y and on the population P affected by\the treatment.

Our estimate of Tp will be denoted by i'pe If we further use cY to

P
represent the standard error of the average effect, then denotes the

P
estimated standard error for the distribution Tp. This re gives both the

value of I ad

2.4.c Parameter Estimation

The analysis consists of three stages of parameter estimation. In the

first we estimate the response functions uT(x) and u (x). Next we can use these

forms to arrive at the treatment effect at x, '1(x), and average these to get the

overall treatment effect TP. Then we need C., to test the statistical
P

significance of the effect. In order to estimate T we must start with u (x) and

u (x). We must decide on a form for these response functions in each population. -Jt

This involves exploring a number of possible forms. It is not necessary that
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the two functions be linear or parallel. Of course should the data support sdch.

simplifications, we take advantage of them. Our primariobjectiveis a powerful,

rather than a simple form. We want response fUnctions which account for at much

of the variance in Y as possible given the available data. As the explanation

of Y variance improves, the accuracy of the response functions )T(x) and 2.

p (x)-also improves. With better accuracy in expressing the average value.of Y

we also get fewer alternative explanations for the difference.T(x) and such

difference becomes increasingly attributable to a-true treatment effect. When

response functions leave much of tile Yvariance.unexplained, the difference T(x)

,,, - .

,

contributes little and T caadegenerate Jnto,a.aimplecompariton of the mean
P r,

. . ,.,

Y by treatment. When response function explain most of the variance
values for

in Y, 'then evea.a.-/relatively
small treatment Afect eon be, detected and reported

o

'*.th,coafideace: .So` this phase of estimating ti, is portant though exploratory.

'-°' ' .'
.

.' 2* .-

1'We'lek to reexpree variables (e.g.' x,,. on 1.0g x tather'tiaarx), identify
... :,p . ,

...k.tliers (e.,g.,,isoiate,-. the lass giv0i,only half' as tIldich time as others for

.;.-. ... : 4 : )

coMiting the po4iest),.aa(i'gener4lly bring tOoisfrom'explora ty data

0i.,.....
.v.r.* .4'-,. ':. .,.. -.:.,. ,

anysig to bear op the problem of simplifying and estimating the value of Y
/
,,'

the''fand C conditions. 14
stimating rps se tfatio.ns can benefit/ t-POM poolinfdata across groups

each popu4 For example,. if wefool data from day classes and

As

eve ng clitsses the size of ur data base increases; Similar in rements can

ac Mic terms ors even across the T anc C conditions.
result from pooling across

J . .,
The only firm ule"here is that we Only pool AC2ross grciups by assuang some

,.

veradori o elfriso actions in Ch groups. Naturally we cannot
.)

, 4,,,,agigiite. ilar'd a as. we would if we rle4,'to.,poOl those populationsA . \ . # " .. ':, *--

t,- .1 °

.enrolle'enrolled: in.dff4tent courses. Instead we can,consider each course as a distinct

o.

1
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population and therefore a replication trial. The reason for pooling is to

increase the relative sample size, and thereby improve our estimate of l'pe

The estimated response functions D
T
(x) and (x) determine the treatment

effect at x:

T(x) (x) - Ac(x)

This is our best estimate of the relative increase (or decrease) in Y due to T

for students with covariate values of x. Now we can use the data to arrive at

an estimate of the overall effect T.

In the simplest case we compute 't(x
i
) for every observation i in the

study and average these student effects. But where we lack compete data

(e.g., unobserved posttest performance under one condition due to a different

course completion rate), we can only estimate T averaged over those cases

for which X equals x under both conditions. The unmatched observations still

contribute to the previous phase in which we use all available data to estimate

the form of the response functions. However, the estimated treatment effect

T exists only where X equals x under T and C.

We can define the anticipated difference between program outcomes as

n n

P n i
= E

1 n i
T(xi) = E

1 T
(x.) (x

under T and C for n students. Often the size of the data set, n, is less than

the total enrollment for a course, N. There will be students who fail to take

the-pretest. Others will not complete their studies and thus the value of Y for

achievement or attitudes will not be observed,. Consider the analysis for

student achievement. The estimated treatment effect has meaning only for those

students who complete a course and not for all who enroll. Should there be a

vastly different completion rate in one condition than in the other (but still

with parallel response functions), the achievement effect actually occurs for a
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limited number of cases in which X equals x under both conditions. Even worse

cases can arise: there may be a treatment effect dependent on the value of. X.

If this happens for Y, the differential effect itself constitutes the major

finding since other comparisons of program outcomes may subsume bias. These

restrictions on the interpretation of treatment effects should be kept in mind

as cautions against overly broad judgments of results. Our average treatment

effect applies to n students out of a course enrollment of N. As n approaches

N, we can be confident that the treatment effect, whatever it might be, applies

to the entire population of students in a course.

How do we know whether a treatment effect once estimated constitutes a ,

difference of statistical significance? We estimate the standard error of the

average effect G.t. . Since the response functions PT(x) and P (x) them-

1

selves correspond to estimates derived from regression analysis, the estimated

error 8T from values already available. We compute it from the

T
P

standard error of estimate made in fitting a form to Y, the number of covariate

values that go into each response function, and the number of observations

averaged for :t110 The computation of 8T can also depend on the functional

P

forms of
T
(x) and P (x) and the placement of covariate values. In such

cases we also need the covariance matrix for response functions but computation

remains a technical detail.

2.4.d Application

Certainly there must be specific values associated with the vector of

covariates X in order to estimate parameters and thereby determine the extent

and significance of the treatment effect. It should be clear first that the

covariates pertain to some dependent variable Y as well as a specific population
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P. What follows is a brief discussion of Y, P and X, as well as their 'roles in

parameter estimation.

The major dependent variables in this study will be course completion,

111(

student achievement, and student attitudes. Course,..c Lion is a simple

dichotomous variable: Y
i

has a value of 1 if student i _ceives college credit

for his course work and 0 if he does not. Where the dependent variable is

achievement, Y
i

is the number of posttest items to which student i gave

correct answers. Actually this may just reflect those items on objectives

common across conditions for math courses, or simply a score on a four-point

scale that instructors assigned to essays written as English posttests. An

attitude score as the dependent variable represents the extent of a student's

favorable reaction to his course. It is the sum of a student's responses to

approximately twenty statements, with each response on a five-point scale of

agreement.

The populations essentially correspond to the eight courses (see Figure 2.4)

for which the TICCIT program was a curricular alternative to regular classes.

Our evaluation deals with program results for each of the eight courses in at

least two and, in most cases, three academic terms. Together with the preliminary

trials of the implementation period for the TICCIT project, we can track results

across as many as six terms. The product of the number of courses and number of

terms gives the number of populations at one extreme. But the demonstration

really involves only eight populations if we view the separate terms as repli-

cation trials. At another extreme would be one population if we accepted the

TICCIT program as a general curricular strategy independent of college, course,

and term. Our course-specific measures of achievement results preclude such an

extreme position. We will conduct our analyses by course and term, and collapse
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across terms to attain larger sample sizes. Of course the population also

depends on the nature of the dependent variable: achievement and attitude

results generally pertain to those students who complete a course and not who

enroll. So there will be subpopulations in each of the eight courses defined by

the dependent variables.

The covariates in our analyses fall into three categories. The first and

most important is the pretest. It serves as a measure of student ability and

preparation prior to the start of a course and usually accounts for a good deal

of the variation in posttest performance. For math we will use one such pretest

per course, while for composition courses we take both an essay and an objective

test as entrance measures. We will still refer to only one pretest score, S, for

each student although two enter into the response functions for composition

courses.

A second category of covarietes relates to the demographic characteristics

of the student. Some of these characteristics will be simple dichotomous

indicators while others will be on a continuum. Sex, student status, and

enrollment history exemplify traits for which an indicator with values of 1 or 0

suffices. A value of 1 might represent male, full-time student, or a repeat

enrollment for a specific course, and a value of 0 female, part-time student, or

first course enrollment. We need one dichotomous variable for each of these

traits. Generally, R will stand for the vector of j such covariates where each

student has supplied values for all j characteristics. Demographic variables on

a continuum might be age, number of college credits, college grade point average,

high school grade point average, and other characteristics on an interval scale.

We will denote the collection of these k characteristics by the covariate vector
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Q. Again, there must be observations on all k such, variables for each student

in order for them to be useful in estimating response functions.

Another class of covariates applies to groups of students rather than

each individual. These categorical variables merely distinguish between types

of sections; for example those in the college's day division and those in the

evening, or those meeting three periods per week and those meeting five periods

for the same course. In analyses across academic terms there would be a group

variable for classes that met in the fall term as contrasted to those in the

spring. These variables permit contrasts to be made among natural subpopula-

tions. Where no evidence suggests a treatment effect dependent on such groups,

we can pool data across these subpopulations. Otherwise we must estimate the

differential treatment effects for the specific subpopulations. Whether we

proceed to estimate one or several treatment effects depends on the form of

the response functions established in the first, exploratory stage of parameter

estimation. We will use the covariate vector M to represent the h group vari-

ables. Like the vector R for dichotomous student characteristics, variables

indicated through M usually assume one of only two values (e.g., 1 for day and 0

for evening). Unlike either R or Q, two students in the same class must have

identical M values since it is a group, not an individual, vector. It might be

considered as a shorthand notation for blocking factors or grouping contrasts.

There is a fourth category of covariates that does not enter into all

analyses: variables th'at indicate instructors. Indicator variables for

instructor appear only in the English courses. The TICCIT program for math is

independent of instructors to the extent that one college had no course sections

as such and instead.let students choose their own time schedule on the computer

system and instructors rotate their. time schedule as resource teachers. The
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design of the TICCIT program did call for a stand-alone approach to computer-

assisted instruction. But one college decided to use the program as an adjunctive

resource in its composition course. We 'eport this fact now because it bears on

the analysis strategy and defer further explanation until the next chapter. An

instructor might teach under only the T condition or only the C condition, or

both the T and C conditions. It is when an instructor teaches both ways that we

can estimate dependence of the response functions on that instructor. Otherwise

the variation in Y that might be attributed to instructor is confounded with

treatment. Let I denote this vector of instructors, then

1 if student i has instructor g

/ g (i) 0 otherwise

This vector serves a purpose similar to that of the group vector. It blocks

student data according to instructor.

For a given population P there is now covariate information about

S 'pretest score
R demographic characteristics on a no

Q demographic characteristics on an

M group factors (h variables)

I instructor indicators (g variables)

1 scale (j variables)
1 scale (k variables)

and the response fw-,:tions 7ay be restated as

pT (S, (Rj), rk M i, (I )) and

pc (S, (Rj), (Qk), {MO, {Id)

where I only enters into the English analysis. The regression analogues to
g

simplified response functions would take the form:

PT (X)
b0 + bl () + ci Ri + E

k
dk

h
Qk + E eh Mh + E fo g Ig + u

J

pc(X) = b0 + 11 ( S ) + z c . R .
J
+Edk Qk +Eeh Mh +EfI

j J k h )g g g

These simplified forms assume that the slopes on S are identical across groups

and conditions. This is a testable hypothesis-through interactions of S with M

and T or C. Where exploratory analysis for the response functions contradict the
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hypothesis of identical slopes, we will examine more complicated forms of the

response functions.

We actually estimate response functions in regressions of the dependent

variable Y on the independent covariates S, (R
j
), (Q

k
), (M

h
), and (I g) with

one additional variable TICCIT, where

TICCIT I if student i is in T
i 0 if student i is in C.

If exploratory analysis justifies the simple model, then the estimated,

treatment effect t is simply G. The regression reports its value as the

coefficient fbr our variable TICCIT, and its standard error BQ follows from
IS

the standard error for the regression weight on TICCIT. Where it becomes

necessary to reject the simplified regression model due to interactions, there

will be an explanation of the form found for the response functions. It may be

a substantive reason that has policy implications for the program or, more

likely, an effect of maturation or another internal source of invalidity.

Of course not all our analyses follow these procedures for data analysis.

We do adhere to the procedures as much as possible in studying course completion,

student achievement, and student attitudes. But for student activities and

faculty acceptance the analyses tend to be dlrcriptive rather than inferential.

And some,cases will arise where the number of covariates exceed the size of the

subpopulation involved in a specific response function. Reason, too, plays a

role in data analysis, as does knowledge of the variables and conditions.

Perhaps the context in which the evaluation occurs, though, exerts a stronger

influence 4 results than any of our careful plans, preparation of instruments,

data collection, or data analysis.

I



Chapter 3

Implementation of the TICCIT Program

Regardless of results the introduction of an innovative curriculum

into schools is in itself an achievement. This is especially true when the

curriculum involves an application of instructional technology with Ow

stated objective of supplanting al meth s of instruction entirely.

Cooperative and-receptive schoo need to be enlisted as demonstration
1\

sites for the curriculum program. And the particular schools may affect

the ext%nt to which an evaluation's results depict fairly what may be

expected to happen elsewhere with other students or under different condi

tionsa There must also be mechanisms for maintaining the commitment and

involvement of selected schools as well as for preparing these demonstration

sites for the use of the curriculum program. If evaluation results do

reflect the real impact of the curriculum, there is also reason to consider

its design and developmentas they might bear on other projects. These

processes of selecting demonstration sites, preparing schools for the

adoption of the curriculum, and developing the actual curriculum materials

represent components of the whole implementation process.

This chapter addresses the implementation of the TICCIT program.

\---
Unlike subsequent chapters dealing with program outcomes, the focus here is

on the processes involved in introducing the TICCIT progvam to community

colleges and in developing courseware. The first section presents the

rationale behind the choice of community colleges as demonstration sites,

and the factors taken into consideration in the selection of particular

colleges as participants in the project. It also describes the students

enrolled at these colleges and the courses offered on the TICCIT system.

"16
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The second section covers those aspects of project administration expressly

concerned with facilitating the implementation of the TICCIT program, and

recounts the colleges' staffing of the TICCIT program. Finally there is

an overview of the design and production of TICCIT courseware.

3.1 Demonstration Sites

The demonstration of the TICCIT computer-assisted instructional system

took place in community colleges. The particular commul...ty colleges chosen

as demonstration sites, their respective student populations and the

specific, courses offered under the TICCIT program, undoubtedly played a

major role in determining the results reported in this evaluation study.

Also, any generalizations based on the evaluation must take into considera-

tion the extent to which the characteristics of these particular community

colleges conform with or depart from the characteristics of other possible

sites. Both for appreciating the results attained in the TICCIT project

and for making inferences about probable outcomes in other situations, it

may be helpful to examine the context of the evaluation.

The decision to enlist community colleges as participants in the

demonstration was a careful and planned choice consistent with the project's

goals. The developers of the TICCIT program sought to create a market

success for computer-assisted instruction, ind community Opt )es repre-

sented a market with the potential for high volume and low refilstance.

Among all sectors of education, community colleges had shown the most

dramatic upsurge in enrollment, Their total student enrollment had increased

00/1three-fold between 1960 a 4)970, and it was expected to double within

another decade. Furthermore, theie was a concentration of this total
A

I
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enrollment in certain courses, notably introductory courses in English and

mathematics. If students took just one such course per academic term and

if computers could support fullcourses in these disciplines, the TICCIT

program might assume 20% of the instructional load at community colleges.

It seemed clear that community colleges presented a viable market from the

standpoint of volume.

Estimates of instructional costs also contributed to the selection of

community colleges for demonstrating the TICCIT program. Its developers

believed that the costs of the.TICCIT system would be within reach for

community colleges with a minimum enrollment of 800ents. Forecasts

indicated that nearly three-fourths of all community colleges would be that.

large by 1981. These projections assumed that the TICCIT program would

support about 20% of all student contact hours at a college and thus

justify its purchase cost to the college. The developers found further

support for the financial feasibility of the project in the space and

faculty demands of traditional instruction. A survey conducted in 1968-69

revealed that community colleges devoted 18 square feet of classroom space

per student, whereas the individual carrel space required for the TICCIT

project would be only 12 square feet per student. Despite their rapid

growth in enrollment, the student - faculty ratio at community colleges had,

fallen from 25.77 to 1 in 1960-61 to 20.03 to 1 in 1969-70. This fact

coupled with a increase in average faculty salary meant that the

osts of traditional instruction would continue to rise. IT

program was to' permit much higher student-faculty ratios th gh its main-

line instruction, and higher ratios implied greater cost-effeCtiveness.
o
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Although educational institutions may tend to be conservative and

somewhat resistant to change, community colleges were thought to be reccp-

tive to innovations such as computer-Sssisted instruction. A number of

colleges had already adopted learning systems geared toward the individual

student. Community colleges generally had a policy of open enrollment and,

hence, a sizeable percentage of students weak in basic skills. This made

individualized instructional systems particularly attractive for community

colleges. Indeed, many state codes for the construction of new junior

colleges recommended learning resource centers with individual carrels

rather than the physical layout of traditional libraries. It also seemed

that administrators at community colleges retained substantial authority

for making decisions and commitments. Such central responsibility suggested

the feasibility of reaching timely agreements with selected demonstration

sites and maintaining channels for smooth communication. For their growth

and potential market size, their potential for a cost-effective application

of computer-assisted instruction, and their a arent receptivitf=to innova-

tive instructional systems, the developers of the TICCIT program chose com-

munity colleges as appropriate demonstration sites.

3.1.a Site Selection

The selection of specific community colleges to participate in

the demonstration took place in the 1971-72 academic year. Geographical

proximity to the developers was a key factor in the selection process.

Project resources and time schedules did not permit an open search for

participants. Instead the developers sought one site close to the location

of system design and another site close to the center for courseware
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production. Although demonstratiolifites located close to the developers

could come to depend heavily on external support, the wide geographical

separation of system design and courseware production meant that one site

would still be quite distant from the system engineers and another far from

the courseware specialists. Actually, it became necessary for representa-

tives of both courseware production and system design to spend extepAlid

periods of time at the colleges. The installation of TICCIT syste.gand

the refinement of courseware. required heavy external support. Such depen-

dence on developers shdUld perhaps be expected for the initial implemen-

tation of a major instructional program. Criteria beyond geographical

proximity further narrowed the candidates for participation. College

facilities had to accommodate the physical space needed for the TICCIT

hardware and terminals. Support staff, such as computer operators and

student proctors, had to be available at the colleges. Enrollment had to

be high enough to justify a.full TICCIT system with 128 terminals, in

anticipation of sufficient student use to achieve cost-effectiveness.

And there had to be substantial overlap between the college's curriculum

structure and the courseware planned for the TICCIT project.

According to these criteria it was possible to identify several

eligible participants. Selection among these eligible participants then

focused on their student enrollment in courses covered by the TICCIT

program and their student profile in comparison with national norms for

community colleges. The two colleges with the highest enrollment in target

courses and the greatest similarity to national norms received, and accepted,

invitations to participate in the project. They were the Alexandria Campus
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of Northern Virginia Community College and Phoenix College of the Maricopa

County Community College District. Both Northern Virginia Community College

and Maricopa County Community College District had several community college

campuses tied together under a single administrative boilird. These system's

had been approached initially due to their proximity to either the MITRE

Corporiiion in McLean, Virginia or Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah.

The criteria for facilities, support, enrollment, curriculum and representa-

tiveness guided the final selection of the Alexandria and Phoenix campuses.

Agreements between the developers and the colleges stipulated the

responsibilities of each participant. The MITRE Corporation would install

a TICCIT system at each demonstration site during the summer of 1974, and

it would provide courseware equivalent to two mathematics courses and two

English courses. The developers also promised :o train teachers and

deliver manuals for the use of the TICCIT system. In return, the colleges

would support the installation and operation of the system. Their specific

responsibilities included facility modifications, carrel construction,

utilities, air conditioning, and support personnel (technicians, proctors,

instructors, and a local project director). It was also agreed that each

demonstration site would cooperate with an independent agency in the conduct

of a formal evaluation. Finally, the agreements called for establishing a

committee with the expressed purpose of coordination among participants in

the project. That committee included representatives of the developers,

demonstration sites and the evaluator. Its meetings would serve as an

impetus for reviewing the project's status and for taking action to resolve

any unanticipated problems.
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rotessf seleCting demqnstrarion sties for the TICCIT project
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and carii4 butith ari',' mplary manner. It succeeded inAce

. ,-
, -

cooperation:Of 4wo coAlleit. ,colleges Which met the criteria

#111..."---MiT. t'of\tliOtr Commitment,to the project became

22'
evident ktr.tf,i afiv the'collegallikoNforked together(With the developers toward

the compl ion of the TICCIT'program. The detlelopers' foresight-in inviting

the evaluator to participate in gite s lection and in making cooperation

with the evaluator part of the agreem is reached with the colleges

also established the evaluation as an important component of the project.

This early recognition of the evaluation's importance set the foundation

for the colleges' cooperation in all phases of this study.

3.1.b Student Profile
"Aal
*.°1

Each of the community colleges chosen to be participants in the

project had a high student enrollment. This was a prerequisite to partici-

pation since the number of students in just a few selected courses had to

justify the use of a full TICCIT system with 128 terminals. At the start

of the demonstration in the 1975-76 academic' year, the Alexandria Campus of

Northern Virginia Community College had an enrollment of over 9,000 students

and Phoenix College of the Maricopa County Community College District had

nearly 14,000 students in attendance. Because the characteristics of these

student populations may determine whether generalizations to other contexts

would be appropriate, a brief profile of the students at each college

appears in Table 3.1.

Consistent with the nature of the student population at most community

colleges, the typical student at Alexandria and Phoenix was registered on a

A
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Student Profile

Fall Academic Term, 1975-76

Alexandria Campus Phoenix College"

Total Student Enrollment

Curriculum Level

9319 100.0 Total Student Enrollment

Curriculum Level

13990 100.0

Freshman 1243 13.3 Freshm4h 10542 75.4

Sophomore 643 6.9 Sophomore 3448 24.6

Unclassified 7433 79.8

Full-time 2342 25.1 Full-time (>12 hrs.) 4314, 30.8

Part-time 6977 74.9 Part-time (<12 hrs.) 9676 69.2

Sex Sex

Male 4499 48.3 Male 7571 54.1

Female 4820 51.7 Female 6419 45.9

Age Age

17 123 1.3 5-19 2903 20.8

18-21 2271 24.8 _0-25 4116 29.4

22-24 1567 17.0 26-35 4661 33.3

25-34 3624 39.3 36-45 1416 10.1

35-44 932 10.1 46-55 615 4.4

45-54 481 5.2 55- 221 1.6

55-64 175 1.9 Unknown 58 .4

65- 42 .4

Ethnic Background Ethnic Background

American Indian 27. .3 American Indian 214 1.5

Black ( 1169 12.5 Black 500 3.6

Oriental '4 219 2.4 Oriental 87 .6

Spanish surnamed 173 1.9 Mexican-American 1377 9.8

Caucasian 7471 80.2 Other 11812 84.4

Other \ 260. 2.8

Marital Status Marital Status

Single 5225 56.4 Single 7258 51.9

Married 3650 39.4 Married 5784 41.3

Unknown 394 4.3 Unknown 948 6.8

Residence Residence

State 7810 83.8 County 13192 94.3

Other 1509 16.2 State (not county) 81 .6

Out-of-state 612 4.4

Foreign 105 .8

Table 3.1

4
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parttime basis. Less than onethird of the students had enrolled f9r a

full complement of courses. The large percentage of unclassified students

at Alexandria (79.8%) reflects the role of the college in serving the

interests of the community. Students often registered for particular

courses without any definite plans for completing.a twoyear curriculum of

studies. phoenix College considered such students to be freshmen. Its

higher proportion of students at the sophomore level (24.6%) perhaps

attests to its academic history and reputation: Phoenix College had been

established in 1920. Northern Virginia Community College came about as a

result of legislation passed in 1964, and its Alexandria Campus moved into

permanent facilities for the 1973-74 academic year. Thus, Alexandria was a

much younger college and had fewer studentS committed to the pursuit

of a formal degree.

Both colleges attracted students of a wide range of ages. Most

students were between 25 and 35 years of age. The student populations also

. tended to reflect the ethnic background of the surrounding community. Black

students constituted the largest minority attending Alexandria while

JlexicanAmericans werce the largest " minority enrolled at Phoenix. About

twofifths of t-he students were married, and the majority of the students

held jobs (see Appendix L). Alexandria, as might be expected from its

location in the Washington, DC metropolitan area, drew a larger percentage

of students from other states of residence than did Phoenix. Phoenix drew

heavily from its home county. Further information about those students in

courses offered on the TICCITsystem can be found in Appendix K

lists their reasons for electing a particular section, and Appendix L,
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which includes additional demographic characteristics. On the whole, the

two community colleges selected as demonstration sites appear to be

similar to most other community colleges of comparable size.

3.1.c Target Courses

The selection of courses to be implemented on the TICCIT system

was as careful and deliberate as the selection of demonstration sites.

Opportunity had been a major consideration in determining appropriate

target courses. Its developers wanted the TICCIT program to be cost-effec-

tive, and this meant distributing the costs of the computer system among a

large number of students while keeping the euenses of curriculum develop-

ment to a minimum. The large numbers of students enrolled for just a few

courses in introductory algebra and basic English implied that the oppor-

tunity for achieving a -ost- effective b4iance existed at community colleges.

Enrollment figures for remedial courses in mathematics and English could

also he taken as evidence of a need for an innovative apprdach to instruction.

The TICCIT program offered content coverage parallel to those community college

courses in greatest demand, and it provided,an instructional System for

promoting\mattery among individual students.

the-nrathematics curriculum available on the TICCIT system

(se- ApOnd A) corresponds to a sequence of three separate algebra

.courses, and 6-Ie English courseware (see Appendix B) is roughly equivalent 0

to one course i undamentals of the English language and another in

composition. Thus, a student enrolled for four semesters of academic study

might take one course per term on the TICCIT system. Through a limited

number of carefully chosen courses the TICCIT program could support as much
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kwas one-fifth of the courses t ken by a community college student. But the

colleges first had to approve courses taken on the TICCIT system as fully

acceptable alternatives to courses taught in a conventional manner.

The colleges themselves decided which mathematics and English courses

might best fit the curriculum available on the TICCIT system. For this

reason the content specifications of 'the courseware adhered closely to a

traditional structure for subject matter. It was in delivery and design

that the TICCIT program afforded leverage for instruction. Courseware

coverage was intended to facilitate a smooth integration into the existing

academic curriculum. The mathematics faculty at Phoenix College adapted

the courseware to fit their most popular sequence of algebra courses while

the mathematics department at the Alexandria Campus of NVCC concentrated on

use of the TICCIT program for develoirental courses in algebra. Conversely,

members of the English department at Phoenix initially adopted the TICCIT

program for support of their remedial course in English fundamentals while

tt

.faculty at Alexandria applied the courseware for their course in composition.

Textbooks and Requirements. The four mathematics courses given on the

TICCIT system at Phoenix College spanned a full sequence of algebra courses.

Beginning Algebra covered rational expressions, linear equations and

polynomial expressions with an introduction to sets. Students in sections

of Beginning Algebra, listed as Math 007 throughout this report, had to

complete units 22, 71, 20 and 17 on the TICCIT system in order to receive

credit for the course. Students in lecture sections followed Keedy and

Bettinger's Introductory Algebra. Tt was expected ifthat students in lecture

sections would meet for three class periods each week for the duration of
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the semester and would receive homework assignments. It was recommended

that students in TICCIT classes schedule six hours per week on the computer

system and continue attending these classes until they completed the TICCIT

units necessary for course credit. All students enrolled for Math 007 took

the same final examination, which was also the posttest for the evaluation.

Two other courses represented the continuation of the algebra sequence

at Phoenix. Intermediate Algebra and College Algebra, Math 106 and Math

117 respectively, also carried three credits and met for three classroom

sessions per week in the lecture format. Their content coverage, in terms

of the textbooks required in regular classes and the courseware units

required in TICCIT sections, is given in Table 3.2. The fourth math course

offered on the TICCIT system was really a combination of Beginning Algebra

and Intermediate Algebra. Called Fundamentals of Algebra, it met for five

classroom periods per week as a lecture class anaarried five credits.

There was a common final examination, which also served as the posttest for

the evaluation, for all sections of each of these algebra courses (see

Appendix C).

At Alexandria the two mathematics courses offered on the TICCIT system

were part of a developmental math sequence. Their credits could not be

applied toward transfer to a four -year college. ,Both Algebra I and Algebra

II had five class sessions per week throughout the quarter. Students who

registered for lecture sections, programmed instruction, or TICCIT classes,

had to attend classes for five periods per week. Rather than a point scale

or usual letter grades, students completing all of the required course

material received a "satisfactory" grade. Taking a posttest for the purposes
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of this evaluation was also made a prerequisite to successful completion

of the courses. The textbooks adopted for Algebra I and Algebra II were

Russell and Collins' Elementary Algebra and Russell anfLanning's Inter

mediate Algebra, respectively. The courseware units required in TICCIT

classes appear in Table 3.2 (see also Figure 1.3 and Appendix A for unit

contents).

The course in English fundamentals given at Phoenix was intended for

students who needed remedial instruction prior to enrolling in a composition

course. English 19 and English 29 provided a review of basic skills and

concentrated particularly on sentence and paragraph structure. Essentially

the two courses were. parallel in emphasis and coverage and just had different

designations in the day and evening divisions of the college. Both met for

three class periods per week throughout the semester. Instructors for

lecturediscussion sections tended to use the same textbooks in the day and

evening divisions, and students in TICCIT/classes had to complete the same

map of courseware units. That map closely followed the suggested courseware

structure (shown in Fi'ire 1.4) except that it omitted, units pertinent to

organizing and writing essays (units 9 and 1).

The faculty of the English department at Alexandria chose to use the

TICCIT system in an adjunctive manner for their course in composition.

Rather than the usual three classroom sessions per week, students in TICCIT

classes went to work on the computer system for those session specified by

their instructor. The student time spent on the TICCIT system was in pllice

of regular classroom periods. Which courseware units a student had to

study'depended both on the class assignments made by a particular instructor
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Colle e Term Course

Number of Number of

Credits Class Periods Textbooks

TICCIT

Courseware

Alexandria quarter Math 31 Algebra I

Math 32 Algebra II

1915-76) fhgl ish 1l1 English

composition I

(1976-77) English 111 English

Composition I

5

(non-transfer)

5 per week

5 5 per week

(non-transfer)

Russell 6 Collins

Elementary Algebra

Units 22, 21,

18, 17, 16

20, 19

Russell & Lanning Units 15, 14, 11, 10,

Intermediate Algebra 9, 8, 7

1
) per week McCrimmon

Units 11, 10, 9 and other.

Writing with a Purpose

Phoenix ` Semester Math 007 Beginning 3

Algebra

Math 106 intermediate 3

Algebra

Math 108 fundamentals 5

of Algebra

Math 111 College Algebra 3

English 19 and English 29

Basic English

3

(non-transfer)

5 per week Isker

(with laboratory) The Complete Stylist

3 per week

3 per week

5 per week

Keedy & Bettinger

introductory Algebra

Wooton & Drooyan

Intermediate Algebra

Wooton 6 Drooyan

Intermediate Algebra

3 per week Leithold

3 per week

Units 13, 12, 8, 7, 5, 4,3

Units 22, 21, 20, 17

(one lesson per week)

Units 19, 18, 16, 15, 14

(one lesson per week)

Uni6 22, 21,

17, 16, 15,

nits 13, 11,

20,

14

10,

19,

9,

18,

8, 7

Colleje Atghia \, 2, 1

Gall r nk
Units 13-10, 8-2

S liege Writing/

131

Eng 200

Adams

Think, Read, React, Plan,

Write, Rewrite

Ellsworth

English Simplified

Target Courses

Table 3.2
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1.: and on the per4Ormance of. the individual ntpdent. Since the course was 14'

composition, most instructors assigned the units on writing (units 11, 10'
Aq'

. --,
and 9) as courst requireMenis and supplemented these with units on sentence

Structure (units 8 and 3) for certain students. The emphasis on writis.4,,.

was apparent in every section, regardlees of the mode of AnstructiOn, by
-

2 .

,

the number of themes which studel* had to submit. Often there were,'

assignments on six topics: descrirtion; narration; example and i1LUstra-
_,

tion; comparison and contrast; 4Ihse and effect;ks.nd analysis. The primary

textbook for English 111 in the.1975-76 academic year was McCrimmon's

'Writing with a purpose with supplementary use of Decker's Patterns of

* , : 0exposition.

Tn the'fall quarter of the 1976-77 acadetiiic4ryear thwietphasit thifted)

to the use of the TICCIT system in laboratory secrtions r:

,
These sections Met for five periods per meek but still,carried 4three course 4

credits. The additional periods provided Students weak in their cont of

rel
English fundamentals with an opportunity for review. Most ClatiteS on tbe,

TICCIT system spent time studying those unite on grammar and the::Mechanics;

of writing. InstruCtors generally thought this e aft°4pptopr

,
t

applicationothe T*CIT program as it alloWed.tbem to'- focus their classf,, ,, .,
z.,

'oom,sessions on actual writing. Other sections of English 44 1, those in a
--Z)e

lecture-discuss/on format?r-followed Baker's The Complete,sty/ist.-

Enrollment in Tat Courses. Students had to retain the prerogative

to choose their'own courses at registration. It was not appiopriatep

assign students randomly to the courses designated as target courses for

the demonstration.' But it was pdssible to implement different procedures

TIJ

-1.
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for at equivalent comparison groups in the evaluation. In tha first

academic errs of the demonstration period, students registering for algebra

courses at one site received thiir section assignments', to either a lecture

IT 6Thss,,on a random basis. In other cases the college'ssection or

course sct fisted Available sections without identifying the instruc.-

)tional condition. Students then enrolled in a particular section while

unaware of its status as a lecture discussion or TICCIT class. Later in

4

the demonstration period it became-necessary that course schedules specify
, x

the instructional condition for all sections of'target courses. Often

'i
4

students unable to finish course requirements in one academic term wished

to reenroll-for the:same course under the same colgition in the next term.

To do so the students needed to know whether a section was to be a regular
r

lecture section or a section under the TICCIT program. These were the

three principal methods followed in placing studentsfnto sections of

target courses: random assignment; blind enrollment; and selftilection.

,:'About onethird of the students enrolled for algebra courses in the

fall semester at Phoenix College declined the random assignment given to

gg

them. They instead indicated Erstrong preference for a different inatt.rdc,-

tional condition. Of those students who wanted a lecture section rather

than a TICCIT class, ;he most common explanation was simply a preference,

for the traditional method. Students also cited friends' unfavorable

reactions. to the TICCIT program, insufficient knowledge of 'the progr, and

the amo nt of time required on the computer systea as reasons for declining

an,assi nment to the TICCIT condition. Other students refused an assignment

to a ]cture section in order totake'an algebra' course on the TICCIT
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A

system.Oheir reasons for this preference were often t#e recommendations

of friertda, the self-paced instruction available through the TICCIT system,

and the lure of an innovative approach to learning. No significant differ-..

ence qe found between those students who accepted their section assignment

and thOe who expressed a strong preference for a different condition in
0

termsof their entrance ability. And theres no signifiCant difference

betw6n these two groups in terms' of, program outcomes.

ie:
At Alexandria students enrolled in target 'courses without specific

knowledge of the instructional condition. The course schedule listed

.t,

sections of algtkia courses as either "lecture" or "programmed" just as the

'sections had b en listed prior to the introduction of the TICCIT program.

Since,khe Vise of the TICCIT system was supplementary for the course in

English composition, the schedule did not distinguish sections of this

'course by condition. As shown in Appendix K, students chose to enroll in a

F
particular section of a math course priMatilY because they wanted to take

'the course undet.h,the instructional condition listed for that section or

because the section met at a convenient time. In the fall quarter of the

1975-76 academic year, most students in TICCIT clatses had been unaware of

their section's instructional_ condition. This changed as the demonstration

progressed and students needed to knoW each sect on's condition in order

to continue studies from one quarter to the next4 It,,,was clear that

students registered for their English classes on:the3Aiaai of the time of
41

class sessions. Repeatedly students gave "class Met:kt. a convenient time

as their basis for enrolling in a particular section of, the English composi-

,

tion cours0(see Appendix K). The students'in TICCIT classes were generally
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quite similar to thosk in lecture-discussion sections. Appendix L contains
pwr

profiles of these two groups on a number of characteristics. The only an maly

was a tendency for a greater percentage of the students in TICCIT classes

to be employed full-time. Perhaps students with JObikbelieved that it wo

be easier to arrange a cone ent schedule of classes on the T IT system.

A similar pattern o choices held when the college's course schedule

- identified sections by d'bettion. In the/spring semester at Phoenix

College, students registered for certain sections, of algebra courses

according to the section's instructional condition and its hours for class

sessions. Students registered for'ertain section, Oirthe ,course in

#1;. .

WiP t coin n ent timde.. .HowgNfer,.

oiled aelereliorted that'
,

, .

English fundamentals because the

over one-fourth of the stilffents:'

they had chosen their-course s cti n Mlecause-other s

full.' This happened ins the springs mtster-o

math courses and again in t efilleXt taillpmest

Despite this apparent diffe. eitte,in students e,

(

P 115)f.
partic larsection, there were 4tist.2 small dif

studen s in TICQIT classes -and ,st giants ire'l C..;;;4,-,1-ec ,,

ft'

differe ces which did occur el4hpyfficiLn

n

lready

ademjo year in-

nurses:

O

of the groups intO'question,

Under all three procedure

courses there was a remarkable clinsis i

classes. Given a choice of conditiOnsStude

t , .

a specific section by its manner otinstruc

dents. in English courses registergdor(lia

sets de i

d65,_
tular,seOtion



the convenience of its sc h e And regardless of the proceduredd

in forming TICCIT classes and lecture sections, the comparison

'seemed equivalisat

students' reasonsfo

a Stait'of an academic term. Further -n

ling in. certain sections and on the compoiitionw

of comparison groups appeiltA Apkendix K and Appendix L. Table .3.3 gives

an Allustration of the kindtsf information foyad Pi these appendices;. it

presentsdata-on-student enrollment in target courses from a case in which

Students selected a course section according to its instructional condition.

3.2 Prolict Administration and Site Management'

What promotes thetransfer of an innovative curriculum program into

schools? Certainly carein the initial selection of demonstration sites

can facilitate the.process of transfer. Schools able to accommodate the

program and known, to be receptive to its goals should provide fertile

ground for a demonstration. But how do these schools come to parti,cipate

Th in the project so that their administration and faculty will both support

And accept the new i tionfl.program as part,of the school,* curriculum?
,

. 4)

i4s- ,

. , .7

The developers Of the,TICCIT prograetook' -§yetematid approach to the

problems of implementation. They anticipated uhax,ineuea Aht be involved
4A

in the introduction of the TICCIT program intn community colleges, and they

established formal mechanisms for dealing with these issues.'iImpleMentationt,

Air
betame an explicit concern in the administration of the overall project.

3.2.a Mechanisms for Implementation

A capsule summary of the mechanisms established for facilitating

implementation say.be of greater import. than an historical account of a
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Reasons for Section Selectiom
Phoenix College

Math 007, 106, 12 and 117
Spring Semes r, 1976

(N

N

TICCIT
309)

Percent/

Knew about instructional method at registration 261 .84.5

Section was recommended 126 40.8

By classmate 56 18.1

By instructor 46 14.9

By counselor 24 7.8

Reasons cited for section choice:

To take a course with TICCIT,

Primary reason 100 32.4

Second most important factor 45 14.6

To get a programmed instruction .section

Primary reason 19 6.1

Second most important factor 26k 8.4

Preference for lecture/discussion instruction

Primary reason

Second most importantfactor

Class met at a convenient time
1r V

Primary reason

Second most important factor

Other sections already full

PriMpryt on

Second most in ortant factor

To take tOursie with a, particular instructor

Primary reason

Second:most important f,;ctor

No particular reason

Primary reason

Second most important factor

S

5 1.6

.3

Lecture
(N 553)

N Percent

428 80.3

111' 20.8

43 8.1

30 5.6

39 7.3'

0.2

0.6

27.4.

);-'15.6' 29.3

q

82 _j26.5 25 4.7.4k

21 (4.8 4.3

8 56 10.5

4 14,4r, 48 9.0

4.5 58 10.9

41 13.3 82 15.4

Enrollment in Target Courses "'No.

Table 340(7
Alb
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Age (years)

College grade point average

Total college credits

High school grade point aver

Sex:

Male

Female
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Student Demographic Profile
Phoenix College _

Math 007, 106, 108, and 117
Spring Semester, 1976

High, school curriculum:

Genedar-

4ocaeiorial

College preparatory/academic

GED
.

Student ldad (credit hours for current term):

Part-time

Full-time

Employment (current term):.

None

Part -time

Full-time

Previously enrolled in this course:

yo V

Total

TICCIT

Lecture

TICCIT
(Nat 309)

Mean sd

,Lecture

(N 533)

Maley* sd

23.12 6.5 24.23 6.7

2.94 .5 2.95 .6

27.70 27.8 26.81 23.7

2.75 .6 2.7 .6

N

310

139

Percent

69.0

31.0
.15

162 52.4

7 2.3

68 22.0

34 11.0

92 294.

201 65.0

81 26.2

109 35.3

99 32.0

70 22.6

50 16.2

9 2.9

Enrollment in Target Courses

Table 3.3(b)

N Percent

334 62.7

194 36.4

294 55.2

17

24 23.3 /

10.7

4110 38:1'

324 t) 60,8

128 24.0104
,163 3(0.6

226 4.2.4

89

26

16.7

4.1

40 9.2
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project's life. Especially in the TICCIT project where the attention

devoted to implementation was a formal part of project administration,AA

is easier to identify and relate the manned in which the developers dealt,

with issues such as maintaining communication among participants and

preparing faculty for different duties under a new curriculum program. The

highlights of the implementation process appear herr not as:milestones bUt'

as specific strategies adopted by the developers. These strategies

'trate both the range of problems which can arise in'a major demonstreltn

project and effective mechanisms for overcoming them. The TICCINtOjec%

-did.succeed in implementing an innovative curriculum program in schoolend

in couleting a demonstration of that'progT's effectiveness.

441"-

College Liaison. A member of the developers4 staff assumed.respons

ifilitYfor liaison with the community colleges, and this came before, the

final se/ection of demonspation sites. When two colleges joined the

.projeq'agi participants, there was already a cen point of contact with

111,- OOP Po

the developers. Each college in turn designated one person from its

faculty to serve as a local project.director and to represent the college's

iniereSts in planning the project. This approach of appointing one specific

4

person_ as a channel for all communications simplified exchanges among

participants. jndeed, the de*iloiiiS' .representative made regular contact

wieh each of the other partiPants'in'the project throughout the'early
t.

stages of the prdjectf. Even the evaluator relkived an Informal 4tatus

report through a semi-monthly telephone call from the developer. These

-
00111IPPIAlished a regular pattern of communicatiotremong participants.

A .

;Applitting a e*Wer of implementation for tt developers and locil

project director'the colleges facilitated planning the demonstration

4
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ad

..,-,

)

ap implementing the TICCIT program in community colleges. Tbsfewas ready
. ,

ac ess person with the responsibility and authority.to represent each

participant in reaching decisions. It also became a simple matter to

resolve ambiguities about the. developers' plans or the colleges' Procedures,

and this avoided Much confusion and doubt. Certainly the4talents of the

individuals chosen as representatives of their institutions helped to make

smooth communication amongpart cipants a reality. But it,was the antici-
,

,t

patfon of a meed foripeg4lar contacts and the appointment of a manager and

project directors that puta mechanism for communication into place.

Coordinating Committee. Agreements reached with the colleges as part

of their formal commitment to the project stipulated that there would be a
4

committee formed to coordinate all project activities. The committee

AP
included the persons designated ,as project directors for the developers,

for the colleges anima for the evaluator, as well as 'the presidents of the

,;,st

colleges and a senior Vice-president fOr the.developer. Its membership

reflected the committee's level of responsibility in reviewing the progress

of the project and taking 11.mmediate action in order to resolVe any'problems.

Its purview t n the project's adherence to milestones, each partici-

pant's fulfillmev of obligations, and the financial resources available to
JP .

the project. The committee met twice in each y r of the project.

Complications Usuallfoccur in a large eloprienal project under a

tight schedule, and the TICCIT projectWas no exception. Frank discussions

9f pro lems and priorities within the coordinatin4 committee helped to

Identify throse issues which required iiiiediate.attent on. The committee's

members had sufficient authority to take action and make commitments for

(1

-1/C

o.
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their institutions. It was possible to resolve conflicts before they

seriously threatened the project'b success in mounving a demonstration.

This senior level committee was probably essential to the coordination of

the project among participants.

Implementation Plan. Befbre community colY4e1entered into an

agreement to join in the project4as demonstration sites, the developers of

the TICCIT program began to prepare an implementation plan. The purpose of

the, document was to provide participants with specific details concerning

the preparation,
.installation'and operation of TICCIT systems at community

colleges. Drafting the implementation plan aver one year in advance of

the use of the TICCIT4i:MM'in schools at t-leaet made participants

sensitive to the scope of-work entailed in the demonstration. And both the
. ;r4,

n to consider ways to accomplish specific
developers and the colleges

Asks we 11 advance of their schedule for completion. Table 3.4 lists

'the sections of the implMentation plan and the participant rgsponible for

each section.

Although the plans as set forth in the implementation document did not

AP. always provide the best match for later conditions, these plans did represent

.,.L.,

a sound basis for enterilig,into the demonstratian. The implementation plan #

7,-,,,.:.
2,

had passed the approval' of each participant and so provided written docu-

mentcion on procedutes and operations. If the developers and the colleges

disagreed on a crucial point of the implementation plan, a final decision

was left to the coo dinating committee. Here was a reference and guide

the implementation p cess and the conduct of the demonstration;

That much of the implementation plan° later becamiloOsolete or inappro-.
Al

/Priate could be expected given the ltevolving nature of antmbitious protect. At
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Section Topic Responsible Party

A

B

C

D

F

G

H

I

J

M.

Midiegement and Organization

Schedule of Activities

Support Requirements

Facility Preparation

Training

Coordination (Courseware Development
and Implementation)

,Curriculum Integragon

Installation and Checkout

Operations

Contingencies

System Maintenance

Formative Evaluation

Summative Evaluation

Visitor Cofitrol

Supporting DocumeiUation

Definitions

Developer

Developei
104,

Community Colleges

Community College's.

_Surriculum Developer and
- Community Colleges

Curriculum Developer

Community Colleges

Developer__,

Community Colleges

Community Colleges

Developer

Curriculum Developer

Evaluator

1LpCommunity Colleges

Table 3.4

Contents of Implementation Plan
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the outset of its preparation the developers thought it would be necessary,

to update and revise the plan. That the bulk f the document actually did

reflect the step, taken in implementing the T program is a tribute T.

3,o its usefulness.

Community College Authors. Four faculty membera from the community

colleges relocated to the site of courseware production period of

months. There was one representative from the mithemai department and

another from the English depettment of each college. They had the famili-

arity with community college students and the knowledge of the'colleges'

curriculum structure which the developers themselves lacked. The developers

understood this weakness and had invited faculty from the-community colleges

to spend the second half of the 1972-73 academic year with the courseware

production teams. These community college authors played an important role

in revising the initial content specifications for the Ticc4 curriculum so

4 .

that they would closely conform to the content of the target courses.

Besides contributing to the content,specifications othe courseware,

the community college authors made the TICCIT program a.produpg of the

de lit° pers and the colleges. There could have been greatef' faculty resist-

ance

'
.

ante to implementing,a.curriculum program from an outside source had not
\

. ,,

their colleagpes helpito,shape and-dyine the program. And the involve-

4 C. of community college authors set a precedent forater efforts. As

the project came nearer to the demonstration phase with some tasks still 2/

'0'

incomOlete, members of the mathematics ands altin4 departments of the

community colleges devoted substantial ,time aird effort to readying them

curriculum for students. Enlisting com7infty. ..co e authors was a



.
!

3

major step toward gaining faculty acceptance oitillie.tTOIT program and

reaching a set or content specifications appropiiate for the colleges.

Faculty Training Program. A summer program was offered to faculty

members in order to prepare them for the use of the TICCIT system. The

training program took place in the summer of 1974 just a$ the colleges

started experimental classes based on the TICCIT curriculum. Eight faculty

members, five math instructors and three English instructors, attended

an intensive series of presentations at one of the community colleges-

Three math instructors attended a parallel - program given at another of the

Community colleges. The developers of the courseware,iconducted these

sessions over a period of almost thret weeks at each college; they also

provided a manual with sections on an introduction to the TICCIT program,,

'administrative procedures, handling student problems and 'authoring.

7the sessions did familiarize faculty with the TICCIT system, particu-

Iarly its design and itsjcapabilities. But there was no opportunity to

prepare instructors for their responsibilities in TICCIT classes. Neither

the facilities nor the experience existed for such preparation. The

computer system was not yet faii-bperational and much of the courseware

remained unavailable at the comunity colleges. Moreover, there had not .

been a course under the TICCIT program Wen anywhere which could serve a

model.. Faculty had to learn about their 'new, -role as instructore,in TICCIT

classes as they began to use the TICCIT program in the pilot year, the

1974-75 academic year, of the project. Had there been both an initial

orientation session to acquaint faculty fully with the TICCIT system and

4

a later program to prepare, instructors for their responsibilities in TICCIT
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4 classes, with this progiam offered after the experience of a modest field

trial,
r.

it mighi have been for the developers to define the, teacher's

role under the TICCIT program and simpler for the faculty to learn about

the computer systemid the course materials as they worked at a tertinal.

Student! Handbook.. The student handb was intended to serve as'a
N

reference and guide for students enrolled in a mathematics or English

course under the TICCIT program. It contained the same statements of

. 41
_ ., ._

objectimps .and subject Matter rules that appeared-on-4P titi'liaiem.77'
...'-

..

But the handbook had them in a written, bound- form familiar tio btudents.

There were few examplesand no practice problems in the handbook sinee its

function was as a supplement to the courseware available on the computer

system rather than as a textbook for student learning away from the system.

Few students actually purchased the handbook. If a student was already

.

on the TICCIT system, the handbook was redundant. If a student Was.at home°,

the handbook could not serve as a sourcebook for studying examples or fOr

working moblems. To replaCe.the handbook the colleges developed A set of

basic instructions for student use of the TICCIT s ?stem. These inistrucaons,

distributed to all students in a course under the TICCIT program, covered

the mechanics of accessing courseware, course requirements, and standards

for grading. 'They provided mechanical and administrative information which

complemented the instructional material available on the TICCIT system.

3.2.b 'Staffing

.
The amount of staff necessary for the TICCIT program is a critical

'lb..
-1

issue since a major goal of the project was to demonstrate .a cost-effective
(', ....

. .

application of computer-assisted instruction. Ilkorder to be coet-effectiA.,



the TICCIT progkam would need to operate under a much higher student-fatulty

. ratio than regular classes ar result in substantial gains in outcomes such

as course completion rates and student achievement. Seldom does a school'

define its student-teacher ratio in such a way as to.include support staff

such as counselors and librarians. This makes it difficult to compare the

staff complement behind the TICCIT program with an equivalent for the

traditional lecture-discussion mode Of instruction. Here we cannot even

offer a definition of the staff requifed for the TICCIT program. What

follows is simply a description of the *staffing adopted by the two community

colleges in the demonstration.

Staff with, respOnsbilities related to the TICCIT prograMfelI into,

three categories: administrative, instructional and technical staff. The

project director of each college was the administrative staff. This person

reported to the college's president and collaborated closely with the

developer and evaluator on all project activities. The responsibility for

implementing the TICCIT prograM within the college rested with the project

director, along with the budget and technical details of the program. 'Once

the program had been implemented and the demonstration completed, the

position of the college's project director became obsolete. Presumedly,

the TICCIT program would then be well integrated with the college's opera-

tions and accepted as part of the curriculum structure, and there would no

longer be need of a college project director.

Faculty members and proctors provided instructional support for

students on the TICCIT system. Faculty maintained their iffiliation with

an academic department and taught TICCIT classes as part(of their course

1 '74
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load. In a sense there were no TICCIT teachers since no instructor taught

only classes on the'TICCIT system.' Instead, members of the mathematics and

English departments, accepted assignments to TICCITClasses and received

credit toward their full-time load of courses. The total number of load

hours granted to instructors with assignments to TICCIT classes was the

equivalent of about three full-time faculty positions at eachcollege.

This figure reflects assignments to both mathematics and English courses

during the demonstration phase of the project.

A section of an `English course given on the TICCIT system. carried the,

same number of load hours and contained roughly the same number of students

as any other section. ,Thus, five sectionsofla three-credit English course
r

under the TICCIT program amounted to the equivalent of one full-time

faculty position. The usual ratios of students to teachers and of faculty

load hours to classroom contact hoUrs'held for thoSe'sections of English

courses offered on the TICCIT system.,

A math instructor received only three-fourths or four-fifths, depending

on the college, of a faculty load hour for each contact hour spent with

students on the TICCIT systei. While a lecture section of Algebra I would

yield five load hours, the same course taught under the TICCIT program',

would carry four load hours. This policy had been adopted by the colleges

because math, classes on the TICCIT.system presumedly required no outside

preparation of lectures or grading of homework assignments. Classes of

Algebra I under's programmed instruction. format also carried'less than one

load hour pe? contact hour. A full-time faculty position in mathematics

usually entailed teaching five sections of a three-credit course; the-,

1(14
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,

e ,(
.

'equivalent of a fullttme instructor, could cover six sections undam,t

TICCIT progr4 .: */ \
. .,, .

,

.

. ..

The twO,CoMmiin4typollegek ditfereVintheir approach to staffing .L.,=

sections of matherat4s.courses on the'TICCIT.system. At Aleiandriasin-14
. .

structots assm4pepPonsibility for specific TICCIT classes just as they
A . ' r

did for lectueretseetions., ,However, ,classes on the TICCIT system often,
V

included some studetta.regisiered for Atebra I Sad others registered for

Algebra II. The TICCIT program enabIed'the college to combine students

enrolled for different,courses under-al saufe, ructor, Okla forming one

full section from multiple, courses-rather than cancel two or mare partial
. " ,

2= k

, /
12sections.' At Phoenix the'mathematips,ficUityrachieved.' ven greater flexi-. , /

,

bility through the TICCIT'prog . 0Studentei arrOtige their own hOurs on
ii ,.." .,. . ,

the TICCIT system rather than registering for par ular sections, and in-'
. r'.4;:

structors were present during the spegereckhOurs orsysteol operation. Since,
i.'

both studaats and instructors chose 11001,:a0 th6TICCITsygtem,there was no., a , of,

. ,intact se on of a group of studen94,wit an instructors , InsteAd seudents.

relied h avity on the TICCIT program for their learning. The student-teacher .-
'J

ratio reiterates the importance of the TICCIT Program as the pfitiary resource
f #

for instruction. Although TICCIT classea of Alexandria's Algebra I and)
,'

conformed to the usual size 'of lecture section (20-2S students),
Algebra II

there were

mathematics

presentOor

sometimes 70 students working on the TICCIT system for Phoenix'

courses and only one member /of the mathematics department

support. An increased student-teacher ratio and a reduced

ratio of faculty load hours' to student contact hours meant that instructors

could serve a larger number of students under the TICCIT program.4%

4

1 (.
Ch. j

/'\,.

T

A
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While instructors responded to students' questions about the\ subject
4

matter, proctors showed students how to use the TICCIT system. Frequently

proctors circulated' among-students

assistance.. They served as a link

)and sought out 4 udents in need of

to instructors, referring all content
. .a

questions to a taculty member and resolvthg mechaniCal or proetdural

difficultiea.by themselve.s. The proctor acted in a role very much like

that)ib/a teacher's assistant. 'Actuallythe two proctosa hired at Alexan-

.

dria hadqualifications well,above the minimum requirements for the position:

one had three years of experience in teaching at the secondary-school level

and another waa a graduate student in a doctoral "program, in educational

technology. The project direCtor at Phoenix adhered closely to the initial
4

p ifications for the position as undergraduate students fulfilled the

pro tor's functions for the TICCIT program. These andergraduate,students

worked" a part-time>basis, with perhaps 'a dozen students 'assuming

N.

the equivalent of four full-time,p itibris: A description of both proctor

and instructor's activities apps ,AtifT. in this report (see Chapter 8:

Faculty Acceptanc7 and Teacher Role):

..
Two other staff members proviled'the.''impport necessary for-thecomputer

1;

systeth and its peripheral devices.. They acted as computer operators and

J.

/ , /- , . 0

systMs engineers in mainta ing the TICCIT system and in "eepingthe

, - A
.

system operas ng in a reli,b1Cmanner. Seldom was thereany lengthy.

4

.
.

.
t / .4 .

P
interrupti. ''in system service during the demonstration phase of the TICCIT..),
project. Most technical difficulties had been resolved-in_theAmitial year

J ,

i ,

of pilot4trials for'the TICCIT protram, and the computr Ihnicians

,'. 44' p,..
, .,

at the colleges had learned procedures for_ resolving probiem uitkly.. 2C
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All together tOerewere at least eight college positions directly
( .

.related to the TICCIT progiam: one project director; three faculty members;

two proctors; and two technicians. With this staff complement the TICCIT
r

4
program could not be cast- !effective. The slight reduction in instructor

'L costs due to the larger number of students or classroom hOurs assigned to

mathqhatics faculty did not compensate for the increase in other staff
4

costs. Nitthe pattern,for staffikg adopted by the two community colleges

in the demonstration.need net dictate the procedures followed elsewheke.

These simply represent two cases of-what was done in order to support the

TICCIT program, and neither case really is faithful to' the developers'

'projected staffing pattern. However, there should be 'attention given to

the results '4:4- this .evalua 'Tarticularly those involving.ourse.completion

xates,'before advocating further reductions in instructional staff as a

natural consequence,of computer applications to teaching.

3.3 Courseware )

The courseware employed on the TICCIT system contributed as much to

tic differences observed between TICCIT classes and lecture-discussion

sections as any other component of the program. Students. enrolled for

courses under the AcCIT program received instruction both innovative in

its design and unilidal in its manner of delivery. Whether the computer as

.a delivery mechanism or learner control as a design Strategy'led to the
7

differences reported in this evaluation is a moot question. The TICCIT

program had been conaived as a systematic approach to computer-assisted

instruction with ea0h of its components dependent on another. Learner

control would be impractiCal without computer support, and a computer

.
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system developed'for a particul ind of curriculum materials would be. of

little value without those mater The TICCIT program should be viewed

as a whole, and the coursewar epresents not a separate componentt but

rather a highly v sible aspect/Of system capabilities.

Thick secti is aiidiscuision of the TICCIT courseware: 'its design

and its production. More complete accounts of the design and production of

courseware for he TICCIT project already eiitif(Buciderson, 1972, 1975).

The description iven here just touches upon the processes involved in

courseware developmet in order to convey a seas/ hose efforts, and
,,- is

appreciation of the TICCIT curriculum.

3.3.a Instructional Design
1

A basic assumption underlying the deign of the TICCIT courseware

was that the instructional design followed in developing, curricula id inde-

pendent of the subject matter. If the manner lin which a topic is taught is

really independent of the topic itself, then the instructional dielgn can

4.

be the same regardless of topics or The developers of the TICCIT

program applied the same instru
,

and English.

for each separate lesson and simplified the

The'instructional strategy adopted for
6

ctional4esig to k4essons.in mathematics

This eliminated the need to spe ify. instructional . strategy)

pr tss ofkcourseware production. .

t
.

the TICCIT, courseware depended,

it;

en maps and learner control: Maps lent strycture to the courseware y
, C

*

organizing the content at vario4s level* of detail! and by charti4g. the

subject matter to be learned, Learner control gave students c

their learning bY allowidg-them to

nd over

\ .0 .

choose, vtthin constioints, top s for

4'
study and sequences for:instruction. Through nd leirner cont al the

4 di
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TI IT program laid the responsibility for leafyling,on the individual

st drent. 'The programVasa passive, sophisticated" asource for learning

rather han an active intervention for teaching.

Celt thooks offer a familiarparallel fgc nderst ding the structure of
A

Ir
li ::'

TICCIT courseware., Just as a. textbook has%chaptrs,a ions within
1\ N, 7j; f,

chapters, the TICCIT cou401e has units and ssoriB within units. Naps3o,
,

in the courseware fulfill mdCh the same f

textbooks the provide a dire

cOtantsi'however, simply list,

asoit tables of, contents in

Fy ?f Cintent coverage. A table of

erylevel.'of a .textbook's. in an
.. .'

. ,.. N,
., .

outline f4Mat. The maps on TICCIT

cath.4 content coverage Eit:Ja-a

map wouleshow all of the, unit

tem present a visual picture

nglOtvel o de ail. For'example, a course

re u psi for Ilpourie as Figures 1.3

anoV1.4 show all of the!, unlits in the mathematics apd English courseware.

Ind)eyond ,Ole course map there would hi ogler maps for each unit and then
P ,

each lesson,llading tie udent through successive levels of detail in the
ot::

' 1 .

ClIhrsewiltea .14,

The maps guided anddirected'student learning. By depicting the

formal ri4tionships inheient to the subject male and employing' the color'
r

...

capabilities of the TICCIT system, maps told students, what material they

1

\\ had already mastered and Aterethey should go next. A student would first
1.

.
,....-

j encounter a course map displaying the units of that Course, such as the

course map for CoAlege Algebra-given n Figure 3.1. Units toward the

/7bottom of the display sery preyiquitites tAthose which appe ed above
,

them. Thus the unit on Telations Unit 11) was a prerequisite to the
N 11,

on,funptions and conic sections (Units 9 and 10), and the unit on functions
k
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Course Maps.

INTRO

1;3

UNIT 10 MAP

1. Hyperbolas

2. Parabolas

3. Ellipies

4. Circles

5. Parallel,
Perpendicular,
and Intersecting'
Lines

6. Lines and Slopeel',

of Lines

INTRO TEST

PREREQUISITES

1. x- and y-Inter-
cepts

2. General Form to
Standard Form v

3. General Form of
Circle to
Standard Form

4. Radius, Cehter,
Standard Form

5. Distance A

Between Points

J

INTRO I

Fr 1

Li 10

11 13

1 PREREQUISITES I

MATH 117 MAP

B.' Polynomial Functions

9. Functions

10. Conic Sections

11. Relations

13. Matrices

1. Probability .

2. Sequences and Permutations

Figure 3.1
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was in turn a prerequisite to the unit on polynomial functions (Unit 8). A

unit box colored green meant that a student had demonstrated mastery of

that topic and could proceed on to. another topic; yellow indicated a need

for gurther work

These cues given

L
course, unit and

and red was a sign of weakness in student performance.,

by placement and color on a display and color held across

lesson maps. And the sequence of maps shown in Figure 3.1

represents the progression of three maps at the course, unit and lesson

level necessary for accessing a particular lesson in a course, in this

case Unit 10 Lesson 4 in*College Algebra.

In their form and purpose maps on the TICCIT system resembled learning

hierarchies (Gagn &, 1970). Like learning hierarchies they imposed

structure on the subject-matter by suggesting prerequisite relations among

topics. This constrained student choices of what material they could study

since a red entry on a map prevented access to any component of the map

directly above it. Similariy, a yellow box limited access to adjacent

topics while a green box permitted the continuation of studies along the

hierarchy. It was not until after a lesson map had appeared that instruc

tion took place. Lesson maps contained the finest level of detail on the

TICCIT systeut, segments.

The structure of the courseware gradually led to finer pieces of

content: course, unit, lesson and segment. Each successive level could be

defined in terms of the next. But segments could not be reduced further.*

They the building blocks of the courseware. At the segment level the

strategy of learner control truly began.

Basically, each segment consisted of a rule accompanied by examples

and practice problems involving the application of that rule. Rules

2
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presented students with a definition of a concept or a statement of a

principle, as illustrated by'the rules given in Figure 3.2. Along with

every rule there was a collection of instances of its use. An instance

together with a solution served as an example of the rule's application; an,

49C-- )'incomplete instance called for an answer from the student and provided

4,

I practice see Figure 3.3 for illustrations of each type of instance).

Both examples and practice problems could be drawn from the same file of

instances. This basic rule-eicample-prectice paradigm certainly appears

114

elsewhere. It had been adopted nearly a decade prior to the TICCIT project-

as,an approach to programmed instruction (Evans, Homme & GlaseK, 1962).

What distinguished the TICCIT program from its predecessors was its combina-

tion of learning hierarchies and learner control.

Students on the TICCIT system had control over the rules, example's and

practice problemypresented to them. The student rather than the coMputer

chose the sequence, difficulty level and frequency of rule and instance

-''displays. Commands corresponding to the three elements of a courseware

segment were included on the keyboard for TICCIT terminals (see Figure

1.2).' By entering a segment from a lesson map and pressing RULE, EXAMPLE

or PRACTICE, a student could exercise control over an instructional

sequence. Further, the TICCIT system permitted the student to determine

the number of examples and practice problems through repeated key presses

as well asthelr difficulty level through other colmands, namely the EASY

and HARD keys. For example, a student might first request a statement of

the rule (RULE), view several examples of a use (EXAMPLE), proceed to try a

number of practice problems (PRACTICE) and progress to more difficult

202
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radius r
set of all
whose dist
(h,k) is r.

Definition of a Concept

To correct a MISLEADING MISPLACED
MODIFIER:

1. Move it closer to the element
it modifies

2.* Rewrite the sentence if the
modifier is still awkward.

RULE PAGE 2/3

Statement of a Principle

Figure 3.2

Rule Displays

203
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4.

J
Tha radius of a circle Q is: 3

Its center is: (V2,-2)

The equation of the circle is:

EXAMP

(x-12)2+(y-2,)2 3

HARD PAGE 1/2

Example

Paul looked at the pie that was

sitting on the table hungrily.

The sentence above may or may not

have modification problems. Mark

each word in any DANGLING or
MISPLACED MODIFIERS. If there

are none, just ENTER.

PRACT 5 EASY PAGE 1/1 PART 1/2

Practice Problem

Figure 3.3

Instance Displays
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prob (HARD). 41ternatively, a student-Confident in his or her knowl-
p

the.topic could start a segment, by answering practice problems or

\

a student unsure about'a concept might'want to review a large number of

examples at different levels of difficulty before'attempting any problems.

(Desciiptions of students' use of thelearner control options available on '

the TICCIT program can be found in Chapter 7: .Student Activities.) When

a student had demonstrated mastery by responding cdrrectly to a sufficient

number of practice problems with the correct answers, the student's lesson

map became green for that'harticular segment.

Courseware maps took students through the structure of the TICCIT

curriculum and left them at segments. At this level the learner control

of the TICCIT system came into play. The options available to each student

affected the sequence, difficulty level and frequency of rule and instance

displays. The TICCIT system provided students with the opportunity and

responsibility to take command over the instruction presented to them.

Additional features on the TICCIT system helped students in managing their

learning. There was a component of learner control which gave further

assistance upon student request (HELP). Such assistance could result in a

simpler explanation of a rule, a gradual and detailed presentation of an

example, or an answer to a practice problem. If a student was uncertain

about what to do next, the system could suggest an appropriate choice

dependent on that student's previous performance (ADVICE). And the system

had videotape, Color, graphic and audio capabilities 'for strengthening

its presentations.
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3.3.b Courseware Production

The uniform nature of the instructional Aesign adopted for the

TICCIT program made its psible for the'courseware developers to establish

a production_ model for the furriculum. Regardless of subject matter, all

-courseware adhered to the same form, of map structures and included the same.

features at the segment level. This consistency in design encouraged the

assembly of courseware production teams, with each member of the team

assigned specific tasks. The teams brought together persons with different

fields of expertise so that members could contribute their own special

skills to resolving problems in curriculum development. Such an approach

was a marked departure from usual methods of deve)oping curriculum materials.

It was an explicit attempt to establish a model for the efficient produdtion

of high quality curriculum materials for computer-assisted instruction.

A fresh approach to curriculum development was demanded by the ambi-

tious scope of the TICCIT project. Within two years courseware sufficient

for supporting at leas four full courses in mathematics and English had to

be completed and set in place at community colleges. And numerous questions

affecting the development of those materials had to await progress in devel-

oping the computer system and in arriving at content specifications in line

with the colleges' curriculum. There had to be a courseware production

model capable of rapid curriculum development. The courseware developers

hoped to achieve this efficiency with production teams and standard forms

for all materials.

Each production team was to include representatives of six specialized

skills. An overview of these six types of team members and their respective
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d'
responsibilities appear's in Fi0re 3.4. Since they had actually, specified

f
:///

the instructional design for./the TICCIT program, the instructional psycho-

logists naturally assumed responsibility for insuring that all courseware

adhered to the structure of maps and to the strategy of learner control.

Persons fulfilling this role brought exceptional strengths in educational

psychology and computer applications to the prodiiction teams.

Much of the real burden of curriculum development fell upon the

subject matter experts. They supplied the content specifications for the

courseware and developed the maps of content coverage. In developing

courseware maps the subject matter experts began at the level of the full

curriculum (see Figures 1.3 and 1.4) and proceeded down to the level of

segments where specific rule statements and instances of their application

appeared. These members of the production team typically had advanced

degrees in either mathematics or English and had taught college courses in

their particular field. The community college authors, those instructors

released for six months to join the production teams, functioned as subject

matter experts.

Instructional design technicians provided a critical link between

curriculum development and courseware production. They received content

specifications, in the form of courseware maps with some exemplary rule

statements, from the subject matter experts and then expanded upon these

rough drafts so that other members of the production team could construct

the files of rules, examples and practice problems. This required defining

the critical attributes of each rule and developing specific guidelines for

the construction of different instances of its use. The definition of each



Team Member

Instructional Psychologat

Subject Matter Expert

Instructional Design Technician

Authoring Assistant

-.276 -

Minor Reimosibility

Providing guidance in the production

of courseware consistent with the
instructional design of the

TICCIT program.

Structuring the curriculum in

terms of courseware maps' and

drafting statements of the rules

and concepts to be-learned.

Completing specifications for
rules, examples and practice
problems in accordance with
the optiohs,built into the
strategy of learner control.

Generating files of rules and
instances to meet the courseware

specifications.

Packaging Specialist
Preparing curriculum materials
for display by computer.

Empirical Design Technician
Validating the instructional
quality of the courseware.

Courseware Production Team

Figure 3.4

Sa

208 5
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rule's attributes had to be fine enough to suggest what courseware should

be'made available in response to the various options of TICCIT's learner

control'(e.g., HELP, EASY,' HARD). Graduate students in instructional

psychology served as instructional design techni ans in developing

rlthese detailed courseware specifications.

Next in the flow of courseware production came the authoring assistants

and the packaging specialists. Authoring assistants, usually chosen on the

basis of an undergraduate degree in the subject matter and relevant eXperi-

ence, received the courseware specifications and generated the necessary

rules and instances. ,Packaging specialists, typically undergraduate

students employed on a part-time basis, polished the fifial product and

generally made the courseware read for computer display. The supervisor

of these specialists had to understand the display capabilities of the

TICCIT system, such as its color capacity, graphics support and audio

messages, and decide when it was appropriate to use them. Finally, the

empirical design technician was to validate the instructional quality of

all materials.

From a simplified description of the production team it may seem as

though the process of curriculum development was itself smooth and orderly.

Seldom did the reality of curriculum development closely resemble the "ideal"

production model. That original model of a factory for courseware produc-

tion (Low, Graves, Stilson & Jacobsen, 1972) had gone so far as to specify

the piecemeal assembly of a curriculum at 20 work stations. There were to

be certain members of the production team responsible for completing a

given task at each work station. The detail and specificity involved in

O

209
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I

_____,)

Courseware proghicttion perhapslacilitated.the ptocess of curriculum de-
g(

velopment but als6 alMost certainly contributed to some of the problems

encountered.by the developers4'
a / -

Without closure on the instructional design of (the TICCIT program or

the oapabilitied of the TICCIT computer system, interruption and delay were

inevitable. The most persistent problem in the early hiitory of the TICCIT

project was the concomitant development of.the computer system and the

curriculum materials. Often the engineers did not know what specifications

their computer system had to meet whilethe courseware developers were

uncertain about what could be expected:of the computer system. An the

physical separation of the system engineeis and courseware-developers only

aggravated their respective uncertainty. The courseware developers had to

commit themselves, to an instructional design in order to define the computer"

support which would be required bY the curriculum. There was no opportunity

to benefit from trial and error 'in defining the initial TICCIT system.

Quite obviously a prototype computer system for exploring the ramifications

of different alternatives in instructional design would have been desirable.

At times the specialization inkierent to the approach to'curriculum

development as a production process impeded progress. There insufficient

interaction among members of the production teams. Each sp ist tended

to contribute just one type of expertise without appreciating how that

expertise might best blend into the production process. Yet a knowledge

of the entire process was essential if a subject matter expert, for example,

was to develop content specifications that could later take adv tage of

the display capabilities of the computer system, since color 4ind graphics

210
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could beToWerful cues in learning or fancifu "distractors-of student

attention. Deciding how different, specialties might ccikplement rather than

detracterom one another, and,recognizing whatconstraiirksliad to be.;Met at-
.

_c;
various stages in the proCess of curriculkum development, required close

collaboration among members of the production teams.
. .

There Were,also frequent changes in the roles and responsibilities of

members in response to schedule demands and staff attrition. AO

eadlines approached for the completion and release of courseware, subject

matter, experts became team leaders responsible for implementing heir own

production models and for producing particular lessons. 06:§uhJect matter

expert found it most expedient to act as an individual author since

he had a strong comma& of the entire production process.. Another subject

matter expert chose to stay with the original production model, and rely

heavily on other members of his production team. And.a third production'

team had a succession of subject matter experts, each with a somewhat

different view of an appropriate structure for the courpeWare. The original
)

production model seemed too cumbersome for easy adaptation to tight dead-

lines or staff work styles.

Validation of the courseware took place at the community collegitSas

under Ticgri

program on an experimental basis. Formative-evaluation become itrgely a

matter of identifying errora and recommending changes to strengthen the

curriculum. The courseware developers made the necessary revisions and

considered further improvements if their resources would permit the changes.

In the place of,a formal evaluation prior to the demonstration phase of the

212



L --project therejW4sextensive kdkiew

devoted to the completion of all courseware

and revision. Resources ad eb be

rather than tVe 7refinement.

Thus ,there was scant oPportunity'to'validatemesteryjea4sembedded t the

lesson level or to prove the efficacy of

hierarchies. Instead a pkiati judgments

mastery had to be accepted' and initial"

ture of the subject tatter had 't

th ursew maps 46 :learning

Armance,c400titutee

ut the logical struc-

Despite these ble*

equivalent to five fu 1 coursesi

those mathematics and-F*49.21h cur

And it gave students control Ali

A .

bility for their n fleArning40The,

diverse disciplines and represented

ambitious.pipjece

3.4 'Summary c,

The developers of the TICCIT,programapproached the.problems of

implementing Computer-as sisteeintruction Wschools in a systematic
. .

manner. igachStepin'the proce6e_of,introducing theITICCIT program into

the Schogl curriculum hadr been carefully planned. There was a sound

rationale forchoosing Communtty coleges;as the level of education most

conducive to a market eucCesaJorcotplOter-assisted instruction. And there

pers completed a curriculum

nIine instruction possible in4

with the highebt student enrollments.

eir own instruction along with resp,onsi-

final product embodied the expertise of

the culmination of an innovative and

(I

, -
.

wilkeiplict criteria for selecting part community colleges as

demonstration sites for the.Ooject. To maintain the commitment of these

sites and ,to prepare thetifor4he adtoptian'of the TICCIT program, the
.

w ).,

00Yeloperfi estiblishedf*OCif4c'prdeedliees. These procedures involved the
.:. ,.

r.

.212 ..
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Community colleges in,the administration of the project on a regular,

active basis. Similfrly, the design *and production of the TICCIT course-

Y:ware reflected a systems approach to curriculum development. All materials

made available under the TICCIT program followed the same instructional

design. Such consistency in design enabled the developers to specIty a

single production model for the entire curriculum. In all respects,

including curriculum development, the TICCIT program was a systematic
5

appligation of computer-assisted instruction.

Enrollment in community colleges had tripled in the decade prior to

101
the start of the TICCIT project. Projections indicated that it would

double within another decade. Unlike other sectors of education, there was

rapid growth in student enrollment at community colleges. Furthermore, a

high proportionopf the total enrollment occurred in introductory mathematics

andEnglish courses. By entrating on just a few select courses, the ,

TICCIT program could sup t as'much as one-fifth of a,college's traditional
/.

curriculum. This Would simply be equiVnlent to full-time students taking

one mathematics or course under the TICCIT program in each academic

term of their studie .- And the policy of open admissions so common at

community colleges had created'a persistent search for better ways to teach

students basic skills in mathematics and English. Community colleges,

tner,41, represented the high-volUme market necessary,for commercial success

with computer-assisted instruction.

The particular community colleges selected as demonstration sites' had

to meet certain criteria. Foremost among these criteria for selection was

geographic proximity to the developers. The installation of a new computer
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system and the introduction of a new curriculuwogram were apt to require

heavy external support for the community colleges. Another important

factor taken into consideration was the college's capacity to accommodate

the project. There had to be sufficient physical space for the computer

spitem and student carrels, competent staff available to support the

program's usb, and A high enough enrollment in the target courses to

ustify a need for 128 terminals. Several colleges otherwise qualified to

become participants in the project had student populations unlike the

national. norms in their characteristics. The developers of the TICCIT

program sought and found demonstration sites that would be representative

of community colleges in general.

Formal agreements reached with the demonstration sites stipulated that

there would be several steps taken to insure the smooth and orderly transi

tion of the TICCIT program into the college curriculum. Notable among

these were: the appointment of local project directors at the colleges and

a person responsible for college liaison for the developers; the establish

ment of a committee with senior representatives of each participant to

oversee the project; the development of an implementation 410" with specific

details on the preparation, installation and operation of TICCIT systems at

community colleges; and the participation of community college instructors

in developing content specifications for the TICCIT courseware. Each of

these steps helped to make the community colleges active participants in

the project with a definite role in project administration and planning.

Later the colleges devoted significant amounts of their own resources

toward completion of the TICCIT program.

214
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In order to develop a curriculum equivalent to five full community

college courses, the developers of the TICCIT courseware adopted a systematic

approach to the design and production of curriculum materials. Each

comjionent of the TICCIT curriculum, regardless of content coverage, adhered

to the same basic instruct I design. That design depended heavily on

maps, similar to learning hierarchies, to lend structure to the subject

matter. A series of three maps depicting progressively finer levels of

detail in the subject matter graphically charted the content coverage of

TICCIT courseware. Learner control became available at the finest level of

detail, the segment. Each segment contained a rule along with examples and

practice problems illustrating the application of that rule. Through

options built into Ale TICCIT system a student could exercise control'over

the sequence, difficulty level and frequency of rule and instance displays.

The uniform nature of this instructional design across the TICCIT

courseware invited the application of a single production model for the

entire curriculum. The courseware developers assembled production teams

including members with different specialty skills, and they defined a

production process specifying the flow of the curriculum along work stations./

This approach to curriculum development was meant to facilitate the rapid

production of high quality courseware. It did encourage contributions from

persons with different fields of, expertise, and it did result in the

compktionibf a curriculum comparable in coverage to five full courses.

But there were numerous changes to the original production model along the

way to these accomplishments. Some became necessary because courseware

production took place concomitantly with development of the computer

]
7'
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system. Others occurred because the production model was too rigid for
IN.

adapting easily to schedule demands and work styles.

This chapter has concentrated on the process involved.in implement

ing the TICCIT program at community colleges and in developing its curric

ulum. Also presented were descriptions of the student populations at the

demonstration sites, the target courses for this evaluation, the procedutrs

for student placement in comparison groups, and the colleges' staff for the

TICCIT program. The chapters which follow report the results attained by

the TICCIT program in terms of its impact on student performance.
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Chapter 4

Course Completion Rates

Although student achievement is generAly accepted as the single, most

important measure of program success, there is an even more direct measure

of educational impact. It is simply whether or not a student completes the

work required under a program. In a way this is a very rough indicator of

achievement since any passing grade signifies completion and all else becomes

noncompletion. Yet it is an indicator with direct consequences for students

and schools. A student who falls to complete a course may not advance to

higher level courses in the same subject or perhaps not fulfill requirements

for promotion or graduation. Repetition of courses or failure to,sattsfy

school standards in turn affect a school's productivity: what proportion of

students starting a program of studies actually completes it.

Such completion rates seem especially important for the community college.

Here is an institution which must cope with a heterogeneous student body,

often with deficiencies in basic skills, and prepare these students for an

occupation or further academic work. The TICCIT program addressed precisely

those skills which represent a significant component of the community college

curriculum and seem always to call for improved teaching methods. The colleges

that participated in the TICCIT project did so at least in part to find improved

teaching methods for their courses in algebra and composition. And the colleges

definitely sought a curricular program that would enable a larger percentage of

students to complete courses in algebra and writing. Indeed completion rates

above those associated with lecture classes wow one of the stated goals of the

TICCIT program.

21?
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Besides representing program productivity and participants' concerns,

completion rates can. affect the composition of our comparison groups. Some

students certainly will not finish their course and so be absent f' post -

testing. As long as the characteriStics of those present for posttesting

remain independent of their instructional condition, the comparison of student

achievement under one program with that under another should be fair and

accurate. Even when programs lead to significantly different completion rates,

achievement analyses can be free of bias. It is when course completion depends

on a student trait, such as entrance ability, under one condition but not

another that possible contamination of other data occurs. Then achievement

analyses would be subject to the programsr differential effects on completion,

and completion rates would be the only unbiased measure of program impact.

For these reasons our first chapter on the outcomes of the TICCIT project

concerns course completion rates. It begins with a section about the meaning

of completion. Completion is not the simple complement of attrition nor is it

an entirely unambiguous measure. So we need to explain what we mean by course

completion rates. The chapter continues with a description and analysis

of results. Given quite different results dependent on the course conditions

(i.e., classroom instruction or TICCIT program) it is appropriate to take

completion a step further and look at enrollment trends in the next academic

term. This 8111pLer clones with a discussion of the factors that contributed

to oui. findings and the implications of these results.

4.1 The Nature of Completion

Admittedly completion might be defined in several different ways. No

one definition is likely to fit all circumstances or suit all purposes. With

that in mind let un state our preference: a course completion rate is the

21
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ratio of students who receive credit for a course to all those who initially

enroll for te course. On a final grade sheet it 411 the number of passing

grades in relation to total class size. For example if a cIase.has 32 students

listed on the official college rolls and 24 of them receive A,B,C or D grades,

the completion rate would be .75 or 75% of initial enrollment It is a seem-

ingp simple concept. But completion viewed in this manner a d attrition taken

as students who drop out of a course hardly account for all tudents.

Especially at colleges with a policy of open enrollment and a commitment to

service for the local community there is a sizeable percentage of students some-.

where between completion and attrition. TheSe students attend classes regularly

and yet fall short of fulfilling requirements for course credit. In one sense

such students have completed the course since they were in attendance at both

the start and end of an academic term. Obviously they did not drop out of the

course and so would not be part of attrition. But completion should imply some-

thing beyond mere attendance: it also suggests that a student has satisfied

all course requirements. It is, as we said, a measure of productivity. Neither

the student who withdrew from a course or the one who failed to meet course

standards for credit would qualify as a completion.

This may appear to be a particularly harsh definition for programs which,

purport to allow for individual differences among students. Such programs

frequently let a student proceed thronkh a course at his own pace. A school

might then assign a nonpunitive grade to students who fail to finish all

of the required course work within an academic term. Typically this grade

carries no penalty in terms of grade point average or class standing but makes

it necessary for students to enroll in the course again and complete all

:,work in order to receive credit. A reenroll grade is a step toward recognition
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of differences among students in their learning rates. It might then be

argued that it is inappropriate to evaluate completion rates under a self-

paced system of instruction like the TICCIT program within the fixed time

constraints of an academic term. Certainly the argument is a legitimate

one if the proportion of students who eventually achieve mastery matches

or exceeds that for completion in a lecture-discuss9on condition.

All of our tables with summar figures on completion therefore present

alternative interpretations for calculating rates. One alternative gives

the benefit of doubt about a student's eventual status to the TICCIT program.

It counts students still attending classes at the end of a term as completions.

The analyses for completion as a program outcome, however, use the more restric-

4'

tive definition of fulfilling all requi ements for course credit within an

academic term. But these analyses 'do include a variable that would indicate

the success of students reenrolling in a course apart from those just starting.

We favor a restrictive4interpretation of completion as it reflects productivity

within fixed time constraints and is borne out by data across terms.

4.2 College Grades and Rosters

The source of our data about students completing a course was the college

roster. An emphasis other than the receipt of course credit might lead to

a different approach to documenting completion. If our primary -interest

were attendance, it would be more appropriate to keep daily attendance records.

These would show attrition as well as the regularity of attendance clearly.

Should we accept some minimal level of student achievement as evidence of

completion, then posttesting would be sufficient. But the official college

rosters. seem to incorporate these features in various course grades and the

final roster with grades represents the definitive statement on student status.
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Probably every type of administrative record'has inaccuracies that occur

somewhere along the line in its construction. As a general rule the care taken

in the preparation of final grades avoids error on college rosters. What did

occur in our data were inconsistencies in section assignments and grade require-

ments. sometimes, an instructor will ask a colleague to admit a student registered

for one class into another. Such an occurrence is infrequent but it would seem

from Table 4.1 that this courtesy reached epidemic proportiond at Alexandria

in introductory algebra. Actually it was qUite easy for an instructor to

'recommend that a student encountering some difficulty try the course under

an independent study format. These exceptions to the instructional condition

that held for the rest of the students in a section came to our attention

through other sources of evaluation data (e.g., online records, student inter-

views). And although 21 students listed in lecture sections pursued their

course work under programmed conditions, individual cases like these stood with

the condition corrected in our analyses for completion as a program outcome.

None of the math courses at Phoenix or the English courses at either demonstra-

tion site had inconsistencies in section assignments even close in total to

those of the introductory algebra course at Alexandria.

Another kind of inconsistency within sections involved class size.

It too occurred primarily at one college in one subject. Often the ass

rosters released early in the academic term listed a larger nunibei of students

than the later rosters with final grades. Students who never came to a class

or dropped shortly after the term began were deldted from the official rostdrs.

Thus later rosters gave accurate class sizes, and obscured possible differences

in attrition early in a term.



Math 31: Algebra I at,Aleiandria

Academic Year 1975-76

Instructional Condition .

for Course Sections 1

,Instructional Condition for Individual Students

Oxceptions to Class Condition)

TICCIT Programmed Lecture

.

,

TICCIT 6 2

.

Fall Quart Programmed 2 _
,

0

Lecture 0 15

TICCIT 10 1

Winter Quarter Programmed 0

Lecture k 1

___

1

. .

_ TICCIT .

Spring Quarter Programmed

__-

3 0

Lecture 1 5 i

.
-

TICCIT 20

Totals Programmed

___

5

Lecture 2 21
,

_

Exceptions to Class Conditions

Table 4.1
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Across sections there were differences in grading standards. One instructor

might assign A grades to a much larger percentage of students than another*

instructor would. Whether a grade was an A,B,C or D had no effect on our

dichotomized variable for completion. This equivalence of all passing grades

cancelled out most, if not all, variations among instructors in grading practicei.

Even if an instructor chose to give a student who fell short of fulfilling

course requirements a grade usually reserved for withdrawal instead of one

better suited to reenroll status, there would still be no effect in terms of

our preferred definition for completion. Any grade other than those that

carried course credit simply indicated a zero value for our completion variable.

. Simplifying grades to only two values_ omits some information. There

were really five distinct and different grades assigned by instructors.

Firstly, the grades that went to student who fulfilled course requirements

and,' therefore, received credit-were A,B,C and D. Secondly, the grade associ-

ated with unacceptable work and failure was, naturally, F. In the developmental

math sequence at Alexandtia these two extremes were-S for satisfactory performance

and U for unsatisfactory. A grade of W for withdrawals was a third classifica-

tion shared by both colleges. It usually meant that a student had changed

sections, withdrawn from the course, or been dropped by the instructor due to .

excessive absences. Occasionally A student wed miss a final exam or neglect

just one aspect of a course's requirements, or come'very close to completing

all course work under independent study. Such studerits received a grade of

incomplete (I at Alexandria and X at Phoenix) that forced them to fulfill their

outstanding course obligations in order to receive credit. This fourth type of

grade was given only when instructors ,xpected students to complete the course
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within a matter of "a few weeks at moat. It reverted to a withdrawal on the

student's record if he did not complete his outstanding obligations by a.

deadline prescribed by college policy. In cases where students had made

'progress in the course but not enough to Warrant either a grade with credit or

an incomplete; instructors gave A grade requiring students to enroll in the

course again in order to receive credit. These reenroll grades (R at

Alexandria and Z at Phoenix) were common among students in the independent study

programs already at the colleges. Alexandria offered introductory algebra in a

programmed truCtion format and Phoenix had an audio-tukorial program for its

sequence of algebra courses.

Of course, college rosters with final course grades were not the sole

source of our data about completion. They provided our measure of the program

outcome takeri as having a value of one for students who received course credit

and zero otherwise. For this to be a fair representation of an effect dependent

on the treatment'we also needed comparison groups forMed on a random basis or

at least measures suitable for identifying similar students in the groups.

Students at Phoenix were randomly assigned to conditions, subject to'their

consent, in the fall semester of 1975. In other terms procedures were at best

quasi-random and so background data such as grade point average and sex were

collected in addition to routine pretests. These independent variables served

as rough benchmarks in checking group similarity and as covariates in estimat-

ing treatment effects.

4.3 Presentation of Results
°

As part of-the evaluation there were routine summaries of grade distribu-

tions and course completion rates. These were prepared from the college

rosters issued immediately after the close of an academic term. The rosters
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had final grades for that academic term and therefore reflect completion within

that fixed time constraint. No attempt was made to update these rosters later

since those grades subject to change, namely incompletes, represen ed only about

frimfive percent of the total distribution. And our emphasis was on pletion As

a reflection on productivity. Still it is worthwhile to consider the possible

changes if all students assigned a grade of incomplete subsequently met

their outstanding requirements and received course credit. One of our alterna-

tive interpretationwfOr completion goes even further and credits' grades

of incomplete and reenroll as completions from the standpoint'of attendance.

Each summary Of course grades also presents three completion rates.

The first corresponds to our preferred definition of completion as the propor-

tion of grades with credit to total enrollment. The appropriate calculation is

then simply the number of A,B,C and D grades divided by the total number of

students listed on the offidial class roster. This interpretation makes no

distinction between the total number of students registered for a course and

the number who actually attend classes and'put forth an effort toward learning.

A second rate therefore incorporates an approximate correction for early

withdrawal and nonattendance. Our version of a corrected completion rate

again has the number of grades with credit as its numerator but the denominator

is reduced, by the number of withdrawals. The expected result of this adjustment

iivalways a higher estimate. The most optimistic and least stringent view of

completidn is our third rate. It is the ratio of grades with credit plus

grades, of 'ilncomplete or reenroll to total class size. In one sense this

repreients an attendance rate as, its complement is largely the rate of withdraWal.

In another it represents a maximum completion rate independent of time if we

assumethat..ill students-With incomplete and re enroll grades eventually earn

course credit.
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( ,

These three completion rates as Well'as grade distributions by section

and totals by condition appear in Appendix M. There is a.. table for each

'course in which the TICCIT program constituted a curricular alternative. These
A,

figures cover the implementation and demonstration periods of the project. It

might be noted that, in this appendix and elsewhere, our references to sections

through a convention of arbitrary numbers remain consistent. Thus, result
.;*

in terms of completion, achieveMent and attitudes can he cross-referendld or

db

a particular section.

To elaborate now'on results for individual sections would only further

delay presenting data on program outcomes. It is probably sufficient to -,

cite a few general trends. Especially for math courses

11

heke was a high dpgree

of consistency among sections under the, same condition. 'Completion rates

for classes on the TICCIT system seem relatively stable across sections,

courses and colleges with slight increases across terms. However, there was a

difference in section rates dependent on subject matter. Coursegl in i

usually led to a somewhat higher percentage of studipts with credit than in

courses. Indeed the proportion of students with credit more than doubled

between math and English classes on the TICCIT system. .Generally there was

greater consistency across subjects under the

Within a course certainly there was much less

the same condition than between conditions.

in the summary tables that.follow.

lecture-discussion condition.

variation among sections under

These trends appear more clearly

4.3.a Math Courses

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 present the grade distributions and course

completion rates for math courses at Phoenix and Alexandria. Because students

were randomly assigned to comparison groups in the fall semester and nearly
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Course Completion Rates
al Phoenix-

Math 007,.106, 108 and 117

Academic Year 1975-76

(Grade Die ribution

r. Credit Failure Incomplete -Re-enroll *Withdraw Completion
(A,B,C,D) 0) (X) (1) (W) RatesI''Tera and Comorison Number of

Course Group Students N X N
w
0 N X *N X- , N X I II III

FL Semester:

Math 007 Total

TICCIT

Lecture

Math 106 Total

TICCIT

Lecture

Math 108 Total

TICCIT

Lecture

Spring Semebter:

Math 007 Total

TICCIT

LeCturk

Math4f06 ,. Total

TICCIT

Lecture
.

Math 108 Total

TICCIT

Lecture

Math 117 Total:

TICCIT

0: Lecture

Summer Semester:
,

Math 106
..

". :Total

c:TICCIT

. ''Lecture

/

Math 117 Total

TICCIT

Lecture.

Completion Rates: I

572 196 34 7 1 8 1 202 35 159 28 .34 .47 .71
215 27 1 0 0 2 1 136 63 50 23 .13 .16 .71
357 169 47 7 2 6 2 66 18 109 31 .47 .68 .68

-307 107 35 -'1/4 2 1 2' 1 104 34 92 30 .35 .50 .69
144 34 24 0 0 1 1 80 56 29 20 .24 .30 .80
163 73 45 2 1 1 1 . 24 15 73 39 .45 .73 .69

160 52 32 0 0 2 1 62 39 44 27 .32 .45 .72
:76 10 13 0 0 2 3 52 68 12 16 .13 .16 .84
84 42 50 0 0 0 6 , 10 12 32 38 .50 .81 .62

484 181 37 6 1 25 5 134 28 138 29 .., .37 .52 ..70

195 31 16 -2 1 23 12 82 42 57 29 .16 .22 .70
289 -150 52, 4 1 7 1 52 18 81 28 .52 .72 .71

298 101 34 2 1 19 6 84 28 91 .37 .34 .49 .68
115 15 11 0 0 '19 14 61 45 40 30 .11 .16 p.70
163 86 53 2 1 0 0 23 14 51 44 .53 .77 .67

,)

201 62 31 1 0 14 7 60 30 63 31 .23 .34 .60
85 11 13 1 1 13 15 45 53 15 18 .13 .16 .81
116 51 44, 0 0 1 1 15 13 48 41 .44 .75 .58

222 115 52 0 C 12 5 33 16 62 28 .52 .72 .72
61 14 23 0 0 11 18 16 26 20 32 .23 .34 .67

161 101 63 0 0 ,1 1 17 11 42 26 .63 .85 .74

131 49 ,37 0 0 19 15 39 30 24 18 .37 .46 .82
50 8 16 0 0 19 38 12 24 11 22 .16 .21 .78
81 41 51 0 0 0 0 27 33%, 13 16 .51 .60 .84

75 31 41 2 .3 12 16 13 16 17 23 .41 .53 .77
36 8 22 0 0 10 28 8 22 10 28 .22 .31 .72,
39 23 59 2 5 2 5 5 13 7 18 , .59 .72 .82

(A,B,C,D)/N II (A,B,C,D) /N -W III (A,B,C,D,I,Z) /N

Table 4.2(a)
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Course Completion Pates

Phoenix

Totals across Math Courses and semesters

Academia Tear 1975-76 .

Grade Disibution

Credit Failure Incomplete Re-enroll Withdraw Completion

Term and Comparison Number of
(A.81C.P) (F) (X) (1) (W) Sates

Course Group Students N 2 N X N Z NZ NZ I I/ El
Fall Semester:

All Courses Total

TICCIT

Lecture

Spring Semester:

All Courses Total

TICCIT

Lecture

Academic Year:

Math 007 Total

TICCIT

Lecture

Mach 1061 Total

TICCIT

Lecture

.Math 108 Total

TICCIT

Lecture

Math 117
2

Total

TICCIT

Lecture

All Courses_ Total

TICCIT

Lecture

Completion Rates: I (A,B,C,D)/N II (A,B,C,D)/N-W III (A,B,C,D,112)/1 ,,,:

1039 355 34 9 1 12 1 368 35 '2 295 28 .34 .48 .71

435 71 16 0 0 5 1 268 62 91 21 .16 .21 .79

604 284 47 9 1 , 7 1 100 17 .204,34 .47 .71 .65

1205
3

459 38 9 1 70 6 311 26 354 29 .38 .54 .70

476 71 15 3 1 66 14 204 43 132 28 .15 .21 .72

729 388 53 6 1 4 1 107 15 222 30 .53 .77 .68

1056 377 36, 13 1 33 3 336 32 297 28 .36 .50 .71

410 58 14 2 0 25 6 218 53 107 26 :14 .19 .73

646 315 49 11 2 8 1 118 18 190 29 .49 .69 .68

736
3

257 35 4 1 40 5 '227 31 207 8 .35 .49 ,71

329 57 17 0 0 39 12 153 47 80 24 .17" .23 .76

407 200 49 4 1 1 0 74 18 12 31 .49 .71 .68.

361
3

114 32 1 0 16 4 122 34 107 30 .32 .45 .70

161 21 13 1 1 15 9 97 60 27 17 .13 .16 .83

200 93 46 0 0 1 0 25 12 80 40 .46 .77 .59

297 146 44 2 1 24 8 46 15 79 27 .49 .67 .73

97 22 33 0 0 21 22 24 25 30 31 .23 .33 .69

200 124 62 2 1 3 1
rt

22 11 49 24 .62 .82 .74

2450
3

894'36 20 1 113 5 's 731 30 690 28 .36 ,.51 .71-

997 158 16 3 0 100 10 492 49 244 24 .16 .21 .75

1453 736 51 17 1 13 1 239 16 446 31 .51 .73 .68

'These totals include the fall, spring and summer semesters.

2
Totals for Math 117 reflect only the spring and stoner semesters.

3T ow students audited a math course so the total number of students differs by two with the total number

of grades. Both students were in lecture classes in the spring semester: one in Math 106, and another in

Math 108.
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Term and

Course

Fall Quarter:

bath 31

1110ter Quarter:

With 31

Math 32

Spring Quarter:

Math 31

Math 32

Academic Tear:

Math 31

Math 32

Cans Crop lidos gum
Alasattria

Mak 31 ail link 32
/roadside Year 1970474

Comparison Number of

Credit

(8)

Failure

Grade Distribution '

Incomplete '1s-enroll

, (10.

Withdraw.

Group- Student.", N N % 2% V

Total 239 59 25 40 17 0 0 103 43 37 15

TICCIT 116 10 9 18 16 0 0 73 63 15 19

Progkammed 44 5 11 5 11 0 0 24 55 10 23

Lecture .79 44 56 17 22 0 0 6 8 12 15

Total 2i5 64 30 23 11 15 7 78 36 35 16

TICCIT 118 29 25 11 9 11 9 55 47 ; 12 10

Programmed 46 13 28 .6 13 3 7 16 35 .8 17

Lecture 51 22 43 6 12 1 2 7 14 15 29

Total 76 17 22 6 & 0 0 36 47 17 22

TICCIT 42 2 5 6 14 0 0 28 67 6 14

Lecture 34 15 44 0 0 0 ,0 -8 ,24 11 32

Total 173 39 23 14 8 15 9 54 31 51 29

TICCIT 57 4 13 23 2 .4 11 19 20 35 ' 11 19

Programmed 71 14 20 7 10 2- 3 22 31 26 37

Lecture 45 12 27 5 11 2 '4 12 27 14 31

Total 86 32 37 8 9 7 8 27 31 12 14

TICCIT 42 6 14 3 7 7 17 19 45 7 17

Lecture 44 26 59 5 11 0 '0 8 18 5 11

Total 627 162 26 77 30 5 235 37 123 20

TICCIT 291 52 18 31 22 148 51 38 13

Programmed 161 32 20 18 1 5 3 62 39 44 27

Lecture 175 78 45 28 16 3 2 25 14 41 23

Total 162 49 30 14 9 7 4 63 39 29 18
TICCIT 84 .8 10 5 6 7 8 47 56 13 15
Lecture 78 41 5 9 12 0 0 16 21 16 21

Completion Yates: I 8/1 II 8/11-1 84,1K/N

22u
IOU 4.3

;

Completion

Rates

I DI'

.25 .29 .68

.09 .10 .72,

.11 .15 .06

.56' .66' .63-

.30 .36 ,73

.25 .27 .61

.28 .34 .70.

. 43 .61 49

.22 .29 .70

.05 .06 .71.

.44. .65 .68

.23 .32 .62

.23 .28 .77

.20 .31 .34

. 27 .39 .38'.

.37 .43 . .77

. 13 .17 .76

.59 .67 .77

.26 .32 .68.

.18 .21 .76

.20 .27 Al

.45 .58 .61

.30 .37 .73

.10 .11 .74

.53 ;66 .73
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1000 students enrolled for math courses with the TICCIT program, Phoenix

provides a stronger test case for examining TICCIT's effects on course comple-

tion. And the effect was dramatic. For the first course listed in these

tables, Phoenix's Math 007 in the fall semedter of 1975, only 27 of the 215

students who had registered for the course under.the T condition actually

received grades highenougb to carry credit. This completion rate of 13%

stands in sharp contrast to the lecture rate of 47%. Yet the course and term

of this example represent the highest enrollment and the best control in the

evaluation. It behooves us to take a closer look at the fall results for this

intrcductory algebra course.

Several plausible explanations aside from a treatment effect might be

offered as alternative causes of the sizeable gap in completion rates between

the TICCIT and lecture conditions. Let us try to consider some of them now

and hold others until coming to the analyses for completion. One prominent

4
explanation might be the use of. an inappropriate procedure in calculating

completion rates. There seems no better source than official class rosters

so
-*-
we must turn to other interpretations of completion. Perhaps withdrawals

unfairly affected the TICCIT condition and an adjustment foi attrition would

ease the difference. The second type of completion rate takes an approximate

correction for'attrition into account: it deducts the number of withdrawals

from total enrollment. But the completion rates under this interpretation

become 16% for the TICCIT condition and 68% for lecture classes. Corrections

for attrition seem to exacerbate rather than ease the difference.

The problem may lie instead with our insistence on a fixed time constraint

for a self-paced program. If we were to relax this constraint and anticipate

completions, beyond the arbitrary deadline of an academic term, rates under
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the TICCIT condition would improve. The.high percentage of reenroll grades

in the TICCIT condition suggests that there is merit to this position. For

Math 007 in the fall semester of 1975 reenroll grades constituted 63% of the

TICCIT grade distribution and 18% of the distribution for the lecture condition.

The third type of completion rate reflects this fact. When.we consider re-

enrolls
and incompletes as eventual completions, the rate changes to favor

the TICCIT program. The figure for TICCIT classes is 77% as compared to

68% for traditional classes. At least in terms of attendance from the start

to the conclusion of an academic term there is a slight advantage to the

TICCIT progiap over classroom instruction. To take this argument a step

further and imply a similar advantage in terms of completing a course with

credit would be unwarranted. C.

It cannot be assumed that all students who receive a grade equivalent to,

one that necessitates subsequent enrollment in order to receive credit do

both later enroll and earn course credit. Of the 136 students with Z gradei

from TICCIT sections of Math 007 from the fall semester, 58 students enrolled

for Math 007 again in the spring term (see Appendix N on subsequent term

enrollment). Alreadyihe potential for eventual completion has reduced the

most optimistic fall rate to about 40Z instead of 77X. It is even less since

only 31 students completed Math 007 under the TICCIT program in the spring

semester. Since nearly every student who did-reenroll followed the same

instruction 1 condition, a "beet case" estimate of completing introductory

algebra
aft r enrolling in the course for a second term would be 31 of 58

students o1 slightly better than a student's probability of completing the same

'course within one term in a regular classroom format. But only 10 of these .

31 students were actually repeating the course. So the completion rate among

studehte reenrolling for introductory algebra in the spring semester was:17%,
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(10 grades with 'credit for 58 students) and it was 152 for students enrolling

in the TICCIT program for the first time (21 grades with credit for 137 students).

Tile close similarity in completion rates among students repeating courses and

thoie enrolling for the first time will be seen again in the analyses for this

prograM outcome.

As long as completion is viewed as the receipt of a course grade carrying

college' credit, the rate for the TICCIT program remains well below that of

lecture classes. When adjusted for attrition the completion rates between

conditions differ by an even greater margin. The primary reason for this

difference is the much larger group of students who remain in a TICCIT class

but fail to satisfy course requirements within an academic term. Yet when.

these students take the same course in a subsequent term, their rate of comple-

tion after a second term seems hardly better than that of students enrolled for

the first time. Only if we accept attendance at the'beginning and end of a

term as sufficient for completing a course does the rate for the TICCIT program

exceed that for the familiar lecture format. Otherwise the mechanics of

computing completion rates seem not to offer an explanatioh of the difference

between conditions.

Perhaps the cause underlying the difference observed in Math 007 for

the fall.semester relates to the nature of the TICCIT program for that course,
4

term and college. The curricular materials for TICCIT's introductory algebra

might be weaker than those that correspond to intermediate or advanced algebra.

But the rates for the TICCIT program in Math 106 and Math 117 (see Table4.2)

show the same relationship between conditions. Completion does improve for the

most advanced math course, however this happens for the lecture condition as

well as the TICCIT program. Differences in the quality of TICCIT curriculare

materials across courses is not a tenable explanation. The design of the

program was, after all,constant across applications.
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Similarly, we can rule out idiosyncracies due to term or college. The

TICCIT system was at its most unstable itaie in the fall semester of 1975

compared to later terms of the demonstration period. The computer system

seemed prone to crashes and the course materials in need of revision. There

were vast improvements in system reliability, and courseware revision became a

continuing process. Figure 4.1 traces TICCIT completion rates for Math 007

from the fall of 1974 to the fall of 1976. This two-year period spans the

initial implementation of the program at Phoenix and the college's own use of

the system after the cessation of our data collection for math courses. There

is an increase in completion rate over time but the results for the TICCIT

program still fall far short of those obtained in lecture classes.

The average completion rate for Alexandria's Algebra +I is remarkably

similar to that for Phoenix's Beginning Algebra. For the 1975-76 academic year

the completion rates for Math 31 were 18% for TICCIT classes and 45% for

lecture classes while those for Math 007 were, respectively, 14% and 49%. This

similarity dismisses another plausible explanation for the Math 007 results in

the fall term: the disparity in rates between conditions seems<not to be a

function of the specific college. The comparable results across colleges is

instructive also because Phoenix followed the concept of mainline instruction

with a high-student- teacher ratio while Alexandria adhered to regular class

sizes for all'conditions (see Appendix M). So the student-teacher ratio for

the TICCIT program had scant impact on completion rates.

What plausible alternatives remain for explaining differences in comple-

tion rates between conditions? The difference in our original example, Math

007 in the fall term, might be attributed to instructors. Except a student on

the TICCIT system had no instructor other than TICCIT. Members of the math

department shared supervidory duties for TICCIT classes by rotating according
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to an hourly schedule. There were no course sections as such and so there

could be no effect on a student's grade due to an instructor. Half of the

math department at Phoenix shared responsibility for students on the TICCIT

system. Then perhaps instructors for leCture sections were overly lenient

in grading, or those responsible for TICCIT classes overly stringent. The

evidence to counter such arguments appears in Chapter 5: Student Achievement.
',

Only dissimilar student groups under each condition seems to be left

as an alternative explanation. But recall that students were randomly assigned

to conditions. And analyses for completion take prior ability and student

background into account. The consistency of the completion figures across

courses, terms and colleges is simply too high for us to entertain rival

explanations. Lower completion fates were part of the TICCIT program for

math. It is natural, then, to wonder what caused this effect. The question

is appropriate but an answer would be premature before presenting rates from

English courses and results of analyses.

At least another point of consistency in completion results should be

noted for math courses. The rates for finishing a course with credit run

closely together for TICCIT classes and programmed instruction throughout

Alexandria's 1975-76 academic year (see Table 4.3). The audio-tutorial

format for Phoenix's Beginning Algebra, abandoned after the spring qf 1975,

had an average completion rate of4102 for the 1972-73 academic year. Although

all compare unfavorably with the completion rates found in lecture conditions,
4

the completion results from self-paced programs appear fairly consistent

between one another.
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4.3.b English Courses

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 present grade distributions and completion

rates for English courses at Phoenix and Alexandria. Courses from Phoenix

again represent a stronger test case for the TICCIT program. A larger number of

students took English; courses on the TICCIT system and these courses adhered

more closely to the concept of mainline computer7assisted instruction. But the

applications at the two colleges were also quite different. English 019 and

English 1029 serve as prerequisites to the-Phoenix course equivalent to college

composition. These courses cover the fundamentals of English for the student

weak in writing skills. In contrast, the course at Alexandria is its English

Composition I. \nstructors there used the TICCIT program primarily in those

course sections at met five rather than the usual three periods per week.

And such laboratory sections met in traditional classrooms for lecture-
.

discussion sessions as well as working on the TICCIT system. The Alexandria

application combined TICCIT with regular teaching practices and so represents

the use of the TICCIT program in an adjunctive manner. The context of TICCIT's

application at the two colleges is a necessary introduction to the tables on

completion.

Obviously the completion rates for the TICCIT condition were higher in

English courses than they had been in math. The lowest rate for a TICCIT

application in an English course is higher than any attained in a math course.

It seems that regardless of condition the proportion of students who receive

course credit is higher for English courses. There is, still, a gap between

the TICCIT and lectUre conditions. But the extent of the difference is much

smaller. At Phoenix fewer than twenty percentage points separate the rates for

the two conditions., For Alexandria the size of the difference stays at about

ten percentage points across terms.
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Course Completion Rates
Phoenix

English 019 and 029
Calendar Year 1976

Grade Distribution

Credit failure Incomplete Re-enroll Withdraw Completion

Term and Comparison Number of (A,B,C,D) (F) (X) (Z) (W) Rates

Course __2Eatip Students N Z N % N % N % N % I II III

Spring Semester:

English 019 Total
4

244 113 46 1 0 11 '5 42 17 77 32 .46 .68
TICCIT 88 30 34 0 0 9 10 22 25 2q 31 .34 .49
Lecture' 156 83 53 1 1 2 1 20 13 50. 12,, .53 .78

English 029 Total 138 86 62 7 5 0 0 23 17 2246,c, -1-62 .74
TICCIT 64 33 52 0 0 0 0 13 20 lair .52 .72
Lecture 74 53 72 :

7 9 0 0 10 14 .76

All Courses Total
TICCIT
Lecture

382

152
230

199 52

63 41
136 59

8

0

8

2

0

3

11
9

2

3

6

I

65

35
30

17
23
13

99: 26
45 30

54 23

.52

.41

.59

':70,.

.59

.77

Summer Semester:

English 029 Total 100 61 61 1 1 3 3 24 24 11 11 .61 .69
TICCIT
Lecture

63
37

37 59
24 65

1

0

2

0

3

0

5

0

13
11

21
30

9 14
2 5

.59

.65
.69
.69

Pal], Semester:

English 019 Total 407 258 63 2 0 24 6 51 13 71 17 .63 .77
TICCIT 175 93 53 0 0 13 7 34 19 34 19 .53 .66

or Lecture 232 165-71 2 1 11 5 17 7 37 16 .71 ,..85

English 029 Total 216 12Q 56 13 6 24 11 17 8 42 19 .56 .69
TICCIT 111 54 49 3 3 24 22 2 2 28 25 .49 .65
Lecture 105 66 63 10 10 0 0 Y15 14 14 13 .63 .73

All Courses Total 623 378 61 15 2 48 8 68 11 113 18 .61 .74TICVT 286 147 51 3 1 37 13 36 13 62 22 .51 .66Lecture 337 231 69 12 4 11 3 32 9 51 15 .69 .81

Across Semesters:

English 019 Total 651 371 57 3 0 35 5 93 14 148 23 .57 .74TICCIT 263 123 47 0 0 22 8 56 21 '61 23 .47 .61Lecture 388 248 64 3 1 13 3 37 10 87 22 .64 .82

English 029 Total 454 267 59 21 5 27 6 64 14 75 17 .59 .70TICCIT 238 124 52 4 2 27 11 28 12 55 23 .52 .68Lecture 216 143 66 17 8 0 0 36 17 20 9 .66 .73

English 019 & 029 Total 1105 638 57 24 2 62 6 157 14 223 20 .57 .72TICCIT * 501 247 49 4 1 49 10 84 17 116 23 .49 .64Lecture 604 391 65 20 3 13 2 73 12 107 18 .65 .79

Completion Rates: I (A,B,C,D)/N II (A,B,C,D)/N-W III (A,B,C,D,X,Z)/N

Table 4.4

.68

.69

.67

.79

.72

.85

.7b

.73

.88

.84

.95

.82

.80

.83

.75

.7

111.7

.81

.77

.76

.77

.79

.75

.83

.78

.76

.79



Course Completion Rates

Alexandria

English 111

Calendar Year 1976

Term and

Course

Comparison

Gsap..._i

Number of

Students

Credit

(A,B,C,D)

N %

Failure

(F)

N %

Grade Distribution

Incomplete Re-enroll

(I) (R)

N %) N %

7

Withdraw

(W)

N X

Completion,

Ratei

I 1I,,

Winter Quarter:

English 111 Total 211 114 54 8 4 14 7 12 6 63 30 .54 .77 .66

TICCIT. 117 58 50 0 0 11 9 6 5 42 36 .50 .77 .64

Lecture 94 56 60 8 9 3 3 6 6 21 22 .60 .78 .69

Spring Quarter:

English 111 Total 339 243 72 9 3 7 2 15 4 63 19 .72 .88 .78

TICCIT 108 70 65 2 2 4 4 12 11 19 18 .65 .79. .80

Lecture 231 173 75 7 3 3 1 3 1 44 19 .75 .93 :77

Fall Quarter:

English 111 Total 300 200 67 32 11 9 3 13 4 46 15 .67 .79 .74 i!

TICCIT 161 102 63 20 12 5 3 12 7 22 14 .63 .73 .73

Lecture 139 98 71 12 9 4 3 1 1 24 17 .71 .85 .74,

Across Quarters:

English 111 Total 850 557°66 49 6 30 4 40 5 172 20 .66 .82

TICCIT 386 240 62, 22 6 20 5 30 8 83 22 .60 .73

Lecture 464 317 68 27 6 10 2 10 2 89 19 .70

,.76

.87 .75'

Co etion Rates: I (A,B,C,D)/N II (A,B,C,D)/N-W III (A,B,C,D,I,R)/N

111!1

238 Table 4.5
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Generally the withdrawal rate in English courses stayed about the same

whether classes spent time on the TICCIT system or not. Hence completion rates

adjusted for attrition should reflect a difference between conditions compara-

ble to that shown by our preferred definition. The summaries for the entire

year best illustrate this point. The magnitude of the differerice exhibited at

Phoenix across terms and courses is sixteen percentage points when we take

completion as the ratio of grades with credit to total enrollment: 49% for

TICCIT classes and 65% for lecture-discussion classes. It does not change the

difference to adjust these rates for attrition: 64% and 79% still reillgt a

fifteen-point gap. For Alexandria the size of the difference also remains

stable. It is ten percentage points for completion as receipt of course

credit, 60% as opposed to 70%, and eleven percentage points for completion

'corrected for attrition, 76% contrasted with 87%. The direction of the

difference always favors lecture-discussion classes.

Two exceptions. occurred to completion rates otherwise unaffected by

withdrawal. One was English 029, a course offered by the evening division

of the College and staffed largely by part-time instructors. The other

was English 111 in the winter quarter of 1976; that was the first quarter

in which Alexandria had several classes on the TICCIT system and instructors

were yet finding their way through the English courseware. In these cases

correcting completion rates for withdrawalddoes narrow the difference between

conditions. It becomes negligible for E4glish 029 in the spring and summer

semesters and English 111 in the winter quarter. Although these instances seem

confounded with either part-time faculty practices or program novelty, they do

raise the possibility that students who attend classes stand approximately the

same chances, for receipt of course credit under either instructional condition.
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If we accept attendance as evidence of completion of assume students

eventually fulfill course requirements left outstanding at the end of an

,:academic term, it is then appropriate to turn to the third type of completion

rate. Now grades of incomplete and reenroll as well as those with course

''c edit count towards the total number of completions. And grades without

penalty or credit were usually about twice as frequent in TICCIT classes

as in lecture-discussion classes. We would therefore expect such a generous

interpretation of completion to bring the conditions' rates closer together.

It does.

Consider the complement of those courses affected by corrections for

withdrawal: English 019 at Phoenix and English 111 in the spring and fall

quarters at Alexandria. For the calendar year the completion rates for

English 019 become 76% for TICCIT and 77% for lecture. Sections of English

.111 on the TICCIT system in the spring quarter yield a slightly higher rate

than lecture sections, 80% and 78% respectively. In the fall quarter there

is just one percentage point separating the two conditions' outcomes.

At best, under a most lenient definition of completion, the completion

rates for TICCIT and lecture classes appear comparable. But this assumes

all students with grades of incomplete or reenro1.1 eventually receive course

credit. The math results suggest such an assumption is unfounded and our

analyses confirm'this. So, unless attendance is sufficient as a program

outcome, the TICCIT program leads to lower completion rates in English courses

just as it did in math.

In several cases adjusting the completion rates for withdrawals notably

lessens the difference between conditions. However) these cases also involve

novelty in the form of part-time instructors teaching classes or regular

acultycexperimenting with TICCIT use. Inconsistent grading practices seem to
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reflect this novelty (e.g., notice that the percentage of reenrolls doubled

between the winter and spring quarters while withdrawals dropped by half)

and stand as competing explanations for the lessening of differences in rates

corrected for withdrawals.

On the whole it seems reasonable to conclude that in English courses as

in math the TICCIT program causes a decrease in completion rates in comparison

to lecture :Cisyssion classes. Such a conclusion needs to be tested. That is

the purpose of the next section of this chapter. Perhaps, though, two points

should be briefly reiterated before turning to the analysis of TICCIT',8 impact

on completion. Both concern relative completion rates among applitations of the

TICCIT program. The first is that the lowest completion rate for TICCIT sections

of, an English course was higher than any attained for the TICCIT program in a

matt(
-P

course. The second is that the smallest difference between conditions for

English courses arose with the adjunctive use of TICCIT.

A.4 Analysis of Program Effects

The purpose of our data analysis is to establish whether an apparent

difference in outcomes was due to the curricular program under study and, if

there were treatment effects, estimate tfi extent of the program'S impact on

student performance. Here the specific outcome of interest is course completion

defined as the receipt of a final grade carrying college credit. In order to

establish a difference in results as a treatment effect we must somehow isolate

a program's impact and take bther plausible explanations into account. Our

approach to this problem was to base the evaluation on comparisons between

student groups exposed to either the TICCIT program or, as a relative standard,

lecture-discussion instruction. Also data were collected on probable correlates

of student performance such as entrance knowledge of the subject matter and
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grade point average. By taking these factors into consideration and either

assigning students randomly to conditions or adjusting estimates for students

similar across conditions, we hoped to isolate treatment effect!.

Generally the population of students that concerns us in examining comple-
-

tion is that which registers for a course at the beginning of an academic term.

Where natural divisions exist among classes, such as day and evening or labora-

tory (five sessions per week) and regular (three sessions per week), these

define subpopulations. Student characteristics might also define sbbpopulations.

But we need not specify a different treatment effect for every particular

group in the population. The only ones warranting separate estimates will

be those for which there is evidence of a differential treatment effect. When

the impact of the curricular program varies according to fiome independent

variable, then it is appropriate to estimate effects for the subgroups defined

by that variable.

It is difficult to conceive of a differential treatment effect in general

terms. The most common example is probably a compensatory program that benefits

some students more than others: those weakest in entrance knowledge might

show the largest gains in achievement. Such a differential effect on achievement

would be seen as an interaction between treatment condition and pretest in

our analyses. But let us also interject an example taken from our analyses

of completion in math courses. The TICCIT program in algebra required that

students do nearly all their course work on the computer system. Part-time

students with responsibilities at home or work might find such mainline instruc-

tion inconvenient and gradually fall behind in their studies. This is a

plausible interpretation of what happened in Beginning Algebra at Phoenix.

Possibly because of an inability to study outside of school, part-time students

as a group hel6lower completion rate than full-time students in the TICCIT
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programl. This interaction between treiatmentcondition and student status calls

for separate estimates of treatment effects: one for part-time students and

another for full-time students (see Tables 4.6 and 4.10).

Interactions of the TICCIT condition with other variables assume importance

in our analysis of completion for two reasons. The first relates to their

possible influence on other aspects of the evaluation, particularly the study

student achievement anoi attitudes. If part of TICCIT's effect on completion

is to exclude or include certain student groups from the posttesting or survey-

ing conducted at the time of course completion, there might be a systematic

bias in later comparisons of achievement and attitude results. This threat to

validity holds only where one condition, whether TICCIT or lecture, exerts a

differential effect on completion. But aside from possible negative consequences

for the evaluation there is valuable policy information to be gleaned from

interactions. If a school knows which students benefit most from alternative

curricular programs, it can begin to assign student programs based on that

information and perhaps begih to improve overall results. Or such interactions

may suggest different and hopefully more ffective applications for anew program.

For these reasons interactions will be presented as part of our analyses

whenever they constitute a significant contribution to the explanation of

an outcome's variance. If the t-statistic associated with an interaction

surpasses a value of approximately 2.00, that interaction accounts for outcome

variance left unexplained by our other independent variables and therefore

becomes part of the regression analysis through a step-wise procedure. We

actually tested a large number of potential interaction terms in our regressions.

Some might be expected to enter the analyses by chance alone. Rather than

ignore these as simply chance occurrences, however, we've chosen to present all
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such terms in our tables. This represents a conservative position in its

explicitness about threats to validity and a liberal one in its explication

of results with policy implications. So it is appropriate tc:exercise caution

before taking any single interaction as a definitive statement for school

practices. Instead only those replicated across terms and colleges should

be taken as concldsive:

response functions with single-term independentOf course establishing res

variables always preceded our tests for differential effects (see Section 2.4,

Data Analysis in Chapter 2: Methods and Measurement). The,separate response

functions
, one for each condition, could actually be simplified to a regression

model. Unless significant interactions occurred, the estimated treatment

effect is given by just one term in the model. The tables that follow refer

to this term as the independent variable labeled "Condition". Wherever an

interaction ts listed as part of the analysis, there is no single treatment

effect, and several estimates corresponding to subpopulations will be presented.

The dependent variable in all ana-lyses for completion was the final course

grade reduced to two values: 1 if the student received course credit (grades of

A,B,C, or D in most courses and S in developmental math at Alexandria or P in

special cases) and 0 if the student fails to fulfill course requirements

within an academic term (grades of F,W,X or Z at Phoenix and F,W,I and R at

Alexandria as well as U in developmental math).

4.411 Math Courses

Tables in this section present the analyses for completion as a

program outcome in math courses. it is naturally tempting to proceed, immedi-

ately to the statistical tests but a few general remarks should be made

first. Each course appears along with a simplified regression model for its
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completion rate. We consider each course separately, consistent with our

interest in student population enrolled for a course and our use of course-

specific achievement measures. Multiple courses and terms provide an oppor-

tunity to study replications of effects.

The model reported for each course and term draws on data from a student

sample which is always less than the total enrollment. This is because not all

students who registered for a course actually attended classes and sometimes

there were exceptions to our plan of collecting data in all sections. Also as

the number of variables in the vector of covariates increased, the chances of

omitting a student due to a single missing value for an independent variable

increased. But incomplete data, occasional disruption, in data collection and

attendance do not account for the low sample size in Phoenix's Beginning'

Algebra for the spring semester and Alexandria's Algebra I in the winter and

spring quarters. In these cases a large percentage of students simply avoided

taking pretests and did so with some justification. These students had already

taken the pretest in a prior term and therekore objected to a second administra-

tion when they enrolled for the same course again. At Phoenix, for example,

over three-quarters of the students who reenrolled for Math 007 on the TICCIT

system avoided a second pretest administration. The percentage pretested was

obviously much higher for students enrolled in a course for the first time.

The number and nature of independent variables included in the analyses

follow from three considerations. When students were randomly assigned to

conditions (the fall semester at Phoenix), there was no need for an extensive

base of covariates. The assignment procedure itself was a reasonable guarantee

of student similarity across conditions. But when the evaluation relied on

quasi-random assignment, like blind section selection, or on straightforward

student preference, as was the case with English courses at Phoenix, there is
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cause to',check further on student similarity. The variables in our models do

not, however, represent the full set available to us (see Figure 2.7). Those

omitted were found to be unrelated to completion and only further reduced

sample size due to incomplete data. Indeed we might have anticipated that

pretest score would override any contribution to the model's power by high

school or, grade point average. Such facts were established from preliminary

.
work with data from the implementation trials and confirmed by exploratory

analyses for the demOnstration period. Finally, where the simple Tdel

could be significantly improved by the addition of an interaction term, that

term was also included in the regression model.

The results of these analyses appear in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 for math

courses at Phoenix and Alexandria, respectively. As might be expected from

the data summaries on course completion, the consistency of the results across

courses and terms is striking. The TICCIT program had a significant negative

effect on student completion of course requirements within an academic term.

This holds for all seven analyses conducted for Phoenix math courses and three

of the five done for Alexandria. And there is reason to question not the ten

significant cases but the two exceptions.

The regression weights given for TICCIT as the instructional condition

correspond to the estimated treatment effect (T). Thus the estimated effect

of the TICCIT program on completion for Math 007 "in the fall semester was

-.359. This corresponds closely to the actual difference in completion rates

between TICCIT and lecture classes, -.34 (see Table 4.Z), calculated directly

from official college rosters. Even the weight for Math 31 in the winter
T 0

quarter, -.176, matches the actual difference in completion rates, -.18, very

closely. And this was one of the two cases where the null hypothesis of

equivalent completion rates between conditions could not be rejected.
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Course

Term

Number of Students
,

Multiple Correlation

-?

Course Completion Rates: Analysis of Cradle with Credit

Phoenix

Math 007, 106, 108, and 111

Academic Year 1975.76

Meth 007 Math 106 Math 108 Math 007 4, Math 106 Math 108

Pall Semester Fail Semester Yell Semester Spring Semester Spring Semester Spring Semester

N 422 N 180 I I3Y N 282 N 212 N 112

R .56 R .55 l'. .54 11 .52 . R .56 it .52

Meth 111

Spring Semester

N 138

R .53

Regression Value of Regression Value of Regression Value of Regression Value of Regression Value of itsgtes$105 Value of Restudy: Value ofindependent Variables: Witt t-statistic Weight t -statistic Weight .t-statigl Welk_ t -statistic Weight t-etotistic Weight ,t-statistit Weight ,t-st4tietle

Condition--

4
T1CC11(1)/Lecture (0) -.359 -8.16*** -.155 -2.27* -.414 -5.93444 -.615 -6.32**4 -.470 -7.70444 -.413 -4.09*** -.488 -5.6944*

Intrimo ability- -

Pretest .016 9.0544* .022 8.18*** .014 4.4544* .014 5,95444
1.9444* .013 1.31** .031 1.0144.035

l

DIY(1)/tvesing(0) -.017 .085 1.02
.018 1.01 .011 /14 .154 1,25 -.058 r.56

Student status --

Pull -time(1)/Patt -time(0)

-.112 -2.204 -.080 -A, -.148 -1.46 -.008

*invent

rdt-t1mi(3)1hit 4114(2)/

Norma)

-.050 -1.

1,110

-.072 -1.61 -.034 -.53 -.105 -1.54

,terollment in course-

Repetitime of coursetl)!

1-1first emrollment(0)

.065 .90 .024 .34 .074 -.72 1.152 -1.40
to

Netwaty--

Age(Yeare1

.000 .10 .006 1,58 -.003 -.36 .014 1.71

Sex--

H411(1)/Yeme1e(0)

-.111 -2.144 -.032 -.50 .043 .52 .136 1.56

In.erection--

7::CIT4 student status

.289 2.43*

Connie-- ..051
-.635 -.042 .326 .118 .084 .181
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Table 4,6
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Course Completion Retest Ankieis'of Oradea with Credit

Alexandria

Math 31 end 32

Academic Year 1975-76

ye

Course Math 31 Nith 31. Meth 32' Math 31 Math 32

Term Fall Quarter Winter Quartet Winter Quarter Spring Quarter Spring Quarter

Number of Students N 139 1 75 N I:39 N 67 til 61

Multiple Correlation R .66 R .38 R .76 R ,40 R(* .51

Regression Value of Regression Value of Regression Value of Regression Value of Regression Value of

Independent Variables: Weight t- statistic Weight .' t-etstistic Weight t -statistic Weight t -statistic _Weight t -statistic

Condition--

TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) -.446 -7.07*** -.176 -1.39 -.472 -4.03*** .019 .16 -.490 -4,01***

Motu:Ice ability--

Pretest .013 4.62*** .011 2,15* 024 1.27 .013 2.42* .026 1.25

Division--

May(1)/Evening(0) .241 3.11** .098 .71 -.354 -2.44* .019 .10 -.072 -.49

Student status-

Full- time(1) /Fart- time(0) -.210 -2.80** -.082 -,Si .174 1.10 -.152 -.79 .025 .19

Employment- 1,

Fu11-time(3)/Part-time(2)V

None(1) -.014 -.32 .081 1,02 -.151 -1.93 -.051 -.46 .083 .98

I-1

Enrollment in course --

Repetition of course(1)/

First enrolleent(0) -.096 -1.26 .116 .93 -.028 -.20 .052 .41 .225 1.84

Maturity- -

Age(Years) .001 .27 -.006 -.77 -.009 -.82 .06 .60. -.001 -.13

Sex--

Male(1)/Female(0) -.079 -.62 .165 1,32 -.008 -.06 -.148 -1.21

Constant-- .129 .142 .645 -.128 .345

With Programmed Instruction: N 183 N 110 N 101

R .66 R .35 R .43

Condition--

TICCIT(1)/Progralned(-1)/

Lecture(0) -.141 -4,11*** -.1035 -.54 -.008 -.12

Lecture(1)/Programmed(-1)/

TICCIT(0) .305 8.23*** .170 2,40* -.023 -.00
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*
p.05

A*

p(.01

Ott
p(.001

Table 4.7
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217 =.".

These estimated treatment effects represent the.diffetencein completion

. ,

rates between conditions. Put another way, the weights rePresentthechange,.

in a student's likelihood of completing a course 1016 credit if he were to be

assigned to the TICCIT program instead of la lecture class,' k'weight Cf -.35p'

corresponds to a decrepse of 35.9X in -a student's probability-of 'course cOmple

^

tion. Hence, if 50 students out of aa,origin$1 enrollment of.100receive grades

r.,with credit'in lecture sections, then 14Atud,eni",:'nut aid every 100 enrolled
.

't1e 'same cpurse)on the TICCIT system- would'he-lopPeCtect to receive credit., .1

for
.

-
Multiplythe regression weights for instructional coedit by .100 And that

usulily negative number ±vestthe imPdtt of ,tbe TICCIT prograM4n)Course
., 0.4 ., ,

.
.,.

,co4letion per block of.100 students enrolled in TICCIT classes. It tel how

.,. Isan,y tudents irOone h?Cdredt
.. , .

expected
,..

be expected to receive course creel t in
.

1.° , ° .4 *' -
,..-

..
.

-. le eksections but fd led .to. -do so under the TICCIT program. The lost
. $

- /,0. . .

),c r Alt if,calculsted,thislFay amount to aairableaUxiiacross couraes,andpia
, -) t ,

clearly negatAve coa6eot impact shows despite adjustments fot,

student ntranCe knowled 4k-Athe swbject matter is another f tor in

4

ceurse.c Rletio etet score s

case 'at Phoenix and
,

qlowever;,already\

a&ross cirditio

et as.a-significant covarpite in

ost.cases AiAlexandtia. The ditimaesi-treatment e

f

tporata-ndj t 'made fort
4'

ehe Sig if ife of other

inot cnange t4e°°regr.e= on

WS same., Except-Were

indicating an interaction

function
/

of,the regAession

and'the interactio

There is such an interaction listedj
y.

.

neces4itates separate estimates'of TICCI

ci

ects,

helsiiilatity of students

nt variables does

weright for instructional condition: t remains

a regression model for a course als

between condition

coefficienWipt

has a term

and another-variable; then T is a

oth the instructional condition

th 007 in the spring semester.

enftwo subpopulations.
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For part-time students the weight given for condition holds as the estimated

treatment effect. But for full-time students there is another term to consider.

The difference between conditions is still the sum of thoie weights involving

the TICCIT program: -.615 for condition and 1.289 for condition and student

status. The latter weight only applies for full-time students so t for that

subpopulation is -.326 while -.615 holds for part-time students. This would

imply greater difficulty flitr part-time students in completing a math course on

the TICCIT system. However, it is an illustrative rather than conclusive

treatment-trait interaction since it does not occur elsewhere.

There is another interaction notable for its absence. If students re-

enrolled for a course on the TICCIT system and succeeded it fulfilling

course requirements at an improved rate, there should be a significant,

term involving condition and enrollment in course. No evidence was found

supporting an improved completion rate among students repeating a course

under the TICCIT program. Even the regression weights for student status

by itself indicate only a slight advantage for students reenrolled in a

course aver those enrolled for the first time.

But contrary to the trend of negative results for the TICCIT program,

there was no significant difference between conditions for Alexandria's

Algebra I in the winter and spring quarters. Yet the overall completion rate

in TICCIT classes was .24 for these two terms, and rates among lecture sections

would usually reach about twice that figure. In the winter quarter the rate

for lecture sections was well above that for TICCIT classes. Perhaps the

sample size represents part of the explanation for no significant result.

The statistical test associated with the condition variable for Math 106 in

the fall semester was significant; this course had a much larger number of

students and an even smaller regression weight for condition than those for
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MAth,31 in the winter quarter. By the spring term at Alexandria a decision

had been made to discomtigue the Math 31 sequence. Perhaps this decision,

along with a surprising decline in the lecture completion rate through the

academic year (see Table 4.3), further accounts for Alexandria's Algebra I as

the exception to our otherwise significant findings. Indeed the lecture

completion rate dropped to half of its fall level by the spring quarter.

While the enrollment and completion rate in lecture sections full across

quarters, enrollment increased and completion held relatively stable far

Math 31 sections under programmed instruction. So the same reasons do

not seem appropriate as explanations for no significant differences between

the programmed and TICCIT conditions. For these contrasts two cases of the

three possible tests were not significant. There was one quarter in which the

completion rate under programmed instruction surpassed that for the TICCIT

program. But this was the fall quarter when the computer system was at its

most incomplete and unstable stage-in the demonstration.

The results of comparisons between programmed and TICCIT instruction

should not be interpreted as conclusive. There were only three test cases

that involved both conditions. And there was a considerable amount of

shifting between conditions (see Table 4.1). But the completion rates

observed in TICCIT classes and programmed instruction sections, together

with the historical data from audio-tutorial classes at Phoenix, do suggest

comparable outcomes among self-paced programs.

4.4.b English Courses

Much of the discussion that preceded our presentation of the analyses

for math courses applies to English courses as well. Again our estimates of

treatment effects depend on a sample of students always less than total course
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enrollment. This reduced number of students can be attributed to early course

withdrawals and a few isolated irregularities in data collection. Again the

Population that concerns us is the total student body registered for a course.

But interactions between conditions and other variables will fequire estimates

of treatment effects for subpopulations. And as before the regression weight

P for condition corresponds to the estimated treatment effect (0 and represents

the difference in completion rates between classes on the TICCIT system and

lecture-discussion sections. The analyses for English courses, however, show a

significant trait-treatment interaction more often than not and in such cases

the weight for condition alone is an incomplete estimate of TICCIT's impact.

Tables 4.8 and 4.9 present the regression models for completion of

English courses. Three of the five course-within-term analyses show a signi-

ficant negative effect for the TICCIT program. But in two of these three

cases the size of the effect is a function of a student's pretest score. There

is an obvious split both in terms of the significance of TICCIT's impact and

in whether the size of. that effect depended on entrance ability. We turned to

analyses of completion as a program outcome taken across terms in the hope that

' a clearer picture would emerge. Both across semesters at Phoenix and across

quarters at Alexandria the value of the t-statistic associated with the TICCIT

condition is significant. Now the trait-treatment interaction comes into the

model for Phoenix where it had been absent and no longer. enters into the

Alexandria model. There is apparently no simple conclusion to be drawn about

TICCIT's impact on completion in English coursei.

The estimated effect (t) for those cases in which the impact was not

significant still show a negative direction. For English 019 and English

029, the day and evening versions of essentially the same course, the weight

for the condition variable in the. regression model is -.12 in the spring



Course Completion Rates: Amalyels of Oradea with Credit
Phossix

Inglish 19 and 29

Calendar Year 106

Tern
Spring mown

hal smister
Across SemestersNOmber of Studenti

P. 217
Wapiti Correlation

R 0 .21

Independent Variables:

Condition:

TICCIT(1)/Lectur,(0)

Intrance ability:

Ism Pretest
Objective Pretest

Division:

Dey(1)/EveninI(0)

Term:

9pring(1)/7611(0)

Instructor:
Il

12

13

Student status:

Full-time(1)/Part-time(0)

Enrollment in course:

Re011ti5iocy l coursn(1)/
F tl enrollaent(0)

Employment:

Pull-time vork(3)/

Part- time(2) /None(1)

Maturity:

Age(Years)

Sex:

Nale(1)/Feeele(0)

Interaction:

TICCIT* Objective Pretest

Constant--

*p<.05

***p<.001

Rigreabion

ISight
Value of

t-statistic

-.121 -1.73

-.016 -.33
-.001 -.13

-.076 -.87

.150 1.28

.008 -.11

-.078 -.60

.017 .37

.006 1.46

-.047 -.65

.608

N 0 423

I 0 .30

Remission Value of

Weisht t-statistic

N

oR 0

Regression

Weisht

640

.23

Value of

t-statistiS

-.172 -3.40*** -'.396 -2.99**

.065 1.83 .042 1.49.007 1.87 .000 .12

.040 .56 -.013 -.24

-.020 -.48

-.075 -.97 -.022 -.34.166 2.22* .163 2.25*
-.054 -.92

.023 .39 .023 .49

-.357 -2.87** -.229 -2.60**

.004 .13 .011 .39

.004 1.04 .004 1.50

.004 .10 -.001 -.02

.011 2.01*

.316
.510

Table 4.8
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Cowes Covietioe Pates, Asalyeis of irides vitk Credit

Alesmodrie

'Wish 111

Calendar leer 1976

Mrs Winter Quitter Spring Quitter Fell Quartet Across Quarters

leobsr of It dents N 158 N 279 N 231 N 668

Multiple Correlation

11diventleot Variables:

Conditioe:

TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0)

Intranet ability:

Islay Pretest

Objective Pretest

Division:

DAY(1)ifvening(0)

Class:

Laborstory(1)/ligular(0)

Tern:

Winter(1)/Pall(-1)/Spring(0)

SPrin8(1)/1111(-1)/Winter(0)

Instructor:

Il

12

13

14

15

16

Student status:

fultime(1)/Part-cine(0)

Inrollsent in course:

Repetition of course(1)/

First enrollment(Q)

Inploysent:

Pull-time vork(3)1

Pert- tine(2) /None(1)

Maturity:

Age(Tears)

Sex:

Male(1)/Fenele(0)

Interaction:

TICCIT* Objective Pretest

TICCIT* 12

TICCIT* 16

Constant --

257
*
p<.05

**p <.01

ellop.001

I '34

Repression Value of

Weitht r -statistic

I .25

Regression Value of

titelistic

1

Ratreesion

:Wei&

.43

Value of

t -statistic

1

Regression

Waitht

-1.245

.008

.004

.456

.271

-3.56***

.15

.51

3.33***

2.49*

-.081

.073

.003

.063

.047

-1.04

1.68

.78

.72

.73

-.689

.052

-.004

-.086

-3.06**

1.21

-.58

-.97

(-

-.140

.048

.006

.135

.108

-.091

.028

-.011 -.10 -.152

-.260 -1.62 .-.432

-.008 -.07 -.196

.175 1.73 .096

dt
-.079

.084 .81 .066 .97 1 -.040 -.48 .047

-.026 -.21 -.253 -2.50* -.276 -2.46* -.189

.159 3.01** -.012 -.31 -.074 -1.51 .006

.013 2.28* .005 1,38 .011 2.33* .008

-.003 -.04 .009 .15 -.100 -1.72 -.030

4

.032 2.74** .021 2.57*

.529' 2.87** .420

-.413

-.420 .318 .805' .170

Table 4,9

,34

Value of

t -statistic

-2.975*

1.82

2.08*

2,45*

1
2.04*

1.49*
4
1.02

4.25*

-3!00**

-2.10*

.97

.81

-.88

1.03

-2.98**

.24

3.07**

-.83

2.58**

-2.775*
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semester. Judging frot its associated t test, such a weight would be expected

to occur by chance-alone in about 102 of all similar cases. It is unlikely

but not significant at accepted levels. For English 111 in the spring quart4

at Alexandria the estimated treatment effect is -.09. Just chance occurrences.
I 41

instead of treatment conditions could well account for this effect. Each

of these cases involves over 200 students so neither can be faulted'for

small sample size. Nor is the estimated effect far different from the tabled

completion rates for these or other terms (see Tables 4.4 and 4.5). Quite

simply there was no significant difference between conditions for these

two cases.

In the fall semester at Phoenix the completion rates were .51 for TICCIT

classes and .69 for lecture-discussion sections. The estimated treatment

effect is a close match to their difference: T is -.172. Here the difference

10
is statistically significant (t -3.40, 2 < .001). And there seems ro be no

'basis for challeng ng the result. This case has the highest enrollment of any

English course in any term as well as the largest number of students learning

writing skills on the TICCIT system. It is true that the multiple correlation

is low, .30, and the regression model therefore accounts for a scant amount of

outcome variance. But the dependent variable is just a dichotomous one with

values of 1 for receipt of course credit and 0 otherwise, and none of our

models attains a high multiple correlation with completion .(except for Math 32

in the winter quarter where the sample is very small). Still, the effectis

greatly reduced from the size of those found in math courses.

Two analyses for courses within a term remain: Alexandria's English 111

in the winter and fall quarters of 1976. Both involve a trait-treatment'

interaction term. With such a term in the model the weight for the condition

variable by itself givei an exaggerated and incorrect picture of the treatment

2 5,9



4.ar condition and entrance ability as well as actual pretest score. Judging

by the size and direction of the condition weights that appear for the winter

and fall quarters of English 111 (-1.245 and -.689),'there is'4A high negative

224 -

effect. The sire of a correct estimate depends on a trait as well. Here

that trait is a student's entrance ability. And because entrance ability

is a student's score on the objective pretest for writiltg skills, there is not

a single estimate that describes the treatment effect. Instead a series of

effects exists along the range of pretest scores.
4'

Each estimated treatment effect is a function of the regression weights

effect associated with low pretest scores. However, if we consider the highest

possible pretest score (40) along with the Coefficients/for the interaction

terms (.032 and .021), the product of maximum score and coefficient exceeds the

size of the coefficient for the condition term alone: T -1.245 + '.032(40)

.035 and T - -.689 + .021(40) .151 for the winter and fall quarters, respee-
,

-tivelY. Thus, under the best circumstances, the TICCIT program might result

in a slight It positive effect on completion.

Actually there is one estimate that represents the treatment effeCt

averaged across the entire population. Even for cases in which an interaction

term enters into the regression model, we can use the average trait value

to obtain an average treatment effect. Taking the weight for condition

plus the product of the interaction coefficient and the mean pretest score

gives the average estimated treatment effect. For the winter quarter this

would be

T - -1.245 + .032(28.71)

and for the fall quarter

T - -.689 + .021(25.68).

If in addition we estimate the treatment effect for pretest scores about two

standard deviations on either side of the mean, our estimates cover the range

2 0
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of actual effects well. For the winter term the average TICCIT effect is -.33

and the extreme effects -.76 and .03. For the fall term the average TICCIT

effect is -.14 and the extreme effects -.47 and .17. There is evidence that

student work on the TICCIT system had a differential impact on course comple-

tion. It hindered students of very low entrance ability and benefited

those of very high. And this evidence-is drawn froM an adjunctive application

of the TICCIT program.

Several points might lead us to question whether a differential treatment

effect in fact occurred. There were nearly a hundred interaction terms

checked for possible inclusion in our models of completion for English courses.

So e few interaction terms could be expected to reach a significant level in a

statistical test by chance alone.. But chance would be strongly against the

repetition of the same interaction term as happened in the winter and fall

quarters of English 111. However, the same term does not clime into the

regression model for completion across quarters.at Alexandria. Instead we

find a number of significafit terms involving itOructors, whichl sts

instructor effects as a plausible alternative to a differential tr
.t
ment

effect. But the fall quarter had the best control for instructor effects and

here the interaction appears,in the model. Perhaps data from the spring

quarter masked the differentia feet in the regression model for multiple

terms.. Maybe the interaction is peculiar to Alexandria. But the multiple

term model for Phoenix also includes p etest-condition as a trait-treatment

intetactiOn term.

We tend to believe that the

*TICCIT
program, as implemented for the

demonstration, exerts a differential effect-ot student completion of English'

courses. The effect is most pronounced for students least capable in terms of

their entrance knowledge of writing skills.. For these udents the TICCIT

program leads to fewer completions, anywhere from about twenty to over seventy
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fewer completions per hundred students, than the lecture- discussion completion

rate would yield. At the other end of the range in pretest scores, the TICCIT

program probably results in a completion rate equivalent to, or higher than,

the rate for lecture-discussion classes. The data sug est that there is a

relatio s'ip between objective pretest and course ompl on in TICCIT classes

RI %PI
while no e seems to exist in lecture-discussion sections.

Apparently students who enroll in a course again stand a poorer probabil-

ity of completion than students enrolled for the first time. The statistical

r'

test associated with enrollment status is usually sigdOlicant. In fact, the

Variable representing prior enrollment is not significant in only two cases.

And these two correspond to the initial term of the demonstration period.

Otherwise the percentage of reenrolled students finishing a course was about

twenty points lower than the percentage of students completing a course in

their first attempt. Even when we look to subsequent terms the completion rate

for TICCIT classes does not improvet,

4.4.c Estimated Treatment Effects

A summary of estimated treatment effects (t) appears in Table 4.10(

the seventeen analyses we conducted for courses-;Within.te
t

rteeiv .

indicated that the TICCIT program had a significant negStive act on course

completion. All of these results referred to outcomes under,I4pture-discussion

conditions aS'a relative standard for comparison and were based on our defini-

tion of completion as receipt of course credit within an academic term. So

aeachestimatedtreatmenteffedt,whennegati'velnAirection, corresponds to a

loss in earned credit hours due to TICCIT. The p

es timat effect tells us the number of st9dent

did not complete course reqiiirem
4

,of 100 times an ..t

100 enrolled in a

the TICCIT system but



Estimated Treatment Effects on Course Completion

College

Phoenix

Term Course Effect (;)

Fall 1975

Spring 1976

Fall 1976

Alexandria Fall 1975

Winter 1976

Spring 1976

Winter 19764

Spring 1976.

Fall 1976

Math 007

Math 106

Math 108

Math 007

Math 007

Math 106

Math 108

Math 117

English 19, 29

English 19, 29

-.359

-.155

-.414

-.326

-.615

-.470

-.413

-.488

-.121,

-.172

Math 31

Math 31

Math 32

Math 31

Math 32

English 111

English ill

English 111

-.446,

-.176

-.472

.019

-.490

-.333

-.087

-.139

t-Statistic'

-8.76***

-2.27*

-5.93***

-10.77***

-6.32***

-7.70***

-4.09***

-5.69***

-1.73

-3.40***

Population

111111111.1M

All Students

All Students

All Students

Full-time Students

Part-time Students

All Students

All Students

All Students

All Students

All Students

-7.07***

-1.39

-4.03***

.16

-4.01***

-3.50***

-1.04

-2.33*

All Students

All Students

All Students

All Students

All Students

Dependent on Ability

All Students

Dependent on Ability

*p.05

**p<.01

***p<.001

Table 4.10
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would be expected to do so under lecture conditions. Or the estimateCeffect

can be interpreted as the change in a student's probability of completa

course if he enrolls in a TICCIT class instead of a lecture-discussion section.

Only two of twelve analyses for math courses failed to demonstrate a

significant TICCIT effect. There is reason to doubt these two results since

sample size was small and completion rate declined across quarters for lectUre

`sections but held stable and low for TICCIT classes. At Phoenix where the

TICCIT application was mainline in nature, the effect on completion was signi-

ficant and negative in all math courses. The evidence is conclusive that the

TICCIT program had a detrimental effect on student completion of math courses

and, hence, on the productivity of the community colleges' math curriculum.

However, this TICCIT effect is not unlike that found with other self-paced

instructional programs.

The results from English courses do not suggest as strong a conclusion as

those from math. A significant negative impact on completion was indicated in

three of five cases. Certainly such an incidence of statistical tests signifi-

cant at accepted levels of probability does not come about through chance

occurrences. And those cases where the effect was significant include one

with the highest enrollment among English courses and another with the most

control over instructor effects in the evaluation. Yet the average effect /

size in English courses is half that inh courses, and the effects were less

detrimental for more capable students (and even slightly positiye for the most

capable students). The TICCIT effect on completion of English coursti 4,

neither as strong nor as prevalent as the estimated effects for math courses.

But there was a negative impact associated with the use of the TICCIT system,

especially for students weak in their prior knowledge of writing skills.
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4.5 Enrollment in Subsequent Terms,

The prime reason behind TICCIT's negative effects on completion is

evident from the grade distributions themselves Nearly half of the grades

for math courses on the TICCIT system was the one that signified effort by the

student but insufficient achievementito warrant receipt of course credie.(see
(e

percentage of Z grades at Phoenix and R at Alexandria in Tables 4.2 and 4.3).

Students had to enroll in the course again and satisfy all course requirements

in order to receive credit. But did these students reenroll for the same

course? One of the original goals of the TICCIT program was to improve

students' approach toward the subject matter as reflected by increased enroll-

ments in advanced Courses. Clearly the completion rates preclude such a

trend. But what happened to the enrollment in subsequent terms as a result of

the TICCIT program?

Here weNpresent descriptive data on student enrollment in the term after

their exposure to the TICCIT system. Because the demonstration period

for English courses spanned a calendar year interrupted by a summer, the

data concern subsequent term enrollment for math courses. Math courses

involved a far greater percentage of grades without credit and the fixed

sequence common in courses (e.g., Algebra I, Algebra'II) made it easier

to detect enrollment trends. Also the demonstration period for math courses

offered as part of the TICCIT program covered the 1975-76 academic year, and so

we expected a more natural enrollment pattern from term to term.

Exactly 50% of the students who had received a grade of reenroll in a

TICCIT class registered for the same course again. Of the 268 students given

a grade nf Z in Math 007, 106 or 108 in the fall semester, 134 registered for

the same course in the spring (see Appendix N). The course repetition rate

among students given reenroll grades in lecture sections was only 18%.
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At-least "the studets at PhoeLX reeurnecrin the next emester and tried to

fi their course studies on the TICCIT.,syatFm. For we know that there was

little chaiging of conditions from term to t students evidently-did not

wish to sacrifice what progress they had already made under one condition.

At Alexandria the percentage of students repeating a course out of those

giVen reenroll grades varied little across conditions. It was about 20%

from the fall to winter quarters and cic4a. to 50% from the winter to spring

quarters. There was greater variance across quarters than awss TICCIT,

programmed and lecture conditions. Perhaps the college's decision to abandon

the Math 31 sequence played a role in the sharp increase for the winter-spring

return rate. It was the student's last chance to fulfill course requirements

left outstanding from a prior term. That there is o difference in the rates

across conditions should be expected.

The rates at which students elected to take a more advanced mafh course in

a subsequent term were fairly consistent across courses, terms and colleges.

Approximately 50% of the students who had received course credit in one term

registered for a more advanced math course in the next term. The rates did

increase from the fall - winter quarters to the winter-spring quarters at

Alexandria, but probably for much the same reason that the repetition rate jumped.

Admittedly differences exist between onditions as can be seen from the data

breakdown in Appendix N. Sometimest,,,hese favor the TICCIT program and other

times traditional practices. However, the number of students receiving

credit is often so small that we shOuld collapse across courses and terms

for a more stable picture. It is then that' rates for further study appear

comparable across conditions. Exposure to the TICCIT program, therefore,

v- 4

does not seem to encourage or discourage further mathiPdtudy (see also

Chapter 7: Student Activities for supporting data)'.`

266
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Collapsing the counts presented in Appendix N across grades gives another

picture of what happens in student enrollment for subsequent terms. The

percentage of students returning to the college, repeating a math course

or electing a more advanced course appears for all studeny, regardless of

prior grades. And these totals better reflect TICCIT's overall impact on

college enrollment.

Tables 4.11 and 4.12 present summaries of student enrollment from one

term to the next. In Table 4.11 the last two rows of totals by condition refer

to the cumulative trends across math courses. Thus j29 of,the 435 students who

had taken a math course on the TICCIT system in the fall semester returned to

the college for the spring. Of these returning students, 147 were repeating

the same math course-they had taken in the previous term. Fully 34% of the

students enrolled for a math course uhder the TICCIT program in one term

repeated the same course again in the next term. Granted that almost all these

students were continuing rather than repeating, the figure to us is still

staggering. One of every three students who started a math course on TICCIT

came back for the same course in the next term.

If the repetition rate for lecture sections were as high or if the return

rate for TICCIT classes were high enough to compensate for differences in

repetition, either would temper our interpretation of TICCIT's apparent impact

on course repetition. But fewer than 10% of the students from lecture sections

repeated the same course in a second term and thikdifference in return rates,

76% for TICCIT and 72% for lecture, hardly accounts for the gap in repetition.

The proportion of the student enrollment from o4e term that elected to take

more advanced math courses in the next term also shows a negative TICCIT

effect, As'might be expected from its lower, completion rates.
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Subsequent Term Enrollment: Summary, across Math Courses

Phoenix

Math 007, 106, and 108

Fall to Spring Semesters, 1975 -16

p.

Number of

Comparison Students Enrolled

Group in Fall Term

Enrolled for

Spring Semester

N %

Repetition

of Course

N %

Election of Next

Course in Sequence/

. Advanced Course

N %

Change to Basic or

Review Course

N %

Math 007
TICCIT 215 158 73 65 30 26 12 19 9

Lecture 361 241 67 22 6 69 19 23 6

TICCIT
Math 106

144 117 81 55 38 24 17 10 7

Lecture 163 120 74 18 11 50 31 11 1

Math 108
TICCIT 76 54 71 27 36 5 1 3 14

Lecture 84 76 90 12 14 24 29 5 6

.

Totals.
TICCIT 435 329 76 147 34 55 .13 32 7

Lecture 608 437 72 52 9 143 24 39 6

(

268
Table 4.11
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Grou

Subsequent Term Enrollment: Summary across Quarters

Alexandria

Math 31

Fall to Winter, Winter Op Spring Quarters 1975-76

Number of

Students EnNlled

'in Base tirm

Math 31

Fall to Winter Programmed

Terms

TICCIT

Lecture

116

44

79

Math 31
TICCIT

Winter to Spring Programmed

Terms

Lecture

118

4
51

TICCIT

Totals Programmed

Lecture

234, ,

90

130

Enrolled for

Next Term

N %

Repetition

of Course

N %

Election of Next

Course in Sequence/

Advanced Course

N I

65

20

51

56

45

65

19

7

8

16

16

10

19

7

16

16

16

20

84 71 34 29 22 19

31 67 15 33 11 24
1

31 61 5 10 10 20
N
w
w

149 64 53 23 41 18

51 57 22 24 18 20

82 63 13 10 26 20

Table 4.12

11
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The descriptive data from Alexandria (see Table 4.12) tend to support

the results from Phoenix. The totals for Math 31 over.She academic year again

show a comparable return rate across conditions. One course on the TICCIT

system seems not to affect students' pursuit of college studies. Again the

repetition rate from TICCIT classes exceeds that from lecture sections. About

10% of lecture students repeated,a course in a second term, a-rate close to

that from Phoenix. But about one-fifth (22.6%) Of students from TICCIT classes

registered for the same course in two successive terms as compared to one-third

(33.8%) at Phoenix. Although the difference between conditions is narrower at

Alexandria, the TICCIT rate for repeated course enrollment is still more than

twice that from lecture classes.

Whether one-third or one -Fifth of the students exposed to a TICCIT math
;L

1

course in one term reenroll fOr that same course in a subsequent term is a

moot point. Either estimate would be an unfavorable program outcome.

Students who do reenroll in a course stand no better chance for completion the

second time around than students enrolled in the course for the first time.

From the standpoint of program productivity or the perspective of lecture,

results, the TICCIT rate for course repetition represents a serious v.vakness.

We must remember, however, that this discussion of subsequent term enroll-
11.

4/

ment has draw on descriptive data from mat courses. It would/be inappropriate

to view the conclusions offered here as causal inferences or generalizations

applicable to subjects other than math. But the conclusions do rest on data

gathered during the demonstration period of the TICCIT project and reflect wdat

happened in applications of the TICCIT system for mainline instruction in math.

Further, the stability of TICCIT completion rates over time suggests that'these

results on course repetition also hold over time. In explaining or arguing the
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validity of these descriptive data on subsequent

turn to the summary for Alexandria: the proport

same course twice is comparable in the_prog

conditions.

teTm enrollment we should

n of students who took the

instruction and TICCIT

4.6 Discussion

Any college program that results in a higher percentage of students

taking a course a second time than completing it within one academic teen -

be said to be deficient in this aspect of student performance. The TICCIT

program had a completion rate of 162 across math courses in the fall semester

of 1975 at Phoenix. And 34% of the students enrolled for a TICCIT math class'

in the fall registered for the same course in the spring semester. Comparable

rates for lecture sections were about 502 for course completion and about 102

for course repetition. The results at Alexandria were less dramatic but

consistent. The TICCIT program had a definite negative effect on completion

rates in math courses.

Completion rates in English courses were less affected by study on the.

TICCIT system. The difference in outcomes from TICCIT and lecture-discussion

sections was, on the average, smaller than that typical for math courses.

Still, there was a negative TICCIT effect since statistical tests were tignifi-

cant more often than not. And the nature* that effect was quite different in

English. It appears that the TICCIT effect on course completion varied depending

on a student's entrance knowledge of writing skills. With TICCIT rather than

lecture-discussion alone, students weakest in entrance ability stood a much

poorer probability of course completion while those students strongest had a

slightly higher probability of course completion.

To what should we attribute these results? It is common for developers to

counter negative findings with qualifications 'bout the status of their, product

2 Z3
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at the time of its evaluation. Certainly such qualifications bear on the

validity of an evaluation. Systek reliability or an incomplete curricular

program might account for our negative findings. But the completion results

were consistent across academic terms as the TICCIT computer system reached a

high reliability in its college operations. / Results too were consistent across

courses, so faults at just particular -points in the TICCIT curriculum seems an

inadequate explanation for the negative effects. Quality of the program might

be cited as the reason underlying our results. Although we cannot refute such

a general claim, .e believe the reasons lay elsewhere.

There is a parrern to the TICCIT results that invites another explanation.

The negative TICCIT effect on course completion rates was most pronounced in

cases of mainline instruction and least evident in cases of an adjunctive

application. This suggests extent of exposure to the TICCIT program as'a

plausible explanation for TICCIT effect : greater`exposure leads to poorer

completion rates. But the amount of time students spent on the TICCIT system

contradicts such an eanation. Actually, the average number of hours per

student is nearly the same in an adjunctive and mainline application of the

TICCIT system (see Chapter 7: Student Activities).

In a recent review Robin (1976) noted h withdrawal rates as a persistent
.0

problem with another form of self-paced instrU tion for college teaching.

Perhaps high withdrawal rates also affected our findings. But the percentage

of such grades was lower in TICCIT classes than lecture sections for those

courses where the TICCIT program had the most negative effects, on completion.

Obviously the cause of the TICCIT effects was not attrition: students tended

to remain in their classes and simply failed to fulfill the requirements for

receipt of a grade with course credit.
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t

As independent evaluators' we can take advantage of berbi
EL

daa .4dsight.nd 1V'
It then becomes much easier to interpret results in persplctillreaqll_

Bet
forth

And in retrospect it seems,ths t.fi le,

dea,

a o bereh. infd

ni
cllt a 01c

44,

t-O

Plausible explanations.

the Isignificant TICCIT' effects on completion come fiom the

of pe program.

4 6

o

.

,.

tithe TICCIT program- led to completion rates in math curses significantly
- .

Slower than those obtained under.lecture-Conditions,,but similar tti -,

those.. , .0

reached by other. self -paced systems.. Doth'the'audio-iuteria-
l -Jsv et , r. ,

DI thil- le
S,f,Preceded TICCIT at Phoenix and the programmed instruction that do

MPetecrldth, 0

than lecfu_ r'TICCIT at Alexandtia resulted in lower completion rates ,

\

with the outcomes of programmed insttuc4on as a relative
standard forOPVIXi

sou., there were letsgenerally no significanO A student
:,TICCIT, c u.-ump

. .

.

the TICq4,, "Iftoreven'repetitioe of a course. The major factor behind,

.;..00.t allow

' eWe
- 1

., .

course completion is probably 'a generic one negrems , -ode
N101-191'

*.
. . - . unable to

' heiproceed at his or her own . pace risk locking students o - ,th... t
.

Illtiae

( tWli instruction.

t,

", Theloelf-paced nature- of the TICCIT pipgr does not fully
?%xiiit Or

reatlits A sizable percentage. of students, perhaps fourth of those
Who

attend

gre devote a tialcl.s butAike slow' ro ss toward course completion,
'41abston-

Mount'of time and effortitO their TICCIT stud

eYstem seems unrelated tbatiY external measur
' 4

and correlates strongly -only with the Humbert/.of

Yet
time on

SUCbeggi pretest Or

I
4 °01Batest,

TICCIT lessons paeti.
by 8,

student (see Chapter'7: Studeht Activities). Time Ilion? neither

completion nor compensates for weaknesses in ntrance ability.';',

temise,me might go so far as.tp question on of th
p a

"z 'the

guarantees

. 4.

'TICCIT project: Do coMmuii4, college students constitute on opprn6iaie

etldience:for the TICCIT piugtam?,,The Community college, likenother
;,4

2(0

sectors of
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"9 has use for effect idUla in the basic skilld such

.L' A 1311d ler

'alge°-- ',..iiialift.
Enrol ment at co umunity c8lleges'continuealto grow

..;i7

47
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Asewhere. It isi.an: appropriate ?target for a market
_1 fm

. .

B9ea6W:' *treaty of students at "community colleges Also makes it

,,,_,'

foi 4- t

fltiltt' ''-UrriCUlUM toanticipate and satisfy the range of student

00 4I 7eada. The differential TICCIT effects on student completion of
.

.

ises l'
,'0.'A, .- f-e.ed support to this view, as do Student reactions to their

000/'

,

ka %
. ,

. ,

V Pe Chapter 6: ,Student Attitudes). Perhaps with a less

Ilr eN

° '
lie

-14P Ittie outcomes of the TICCIT program would improve with
kO, ''course .. J.

.., .

ceelP1sOon.
And with a

.
.

'' itNaiti to homogeneous pbpulation, the TICCIT

A.: -:, '...44P-7'La.
rogra0 "" advantage of management techniques known to be successful

,-.
for% 6. :-

.4, ''the' 'eflielf- pated instruction. For example, monitoring attendance

- ilfig in

-tt.44 Pralli incentives for steady cOurse'progresa(Morris, Surber E..

ttjoik, 198) Tajl help motivate students responsible for their own learning and

' ....a0ave
,

theiebi "..""
completion rates.

eins
fr111'

the f. attero fof the TICCIT e 7.fects leads us to comment on another

aspect °'
the

its developers-initially advocated use of the TICCIT
a.

4
fir

mainline .' 4 ialtillOp r- Lostruct on. The 011111u

f?

computer was to.assUmeprimary respousibil-
'

'rodent . ..

ity for ° netructioli-with the, taaCher available for support. ,Yet

.rates

cempleti4- lowest, in TICCITM Mainline applications where the

system
computer ,- "trected student leareng. Where the subject lent itself to

acher 4
active v4" Participation in'the.inst ructional prOCess (i:e., rev wing

.*0e,a .....,studeoe:-4' -"q discussing themes). the gap in-completion rates ietimeilo

ld ectu
4,

where primary reaponst-T/CCIT $4 re conditions closed.. UV' ere instructors oas

tea
bility fP

r

1 Ng and chose to use the TICCIT system as an adjunctiVe resource,

age TICCIT
J.

.

the ev°f--
effect was below that for mainline aPilications and even

by e
f

-2°- r°r'a jelect group of students.
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Supporting active teacher participation in applttations of instructtenii
4*

.J.44

technology is perhaps too femtlier and worn,by frequent use. But the results

of the evaluation of course-completion as a program outcome would lead Us to

prefet a class kn Which teaCher and computer share the burden of student

instruction over one in which a computer syliaM directs student learning. As

we perfect our understanding of what facilitates learning and how technology

5 ,

best.-contributes to this process, it islmst to draw on the experience and

knowledge of teachers.

Our data show that the mainline application-of the TICCIT program had a .

eleativat impact on course comple onrates at community colleges. rther,

there'Weis evidence of a differential TICCIT effect on complet\ionrates in
.A.

English courses. Such findings suggest the possibility ofAir systematic-.

influence other compSriSons of, outcomes dependent on course completion. The.

-1\

evalua of student achievement may be particularly susceptible to this

threat to validity. The next chapter in our report addresses this matter

further.
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Chapter 5

Student Achievement

How does student achievement under the TI CIT program compar9/with that

. 0

of students taught by conventional practices? That is the basOrluestion

addressed in this chapter. It is not so straightforward a questiOn'that the
0 .. . I !

process for finding an answer is immediately evident. Tbg question itself. .3

.

does imply comparing achievement results from classes. on-t

-p---\
and results already attainable through existing pratice . t als

unbiased measures of achieveMent for gathering,t4e rele untkdata. ,Theu
, .

,,..

analyses must compensate for nonequivalentcomparia4OroUpi, etpe4S1
i

since there were pronounced treatment effects on co 00i4n457,01iVing,

mIt'

...; ...,iit ,: .°

justments fpr entrance ability and other studentcha.adteristica. -Th

*
Y.

w-

tests prepared for this evaluat n4nd the approachSed4or data a

(see Chapter 2: Methods and Me sure4t),we can estiMatelgiat they
. .

,
r,- Lk ,: qq
effects on student achievement w re within the content iiihitiCdem 4r.. 1:11;!,

,prpThis chapter' portrays the achievementlautcoMes o

relation to those of usual" classroom teachingmethods.

achievem*Ot as a,fUnction of unique TICCIT attributes, su4kras

the computer system, appear. elsewhere (see Chapter 7: Stude4Activit

The first section bere,deals with the measureuthat define'40004Vimen
t

our evaluation and the students° within the groups on which ou'r-'.co*
A :tie

of program results depend. The chapter's second se ion presents din, 0es.
L, .

of achievement data similar to thosAilready given for course completiot; it

gives descriptive statistics on pretest and posttest scores by instruktional

, .

conditionufor each course. In the next section we turn to the analyS0 and

estimate the actual TICCIT eftecti on achievement. TOese analyses pertain



to student performance on the overall posttests for tottiONpd4nglish courses

4r
as well as on special tests designed to assess other aspectB of achievement.

The fourth and final section of this chapter is a disitlition of the findings

and their implications.

5.1 Achievement and Students

This evaluation treats achievement as one aspect, of student performance,

albeit the most important one foreseen in our original plans. Because a

program's impact on achievement often determines its success in schools, the

"1. .

tests that operationally define achievement slyuld be fair and comprehensive.

'*'The measures prepared foRtValuating the TICCIT program seem to exhibit satis-
,

. r ..

factory validity and reliability (see Chapter 2: ' ods And Measurement).

: e

This is a necessary condition for making comparisons of program iesuit00but
,,

4 , ' 1,;?

it is not in itself sufficient for understanding our, estimated TICCIT effecO

on achievement.

Our%e tea of TICCIT's impaction achievement .obviously depeftd on the

t
ap measures of achlevementltnd the students who took those tests.,

e between TICCIT classess an lecture-discussion sections in the .r

ichievement ults will ,appear as a number of points on a test. pudh a oint
4 4

,)diffeence between progrim OUtcomesmay seem to but en abstract form foi

,

reporting results. So we also tried to isolate those effects reflected in
tr"

AM

posttests-and checked for effects on learning at other,points,ta a course.
,A""*""

Still, every TICCIT effeCt on achievement might be suspect. Only a select

groilp of eats completed math courses on the TICCIT system and,there was

evidence of a trait-treatment interaction for student

courses (see Chapter 4: Course Completion Rates).

279
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5.1.a Measures of Acknent

Each estimated effect reflects the relative 'gain (or less) ill
achieve-

ment for a student who completed a course under the TICCITiprogtelsOstttd of
11.

in a regular lecture-diltussion section.' Primarily these estimates refer
to

.

A .

achievement as measured byfour posttests. An effect of about fner'!°11*. for

example, would represent a difference in program outcomes of nearly teli Oercet
, 0

in teirof total possible score do 'a posttest.. The effects ,reported for
. :

They
.Sdhievement will be much more subtle than those for completion.

4

,
.

1 noet

approach the size nor carry the direct implications of treatment effects

course completion. Instead they represent a point difference.o0 =:i, -tits.

Although treatment effect does not necessarily correspond to''-Petticuier

andrth- 'posttest items, i might be attributed to certain types of items Ug

us*th *re sp,cific informa0dh about the relative stangth0 ned wes1(4 ;''

of
IP

'Rip!

4s;,': levemell,,.
the TICCIT program,4 For math courses we will examine student

0,.'f f :

of subscores for ability leVels and.-content tegOriei as well.
afivollfrtal. posttest

_.scores on all common,nitecia
subs

vee (see Figure 2.3). For example, for

solving routine #roblemS*and demonetrating comprehension of concepts
mlimit reveal.

#

N180°

66., whilTICCIT's merits-fot teaching a certain tyie of cognitive acttwA-0 6000

for arithmetic oierziessnd linear equations might define the Programs

strongest points along a dimension representing the content dorms' Within

English courses subscores atong dimensions for ability and content

tribute iMess to understanding TICCIT's imPact than would direct tests (It 'too

at cliff_
writing skills and actual writte, work. We willreport achievewe esteilc

,
ilin English courses in relation to both our objective test of writing sk- AO
14 7

.

essay test. Such detailed analyses Of program outcomes should Pe
rSit

1:.!/t only
. . . . _

4
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.,r

I

Summative estimates of TICCIT'j effects on achievement but also, specific and

con atructive'eValuative findings for stongthening the results of subsequent

TiCc/T,opplicatiens.

Further implications for instructional lk,aRlications of the CCIT program

might be derived from measures of student achievement her han .those taken

at the end of a course. Fosttehts or final examinations refl t cumulative

learning over an entire course of study. It may be thecase that results in

terns of the ,acquisition or retention of matetial,'taken immediately upon,coor-.

Vleting a ulfi-of, study or when stattit4 4 later course in a sequence, differ ii
. a -

AOO.ID those obtained by postteaing ilofie. 'tiven the moduie dSsign of the

r- ,- . , .

ItccIT curriculum for'precalculus mathemitcs,,students might acquire the
4'..: . -

... ., ,

for a unit:of material and forget some of that learning
,

t ,,,,, - , "_ A,

A ;,
.-

<d, i

the, end' 01,41,'!co rse. Theft topical testing for imMedi'lte learning would reveal

a different patt

7.

of effects than poettesting for cumulative learning. Or the

°PPortuniY for self- paced, learning and repetition on the TICCIT system might*.

lead to averprac tice and, hence, imprOved retention the maters' covered in
\

a course.' If that material serves as as prerequisite to more advanced( courses,

testing for retention at'the beginning of a jrAMO academic term would provide

evidence of fln achievemAt effect apart from that represented by postteetipg.

The measur es that deffhe achievement for our, ,evaluatiOn should be sOffidiaik

.4, I
fer.detecting overall effect , isolating the nature. of these effects, and

Checking for effects. et differen stages of learning. All of these effects,will,

blreported as Point differences on'special tests prepared for tjle, evaluatioi:

Each point difference represepts a real difference in student performance.

may be.hei pful to consider other facts in illerpreting these effects:, test

It

characteristics and sample items (Chapeer 2), test coverage (Appendices C, D ,

S
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And E); maximum ppssible scores and average observed scores (Appendices 0 and

P); and cespinly the context of the demonstration (Chapter 3). But perhapd

the most critical factor to considei is the populatiOn'of students who tOok a

particulartest.

5-1.b gopulations of Students,,,

One of the key aseumptionloade in our data Analyses is that thely
* 4

tAlke
is a poPUlstion fro0 licit the erudents may be rega as representative.

oc ...44,

dents- Who-took posttote do not 'represent all siudents.at the dbm-
..

. ,

colleges-or,even students enrolled for algebra an "'composition courses.

The s

munkty,

,Instead ;k%they were th

passing grade

lation Oflik4ots who botketrolled for and

tirgetcourse. Had there been no treatment effects on
-

-' -course completion, the students d4MpletinW-iVe.ourse under the TICCIT-program
';''.,, .

and those completing the same course-Uljecturedlatussion classes

1-regardpa of the same populatica.. However the TIC.* its representative
,

41 .,X.' . -'.A,,.
..V.4,'

OFdid affect course completion rares.

-.,

:course dopplerion rates were generally' lower .in TICCIT dlasses 'man

would be

IF

17,

iCtute-ftsdussioh sections: fewer students rApeived4a passing grade for a
2.-

course ou..the.T;CCI system khan would be e..)47cted if the same students had,

......!±s,
. ...-,fiken the course under leCture c COnditions. The population. of

.

, - ,.-,-,-. % .
. .

students.,_posttested in the TICCIT, 041ltion, therAtOts.not equivalent tP
1

- 47! ''''
00- ,--..-

that Posttested in the lecture copdttlon. AltheWsimilar student populations

had stetted courses under-hoth4ponditions, a Smaller percentage of students

actually completed courses under the TICCIT P rogrAm.

It Is impor%ant to recognixo,exadtly he intuitive approach behind our data

-
.

nt.represent.the.point difforegFe
a

analyses. The trestmineeffecrs off ac

4i*
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to TI an 0
00.1.,..

IINNWeen the actual postteut score fOxia student exposed
.

.

1... she i a* 4 16Cp..,
.

.;. .

mated posttest score for that same student had he Os. ---.' a-- 4 been in ''' -mrat

section. The reverse of this procedure would be ftimate wh
4t the acute

4 .

would be under the TICCIT.program foilbeachstudent completing I'
GO"'lecture

But such reversal would be inaltop riste: nft all students towipletiog
jec kite

.a
classes would be expected to complete the

v
same course

under the
TICCIT Pgwv

relk
'

.

The treatment effects reported for
baerY%d

scores under the TICCIT program. There

posttest achievement
rely

Am' m seta

would
the vgilirt4 tiO

effects fstudents had ttiey been.ahle to com01
course whotthere' Wee

no representatives ofthie population, ,
,

:.,

Q ,
only to

population

tesulta applicable
le .

us with achievememt the
atudee

capable of completing courses on the TICCIT
systmt vor,sugli00

',.'.. user
courses such a population has considerable O.

lap with its cr-: ,
-u4terPer ull

This leaves

atudeni4-&.

lecture-discu ton conditions. The TICCIT.atf ts oo ion ei
oimpler .

--.,
. N v t ' :

e of,f4Englishcou ses were not so pronounced as to preclude ;Co
aif

cella e6h ."

A'A74e.,

Aior -
ment. The effects on completion did vary according te

k4
of V

VI

°tele
of

writing ikills. But this trait-treatment interaction seems t°
vs

fact: our estimates for achievement
to .tho 0110

effects apply ort...Y. ae dents,
1

completed English courses with TICCIT, and similar
atndents-did 6splw,g0S-1.44h'

A 41

courses under conventional classroom conditions.
There was,

1,4la

for comparing program results.

The situation for stint achievement wed-evement in math coursesiwhete there
V

400t%4
prdnounced treatment effectwon course completion, i9

different esP.

effects on math achievement refer to about one -fifth of

among

. That corresponds

mong °students starting a math course

'might enroll for precalculus courses

e under the TICCIT
progra/4.

thatthe ..p0,v
usra.u

tO the' let ion
fate

-021P

)Quite s10014'

2&3
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Albnt C
41Rikrnil math courses offerq$ after initiel academic term

600tratiof POliOdo

aced

Often student4 failed to complete course require-

meats
1,4hia one 1

c orm and enrolled foi-ag-same course ageing the

n it
term'

These !mu
lite typically had taken their courselpretest once and

tended
tn,avoid *ding 80

a second time Thus, some students had a pretest from
one academic term and a

Posttest from' another, later term. It was important

that we
retain these

data since completion rates severely limited the number

Of pretest - Posttest
-

o-h

eervatiQ0s -*erefore, whenever a student had a pretest.

Obit taken in 8
n remained in the same instruCtional,

40d pot/. successive terms

for both terms,
, that earlier, pretest stood as our measure of entrance

ability There were 51
such cases in the evaluation (as documented in footnotes

within APPe'44ix
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ach ievement

the tone'c4'
the data

evident among

was similar across condition:, a full
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.
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P°attest buttee
e also the

least variance in scores within a class. SuCh tons
..

,
.,.,

.

high PerfP ,mance
miglic

be attributedibuted to mastery of the subject matter or toC-- .

**Ecatric.ons in the range
of scores due-to completion

e

11 'Aath Courses
r

rates.

-177Pr
,

the-- achievemetiTt results.fOr_math courses.
.-obVious fro

si choir resPective numbers of oliierWitiona,,all pretests
40 4

or
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"pass A:larger studen population than all posttests do. The descriptive

statistics for all'predeits represent theenirince ability of

/
students starting

a course parallel dsta-for/all posttests reflect .the final achievement.

,

of just thole students completing a comae. By repeating the descriptive test-.

data for ktudentrwith bath a pretest and posttest, the tables give pretest

means and standard deviations for just those students completing a coetse.

Thus, Pretest- posttest observations refer to a student population different

from the one which began.a course but essentially the same as that which

completed a course: the test data hinge for the pretest but stay the same

for the posttest.- For exgmplS students in,Math 007 for the fall semester of

1975 had a mean pretest score of 37.26 and a mean posttedt score of 39.42.
/-1

Among students with both a pretest dada posttest, the respective means were

41.80 and 39.32, essentially unchanged' on the posttdst butmughqofther on the

;11,'pretest.

The average pretest score for students completing a course was nearly

always higher tban that. for all students starting a, course. This ficris

especially apparent within the TICCIT condition. Students completing a Mach.

.
course under the TICCIT program often hed,a pretest,mean approximately one

standard deviation higher than that of all students who originally started the

4,f- ,

, course. Fqr lectUresections the Corresponding increase was seldom one-third

as large. .Those studentd who completed a. course on the TICCIT system certainly

"4- b-
represent a more select population- than their counterparts from leCt e seAOns.

Our achievement analyses deal only with pretest- posttest observations and yield

estimates of treatment effects appliCablS only'tO that population of, students

who completed math courses under the TICCIT program.

7



Achievement SUmmary

Phoenix

Math 007, 106, 108 and 117

Academic Year 1975 -76

.Course
Term

Comparison
All Pretests

N Mean ed

All Posttests

Mean sd

Math 007 Fall Total 415 37,26 1 . 182 39.42 10.1

TICCIT 161 35.32 10.2 27 44.26 6,7

TICCIT (day) 122 ,35.54 1Q.2 19 43.21 7.5

TICCIT (eve.) 39 34.62 10.1 8 46,75 1.6

Lecture .254 38.49 11.9 155 38.58 10.4

Lecture (day) 164 36.26 11.4 111 39.59 105
Lecture (eve.) 30 42.5.4 11.6 44 36,02 9.7

Day 286 35.95 11,0 130 40.12 10:2

Evening 129 40.15 11.7 52 37.67 9.8

Spring Total 332 36.24 11.3 181 38.96 8.3

TICCIT 110 36.1,5 11.4 35 40.51 6.9

TICCIT (day) 83 36.23 10.8 30 40,03 6.9

TICCIT (eve.) 27 35.93 .13.4 5 43.80 7.3

Lecture 222 36.28 11.2 146 38.58 8.5

Lecture (day) 134 35.97 10.9 87 39.37 7.9

Lecture (eve.) 88 36.76 11.6 59 37.41 9.3

Day 217 36.07 10.9 117 39.54 7.6 a

Evening 115 36.57 12.0 64 37.90 9.2

Math 106 Fall Total 178 46.88 11.3 101 32.38 1.3

TICCIT 98 47.14 11.7 34 36.41 4.6

Lecture 80 46.56 10.8 67 30.33 7.6

Spring Total 229 13.61 3.4 108 32.64 8.5

TICCIT 80 13.20 3.4 17 35.29 6.5

Lecture 149 13.83 3.4 91 32.14 8.7

Math
108 Fall Total 133 41.68 11.3 54 47.43' 8.6

TICCIT 61 44.72 till 10 40.50 ' 7.6

Lecture 72 41.68 11.3 44 36.73 8.7

Spring Total 153 '42.52 10.9 55 39,55 8.2

TICCIT 52 43.60 9.8 12 39:25 8.3

Lecture 101 41.97 11.3 43 39.63 8.3

Math.117 Spring Total 150 12.39 3.7 71 24.58 8.8.

TICCIT A3 13.02 3,5 14 24.71 7.7

Lecture 107 12.13 3.8 57 24.54 9.2

28
Table 5.1

Pretest-PosttestObservations

Pretest Posttest

N Mean N Mean sd

152 41.80 10.8 152 '19.32 9.8

22 44.86 7.8 22 43.32 6.6

17 4388 7.5 11 .42.00 7.0

5 48).20 8.9 , 5 47.80 1.9,

130 41.28 11.2 130, 38.64 10.2

91 40.10 ,10.9 91 39.96 9'.9

. 39 44.05 11.3 39 35.56 10.0'

108 48.20 7.9 108 `40.28 9.5

44 44.52 11.1 44, 36.96 10.2

172 39.05, 10.7 172 38.78 8.4

32 40.06 10.5' 32 40.09 7.1

28 39.21 9.8 28 39.64 1.1

4 46.00 16.4 4 43.25 8.3

140 38.82 10.8 140 38.49 8.6

83 38.19 .10.1 83 39.29 8.0

57 39.74 11.5 57 37.32 9.4

111 38.45 10.0 111 39.38 7.7

61 40.15 11.8 61 37.70 9.4 0"

I

71 53.89 8.4 71 33.86 5.8 ,

29 57.00 6.4 29 '35.97 4

42 51.74 9:0 42 32.40 6.3

.91 14.59 3.2 91 32.09 8.7

a'.5 '16. 0 ,3.4 5 36.60 5.7

86 449 3.2 ,86 31.83 8.8

4 46.60 9.9 47 37,60 8.9

51.86 8.5 7 42.29 6.8

40, 45.68 10.0 40 36.78. 9.0

52 45.15 9.6 52 38.96 7.9

) .12 46.50 9.9 12 38.42 7.3

40 44.75 9.5 4061942 8.1

64 13.25 3.6 /64 25.34 8.6

12 14.33 1.9 12 25.58 1.1

52 13.00 3.9 52 25.29 9.0,

289
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0

(/

Course Xerm

"-Math 31 Pall

Compariioh

Grolp '

Tptal

TICCIT p$:' (,) 90 ,31.56 11.3

Progrannid 47' '29.74 815

Lecture e" ', 58 33.59 10.3'

Athibvessilt. Summoy ,

Alexandria '

, Math' 33: and 32.

Aca6M1c;Xear 1975-76

Pretest8'

Mean ad

195 31.72 10:5

Winter Total

TICCIT

Programmed,

'Lecture

Spring Total

TICCIT

Programmed

Lecture

TICCIT

Lecture

Math 32 Winter

Spring Total

TICCIT

Lecture

Ail Posttests

ife:an fsd

1

58 . 38.90 ,6,1

9 45.33 6;2

7,' ,34.86 , 6.1

42 38.19 5.9

105 30.00. 12.0 62' '38453 '6.6

41 27.29 10.8 40.00 /.6

'33' 32.21 12.6 38.56 5.8

31 31.23 11,8 21 36.76 5.8

130' 29.01 12.0 '-31, '38,83 8.

41 30.12 11.9 , 11' 40,36 8,0 ,

58 21,.14 10.4 15 36,44 10,.-1

31 32,90 13.5 11 40;73 6$6

.1.

44 13.84

20 13.85

24 13.83

74 14.70

34 15.32

40 14.17

3.4 15 20.6/t( 5.3,

3.5 0 :2 g.00 5.?

3.4 :13 20.62 5.3.
Pi

2.9 32 _19.94

3.1 ,6 v25.67 8.0

2.6 )18.62 5,3

4

P.,

?retest-Postiest 0bservitions
It';

Pretest Posttest

N Mtg .1 sd N 116 ed
,

52 38.19 10.6 ' 52 39.27 6.8'

9 47.22 10.9 9 45.33 6.2

4 36.50' 14.8 34,75 7.9

39 36.28 9.2) 1

46 34.09

21 34.33 10.0 21 40.86 6.8

10 34.0 11.0' ,10 39.10 ,6.8

15. 33.:0 9.7 15 36,53 6.9

37; 3 :,37 32 18,56 9.5

9 1,33 14'.11, 9 40.56 8;7

33.21 '12.6 -14 35.79 11.3

9 43.331, 12.2 9 40.89 .'7.4

w 14 14.29 ,3.2' .14 20.93 5.2 .

1 11.00, 1 25,00

13 14.54 .3.2 13 20.62 5.3

30' 14..80 2.9 '30 194 83 6.4

6 17.50 1.8 6 25.67 8.0

;4, 14.12 2.8 24 18.37 5.3

Table, 5.2
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Another point evident from the summaries of achievem t data is the

superior posttest performanc, of students under the TICC condition. The

average posttest store for students in the TICCIT.prograt was at least one-half.7 t_

44- b "'
1 of a standard deviation higher than the average posttest score of students in
,2li,

41
J lecture fections.' This difference held across courseslinthe f41 term, but

: q , ,i.sr ._occurred idhewer courses in subsequent terms: half.of a standard deviation
-

separated the conditions 'during the-fallterm for Math 007 and 108 at Phoenix

and Math 31 at Alexandria, but the mean potttest scores for TICCIT arid lecture

classes were' much'ploSer in the spring term for these three cpurdes.. The

apparent inconsistency of achievement results across terms suggests a4releVant

questi Why was thereri.-pronounced difference in posttest performance in the

fall term nd not in later terms?

Pretest scores probably Contributed to the observed differences in post-
. IAa

test performance. Larger differences in jdrie mean pretest scores of students

completing a course tend to be associath witheetarger differences in posttest

performance betwegp-conditions. In Beginn g Algel?ra at.Phoenix, for example,

the fall pretest means for students co $1 ting either the TICCIT'program or
7

lecture instruction were 44.86 and 41.28, respectively. The correyponding
. /

spring pretestpretest means were 40.06 and 38.82'i: Theke was less of AtifferenCe,
4

between conditions id' terms of both 14etest and pos test performance in the
.

.

C.

, .
,

. . , i
.

spring term. ':And e notable dgcrease in the van pretest 'scorecoVre for the-TICCIT -4,,

A O't

condition, 4486 the ,fall to,40.06.in the spring, is explained the pre
I- . -,)

i , Q'''

test scores of 43 students. There were 13 students who had compl%ted Mathl,..,%

11007.with TICCIT in the spring semester after Starting the' course inithe
fa1l0., /.

,,

their mean pretest score fromthefall was 33.92;. nearly one standard deviation :1
.

),
.

, ,

` :;below that of students completing a math course 'ojeTICCIT within one term. By

. ,

..-

291
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contrast, just-eight of the 4140 pretest-posttest observetioula for the lecture
a

.

condition represented students repeating Math 06/;(their mean pretest score \

thefall was-34.62. It reasonable to conclude'
that students who

.
,

took longer thin one academic. term to complete their course atudies affected
.7-

the'slescriptive test stacistics for later terms in
the evaluation,

a 4

within the 'TICCIT condition where such students constituted

especially

from one-qourth

, a course in
to one -half of the total number'Of students cOmpleting i later terms,

There were exceptiohs to the general pattern of results The
across terme )

spring achievement data for Math 106 still indicate

performance by condition, and
\---

the conditions' pretest means

the pretest for Math 106 in the

An: the fall; the 'sprig pretest

nearly two-thirds of a

students who had taken Math 007 in the fall and elected...Math

course in an algebra sequence as well as a measure of entraue abiaty. This

both semesters.

a_sizeahle
geP 111 pos

ttes t

stanc:U-r1 deviation ileparste,

The expla simply
that

spring was different
from. the

't 4

was to serveas both a measure

administe
red

retention
for

106 as the next

chanv

later poattest:

in pretest forms precluded taking an earlier pretest 48 a match for a

all pretmstiposttest observationii had to be
taken from within

the spring semester'. This also led to a poor percentage of

paired with pretests in the TICCIT condition (29%).

Posttest observations

At Alexandria ten students who completed Math 31 undef

thewinter quarter had actually started the course anditekse pretests in

Again there was a marke7 decrease in the mean pretest score for students

pleting the course under the TICCI'Tcondition, from 47.22 1.;, the fall to

in the winter. ,Unlike Other cases nd despite the similarity' of pretest

across conditions, jwittest meant for Math 314n the wiet

reflect an advantage for studenti Completing

292

the CourE7.h.th

er quarter

the TICCIT program in

the fail.,

com-

34.33

scores

Postteat:,



performance for Math 31 in the spring q

lecture conditions, as was pretest

any pattern in the achiev

instruction

Closer

features of

since there

inspection

the results

starting a course at P

pretest

255' -

er was comparable in the TICCIT and

It is difficult to disclern

t results for TICCIT in relation to programmed

were #o fewobservatiohs.

f the achievement data can reveal further interesting

For example', the mean pretest scores of students

nix varied litt18'according to condition. Perhaps

means across cond were even closer in theApril2emesteethan,

the 611. Yet students chose their own ciasses,in
c

the spring while th8'k,;_

had been -randomly assigned: to conditions in the fall. At leapt in terms. of

entrance ability,. student selection and random assignint 4ere:equivalent

drmethods for forming comparison groups. %,"

F

But the central issue suggested by theechievement.dath is whether entrance
4

, i

ability accounts for the higher posttest performance observed under the TICCIT

program. Analyses for the math achievement results 84oUld provide an
,

5.2.b 'English Courses

Summaries of achievement data-from English ours

answer.

8appear in Tables 5.3 ' T.

and p.4. ThOte tables follow thesame:formAt as earlie 'Math 4mmaries, except

,,they present descriptive statistics for two types of tests. The pretests an
, , ---

copttestsigiiven'in English courses included both ant objectie test,ot writing
V

1 i '.,:'.

Akins and`an essay test. Again the data for all pretests cefer4to the student

*Population which started a course. The information or all Postteets reflects
0.

4,the performance of'thoge-dtudents( who completed a coOxsel Des4rIptiVe test
so

atatistics fox, pretest-posttest.obaervations also reireien the performance of
f

these students -Who completed a course, and.,thlwugivelreteltdata'for just those
,., : :

-0 , ,

.student rather than the entire_Ondent population that:startea 8.0course.



Objec;ive Test of 14,iting Skills

Comp, ison

r

Achievement Summary

Phoenix

English 19 and 29

Calendar Year 1976

All Pretests

idTerra Croun N Mean

Spring Total
.

283 23.17

TICCIT 126 21.87,

,TICCIT (4.9) 72 21.75

TICCIT (29 54 22.02

Lecture 157 24.22*

Lecture, 5)\ 93 ,24.19

Lecture 29) 64 24.27

Day (19) 165 23.13

Evening- (21) 118 23.24

Fall Total 4 479 22.89,

TICCIT' . 23.99

TICCIt (19)

)82

17' 21.82

TICCIT (291". 65 27.91

Lect )' 297 22.22

' Leeturec19) ti 210 /1.00

LectOre',(29).1 87 25.17

327 21.29

Eve* 29) 15; 26.34

Essay Tests.

Spring, Tota ' 300 2.02

TIIIT 124 1.96

T,i IT (19) 72,' 1.85

.TICC4 (29) 51

Lecture 17; 6 2.07

Lecture (19)

Lecture (u) j ;44
10k (19) i2 $87' 1.96.

Evening (2)) 1.13 2.12
4 .

' .

Fall erTctal
.

TICCIT -

\ TICCIT (19) 4

(TICCIT (29)

Lecture

Lecture (19)

A Lecture (29)

I, Day (19)

Evening (29)

,J,
Li

i 506

! 2013

147

4 ,61

P 298

''' 210
88

357

149

All Fosttests,

N Mean sd

7.4 147

7.5 49

7.1 ,21

8.0 28

'7.2 98

6.8 68

.6 :30

.o 89

7 9 Jr 58

26.39

27.94

26.67

28.89'

25.61

24.50

28.13

25.01

28.50

7.9' 318 26.31

7.9 123 27.45 ,0

6.2'v

5.4

4.3

6.4

6.3

5.8

6.0

IN

I

Preteit-Posttest Observations

Pretest

Mean sd

131 24.49 6.6

47 24.30 6.3

21 23.38 6.3

25.041 +6.4

A

. 6.9

'31) .63 5.9

23.44 6.7

(S6 25.89 6.1

8:0 2763"5.1
5.9 1 )2107 7(6

7.9' 25:60 6,(2'

7.5 14.08 6.1%

2.1 , 27.28 6.4

7.7 "t231 Z5.99 5/.9

7.4 ), 37 IA

' 276 23.62 7.4

87 4,37 7.3

59 24:16 7:7

28 27.50 6.1

189 22.82 7.3

145 22.14 6.a

44 25.05 8.3

204 2226 7.2

72 26.00 1.6

.8 ,14

00 49

''.7 21

.8 28

96

1°

30

f8 87

'.8 56'

1.91 320

1.88J' .7 12.7

1.79 ' 7 i 77

2.07 .8 40'

1.94 .7 203

1.87 .7' 157

2.11 11: .8 46

1.8i .7 234

2.0 .8 86

Table 5.3

4

2.14 .8

2.26 .7

2.J'6 .7

.72.10

2.08

2.14 .8

1.95 .7

2.20 .8

2.06 .7

8

2.09 .7

2.08. '1

2.14 ( .7

1.96 .7

2.10 .7

2.03 ;6

2.34 .8

2.06. .7

2.16 .8

A

29,4

47

21

26

90

62

28

83

54

297

99

74

15

198

154

44

228

9

2.08

2.10

1.74

2.38

2.08

1.98

2.29

1.92

2.33

.8

. 8

.6

. 4

.8

.8

.7

.8

.8

1.99 .7

1.95 .7

1.92 :7

2.04 .4.8

2.01 .7

1.94 .7

2.26 .8

1.93 .7

2.18 .8

posttest

N Mean sd

131 26.73 6.0

47 2;.81 5.4

/1 26.67 4.3

26 28.73 6.1

84 26.12, 6.3

54 25.00 6.3

30 28.13' 5.8

75 25.47 5.9

56 28.41 5.9

276 26.26 6.1

87 27.53 5.9

59 27.64 5.4

28 27.29 7.0

189 25.67 6.1

145 25.25 6.0

44 27.07 6.5

204 25.94 5.9

72 27.15 6.7

137 2.14 .8

47 2.26 .7

21 2.36 .7

26 2.17 .7

90 2.08 .8

62 2.15 .8

28 1.93 .7

83 2.20 .8

54 2.05 .7

297 2.08 .7

99 2.07 .7

74 2.14 .7

25 1.66 .8

-198 2.09 .7

154 2.02 .6

44 2.34 .8

228 2.06 .7

69 2.17 .8



Achievement Summary

Alexandria

,English 111

Calendar Year 1976

Objective Test of Writing Skills

Comparison
All Pretests All Posttests

Pretest - Posttest Observations

Pretest Posttest

Term Group ,N Mean sd N Mean sd N Mean sd N Mean ad

Winter Total 184 28.55 6.7 96 30.98 6.0 93 29.09 6.3 93 ,31,.38 5.6
\ TICCIT 102 30.05 5.3 57 32.18 5.6 '55 31.44 4.4 55 32.65 5.1

Lecture 82 26.70 7.6 39 29.23 6.0 38 25.68 7.0 38 29.33 5.8
f

Spying Total 312 26.56 8.3 248 28.31 8.7 236 26.68 8.9 236 2`8.35 8.8
TICCIT 116 21.66 8.8 84 22.83 9.2 81 20.68 8.5 81 22.64 9.3
Lecture 196 29.46 7.4 164 31.12 7.0 155 29 02 7.3 155 31.34 6.9

Fall ToEel 259 25.59 7.4 206 28.78 6.4 192 25.70 7.3 192 28.68 6.4
TICCIT

' 163 25.60 7.3 122 28.75 6.7 117 25.96 7.3 117 28.63 6.7
Lecture 96 25.58 7.4 84 ,28.82 5.9 75 25.29 7.4 75 28.76 6.0

-.

Essay Tests

Winter Total 176 42.67 .11 96 2.46 .8 90 2.63 .8 90 -2.46 .8
TICCIT 95 2.71 .8 58 2.72 .8 54 2.75. .8 54 2,.71 .8
Lecture 81 2.63 .7 38 2.07 .8 36 21'46 .7 36 2.08 .8

Spring Total 311 2.51 .8 248 2.49 .8 236 2.56 .8 236 2.48 .8
TICCIT 119 2.15 .0 83 2.10 .8 82 2.15 .8 82 2.09 .8
Lecture 192 2.73 .7 165 2.68 .8 154 2.79 .7 154 2.69 .8

'

Fall Total 258 2.14
-

., 196 2.36 .8 183 2.14 .7 183 2.34 .8
TICCIT 162 2.11 .7 113 2.42 .8 107 2.11 .7 107 2.38 .7
Lecture 96 2.194 .8 83 2.27 .8 76 i.18 .8 76 2.29 .8

Table 5.4
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Two points on the objective tests of writing skills or two-tenths of a

point on the essay tests would indicate a difference in scores of five percent

of the tot,1 possible score. Such a difference on either typeof test would be

equivalent to about one-fourth of a standard deviation. Differences of this

size were common for student achievement in math courses but seem tare in

English courses,

Even higher pretest means for students completing a course as compared to

all students starting a course were infrequent. English 029 is the only case

that clearly demonstrates a link between entrance ability and course completion.

A

But entrance ability seldom contributed to the explanation of completion rates'

in English courses (see Tables 4.8 and 4.9) and When it did represent a signi-

ficant explanatory variable, it was as part of a trait-treatmeitti interaction.

These later instances, English 111 in the winter and fall quarters, were cases

in which students completing a course with TICCIT had slightly higher stores

on the objective pretest than all students who had started the course in TICCIT

classes (e.g., 31.44 and 30.05 in the winter quarter) while students completing

4 the course in the lecture-discussion condition had slightly lower scores than

all students who had started under that condition (e.g., 25.68 and 26.70 in the

winter quarter). Although there was evidence of a differential treatment effect

on course completion (see Chapter 4: Course Completion Rates), it apparently

was a subtle phenomenon and should not invalidate the achievement analyses for

English courses.

The most obvious differences in test performance arose in Alexandria.

During the winter quarter the mean scores associated with the TICCIT condition

were about one standard deviation higher ._than thosc for lecture-discussion
a

instruction on both t e objective pretest and the essay posttest. The objective

296
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posttests and essay pretests reflected differences in the same direction though

not of the same magnitude. Again in the spring quarter there were gross dif-

ferences in test performance by condition. The mean scores of the two comparison

/were about one standard deviation apart on all, tests. But the differencgs

were in the opposite direction. During the spring quarter the better students

in terms of entrance ability were in lecture-discussion classes. Evidently the

comparison groups in these two terms were not equivalent at, the outset of the

course. This fact is not so much a function of inadequate evaluative controls

over group composition as it is a result of a conscious effort by the college to

try the TICCIT program with students of different abilities. By the fall quarter

arrangements had been made for a stronger test of .the TICCIT program as an ad-

junctive resource integrated with classroom practices. The descriptive test data

for that quarter suggest that comparison groups were similar in terms of their

entrance ability, and data on the time students spent on the TICCIT system (see

Chapter 7: Student Activities) indicate extensive use of the TICCIT progfam.

Data from the fall semester at Phoenix also reveal a sizeable difference in

test performance. Students completing English 029 on. the TICCIT system had an

average score on the essay posttest of 1.86 while the average of students from

lecture-discussion classes was 2.34. Entrance ability as reflected by the essay

pretest probably accounts for some of this gap on the essay posttest. It seems

to us more likely that the part-time instructors responsible for TICCIT classes

that semester were unfamiliar with the program and unable to take advantage of
AO

its strengths. This disparity in ,essay posttest scores can be attribted to

instructor effects rather than the treatment.

Other differences between pretest and posttest performance might be noted,

but this would be an improper interpretation of the data since the English

23y
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pretest and posttest were separate instruments. Score differences between

pretest and posttest do not reflect gains. Nor does it seem appropriate to

belabor 'differences across courses, despite the use of the same instruments

as pretests and posttests. The English courses at"the two colleges were

intended to serve different student populationg and had different emphases.

But the achievement results for English courses do require' analyses to make

effects clear.

5.3 Analysis of Program Effects

The achievement data from pretesting and posttesting leave the issue of

TICCIT's impact on cumulative learning unsettled. Simple inspection of the

results does not rule out the possibility that entrance knowledge accounts

for the generally higher posttest performance of studentkcompleting math

courses under the TICCIT program. Similarly, the differences in test perfor-

mance observed in English courses seem to be too small to draw conclusions

from the data alone about the effectiveness of TICCIT instruction relative

to lecture-discussion practices. So we must turn to'analyses of these data

in order to determine whether there were significant treatment effects on

student achievement.

Often an apparent treatment effect can be attributed to sources ogler

than the program under study. It may be some student characteristic (e.g.,

entrance ability) or a variable associated with particular classes (e.g., the

instructor) that accounts for differences. in posttest scores seemingly due to

the instructional condition. There may also be characteristics of the tests
I

themselves that disguise treatment effects (e.g., posttest coverage weighted

toward one program or pretest reliabilities Indicating a greater error of

238



measurement within one comparison group). Even further, data taken from a few

academic terms for several courses may reveal an effect peculiar to the con-

litions of one specific term or the materials appropriate to one particular

course. All of these considerations enter into our analyses for student- 4C

achievement-so that we might isolate and-estimate TICCIT effects.

5.3.a Math Courses

The posttests prN:ared as measures of student achievement in math

courses actually gave a number of different subscores. The basis for our com-

parisons of TICCIT results with those of reghlar classroom practices was the

subscore that reflected course objectives shared by both conditions. This

subscore for common objectives typically included about 85 percent of the

items on a course's posttest. The other items concerned objectives unique

to either the TICCIT program or lecture classes, and often two or three

questions went beyond the course's objectives regardless of condition. The

analyses presented here deal first with common objectives and then with

objectives unique t6 one condition.

It may be recalled, that our approach to data analysis involved estimating

treatment effects for similar students. Similarity was to be defined by a

number of demographic variables, such as a student's entrance ability in the

subject matter and age. Requiring these additional data meant the loss of

some observations in the analysis due to incomplete information. This happened

in the analyses for course completion, but the number of observations was so

large that we could afford the loss: With the number of pretest-posttest

observations already low for math courses under the TICCIT program, we had

to retain all of the observations and chose not to sacrifice any for missing

2,99
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demographic data. The variable that defined4itudent similarity In the analyses.

for achievement in math courses was entrance, 'ability as measured by our pretests.

Tables in this section present the analyses for Student achievement as a .

program outcome in math courses. Each couras appears along with asimplikied,

regression model for the posttest score under consideration. That score may

correspond to the number of items correct related to common objectives, a par-

ticular ability level (e.g., factual recall, solution of routine problems), a

specific content category (e.g. 7 arithmetic, algebraic equations,, number line

and coordinate plane), nr objectives unique to one condition. Whatever the

_
particular subscore represents, it is part of the posttest and therefore serves

as the dependent variable in the regression model. Usually just two or three

terms appear as independent variables in the regression. One is for entrance

ability and defines similar students under each condition through their pretest

scores. Another might be a simple dichotomous variable representing two dif-
,

ferent divisions (i.e., day and evening) or terms (i.e., winter and spring).

And there is always a term representing the instructional conditions. The

regression coefficient for this term is the estimated treatment effect, T.

Common Objectives. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 present the analyses for program

outcomes in terms of posttest scores on common objectives. In contrast to the

analyses for course completion, the TICCIT impact on student achievement tends

to be positive.' Eight of the 11 cases presented in th9tables show that students

completing math courses under the TICCIT program had higher posttest scores than

similar students from lecture classes. A statistically significant difference

was'associated with two cases: Math 007 in the 'fall semester at Phoenix and Math

3 0 0



ichirosat halts; Analysis on Comm Objectives

Phoenix Math Courses

Midair Tear 1975 -76

Course
Math 007 Math 106 Math 108

Term
Fall Semester Fall Semester Fall Semester

*Aber of Students
N 0 152 N 71 N 47

Multiple Correlation 1 .71, R .45 R 0 .47

Standard Error of Estimate sees; 6.01 , se
est

5.01 se
est sN

7.63 ,

\

. .

Independent Variables

Condition:

TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0)

Entrance Ability:

Pretest

Divisionf

Day(1)/Evening(0)

Constant

,4

Regression Value of
Weight t-statistiC

,.4),

Regression Value of

31421L t-statistic

Regression Value of

Weight t-statistic

2.87 2,05*

.53 11.56***

4.30 3.94***

8,80

2.18 t.71

.23 3,12***

15.50

3.24 ,

.35

16,21

1,01

3.04***

Course
Math 007

., Math 106
Math 108

'

Term
Spring Semester Spring Semester

Spring Semester

Number of Students N 172 N 91
' N 52

Multiple Correlation R .58 R .67 R .34

Standard Error of Estimate se
est

6.02 se
eat

5.87 se
eat

07.16

N.
Math 117 ',

Spring Semester

N 64

,73

"est. 5'41

Independent Variables

Regression

Weight

Value of

t-statistic

Regression

Weight

Value of

t-statistic

Regression

Weight

Value of

t-atisticst

Regression

Wei.......j ht

-3.05

.511

10.35
.

8.17

Value of

t-statistic

-1.72

.

2.43*

cop**

Condition:

TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0)

Entrance Ability:

Pretest

Division:

Day(1)/Evening(0)

Constant

.36

.38

2,37

17,63

.29

8.88***

2,40*

.73

1.50

1.95

3.97

+ P

.26

7.60***

1,47

-.17

.20

-4.56

29.48

-.07

1.92

-1.53

ttp < .05

**p < .01

***p < .001

301, Table 5.5 302



Course

Term

Number of Students

Multiple Correlation

Standard Error of Estimate

Independent Variables

Condition:

TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0)

Entrance Ability:

Pretest

Term:

Winter(1)/Spring(0)

Constant

Math 31

Fall Quarter

N -48

R m .55

se
est

m 4.49

Regression

Weight

*
p < .05

O

Achitveient Results: Analysis on Common Objectives

Alexandria Math Courses

Academic Year 1975.76

Math 31

Winter Quarter

N m 36

R .40

se
est

m 5.15

Value of Regression Value of

t-statistic Weight t4tatistic

1.79 .98 2.91

.24

24.37

* *
3.51 .22

Math 31

Spring Quarter

N m 18

R m .04

se
est

4. 4
!

95

Math 32

Winter 6 Spring' Quarters

N. 44

R m .51

se
est

m4.62

4

Regression Value of Regression value of

Weight t-statistic s4tItstic

1.67

1

2.43

*

- .93

.30

22.93

1- .40

3.15
;*

4.31

.56

1.99

7.45

2.15

2.27
*

1.31

Table 5.t

4

3u3
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32 at Alexandria. Both involve a point difference in favor of the TICCIT

program. There were three cases of a negative treatment effect, but none of

theses was significant at accejPted revels of probabili

These results hardly seem overwhelming. It might be said instead that
O

nine of 11 cases showed no significant difference in student achievement.

That would seem:to be a fair interpretation, especially if;some alternative

explanation exists for the significant positive effects. For Math 32 at

Alexandria there were very few pretest-posttest observations in the TICCIT,

condition. The seven students representing that population which received a

passing grade for Algebra II on the TICCIT system would certainly temper our

A
interpretation of the educational significance of the treatment effect.

Indeed, an analysis conducted for all students posttested regardless of grade

, would indicate an effect in the opposite direction. The treatment effect

would then be -1.35 and its associated t-statistic -.99 (based on 32 obser-

vations within the TICCIT condition and 47 within lecture). Hence, the.

difference in posttest performance goeg against the TICCIT condition for

students attending classes for Math 32.

The other case of a significant treatment effect was Math 007 in the fall

semester at Phoenix. Since the pretest reliability for students with post-

tests was .83 within the TICCIT condition and .93 within the lecture condition,

perhaps the treatment effect was an artifact of a test characteristic. But

the analysis, corrected for pretest reliability (after Porter & Chibucos,

1974), would yield an even higher estimate of the treatment effect, T 3.13 ,

and t 2.14, 2 < .05. Similarly, the pretest-posttest correlations varied so

much by condition, .46 within the TICCIT'condition and .78 within lecture, that

this might be seen as a strong competing explanation for the apparent treatment

304
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V

effect. Yet we should expect such,a reduced pretest- posttest correlation within

the TICCIT condition given the restricted pretest range among students completing

a math course,m6er. the TICCIT program. If we accept this experimental effect

on course completion rates and correct the analysis for unreliability according

to-test-retest correlations (after Campbell & Borich, 1975), the estimated

treatment effect (T = 2.75 and t = 1.88) would still be consistent with our

original estimate in Table 5.5 (T = 2.87 and t = 2.05). Nor is the effect

simply a matter of systematic bias due to post&st observations without pre-,

tests. Adjusting for missing pretests would reveal a somewhat higher treatment

effect, T = 3.30.

It might still be argued that entrance ability accounts for the better per-

formance of students in the TICQIT condition. To some extent it does: almost

every analysis indicates that pretest score contributes significantly to the

explanation of posttest variance. But with entrance ability taken into con-

sideration there was a significant, treatment effect. Even comparisons of just

those students with similar pretest scoren would indicate that the TICCIT program

has a positive,effect on cumulative learning. Such an analysis, fdr Math 007

in the fall semester, with the range of pretest scores in the lect ondition

restricted to X > 35 as an approximate match to observed scores in.' 1e TICCIT.1111

condition, would result in an estimated treatment effect of 2.37 and a t-statistic

of 1.93. The Rositive TICCIT effect for Math 007 in the fall semester holds under

a variety of analyses.

1j

Actually the treatment effect eVident in Math 007 for the fall se esterester was

even more dramatic than the estimates thus far presented SuggeSt. '72ere was a

statistically significant interaction term omitted from the simpli4ed regression

model in Table 5.5. It indicated that the treatment effect was different in the

)

3u5
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day and evening divisions. Although the point difference in posttest pe'rfar-

mance. by cord ion was positive for..the day division, TD 1.4.4 Ape,

Sample size. in

pronouncedtreatment'effeCt for the eveniCig division was quite mP 8.43 Ond.

the evening diision for the TICCIT condition

(N = 9) 1pre4Ided° reliability adjustments
k i -

and .d iv ion.
e I

However, if we were to include a treatmentpc division to

an find bothcorrected for test unreliability, we would the adius

within groups defined
by both Condition

+

pretest reliability and that for test-retest correlation

\treatment
,A

TE8.59

"i .

effectfortheeverlingdivisihher...8.46

and t = 3.06, 2 < .01, for the two methods,

results conform with our Endings for Math 007 across

shav .simile

and t7 at
k 9 .

roi in our

estimated

respectively). 'These

(seelqable!5.8)

as well as the appearance of the data (see Table 5.1). And

weight to the' interpretation of the TICCIT effect on }student 4chievement as

lend further

positive and significant for mainline applications in math nUrseS.

Thi4 evidence of a treatment effect should convince uatt
look elsewhere

for supporting results. The analyses presented in Table 5.5 fo-r-the'sprin$

semester at Phoenix included only those students who completed
their course

studies by the end of the academic term.

took advantage of the self-paced nature of

. 2
on other courses instead of completing their math course

Yet there were sortie
g

students w
x''44

'^s

the TICCIT .pyograill and concentrate

on
the TICCIT,,eysrem.

Later they did fulfill their math course's requirements. In

students in the analyses for the spring

vations in both Math 106 and Math 108, a substantial increase given the low

eluding these

semester would give
four more obser-).

11,,

'

sample size for the TICCIT condition in these courses. Also, data collection

for Math 106 and Math 117 continued into the summer semester; six additional

obserliations for the TICCIT condition in each of these course.: le.
'4 become available.



Analyses which include

close of the spring semester

There would be-only two additional Obairvat

- 268

1

7

student completing /$ math co rse After the formal 4'

, 4 )

Or durinsi the'sWatelY appear in enable 5.7.

007 for TICCIT comple- '

tions immediately after the 'Spring semdste

- .

,,the table. For the three touTs whi4

estimated treatment of eCts oVe

within_. the spring seine

'koutse,isIDWted from

ere is an incr sae

Om posttest data co

TICCIT effect fpr Math 06 an

es'of asignificant, positive

J,gince'the'datajor Math 106 includt

six students from the TICCAT: cpndi4Pn( in the summer semester but no students

from lecture classes in that to 'there is eason to question the estimated

treatment effect.-. 4he'egrfOSOnweight listed for Math 117 indicates a size?

_able point difference between COnditions, 6.14 points or about three-fourths

of a standard Aeviation. HOnyer, there,is an interaction term in this

regression model. Yrheractual estimated.effect in the day division would be

r.

a combination of-teFms:

-TE ,6.14 for students ',cpmpletingan evening TICCIT class and

TD"m,6,14, + (-7.88)

TICCIT c'las's.

V -
The significant effect of 6.14app1-etii to the evening divisiop alone, and just

four students pUttie.20 obseivationejd the TICCIT condition represent the

relei/an gopulation.i The small,aample SI:ze may therefore raise doubt about

thAsultafor.Math.117.H,

At Alexandria'it thlit syl4ents completing a math course under

the TICCIT program acadenac OrraVoula demonstrate the program's
e ,

effectiveness.. Theia,Oefe jupt 33 suCli students in the winter.

.

r 7

quarter with

:,both a pr st-and postteatfcrr Math 31 (1"3 tor The TicpiT

-1.74-fpFlitudente completing a dgy

1'



Achievement Results: Analysis onfoomon Objectives

CoUrse

Math Courses at Phoenix

Spring and Summer semesters, 1976

Math 106 Math, 108 Math 117 ----

Number of Students N = 101 N 56, N =99

Multiple Correlation R .67 R .30,

0

R= .71

StandirdIrror of Estimate
7

se
est

=5.77 se
est

7.33 se
est

.5.33

Regression Value of Regression Value(of Regression Value of

jadgenkI4111112Les:

Condition:

TICCIT(1)/Lecture0)

Entrance Ability:

Pretest,

Division:

Day(1)/Evening(0)

Term:

Spring (1)

Interactions:

Day & Spring

TICCIT* Day

Constant:

Weight t-statistic

3.37 2.07*

1.44 7.64***

1.49 1.21

5.05

*P < .05

* * *p
< .001

Weight t-statistic Weight "t- statistic

.97 .43

,l6 1.56

-4.62 -1.51

Table 5.7

31.31

6.14 2.05*

.66 3,93***

-1.22 -.62

-11.16 -5.79***

-11.18 4.57***

-7.88 -2.36*

17.46

3U8 3U9
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lecture and 9 for programmed instruction). The Analysis 'of these data would '

indicate a significant, positive treatment effect: T 4.60 and t 2.19,

< .05, for a comparison of the TICCIT and lecture conditions; T 3.66 and

t 2.19, 2 < .05, for a comparison of the TICCIT and programmed conditions.

The small numbers of observations might once again tempt us to dismiss these

results. To do so would be to disregard a significant effect for the third

'ti'me, counting Math 32 in the winter and spring quarters, Math 106 in the

extended spring semester, and now Math 31 in the winter quarter. The sample

size may indicate that our estimated effects apply to a select group of

students, but nevertheless they constitute evidence of TICCIT's impact on

student achievement.

It appears that when we remove the time constraints of an academic term,

the sample size increases and the variable representing the instructional

Icondftion.is more apt to become a significant'term in the regression model.

This happened for Math 32 (Table 5.6),"Math 106, and Math 117 (Table 5.7) when

posttest data were taken from multiple terms. Table 5.8 presents analyses

for the introductory algebra courses, Math 007 and Math 31, across academic

terms. With relaxed time constraints a positive TICCIT effect becomes apparent

in both courseS. At Phoenix the effect was 5.40 points on the posttest score

for common ob+ectives. This difference corresponds to approximately two-thirds

of a sOlutard*viatil6 or better than ten percent of the total score possible.

It applies only to the evening division, as indicated by the treatment-division

interaction term in the regression model and suggested by the summary of achieve-

ment data (see Table 5.1). At Alexandria the effect in the day division was

4.39 for a comparison of TICCIT results with those of lecture classes. Such a

point spread between conditions is equivalent to ten percent of the total4Core
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Achieveselt Walt. across Terms: Analysis on Common Objietivee

Alexandria and Phoenix

Math 31 and Math 007

Academic Year 197-76

NumSer of Students

Multiple Correlation

Indoendent VarEhles:

Math 31 Math 31

Math 001 Students with Credit Students with Credit

N = 331 N 87 N 110

R .65 R .64 R .58

Regression Value of legresiion Silue of Regression Value of

t-statistic Weight t-statistic Weight c-statistic

Condition:
**

TICCTT(1)/Lacture.(0) 5.40 2.69 -.11 -.06

TICCIT(1)/Prog:ammed(-1) 1.33 1,93

Lecture(1)/Programmed(-1) -1.08

i

-1.78

Entrance ability:
*** *** *

Pretest' .45 14.53 .21 4.04 .17 4.09

Academic Term:
*

Fali(1)/Spring(0) 4,36 -2.00

Fa11(1)/S,)ring(-1) .68 .93 .44 .67

Winter(1)/Spring(-1) .10 .12 ,31 .52

Division:
*** *

Day(1)/Evening(0) 3.62 4.67 -3.16 -2.01 - .97 - .79

Student Status:

Full-time(1)/Part-timc(0) -1.40 -1.17 -1.21 -1.10

Employment:

Fu11-time(3)/Part-time(2)/None(1) - .28 - .40 ,- .89 -1.39

Enrollment in Course:

Prior enrollment(1)/ irst enrollmeaL(0) -1.83 -1.45 -2.35 -2.22

Maturity:

Age (Years) - .14 -1.73 - .03 - .43

Interactions:

TICCU*Day -5.47 -2.45 4.50\ 2.12

Constant: 14.12 32.48 28.65

***

p < .001

**

p < .01

311
*

p < .05

Table 5.8
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possible on common objectives. The, estimated effect was less for TICCIT

results compared with those of programmed instruction. Then the regression

coefficient was 1.33, which corresponds to a T of 2.66 points and approaches

accepted limits for statistical significance. The lower effect for TICCIT

when compared against progrEamed inatruction should be expected since there

were fewer posttest items common to these two conditions (38 rather than 44)

and this estimate, unlike that obtained with lecture as a relative standard,

he1d for day and evening classes.

Students able to complete a math course on t1, TICCIT system do attain

higher posttest scores than comparable students from lecture classes. These

treatment effects on student achievement may not be readily apparent from

analyses conducted for each academic term. However, the TICCIT program offers

students self-paced instruction. This both removes much of the need for

students to meet a fixed time constraint, and introduces a temptation for

them to neglect a TICCIT class. Especially toward the end of an academic

term when the demands of other courses must be met, students may choose to

take advantage of TICCIT's self-paced featuto and plan to continue studying on

the TICCIT system after the for18.1 close of a term. So analyses of achievement

data collected within an academic term may not reveal treatment effects. But

analyses across academic terms show a signific4int, positive treatment effect

in five math courses of six.

Ability and Content Subscores. Regardless of its overall impact on
rA

student achievement, the TICCIT program might be particulaok strong or weak

for certain components of the math curriculum. Such a view is consistent with

the belief that competing curricular programs may lead to different patterns

313
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measurement within one comparison group). Even further, data taken from a few

academic terms for several courses may reveal an effect peculiar to the con-

4itions of one specific term or the materials appropriate to one particular

cours. All off these considerations enter into our analyses for student

achievement'so that we might isolate and-estimate TICCIT effects.

5.3.a Math Courses

The posttests prApared as measures of student achievement in math

courses actually gave a number of different subscores. The basis for our com

parisons of TICCIT results with those of regillar classroom practices was the

subscore that reflected course objectives shared by both conditions. This

subscore for-common objectives typically included about 85 percent of the

items on a course's posttest. The other items concerned objectives unique

to either the TICCIT program or lecture classes, and often two or three

questions went beyond the course's objectives regardless of condition. The

analyses presented here deal first with common objectives and then with

objectives unique tilo one condition.

It may be recalled, that our approach to data analysis involved estimating

treatment effects for similar students. Similarity was to be defined by a

number of demographic variables, such as a student's entrance ability in the

subject matter and age. Requiring these additional data meant the loss of

some observations in the analysis due to incomplete information. This happened

in the analyses for course completion, but the number of observations was so

large that we could afford the loss: With the number of pretestposttest

observations already low for math courses under the TICCIT program, we had

to retain all of the observations and chose not to sacrifice any for missing
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of test performance rather than any difference in aggregate achievement (see

Walker & Schaffarzick, 1974). Certainly if test coverage favors one curriculum

or another, there should be achievement differences' reflecting that bias. But

if we restrict comparisons to just those test items reflecting objectives shared

by the,pmpeting curricula, we can eliminate possible sources of test bias. Then

comparisons of competing curricular programs would yield fair estimates of their

relative advantages for specific outcomes. All of our comparisons for detecting

relative advantages on specific achievement outcomes draw on course objectives

common to the TICCIT program and the conventional math program.

The-subscores formed from common posttest items reflect two dimensions of

the math cliculum. One series of subscores divides test items into four

separate ability levels,: (0) factual recall; (1) manipulation; (2) Solution of

routine problems; and (3) demonstration of concept comprehension. The order of

these four ability levels constitutes a progression from cognitive tasks requiring

just knowledge, to others demanding comprehension, to those calling for the

straightforward application of rules, and finally to tasks necessitating the

analysis of concept relationships in unfamiliar problem situations (see Bloom,

1956). Another dimension corresponds to the content categories within a

test: (1) arithmetic; (2.a) simplifying signed and complex numbers; (2.b)

tions; (2.c) exponents, radicals and logarithms; (2.d) -factoring, multiplying

and dividing algebraic expressions; (2.e) number line and coordinate plane;

(2.f) inequalities, absolute values and sets; (2.g) sequences, arithmetic and

geometric progressions; and (2.h) permutations and,combinations binomial theorem.

These content categories represent a classification of the complete precalculus

c4riculum. Not every category appears on each posttest. The posttests for

beginning algebra do not cover progressions or permutations and combinations,

3-14
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while those for intermediate algebra omit items on arithmetic. The actual number

of items within each ability level or content category probably gives. a strong

indication of course emphasis.

Naturally the common objectives broken down further to ability or content

subscores leave few items to define a specific outcomey Therefore, our measure--

ment of specific outcomes cannot be as reliable as the total score on common

objectives. Table 5.9 presents reliability estimates for posttest subscores.

Although some approach an acceptable reliability for group measures (i.e., r=

.801, most seem tot, unreliable for firm conclusions about specific prograM

outcomes. The results of data analyses for subscores do" provide.descriptive

evidence that should be'useful in planning pplications of the TICCIT.program

or developing computer-assisted instructional systems.

Appendix P contains summaries of student performance on the math posttests.

The mean and standard deviation appear for each subscore along with the number

of items in that subscore. From these data we t k subscores on ability levels

and content categories. Each score became the endent variable in a regression

analysts similar to those shown in Tables 5.5 andb-..6. These were fallible

dependent variables in that they often included as much variation due to error

as due to true score. Interpretation of subscore results was further compli-

cated by the large number of analyses. Since a course's posttest had subscores

for four ability levels And six or more content categories, there were at least

ten analyses per course.

Table 5.10 presents the results of these analyses in the courses for which

subscore reliabilities were given by an earlier table (see Table 5.9). It

includes the regression coefficient and t-statistic for the independent4Variable

that represented thepinstructional condition in each analysis. As before, the
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Alexandria and bomb

Mathematics Courses

Academic Year 1975-76

Math 007 Math 31 Math 117 Math 32

Fall Spring Fall
2

Winter Spring Spring Winter and Spring

(N 182) (N 181) (N 58) (X a 80) (N 79) (N . 11) (N' 92)

Number Number Number Number

Objectives of Items r r of Items r r rf Items r of Items

2 Unique to lecture 5 .67 ,61 1 2 : 0
.

3 Unique to 'TICCIT .4 9 .51 .45 .60 3 '4

4 Beyond curriculum 0 0 3 3

Ability levels

2. 2 1 10 Factual Recall

1 Nanipulation 19(18)1 .81 .69 15 .34 .82 .83 5 .46 3

2 Eoutiue Problem 22(17) .79 .73 22(18)1 .66 .84 .86 16(11) .75 18(16) .69

Salving

3 Concept 14(11) .63 ,48 15(9) .45 .65 .76 24(21) .82 19(14) .74

Comprehension

Content

1 Arithmetic 12(10) .64 .47 12(11) .56 .69 .75 0 0.
is)

2 Algebra
.4

Ln

a simplifying 6(5) :66 ,49 7 .40 .75 .73 3 3(1)

b equations 18(17) .83 .76 15(14) ..63 .82 .85 16 .75 12(10) .71

c exponents,

radicals

d algebraic

expressions

e n4m'ar.line and

coordinate plane

f inaqualities,

absolute value

g sequences and

progressions

h permutations and

combinations

5

10(7)

3

3(1)

.47

.70

.40

.64

7(4)

4

5(3)

4(1)

3(1)

4(3)

12(11)

1

1(2)

3(1)

.77

14(13)

3

5(4)

4(3)

.65

1
The number of items in parentheses reflects only those items on common objectives. Responses to these common items were the basis

reliability estimates,

2

In the fall quarter, the reliability estimates were taken from data on those students who received course credit.
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Achievement Issulta: Analysis of Posttest Sibscorel

'Ability Levels and Contest Categorise

Alexoddria And Phoenix

Math Couriai

Academic Year 1975-76

Course Math 007 Math 007 :lath 117 Moth 31

?ern ?all Semester Spring Semester Summar Semester Fall Quarter

' Number of Students N 152 N 172 , N. 99 N 48

Dependent veiat104

Math

Winter Quarter

N 36

Regression Value of Regression' Value of Regression Value of Regression Velui of Regreision Value of

Weight t-statistic Weight t-statistic t-statistic Weight t-statistic Weight t-statlstic

Math 32

Winter 5 Siring Quarters

N .44

Regisssiot Value of

Weight t-stagy iistic

Ability levels:

?actual Recall .10 1.16 .10 1.21 -.24 11.85., .10 .44 .01 .08 .33 1.58

Manipulation .63

Solution al Routine

?reale:a 1.75

1.05,

2.840

.13

.11

.25

.20

-.04

.00

-.17

.00

.a

1.25

.21

1.25

1,38

.79

2.60*

.81

-.17

\ 2.57

-.42

2,62*

Denonstration of Concept

Covrchen,kon .38 .89 .01 .03 .44 .45 .29 .59 .72 1.48 \ y7 1.37

(

Content Categories:
\

Arith:cit .07 .21 .00 .00 .44 .71 .98 2.26k III

Algebra-
I I

Siratify!ng -.24 -.91 -.10 -.45 -.23 '-1.09 .C6 .16 '

,
.34 1.21' .1;113 .35

Equ4tIons 2.53.

I

1.54e*t. 1.26 2,20* .51 .71 .76 1.01 .66 .98 1, 1.67
ClIk

Exponen:4, Radicals, i

Legrithms .13 :47 -.55 -2,34* .17 1.60 .65 1.34 .90 2.00 1 .69 2.43*

Fecto:ing, Multipl7ing,

:!e:iiri Expressions .20 .59 . 7.28 -.88 -.42 -1.90 -.12

.

-.32 -.11 -.24

\

.,49 \ 1.47

Number Line and
\

Ccordinate Plane .17 1.C2 .15/ .91 -.43 -.77 .06 .22 .20 .72 .14 .29

Inequalities, AbsolUte.

Values -.01 -.07 -.13\ -1.27 .12 1.00 -.07 -.38 -.05 -.31 .37 .99

Sliqueom, Progressions .24 1.31

Perrutltions, .20 , 1.68

Co:alma:au
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coefficients correspond to the estimated point difference between outcomes

of the TICCIT program and those of the lecture condition. Perhaps the most

striking feature of these results is the absence of significant t atment

effects. With so large a number of analyses we might expect to find more

-than eight significant effects for specific outcomes. And the significant

treatment effects on test performance taken as total score on common objec-

tives would reinforce such an expectation. But three facts should reduce

(I, the number of significant findings: the .elimination of possible sources of

test bias by considering only items on ,common objectives; the fallible

nature of subscores as dependent variables; and the breakdown of a possibly

significant overall effect into several smaller parts.

Only two significant effects were repeated in another math. course or

'academic term. One corresponds to the solution of routine problems as an

ability level and the other to equations as a content category. Both of these

specific outcomes involved an effect in favor of the TICCIT program. The

point differences reflected by the regression coefficients were always posi-

tive for these two subscores, and they were significant in two cases for each

outcome (Math 007 in the fall semester and Math 32 in the winter and spring

quarters for the solution of routine problems, and Math 007 in the fall

semester and again in the spring semester for equations):-.Further, the

estimated treatment effects for Math 106 in the fall semester were positive

and significant for both the solution of routine problems, T ill 2.29 and t =
t

2:86, ja' .01, and equations, r = 1.13 and t 2.72, .2 < .01, as specific

outcomes,

The probable reasons for these two specific strengths in the TICCIT

program come from a fundamental feature of its design and the detail of its

3eo
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content coverage. The computer system provides students with access to an

'extensive file ofjprigtice exercises for learning and repeating rules of

problem solving. Students take advantage of this opportunity and spend most

of their time on the TICCIT, system doing practice problems (see Chapter 7: \id

Student Activities). One result of their repetitiouS practice in applying

rules is improved performance in'solving routine problems. The advantage

for the TICCIT program in posttest subscores related to equations 'may be

attributed to the depth of its coverage on this topic (see Appendix A, in

particular Unit 20). It seems for'the topic of equations the developers

4

succeeded in isolating the key attributes of rules and providing appropriate

instances of rule applications as examples and practice problems.

A final point about the ability and content subscores should be noted.

It concerns the absence of significant effects. The TICCIT program resulted

in test performance comparable to lecture results for the highest abiliti
-*

level and most advanced content category. The direction of differences on

these specs c outcomes showed consistently positive TCCIT effects. The

program's impact on student achievement was not just a matter of rote factual

recall or simple arithmetic operations. It affected student achievement in

substantial and substantive parts of A math curriculum: the solution of

routine problems and equations. The TICCIT program also held its own on

specific outcomes for which conventional practices might be thought to be

more conducive to student learning.

Unique Objectives. Few of the posttest items represented objectives

unique to either the TICCIlaprogram or lecture instruction. There was sub-

stantial overlap in course objectives across conditions since all classes
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had to meet the same curricular requirements. However, one-sixth of the posttest

items for Algebra I represented material taught only in TICCIT classes. This is a

reflection on the ambitious cov ofthat course under the TICCIT program (see

llikFigure 2.1); the posttest for Math merely Makes the discrepancy in coverage

explicit. Usually, fewer than ten posttest items corresponded to unique objec-
,1

tives (see Appendix C and Table 5.9), and these were split among objectives

uniqUe to the TICCIT condition and objectives unique to the lecture condition.

Table 5.11 presents the results of the analyses for posttest subscoris on

unique objectives. The estimated treatment effects here are subject to the same

qualification that applied to ability and content subscores: the dependent

variable is a fallible measat of specific program outcomes. But the statistical

tests of significance suggest a clear pattern of the results. Students taking a

math, course on the TICCIT system did attain higher posttest subscores on objec-

tives unique to the TICCIT program, while students in lecture classes attained

higher posttest subscores nn objectives unique to the lecture condition. had

such a pattern not been obvious, there would be reason for doubting the claiisi-

\11

fication of posttest i ems by objectives. Instead it seems the procedures for

classifying items worke ell arid, hence, the comparisons of program results

according to common objectives were fair.

The estimated treatment effects given in Table 5.11 also suggest that pro-

gram comparisons based on total posttest scores would lead to greater observed

differences in test performance. At least this would be so for Math 31. For

that course, including items on unique objectives might increase the overall

point difference between conditions. Another point added to the TICCIT effects

already estimated 4or Math 31 (see Table 5.8) would provide further evidence of

a positive TIC impact on student achieVement.



Course

Math 007

Math 007

Math 117

Math 31

Math 31

Math 32

*

p < .05

**

p < .01

i**

p < ,001
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Achievement Results: Analysis on Unique Objectives

Alexandria and Phoenix

Math Courses

Academic Year 1975-76

Dependent Variable

Posttest Items Posttest Item

Unique to Lecture Unique to TICCIT

Term

Number of

Students

Regression

Weight (T)

Fall Semester 152 -1.73

Spring Semester 172 - .85

Spring & Summer 99 .09

Semesters

Fall Quarter 48 - .02

Winter Quarter 36 .19

Winter & Spring 44

Quarters

Table 5.11
J

I Value of Regredsion Value of

' t-statistic Weight _61 t statistic

***

-5.80 ,91 4.04***

** ***

-2,97 .86 4.24

0

.48 ,49 2.53

**

- .11 3.02

1.33 1.09' 1.97

.30 .82
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5.3.b English Courses

The posttests prepared as measures of student achievement in English

courses had two distinct components. There was an objective test of writing

skills'that covered traditional points in composition (see ApOndix 8). It

presented questions about grammatical and structural conventions in standard

written English and called for responses in a multiple-choice format (see

Figure 2.5). Obviously such a test, as an indirect measure of writing ability

. and a sample of pertinent skills, had limitations. The English posttests,

therefore, included an essay component (see A dix D). Students wrote on a

given topic under test conditions, and instructors later assigned scores/to

these essays in grading sessions supervised by the evaluator. A student's

scores on the objectives and essay components served as complementary but

separate measures of achievement.

For English courses the question of progrdm impact on student achievement

became a matter, of point differences on either the essay or objective test.

Analyses again took the form of regiession models. A component of the English

'posttest was the dependentyariable, and the independent variables defining

similar students in each condition were the same as those employed in the

analyses for course completion. The estimates of treatment effects, then,

represent the difference in scores between students completing an English

course on the TICCIT system and comparable students from lecture-discussion

classes.

Tables 5.12 and 5.13 present the analyses for student achievement as a

program outcome. It may seem as though the estimated treatment effect was

negative as often as positive. The regression coefficients for the term

representing the instructional conditions were negative in six of ten cases.
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Ashisvarst halm Dug ali 011essier 'Mats
Phomois .

Wish 10 and lf
Calowlar Year 1076

Posttest

Urn

Essay

Spring SeMeSter

Nambat of Students N 105

Nh11,8014 Correlattaa .38

8Ramdatd,Error of !stints sass
t

,66

Raireasioa Value of

11400nn4ant Variables: Weight t-otatitlia

Condition:

TTCCIT(1)/Lecture(0) .204 1.42

Retrace ability:
buy Pretest .318 3.42 **

Objective Pretest .015 3.19**

Division:

Dey(Olveaing(0)

lastructor:

.341 1.87

11
-.284 -1.26

12

Student Stant;
Fu11-tise(1)/Pert-tloe(0)

larollmt in course:

-.097 -.63

Repetition of coqrse(1)/

First enroilrant(G)'

imployment:

-.503 -1.41

Full-tine vork(3)/

Fart-tine(2)/None(1) -.138 -1.31

Maturity:

Age(Years) -.002 -.01

Sax:

Ne1e(1)/Fenels(0) .080 -.52

Interaction:

Objective Prates:
2

TICCIT* Age

TICCIT* Day

Ccestaat- .848

p<.05

**
p<.01

***
1.4.001

Objael ivy

Sp:ing &meter

N 405

R .73

Hest
4.30

latrassioa Value of

t-statistic

-3.77 -1.35

1.91 5.06**

-.43 -1.07

-1.42 -1.20

-.31 -.21

. 1.71 1.68

-1.22 -.57

-.29 -.44

-.23

-.16 -.15
.

.02 2.11*

.23 2.30*

22.48

Table 5.12

Way
Ball Swam

I 248

I .61

ost

lagrasitaa lal4s of

tabs t-istatistio

r

-.498 -3.03g0

.279 4.56***

.036 5.69***

-.267 -1.81

-.234 -1.74

. 082 ,.64.

. 179 1.59

-1.19

-.026 -.46

-.003 -.42

-.088 -1.17

.381 2.95**

.974

326

Obective

Salascor

0 4 244

R .64

"sat
u 4.61

lasxassioa Value of

=WAWA

1.68 2.41*

1.01 2.0611

.44 8.50***

1.12 1.05

-1.41 -1.40

.23 .13

-.12 .05

-.08 -.16

.11 2.14*

.31 .83

10.31
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Achisvelint lesultu
Essay and Objective Tests

Alexandria

English 111

Calendar Year 1976

Posttest
Essay

Objective
Seek.

'Clijective
.., Essay

Objective

Term
Winter quarter

WInt at Quarter
Spring Quarter

Spring Quarter E41 quattr
Fall Quarter

Smear of Students
'N 32

N 83 N '.:00 N 200
. N 158

N 167
Multiple Correlaion 1 .62

It, .76 I .70
It .34 R ,55

l .4 .75
Standard Error of Estimate

se
est

.69 meat ,76
se
est

.61 soillt 4,76.. seat .65
, neat 4,25

Regression Value of Regression Value of Regression Value of Regression
t

Value of Reittesion Value of
Regression Value of

Independent Variablea:
Weight t-statistic Weight t -statistic Weight

Weight r -statistic Weight t-statittit Weight
tqttetiatillConditi4;

TICCITN/Lticture(0) .235 1.00 -.93 -.68 -.164 -1.17 -7.79,
-1.09** .420 2.11* -.90 -1.14

Intranet ability:

/guy Pretest
.178 1.60

5.16 5.200* .202 2.71** 1,09 1.93 .113 1.40 .89 1.74

Objective Pretest
,053 3.29" .42 4.560* .043 6.04*** .54 7,970* .040 4.61*** .57 10.41***

Division:

,
,

DaY(1)/,Evening(0) .088 -,22
1.03 .43 .141 .94 -1.26 -2.06 .356 1.49 .45 .42

Class:

Laboretory(1)/Regular(0) -.065 -.24
-.91 -.58

-2.25 -2,63**Instructor:

11

-.213 -1.05 -1.94 -1.57

12

.149
, .72 1.20 .94

I)

.105 ,52
.07 .05

14

Student status: ..325 1.75 .26 .25 Et.)

lb

tei

Full-tini(1)/Part-tire(0) .140 .59
-1.57 -1.14 -.059 -.50 .12 .79 .226 1.43

2.23 2.25*

1

Enrollment in course:

'again of course(1)/

first enrolluot(0) ,a70 1.63

Employmett:,

..88 .55 .189 .85

t

1.91' 1.11 .199 .77
.64 . .38

Full-the vork(3)/

Part-time(2)/None(1)
.209 1.10 -.83 -1.22 -.021 -.33 -.51 -1.00 -.003 -.03

.19 .35
Heturity:

kge(Yeare)
.019 1.58

-.13 -1.83 -.001 -.17 -.01 -.28 .011 1.34 .01 .20

Set

11111(1)/Yesale(0) -.151 -.91
2.62 2.7414 -.068 -.70 -1.55 -2.09* -.007 -.07

1.03 1.54
Interaction:

TICCIT* Objective Pram

.26
2.75**

T1CCIT* Day

-.560 -2.25*
Constant--

-.417
14.03

1.03
15.39

.383
9:69

321
Table 5,13
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And the statistical tests associated with the condition variable were signifi-

,
cant four times, twice with positive weights and twice with negative. But

these regression coefficients did not necessarily reflect the treatment effect.

Whenever an interaction term involving the condition variable accounted for a

significant portion of posttest variance, it entered into the regression model.

Then estimating treatment effects also meant combining regression weights.

The first analysis, including an-interaction term in the regression model,

is that or the objective test of writing skills in the spring semester at

Phoenix. Actually, the response functions for student achievement in this case

were neither linear nor parallel. The addition of the squared score on the

objective pretest as an independent variable indicates nonlinearity. The

treatment-trait interaction term indicates a relationship between variables

in one condition but not the other. Here there was a relationship between a

student's score on the objective posttest and his age that held just within

the TICCIT condition. Put another way, TICCIT's impact on student achievement

varied according to age.

Our best estimate of a treatment effect in cases with trait-treatment

interactions is the value of the regression coefficient for the condition term

plus the value of the regression coefficient for the interaction multiplied

by the trait's mean value within TICCIT condition. It is much easier to

understand this combination of coefficients as it applies to the achievement

data from the spring semester. The estimated treatment effect would be:

T -3.77 + .23(2616)

T 2.38.

It is the weight for the condition term, -3.77, plus the coefficient for the

trait-treatment interaction, .23, multiplied by the average age of students
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within the TICCIT condition, 26.46. Since the population referred to by our

estimated treatment effects is always that which completed a course on the TICCIT

system, the mean of a trait must be taken from observations for that population.

Thus, 26.46 was the mean age of students completingEnglish 019 (or English 29

in the evening division) on the TICCIT system in the spring semester.

The estimated treatment effect of 2.38 points on the objective posttest

is significant (t = 2.48, 2. < .05) but, in a sense, incomplete. The point

'difference varied according to age, and estimates made at different intervals

in the age distribution would give a fuller picture of effects. At approxi-

mately one standard deviation below and above the mean age of TICCIT students,

the treatment effects would be .42 for students 18 years of age and 4.37 for

students 35 years old. The impact of the TICCIT program on objective test

performance was consistently positive at all age levels and apparently increased

with age.

The TICCIT program had &positive effector' student achievement across

semesters at Phoenix. In the spring semester that effect amounted to 2.38

points on the objective test of writing skills. The same significant, positive

effect occurred in the fall semester. Then the poin difference in favor of

the TICCIT program was 1.68 in terms of score on the objective posttest. This

estimated treatment effect was independent of a student's age, but age still

served as a significant independent variable by itself, b = .11 and t = 2.14,

< .05. Descriptive achievement data from the summer semester (see Appendix

0) provide supporting evidenck_ for a positive treatment effect on objective

test performance. But perhaps this occurred at the expense of students' actual

writing. Discrete skills might be learned through extensive practice but not

applied in essays.
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The estimated treatment effects on the essay posttest seem to depict a

mixed result for the TICCIT program. The regression coefficient for the term

representing the instructional conditions was positive in the spring semester

and highly negative in the fall. However, there should be two estimates of

treatment effects for the fall semester. The estimate, for the day division

would be a combination of coefficients, (-.498) + (.581), yielding 0, slight

positive value, T
D

.08. Another for the evening division woul- Athe

coefficient for the condition term as it stands, T 0' -.498 and t 1-3.01, It

< .01. The probable reason for this negative effect in English 029 rests in

the context for the demonstration. Part-time instructors unfamiliar with the

TICCIT program taught evening classes on the computer system during the fall

semester, and their inexperience showed in the achievement results. This

suggests that instructors must be thoroughly familiar with the TICCIT program

in order to teach with it in an effective manner.

At Alexandria there were two instances of a significant treatment effect.

The first involved student performance on the objective posttest in the spring

quarter. Estimating that Effect as a combination of regression coefficients,

T mg -7.79 + .26(21.48)

T -2.21,

indicates that students who completed English 111 with the TICCIT system scored

about two points lower on the objective posttest than similar students in en-

tirely lecture-discussion classes. But the magnitude of the effect varied

according to students' scores on the objective-pretest, and there should again

be several estimates reflecting the range of effects. The estimated effect

begins to change direction for students whose objective pretest score exceeded

30: T .01 when the objective pretest score was approximately one standard
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deviation above the mean. Only for students with nearly the maximum possible

score on the objective pretest would the estimated effect'be positive and

significant. The significant negative effect, however, applies to over half

of the students who completed English 111 with some TICCIT use in the spring

_ quarter. The estimated effect would be -4.41 points for students with objec-

tive pretest scores about one standard deviation below the mean observed in

the TICCIT condition.

The other significant treatment effect at Alexandria occurred on the essay

pOsitest in the fall, quarter. That regression model has an interaction term

7kindicating different effects in the day and eve ng divisions:

T E = .420 for students completing evening TICCIT classes and

TD = .420 + (-.560) = -.14 for students completing day TICCIT classes.

The positive effect in the evening division represents a sizeable point dif-

ference between conditions on the essay posttest. However, some of this

effect might be attributed to instructors rather than treatments. One

instructor apparently stressed writing skills and sacrificed student per-

formance on essay tests in a lecture-discussion class (see Appendix M, the

descriptive statistics for section 14 in the fall quarter). Just as the

negative impact on essay performance at Phoenix could be explained by certain

instructors' lack of familiarity with the TICCIT program, the positive impact

observed at Alexandria may be a funttion of an instructor's emphasis in
I ,

teaching composition.

The one consistent result from the analyses for student achievement

concerned point differences between conditions on the objective test of writing

skills. The TICCIT program led.,to higher scores on the objective posttest,

and the point differences were in the neighborhood of two points or about five
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percent 'of the total score possible. Such an estimated treatment effect may

,seem negligible in terms of its educational importance but still represents

in

,a siinificant and uncommon finding. The effect arose from the application of

the TICCIT program as a primary instructional resource. Instructors were

responsible' or directing students and often supplemented the TICCIT curriculum
A.

by holding(small group'discussions. The courses in which the TICCIT program

had this positive impact were English 019 and English 029 at Phoenix. These

courses. placed emphasis on the fundamentals of written English, and the signi-

ficanttreatinent effects indicated TICCIT's positive impact on precisely that

,component of student performance, namely, the objective test of writing skills.

.There ,was also a case of a significant treatment effect on test performance

in the spring quarter atAlexandria. The TICCIT program as an adjunctive

instructional resource had a negative impact on student achievement: students

completing English 111 with some exposure to the TICCIT materials had lower

scoxes on the objective test of writing skills than similar students from

lecture-discussion classes. The size of the point difference varied according

to entrance'ability, defined by scores on the objective pretest. This same

trait-treatment interaction between entrance ability and the TICCIT condition

had occurred in the analyses for course completion as a program outcome.. With

that dependent variable the interaction entered into the regression models for

'the winter and fall quarters,(see Table 4.9). Now, with student performance on

the objective posttest as the dependent variable, we find evidence of the inter-

action in the spring quarter as well. Thus, the TICCIT program applied as an

adjunct to conventional practices, the condition under which its course completion

rates came closest-to that of lecture-discussion classes, had a negative impact

on some aspect of student performance across quarters of Alexandria, and that

effect worsened as scores on the objective pretest fell.
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5.3.c Immediate Learning and Retention

Besides the posttests which served as measures of cumulative learning,

there were topical tests and tests for retention. These tests defined student

achievement in terms of immediate learning and retention, and therefore broadened

our evaluation of student achievement in math courses. The topical tests were

taken by students in math courses as soon as they completed instruction in a

particular topic. The topic tested in introductory algebra was linear equations,

and in intermediate algebra it was algebraic. expressions. The tests for reten-

tion.were actually pretests serving a dual purpose. Pretests administered at

the beginning of more advanced courses in 'an algebra sequence acted as both a

measure of entrance ability in that advanced course and a measure of retention

for the prerequisite course. For a student enrolled for Algebra I and Algebra

II in successive academic terms the pretest for Algebra II would also be a

retention test for Algebra I.

The results of the analyses for topical testing appear in Table 5.14.

Generally the estimated treatment effects, represented by the regression weights'

for the condition variable, follow the pattern of effects observed for cumulative

learning (see Tables 5.5 and 5.6). There were two cases in eleven of a signifi-

cant, positive treatment effect on posttest scores for common objectives; there

was one instance in six of a significant, positive treatment effect on immediate

learning. But the simplified regression models in Table 5.14 clearly indicate

that a sizeable point difference separated the TICCIT and ecture conditions.

The TICCIT program had a positive effect of over two points on students'

immediate learnitg in four cases, and such an effect is equivalent to ten

percent of the total possible score on topical tests.
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Achievement Results: Analysis for Immediate Learning

Alexandria and Phoenix

Math Courses

Academit Year 1975-76

Dependent Number of Multiple Independent Regression Value of

Core Tern Variable Students Correlation Variables Weights t-statistic

**

Matt b07 Spring Topical Test 72 .71 TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0') j 2.76 3,16***

Semester Linear Equations Pretest .23 6,03

(Form 601) Constant 5,54

0

Math 108 Spring Topical Test 47 .60 TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) 2.27 1.42***

Semester Algebraic Expressions Pretest .25 4.54

(Form 608) 6.69

:".

Math 31 Fall Topical Test 63 .62 TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) .41
3.5***

Quarter Linear Equations Pretest .24 5.98

(Form 611) Constant 5.73

,Math 31 Winter Topical Test 47 .63 TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) 2.17 1.83***

Quarter Linear Equations Pretest .27 5.08

(Form 617) Constant 3.38

Math 31 Spring Topical Test 27 .75 TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) 2.61 1.61***

Quarter Linear Equations Pretest .22 4.75//

(Form 617) Constant 81

Math 32 Spring Topical Test 52 .30 TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) -2.09 -1,61

Quarter Algebraic Expressions Pretest .39 1.88

(Fom 608) Constant 12.88

**

p<.01

335 ***p.001

Table 5.14 336
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This prevalent, positive impact of the TICCIT program provides an important

piece of evidence about student achievement. Posttesting was dependent on course

completion, and any analysis based on the posttests would be susceptible to ddubt

given tge discrepancies in coarse completion by condition. But topical testing

took place earlier in math courses, and its results apply to a wider range of

students. The relevant population would be students capable of making progress

toward course completion on the TICCIT system. Although the population is still

not the same as all students enrolled for a course, it is a less restrictive mnlia...46,..

than that capable of completing a math course under the TICCIT program. And for,

this population the estimated treatment effects were predominately positive and

of appreciable size.

Table 5.15 presents the analyses for retention. There was one significant

treatment effect and it was negative. Indeed, the two slightly positive esti-

mated effects together with the negative effect seem to contradict other results

for student achievement. But often students began a more advanced course on the

TICCIT system while completing its prerlquisite course. They might then take a

course-specific test for retention prior to studying the mathematical rules and

concepts covered in the test. There were at least five students, for example,

who started Math 106 while finishing Math 007. Such cases naturally interfered,

with our testing for retention and may invalidate these particular results.

5.3.d Estimated Treatment Effects

Table 5.16 gives a summary of the treatment effects estimated for

student achievement. All of these estimates refer to point differences in post-

test performance between students completing a course under the TICCIT program

and similar students in lecture-discussion classes. There were significant
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Number of Students

Multiple Correlation

Achievement Results: Analysis for Retention

Alexandria and Phoenix

Itatics Courses

c Year 1975-76

Math 31

to Math 32

N 0 44 (13 TICCIT)

R ®,49

Math 007

to Math 106

N 83 (17 TICCIT)

R . .50

Math 106 or 108

to Math 117

N 26 (15 TICCIT)

R .71

4 Standard Error of Estimate

Independent Variables

se . 2.54
est

1:ei:hiton t-e:lautisotic

se
eat

2.61

Iretiton

t-::lauteisotic

se
est

1.88

Relreeighit(z t-::laute fisotic

Condition:

TICCIT(1)/Programmed(-1)/Lecture(0) .06 .11

Lecture(1)/Programmed(-1)/TICCIT(0) -,45 -.82

TICCIT(1)/Lectwe (0) ,55 .78 -1,81 -2.17

Entrance Ability: ** *** k**

Pretest .11 3.16 .14 5.07 .18 4.45

Term:

Fall to Winter(1)/Winter to Spring(0) ,05 .06

Fall to Spring(1)/Spring to Summer(0) -1.05 -1.44

Previous Courses: A

Math 106(1)/Math 107(0)
-2.34 -2.63

Constant: 11.51 9.02 7.82

*p < .05

**

p < .01

***

p < .001

338
Table 5.15
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Estimated Treatment Effects on Student Achieveimat

College Term Course Effect (1)

Phoenix Fall 6 Spring 1975 -16 Math 001 - .01

Math. 007 5.40

Spring & Summer 1916
Math.106

Math 108

3.31

.91

Math 117 -1.74

Math 111 6.14

Spring 1976 English 19, 29 .20a

English 19, 29 2.38°

Fall 1976 English 19 .08
e

inglish 29 - .50a

English 19, 29 1.68°

Alexandria Fall, Winter & Spring 1975 -16 Math 31 4.40

Math 31 - .11

Winter 6 Spring 1976 Math 32 4.31

Winter 1916 English 111 .23
e

English 111 - .93°

Spring 1976 English 111 -.16e

English 111 -2.21:

Fall 1976 English 111 - .14'

English 111 .42a

English 111 - .90°

e
Effect on essay posttest.

Effect on objective, posttest.

p < .05

* *p < .01

Table 5.16

340

C- Statistic
Population

- .I4

2,69**

2.07*

,43

-1.13

2.05*

1,42

2.48*

.68

-3,03**

2,41*

Stilents in Day TICCIT Classes

Students in Evening TICCIT Mulls
Students in TICCIT Classes

Students in TICCIT Classes

Students in Day TICCIT Classes

Students in Evening TICCIT Clams

Students in TICCIT Classes

Dependent on Age

Students in TICCIT Classes

Students in TICCIT Classes

Students in TICCIT Classes

3.24**

- .06

2.15*

1.00

- .68

-1.17

-1.96*

- .89

2,11*

-1.14

Students in Day TICCIT Classes

Students in Evening TICCIT,C1sues

Students in TICCIT Classes

Students in TICCIT ,Classes

Students in TICCIT Classes

Students in TICCIT Classes

Dependent on Ability

Students in Day TICCIT Classes

Students in Evening TICCIT Classes

Students in TICCIT Classes

1

golmlumml11MMIIIMENPdim..m.MININO
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positive effects in five math courses of six. But these effects became evident

only when analyses encompassed data from multiple academic terms. Otherwise

the.arbitrary time constraints of a single term precluded the use of posttests

taken after the formal close of the term, and many students on the TICCIT systeM

chose to take advantage of its self-paced feature by continuing a course beyond

a term's end. There were also significant, positive effects on the objective

pOsttest of writing skills. These occurred in both the spring and fall semesters

at Phoenix. However, study on the Timm system as an adjunct to traditional

classroom practices led to a significant negative effect on the objective posttest

for ,English 111 in the spring quarter.

To soMe.extent the significant effects reflect the context of the demonstra-

tion as well as outcomes of the TICCIT program. The sizeable point differences

observed in Math 007 and Math 117 occurred in the evening division. That was

when-regular faculty members supervised students on the TICCIT system while

primarily part-time instructors taught the lecture sections of math courses.

The significant negative effect found in English 029 in the fall semester was

also ros,lated to staffing.,. Part-time instructors were. responsible for both TICCIT.

and lecture-discussion classes. But those instructors given TICCIT classes were

unfamiliar with the program and assigned too late to receive an adequate orients-

tion,to its coverage and structure. The positive impact on essay test performance,

of .42 for English 111 in the fall quarter, might also be attributed to

differenCes among instructors rather than programs. There was an instructor in

the evening division Who stressed writing skills, and whose lecture-discussion

class had low essay scores relative to other lecture-discussion classes and

TICCIT classes. Since students from this class constituted nearly half of the

lecture-discussion comparison group, their essay performance was enough to make

342
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a TICCIT effect apparent in the evening. Across, day and evening classes, however,

the estimated treatment effect would not be Significant, T x .06 and t .53.

Even if we were to disregard all significant effects soMehow linked to

particular facts about the context of the demonstration, there would still be

six other cases. The positive impact of the TICCIT program on student achieve-

ment in math appears in Math 106, Math 31 and Math 32. The positive impact of

the TICCIT program on student achievement in English appears in scores on the

objective test of writing skills: significant effects were evident in English

019 and English 029 for both the spring and fall semesters. However, there

was a significant negative effect in English 111 that became more pronounced

for students of lower entrance ability. This estimated treatment effect comes

from the spring quarter, the one quarter for which there had not been a signi-

ficant negative effect on course completion for English 111 and the completion

effects that had occurred in the winter and fall quarters also varied according

to entrance ability (see Table 4.9).

This raises a critical question for which there is really no adequate

answer: Does the negative TICCIT impact on course completion make favorable

outcomes more likely for other aspects of student performance? Since the TICCIT

program acted to select only certain students for posttesting, it may be that

characteristics other than those included in the achievement analyses distinr

guished students in the TICCIT condition from those in the lecture condition.

Then such characteristics might explain differencei in posttest performance

seemingly attributable to the treatment. For example, the negative impact on

course completion found across academic terms (see Table 4.8) might account for

differences in student performance on the objective posttest in English 019 and

English 0 9.
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The pronounced differences by condition in math completion rates (see Tables

4.2 and 4.3) make the selective nature of the TICCIT program an attractive inter-

pretation for the achievement results. But other data tend to support acceptance

of the positive treatment effects as program outcomes. Testing achievement in

particular topics revealed a positive TICCIT impact at stages'in-math courses

prior to posttesting (See Table 5.14). Yet data from posttesting all students

in Algebra I and Algebra II, regardless of their anticipated course grades, indi-

cated a negative TICCIT effect. Comparisons of students., attending math classes

toward the close of a quarter resulted in these estimates: T - -4.93 and t

4.34, 2 < .001 for Math 31 in the fall quarter; T °' 2.30 and t 1.18 for Mgth

31 in the winter quarter; T -3.80 and t -1.59 for Math 31 the spring

#
quarter; and T -1.35 and t -.99 for Math 32 in the winter and spring quarters.-

These comparisons do incorporate a bias, however, in the nature of the groups.

posttested in each condition. Students still attending lecture classes were

those completing a math course while students from TICCIT classes were primarily,

those making slow progress in a math course. With such comparison groups a

negative estimate of TICCIT's effects should be expected.

It is perhaps easier and more appropriate to accept the estimates given

in Table 5.16 for what ey represent. Each estimate of a treatment effect

P
reflects a point difference in posttest performance between students who

completed a course under the TICCIT program and similar students from lecture-

discussion classes. Similarity was determined by entrance ability as well as

demographic characteristics.. Our definition of similarity perhaps omitted a

critical variable, but we remain uncertain about what i ht be and how it

might be measured.'
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5.4 Distunsion
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stood to lOse more as a result of exposure to the TICCIT program instead of

traditional instruction. Conversely, a select group of students with high

pretest scores benefitted from working on the TICCIT system.. But use of the

TICCIT program as a supplement to classroom teaching failed to demonstrate

the same consistency of positive achievement effects found in math courses.

It was with a mainline Application of the TICCIT program to instruction

in English composition that poyitive achievement effects began to balance,

negative completion effects. There were consistent and statistically signi-

ficant point differences on the objective test of writing skills. They

occurred when students studied the fundamentals of English on the TICCIT

system. Often instruction was supplemented by small group discussions about

common difficulties in learning English fundamentals as well as writing

assignments. InStructors took an active role in prescribing material for

study, leading group discussions, and handling individual student problems.

Even student performance on essay tests was better in the TICCIT condition,

except when part-time instructors unfamiliar with the TICCIT program conducted

TICCIT classes. These achievement results not only show promise for the.

TICCIT program but raise hopes that an improved program would 'yield completion

Fates at least comparable to lecture-discussion instruction-and achievement

outcomes still better than those from thig evaluation.

Finding positive treatment effectson test performance in.English surprised

us. Prior studies of computer- assisted instruction, especially at the college

level, suggest that this teaching method might benefit highly structured subject

fields. But perhaps that structure also.acts as a deterent to student progress

in a self-paced system. A subject less well defined might be conducive to

greater teacher participation and more realistic expectations of computer
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capabilities for teaching. Without a definite structure to the subject matter

there is also opport pity fox student choice and teacher direction. And the

idrigor of developi g computer curricular materials would probablY be beneficial

in forcing specificity and structure on teaching ill-defined subjects. Perhaps

we should pursue techniques like cooputer-aosisted instruction for teaching in

the humanities, social sciences and other similar fields with as much energy

and excitement as usually devoted to disciplines known for their structure.

Besides the arguMents already get forth SS alternative interpretations of

our estimatedltreatment effects, there is another plausible explanation that

deserves mention. Tobias (Tobias, 1976; Tobias & Ingber, 1976) reviewed attempts

to adapt instruction to individual differences. He concluded that students with

less prior familiarity of the subject matter, or lower entrance ability, need

more instructional support. This view of achievement -treatment'' interactinns

fits well with the results of our evaluation. It would be consistent with the

selective nature of the TICCIT program in math courses: students weak in

entrance ability failed to satisfy course requirements within an academic

term while students strong in prior familiarity completed the course and did

well on posttests. Interactions between pretest score and infttructional

condition did come into our regression nodels for completion or achievement

in English courses. The TICCIT program may provide instructional support

sufficient for students of strong entrance ability but inadequate for others.

*Accepting achievement-treatment interactions as a viable interpretation of

results would also imply that our analyses included the key student charac-

teristic in identifying similar students, namely entrance sbilitY._

347 :..,1)
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Subject to kttkievement-treatment interactions, the TICCIT program succeeded

in improving stutioAt achievement. Students who completed courses under the

TICCIT program goArtilly attained higher posttest scores than comparable students

)(lid in lecture-dokaesion classes. This effect was observed among those students

,better prepared tot their Mathematics or English courses in terms of their prior

'familiarity of the subject matter. While such students may constitute a small

percentage of tty Qommartity college's total enrollment, especially for courses

in mathematics, OM might be a majority of the learners in another context.

At industrial or educational institutions which screen and select applicants on

a competitive batoi%, the TICCIT program could result in uniform positive effects

on achievement.-



Chapter 6'

Student Attitudes

Over the last decade there has been a dramatic increase in the role of

student attitudes-in evaluating courses. Colleges now actively solicit

Student jieneeions to their courses and instructors through the routine ad-

ministration of questionnaires. Students' reactions to their courses have

become an important factor in considering curriculum changes, and their,

ratings of instructors influence decisions about faculty appointi6nt.

Despite the rise in the recognition'of student attitudes as a legitimate

concern in instruction, curriculum evaluations often neglect this aspect

of student performance. Yet we can assess attitudes across instructional

conditions and maker comparisons of program results.

Such comparisons seem especially appropriate in evaluating computer-

assisted instruction. Much of the interest in this technique evolved from

its promise for tailoring instruction to each individual student. Computer;

assisted instruction would presumedly enable students to learn at a pace

consistent with their ability and readily adapt to the needs of students.

So students should prefer learning on computers to the teaching in class-

rooms. Research results indeed support this interpretation: There is an

abundance of studies showing positive student attitudes toward computer-

assisted instruction (e.g., Brown & Gilman, 1968; Mathis et al, 1970; Smith,

1973; Summerlin, 1971). But these deal with other computer systems and

concern students at other levels of education. We sought to document

student reactions to the TICCIT program at community colleges, and to

evaluate these affective results in relation to the reactions of similar

students in lecture-discussion sections of.the same courses.
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This chapter addresses student attitudes as a third dimension of

student performance. The first section specifies the student population for

the analysis of attitude results; it also presents an explanation of the

measures that define student attitudes for our evaluation. The second

section presents summaries of the attitude data. These summaries reflect

both students' scores on the overall attitude scale and their responses to

specific statements on the attitude survey. 'Analyses of the attitude data

and estimates of treatment effects appear in the third section of this

chapter. Like the analyses for student achievement which concentrated on

posttest items reflecting objectives held in common across instructional

conditions, the analyses here focus on those survey statements that were

identical or closely parallel in TICCIT classes and lecture-disOuseion

sections. The,final section is a discussion of the attitude results and

their possible implications.

6.1 Students and Attitudes

As with course completion rates and student achievement, evaluating

the impact of the TICCIT program on student attitudes depended on drawing

contrasts across comparison groups. Students' attitudes toward courses

taught in a conventional manner served as relative standard against which we

could estimate TICCIT effects. In both TICCIT classes and lecture sections

students responded to a survey about their course. They gave their judg-

meats of the course and their reactiooskito its instruction. However,
.TrzP

instruction provided by teachers and instruction conducted by computers may

be quite different. The attitude surveys, like the achievement posttests

that reflected objectives held in common across conditions, focused on

those aspects of a course which appeared in lecture sections as well as in

TICCIT classes.
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The estimated treatment effects'presented here may seem unfamiliar.

Although evaluations frequently define a program's impact on achievement as

a number of points on a test, the same approach is seldom applied to the

problem of assessing attitudes. But attitudes represent another component

of student performance which may be'affected by a program. Computer-

assisted instruction especially may appeal to students for its innovative

delivery of instruction tailored to the individual learner. We applied the

same procedures to evaluating:course completion rates, student achievement,

and student attitudes. This meant that the same degree of care had to be

devoted to defining student populations and to developing fair bases for

comparisons.

6.1.a Population of Students

Students responded to our attitude survey upon completing a target

course in mathematics or English. This practice in itself restricted the

population of respondents in each comparison group. It has already been

shown that there were differences in program autcomes according to,the

criterion of course completion. Generally, one-half to two-thirds of

the students enrolled in lecture sections of target courses completed all

course requirements within an academic term. A lOwer proportion of the
6

students enrolled 'for the same courses under the TICCIT program actually

finished their studies within an academic term and'received college credits

----'N\----1or the course. These lower completion tatee were' particularly evident in

math courses and also apparent in English courses. Yet those students who

did successfully complete a course under the TICCIT program attained higher

posttest scores than comparable students in lecture sections. How do these

results affect inferences about student attitudes? An answer lies in the

student population for which we may draw inferSinces.

3
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The procedures for estimating treatment effects take discrepancies in

course completion rates into account. Consider what a treatment effect

represents: it stands for the difference between the attitudes expressed by

a student completing a course under the TICCIT progra and the attitudes

that the same student would probably hold in a lecture section. Givin the

responses of students from TICCIT classes, the responses of similar student!,,

in lecture sections, become the best available estimates of how TICCIT

students would react in the lecture condition. Statistical procedures start

with the population of atudents who completed courses under the TICCIT

program and responded to our attitude survey, and the procedures yield

estimated treatment effects that apply only to this population.

To a great extent the strength of our analysee rests with the defini-

tion of student similarity across conditions. When student achievement is-

the criterion, achievement pretests and demographic characteristics provide

an adequate definition of student similarity. Tie multiple correlations fox

the achievement analyses, usually in the neighborhood of .60 and sometimes

above .70, attest to the usefulness of these variables in identifying the

lecture counterparts to students who had completed courses under the TICCIT

-program. Alowever,.there was no instrument that would fulfill the role of an

achievement pretest when examining-student attitudes. Pilot trials with

brief surveys of students' predispo itions toward computer-assisted instruc-

tion had convinced us that such attitude pretests were too susceptible to

suggestions made in orientation sessions and too unreliable. Studenti hid

little prior exposure to computers from which they might form initial opin-

ions. In finding students from lecture sections comparable to those who

had completed TICCIT classes, we relied on the, same set of variables in the

attitude analyses as in the achievement analyses.
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This consistency in the approach taken to data analysis should not be

ltregarded as an implication of the dependence of attit e results on7achieve-

ment results. That student achievemeV improved under the TICCIT program_

is a separate finding, and any statement of aikitudinal impact stands

apart from it. However, our estimates of treatment effects'for these two

components of student performance do refer to the same population: those

students capable of completing a course under the TICCIT program. Only

for this group of students should the treatment'effects, both those on

student achievement and those on student attitudes, be regarded as repre-

sentative.

6.1.b Measures of Attitudes

Statements on the student survey and scales formed from responses

to particular statements really define what student attitudes, meant within

the context of this evaluation. Responses to an" attitude survey, unlike

answers to an achievement posttest, possess no absolute right or. wrong key.

They do indicate direction as each response to a statement may be taken as

falling on a continuum of negative to positive affect. Whether stronger

agreement with a statement indicates a more or less positive attitude

toward the TICCIT program would depend on the phrasing of the particular

item stem. Moreover, the estimated treatment effects.represent differences

of degree: How positive or negative were students' reactions to a course

under the TICCIT program in relation.to$student attitudes toward that course

in a lecture-discussion format?

Student Survey. The study attitude survey was meant to solicit
.."

reactions and opinions about the instruction provided in a course (see

Appendix #). Emphasis naturally fell on aspects of the TICCIT program and

their parallels in traditional classes. There were statements about the

353
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features of-learner control built into the TICCIT system (e.g., items 7-11

and 13 on Fori'035), about student participation in the process of learning

(e.g., items 1, 5, 1104nd 16 on Form 035), and about instruction tailored to

the individual student ( .g., items 2, 3, 6 and 18 on Form 035). Some of

these questions had been adapted from other instruments dealing with students'

attitudes toward computer-assisted instruction (Brown, 1966) or with students'

ratings of college teachers (Cedtra, 1972). Most questions were developed

especially for this evaluation so'as to cover specific features and possible

advantages, or disadvantages of the TICCIT program.

Response Format. Each item stem intended to solicit student attitudes

has a five-point response scale. Students could indicate their extent of

agreement, from strong agreement coded as five points to strong disagreement

coded as one point, with an item. 'Thus the maximum score possible for 20

items, for example, would be 100 points, and this would reflect a highly

enthusiastic, positive attitude. Because some item stems had been phrased
'v;r7,

it a negative manner (e.g., "The method of instnIttion for,this was

too impersonal for me") in order to discourage the simple repetitioteof the

same response across all items, responses to these-statements had to be

0

reversed in assigning scores. Only those statements on the attitude survey

with a clear direction, whether itive or negative, entered into attitude

scores.

It was possible that studentswoul react favorably to certain compo-

nents of a course under the TICCIT program and unfavorably to others. A

simple total for an attitude soorgOgnuld fail to reveal such distinctions.

By conducting factor analyses of the attitude data, we identified the major

dimensions underlying students' reactions to courses under the TICCIT pro-

gram. Since these dimensions would become the basis fox comparisons of
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results, we studied responses to the statements that appeared bothon the

survey given in TICCIT classes and on the survey given in lecture sections.

Factor Analyses. Each factor analysis dealt with an item intercorrela-

0on matrix. An item was included in that matrix if its stem had a definite

'direction and if it appeared on the surveys for both the CCIT and lecture

liltconditions. The student survey administered in mathematic ourses under

the TICCIT program in the fall term of the 1975-76 academic year (Form 035

in Appendix F) had a total of 35 questions. Twenty-n ne.of these questions

(items 1-29)'were actually statements accompanied by a Iftve-Point response

scale; the other questions really pertained to student activities. Seven of

the statements (items 2, 5, 7, 15, 21, 23 and 25) had no direct counterpart

in the lecture condition, and four statements (items 26-29) had no obvious

direction but instead solicited information from the student's perspective.

This left 18 items to be examined through factor analysis. A revision of

the student survey for mathematics rurses led to the addition of another

item in the forM for the second-half of the 1975-76 academic year (item 15

in Form 069). There were, therefore, 19 items in the intercorrelation

for that factor analysis. The student survey employed in ish

es included the same statements, referring to"English rat

mathematics courses, as well as two'items adapted from,an instructo'r's own
J t,

questionnaire (items 16 and 17 on Form 068). All of the item stems con-

sidered in the factor analyses appear in Table 6.1.

The three factor analyses presented in Table 6.1 correspond to the

three forms of the student - survey adMinistered in the deOnstration period.

The first analysis was conducted for the ,survey d

mathemati4courses under(the TICCIT program in,t

academic y ry(Form 035)., For the remainder b

,05

A to students in

11 term of the 1975-76

cademic.year students_'



Student Attitudes in Courses under the TICCIT Program

Varimax Primary Factors

--Mathematics Courses Mathematics Courses English Courses

Fell 1975-16 Spring 1975,76 Spring, Fall 1976

(N 126)' (N 159) . .(8 140)

Item Number Factors Factors 4' Factors

t

Form 035 Form 069 Form 068 Stem A-I A-II A-Ill 8-I B-I1 C-I C-II C-III

1 1 1 In this course I felt free to ask questions , 74 , 63 55

3 3 3 I received a lot of individual attention froM instructors 75 82 80

4 4 4 The instructor(s) seemed genuinely concerned with my progress 71 77 66

6 6 6 Instruction in this class met my own particular. needs 71* 65 52

8 8 8 ADVICE helped Ile to progress through this course 63 57 62

9 9 9 PRACTICE helped me in learning rules and concepts 80 63 , 66

10 10 10 HELP provided clear explanations 70 71 '75

11 11 11 RULE made concepts easy to learn 71 62 70

12 12 12 Taking tests let me know whether I really understood the

materiel 52

13 13 13 EXAMPLE did not show me how to (solve problems/write well) -50

14 14 14 In this course I felt responsible for my own learning

16 11 19 In this course I felt challenged to do my beet work 59 69 59 50

17 18 20 I was satisfied with my personal progress in this course 69 ! 64

18 19 21 The method of instruction for this course was too'

impersonal -59 -69' -59

19 20 22 My interest in (math/Writing) has been incresied'by this
,

course 67 P 54 50

20 21 23 Iiwould recommend this course to my friends 16 62 57 56

22 23 25 Time passed quickly while I was in class

24 25 27 I tried to just finish the lessons rather than learn the

material . -72

15 18 Other students in this section seemed to like the course

16 I learned a lot about grammar in this course
. 58

17 I learned a lot about writing in this course . 57

Only entries above .49 appear in this table. Decimal points have been omitted,

356,

4

Table 6.1
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in TICCIT classes for math

(Form 069), and these data

second factor analysis. A
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courses responded to a revised form of the survey

formed the item intercorrelation matrix for the

third analysis was conducted for the survey (Form

068) given in English courses on the TICCIT system; but only for courses con-

sistent with the concept of mainline instruction.

The item intercorrelation matrix for each of these sui,ey forts was

subject to a principal components analysis with varimax orthogonal rotations.

In each analysis a break in the magnitude of the latent roots determined the

number of factors to be rotated. Three factors were retained for rotation

in the analysis for the student survey distributed in mathematici courses in

the fall term, labeled as Factors A-I, A-II and A-III in Table 6.1. The

eigenvalues associated with these factors were 6.40, 1.66 and 1.31, respec-

tively. The two factors shown in the varimax solution for the student survey

used in maIrmatics courses in the second-half of the 1975-76 academic year,

Factors B-I and B-II, had eigenvalues of 7.15 and 1.46. The analysis of the

survey given in English courses revealed three factors, Factors C-I, C-II

and C-III, with eigenvalues of 6.01, 1.79 and 1.56, respectively. These

varimax solutions, then, accounted for nearly 50% of the total variance in

each intercorrelation matrix. The solutions themselves appear in Table 6.1

and suggest three dimensions of students' attitudes toward courses under the

TICCIT program.

Dimensions. Across academic terms and courses there is a remarkable

consistency to the factor structure shown in Table 6.1. The items which

loaded highest under Factor A-I can also be found grouped together under

Factors B-I and C-I. There is nearly complete overlap among Factors A-III,

8711 and C-III. And the Statements under Factor A-III also appear under

Factors 87,1 and C-II. These three dimensions reflect important components

35'8
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students'. attit des toward a doucpe: the student's personal satisfaction

..

,

with the course s a Whole; the studeht:is perceptio of the individual

atto given! to him or her; and thelstUd t's reactions to specific

features of the TICCIT system.

The statements under Factor A-I relate to a student's personal satis-

faction with a course on the TICCIT system. These items concern whether the

student would recommend the course to friends, the extent to which instruc-

tion met the student's own particular needs, the degree of satisfaction a

student felt with his or her personal progress in the cburfm, and the extent

to which the course increased the student's interest in the subject matter.

Other statements shown under this factor refer to the challenge posed by'a

course and the impersonal nature of instruction. All of these item stems

appear together in analyses corresponding to math matics courses in the

fall term of 1975-76 (Factor A-I), mathematics c rses in the remainder of

that academic year (Factor B-I), and English courses in the 1976 calendar

year (Factor C-I). Additional statements on students' own estimates of the

amount they had learned in a course (items 16 and 17 on Form 068) also

loaded on Factor C-I. This factor consistently had the highest eigenvalue:

it explained the largest proportion of total variance. Because it reflects

a student's evaluation of a course in terms of his or her own progress and

needi, this dimension seems to be critical for any assessment of student

attitudes. The items under this factor formed the scale called Course

Satisfaction in our analyses of TICCIT effects on student attitudes.

Factor A-II includes those statements relevant to the individual eaten-

',

tion that students received in a course.. The two items with the highest

entries under this factor, whether interpreted as shown under Factor A-II,

B-II or C-III, pertain to the individual attention!tiven by instructors

35
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(item 3) and their concern with a student's course-progress (item 4). Often

such individual attention came into play when students raised questions

about the subject matter presented on the TICCIT system or asiced about

procedures for operating the TICCIT system (see Chapter 7: Student Activi-

*
ties). Instructors or proctors would respond to these student requests for

assistance. Thus, it is consistent with the affective dimension represented

by Factor A-II that a statement about students' comfort in asking questions

(item I), questions which in turn elicited individual attention, also has a

high entry. Even a statement about the individual attention which students

received from the TICCIT system (item 8), TICCIT's comments, attention is

based on interpersonal contact. This factor became a second scale, Individ-

ual Attention, for our analyses of affectiVe impact.

The third dimension of student attitudes covers students' reactions to

specific features of the TICCIT.system. Factor A-III consists of items

related to the learnerontrol options called PRACTICE, HELP and RULE (items

9, 10 and 11). In the factor analysis conducted for attitudinal data from

English courses, avarallel factor includes an additional statement about

the ADVICE feature. The appearance of this statement under Factor C-II

rather than Factor C-III seems to indicate the instructor's prominent role

in English Opurses on the TICCIT system: students viewed instructors

as the primary source of the individua1 attention given to them and con-

sidered ADVICE to be another system feature. On the other hand, students in

mathematics courses on the TICCIT system in the second-half of the 1975-76

academic year tended to react to their courses as a direct reflection on the

TICCIT program. Their personal satisfaction with a course was closely

related to their reactions to specific system features: Factor B-I reflects

statements on both of these dimensions of student attitudes, and Factor B-II'

3 0
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suggests that students attributed individual attentidh to the computer

system's ACVICE as well as its online mastery tests. Students in these

mathematics courses relied heavily on the TICCIT program and Viewed their

courses. very much as a function of specific systemleatures System Fea

tures was the third scale studied in our analyses of student attitudes.

The scales that define student attitudes for the purp oses of our
A

evaluation were constructed in accordance with the dimensions revealed by

factor analysis. Students' responses to statements posed in both TICCIT

classes and lecture sections of 0. course gives us a basis for determining

the affective impact of the TICCIT Program. Beyond the overall effect

evident from a total score on such statements, we will examine student

attitudes in terms of key dimensions: Course Satisfaetioo, Individual

Attention, and System Features. Aelisbility estimates fof these scales

appear in Chapter 2: Methods and Measurement, and a complete list of the

statements included in each scale can be found in Appendis R. Whatever the

source or size of the estimated treatment effects on student attitudes, it

should be kept in mind that the effects apply to those students who coms

pleted courses on the TICCIT system.

6.2 Presentation of Results

Descriptive statistics for atudeilt scores on the attitude surveys

appear in Appendix Q. These sur4maries report the number of observations

4
within each section of a course, mean scores on all attitudinal statements,

mean scores on those statements posed in both the TICCIT and lecture

conditions, and the standard deviations of these scores." The appendix

gives these figures for each settiotrof a target course as well as the

totals for all sections within on academic term broken down by instructional

condifion

3r.1
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Two genek0 patterns emerge from these data for sections of mathematics

courses. Acrpoil0 eoutses and academic terns'it seems that students in TICCIT

classes for mikprieurice, when offered with a high student-teacher ratio as

had been the page st Phoenix College, had less positive attitudes toward

their courses Pell did students in traditional lecture classes. Those

sections with peloweet mean scores on common statements were usually the

classes on the lICCIT System. Yet TICCIT classes also showed the highest

standard devilyibrls, suggesting a wider range of student reactions and

greater differotes among individual students. This is almost the exact

oPPoiite of the, pattern of achievement results in these same courses. On

that component of student performance the highest means and lowest standard

deviation had ticurred in TICCIT classes.

A second potter0 was evident'froe the attitude results in a mathematics

course that bs01411 offered under three conditions. Those sections of

Algebra I co der pxageilitMed instruction had the highest mean scores

*gong al
A

'The mean score on statements common across conditions

was higher in tiftatto s withprogrammed instruction than in classes on the

TICCIT system yt 14 le ture sections. But these attitude scores include

every reapondeht to the 0 vey regardless of that student's final grade. Of

an initial enroOment of 161 students in sections under programmed instruc-1,

tion there wer juAt 31 students who completed the course requirements for

Algebra I in\tkp 1975-.76 academic year. It had been our intention to re-
r-\

strict comparitipOs to those students who completed a course. Otherwise it

would be diffiyYt to specify the student population to which the estimated

treatment effeAc0 Applied and to collect appropriate' attitude data. Responses

from students it lecture sections, then, seemed a such better standard foi

gauging the ettl.Olde results of the TICCIT prograul.

362
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There was no consistent pattern of attitude results amongrsections of

English courses. Sometimes the highest mean score on common statements

occurred in a section on the TICCIT'system. Often the lowest mean score for

the same course and academic term also occurred in another section on the

TICCIT system: Extreme section averages were as frequent in lecture-

discussion sections. In themselves the attitude results across course

sections illustrate the substantial variation in student reactions from

section to section. A full standard deviation separated. the highest and

lowest mean scores in both mathematics and Irish courses.

6.2.a Common Statements

The student surveys contained over 20 statements phrased in an

identical or'closely parallel manner across instructional conditions. There

were other statements on the survey specific to a particular condition or

0, relevant to student activities. But the statements that appeared regardless

of condition formed the basis for our comparisons of attitude results. Most

of these statements had an obvious direction, so stronger agreement with a

positive item stem or stronger disagreement with a negative item stem

lilearly implied an increasingly positive student reaction., Reversing

responses to negative stems enabled us to calculate an attitude score on

common statements. There were also four statements on eslch form of the

student survey that had no definite direction. These item stems solicited

students' opinions about the pace, difficulty and work load of a course.

Scores. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 present the attitude scorh on common

statements. Of the eleven cases presented in Table 6.2 there were ni e

.instances in which student attitudes toward mathematics courses under e

TICCIT program were lesositive than ,the reactions given in lecture

sectidhs. Furthermore, these lower attitude scores occurred across academic

363 .
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Attitude Summary
Mathematics Courses

Academic Year 1975-76

College Course Term
Comparison
Group N

Number of
Items Mean ad

Phoenix Math 007 Fall TICCIT 27 18 64.07 14.5
Lecture 134 18 69.78 9.8

Spring TICCIT 20 19 67.60 16.2
Lecture 121 19 74.31 11.3

Math 106 Fall TICCIT 20 18 63.10 12.1
Lecture 73 18 71.05 9.1

Spring TICCIT 11 19 68.36 12.1
Lecture 81 19 74.56 9.6

Math 108 Fall TICCIT 11 18 63.82 14.9
Lecture 38 18 74.00 9.0

Spring TICCIT 15 19 69.40 12.5
Lecture 37 19 76.84 8.1

N
Alexandria Math 31 Fall TICCIT

Programmed
46

.f.

21
18

18i
71.59
75.05

11.2
10.4

Lecture 44 18 71.64 10.4

Winter TICCIT 64 19 76.56 10.2
Programmed 36 19 80.89 9.0
Lecture 23 19 74.26 10.1

Spring TICCIT 24 19 71.17
.

12.5
Programmed 38 19 80.21 9.8
Lecture 12 19 734 75 9.6

Math 32 Winter TICCIT 22 , 19 66.45 12.5
Lecture 20 19 .--76.90 13.6

1

Spring TICCIT 18 19 71.44 8.6
Lecture

, 30 19 76.23 9.4

Table 6.2
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Attitude Summary
English Courses

Calendar Year'1976

College

Phoenix
4

Alexandria

Course Term
Comparison

Group N
Number of

Items Mean ad

.English 19 Spring TICCIT X15 21 87.80 9.0
Lecture 49 21 83.12 12.7

Fall TICCIT 73 21 86.33 10.1
Lecture 130 21 80,42 12.2

English 29 Spring TICCIT 27 21 85.74 9.3

t
Lecture 31 ' 21 85.55 11.9

Fall TICCIT 37 21 84.59 8.8
Lecture 48 21 81.38 11.9

English 111 TICCIT 56 21 74.66 13.6
Lecture 54 LILL 80.17 12.1

Sprii TICCIT 81 21 78.84 11.7

(.(

Lecture 161 21 83.01 11.6

Fall TICCIT 117 21' 73.86 12.1
Lecture 75 21 82.31, 12.6

J

Table 6.3
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terms in four math courses and only one math course showed mixed results across

terms. Such replications of attitude results cer,Si/nly suggest that students

favored conventional sections over TICCIT clouds of mathematics courses.

That the magnitude of the difference in mean s s was most often greater

than one-half of a standard deviation tends to support this interpretation.

But descriptive statistics do not prove the veracity of any conclusion.

Since students who completed mathematics courses under the TICCIT program

also had quite different pretest scores when compared to those of studetts

from lecture sections, the disparity irloittitude scores may be attributed to

dissimilarities in the comparison group A better estimate of treatment

effects on student attitudes will come from an analysis which takes student

similarity into account.

The attitude results in English courses suggest both positive and

negative TICCIT effects. Courses which /Allied heavily on the TICCIT system

for instruction in the fundamentals of English, English 19 and English 29,

show higher attitude scores among students in sections that spent consider-

. age amount of time on the TICCIT system. The opposite directions of these

differences hardly contradict each other. They instead indicate that dif-

ferences in a course's coverage, in the manner of applying the TICCIT

s.

program, or perhaps in the colleges theme es can exert a strong influ nib

on the nature of impact on student attitu

Item Responses. Where attitude scores suggest that students' reactions

to a course depended on its instructional condition, responses to individual

statements may reveal what led students to react less favorably or more

positively to a course under the TICCIT program. The TICCIT program seemed
4

to result in less favorable attitudes in most mathematics courses and in

more positive attitudes in certain English courses. Tables 6.4 and 6.5

366.
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detail student responses to individual statements on the attitude survey in

order to illustrate these apparent negative and positive effects. Appendix

contains summaries of item responses for all target courses in the project.

Table 6.4 has response means and standard deviations for mathematics

courses. This particular academic term, the fall semester of the 1975-76'

academic year, marked the start of the demonstration phase of the project.

These courses involved the use of the TICCIT program as the primary in-

structional resource available to students; student-teacher ratios in TICCIT

classes were above those in traditional lecture sections. By themselves

se the mean responses to statements may appear to be positive andrepresenta-

tive of a favorable attitude. Students tended to agree with Oboe item

stems phrased in a positive manner and to disagree with statements worded in

a negative direction. Students who completed math courses under the TICCIT

program did not react negatively to their courses but their attitudes were

less positive than those expressed by ltudents from recture sections.

Nearly every statement shows a less positive mean response among students

from the TICCIT chisels when compared against the mean response among

students from lecture sections.

Table 6.5 contains attitude data drawn from English courses. These

responses came from students in courses offered in the last academic ter of

the demonstration, the fall'term of the 1967-77 academic year, and. these

courses had heavier instructor involvement in those sections in the TICCIT

system. The subject matter perhaps required greater teacher participation;

it also had a less formal structure than mathematics. Furthermore, the

TICCIT curriculum in English had been developed after mathematics and so

reflected some experience in courseware production. Again students tended

to react favorably to their courses in that they agreed with the item



/ Student Attijude Survey:

Item Responses
acrossInstructional Condit

Phoenii College

Math 007, 106, and A8
Semester, 1975

Item Stems'

Satiefaciiim subscore (6 itemi);

kruld recommend this .course to my ftiends.
ils satisfied with tiy .personal progresS in

Course,

InitrittIon in this class met'my'
own particular'

'

My interest in math has been
increadid,by this

course.
a

Theiethod.'nfinstruciion for this course was
too impersonal for me.

In ,this course, I felt challenged tcdo(tj:

best work.

Attention' subscore .(4 stems):

CCiT

4 ( 'a 64)

ItemiNusib;r

Me0 ad-

Lectur

(N Z40)

Item Number

tA (Form 040) Mean
WO.

I received a lot of individual' attention from
the instructor in this course,.

The instructor
seemed genuinely concerned with

my vrogress.,

in this
course I felt free to ask questiong.

TICCIT's comments on my worieADVICE")
helpdd

me to progresi'
through this'courie./The instructor's

commute on my work helped me to throligh,
,this course.

Posture subscore (3 items):

16

Doing.preCtice problems. ("PRACTICE") lelpe in
learning mathematical rules and'concepts. mirk

. assignments helped me in learning mathima ical

rules anCConCepte:,

368

2.52 1.22

9 4.29 0.82

Table 6.4(a)

10
. 4.25 10.85'

'ok

369



Ito Stems

TICCIT "MP" provided clear exp4iions

when the material was difficUlteto
understand, /The instructor piVided

clear explanations whety.the.Oterial

was difficult to understand.*

The rule statements ("RULE")

made sathematical-concepte.itsy to

learp./The class lectures made

mathematical concepts fasy..0.1earn,

Other cdemon attitude stems (5,4tems):,

Taking tests in this course let me3know whter

or:not I really understood the material,'

Examples" EXAMPLE") really did not show me how ,

:to solve problems. /Examples from textbook

Ind lectures really did not s how to

w 'solve problems.

In this course I 'felt responsible foray own

learning. '

Te passed; quickly while I was in c bs.

I.,,tried to just finish the lessen ether than

4eain the material.

Information statements:,

I wanted inforeatiolkhat Could tell me whlie I

:stood in comparison to other students.

For me, t,pace at which I had to cover the

mat in order to finish the course was:/

FO the, pace at which the instructor

c the material during the term wai:,,

For preparation and ability Moat of the work

in this course was:

The work load for this course, in relation to other

courses of equal credit, was:

Item Coding (Form 035):

4items 1-21)

5 * Strongly Agree 5

4 Agree 4

3- Not See 3

2 Disagree \ 2

1 Strongly Disagree 1

.(items 22 -26)

Almost Always

Frequently

Norlire

Occasi9nally

Almost Never

Item Number

(Form 0351 Mee sd

10 3,12

11 3.59 1,06

12 3.59 1,26

13

Item Number

(lam 040) h

4.33 0.80

4.16 0.86

4.02 1.03

3.00 1,27 8 2,07 1,06

14 4.28 0.85

22 4.43 0.79

24 .24 1.33

2e"

9 3,79 1.05

20 3.85 1.13

1 1.91 1.07

2.00 1 29 22 2.51 1.313

27 3.15 0.92 23 2,76 0.75

28 2.95 0.86

29 3.48 0.88 25 2.89 0,81

24 1,05 0.'90

(item 27)

5$ Very Slow

4 Somewhat Slow

3 About Right

2 Somewhat Fast

1 Very Fast

Table 6.4(b)

(item 28).",,t;

5 Very Diff

4, Somewhat D rit lt

3 About Right

2 Somewhat Easy,

1 Very Easy

(item 29)

5 Itch Lighter

4 iLighter

3 * About the Same

2 Heavier

1 *Much Reader

w
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Satisfaction subscore:

7' of

It.' Reeponsee ee

Phoen

Ingligb. 29

Fell Sims" 1976

Ohl Conditions

I tried to lust finish the
assignments rather than learn the material,

The method of instruction
in this course was too impersonal for me.

"I learned a lot about grammar in this course.' '

I learned a lot about composition in this Alpe.

I would amour* this
course [with TICCITI3 my friends.'

Instruction in this class met my own particular needs,

In this course I felt challenged to do my beet work.

MN interest in writing has
been increased by this course.

Attention subscore:

I received a lot of individual
attention from the instructor ire this

course.

The instructortisead
genuinely concerned with my,progress.

In this course ; felt free to ask questions.

Feature eubscore: 1.(

TICCIT "HELP" provided clear explanations when the meter* was difficult.

r

to understand,/ The instrc'srovided,clear explanations when the

material was diffiCult to stand,

The rule statements ("RULE") on TICCIT made concepts in writ y to
learn./ The class lectures made concepts in writing easy

Doing practice questions ("FRACIttE")
helped,me.in learning r

and concepts in writing,/
Homework assignments helped me

learning rules and cUncepti.in writing.'

TICC1T's comments on my work ("ADVICE") helped me to progress .through

° this eourse.( The instructor's comments on my work helped me; to

TICCd

(Hw 110)

Item Number
'

(Form 068) Mean

27 1.64 .90

21 2.36 1.05

16 4.13' .72

17 3.97 .81

23 , 4.15 .97

6 4.31 .76

19 4.24 -.78

22 3:54 ' 1.01

Lecture t7 -

(N el 177)

Item Number

(fon 065 ) Kean ad

23 .2.06' 1.14

19 2.34 .99

13 4.06 .98

14 3.74 1.08

21 3.97 1.09

3.85 1.01

17 -,
3.76 1.06

20 3.45 1.12

3 .3,95 .87

' 4 4.35: .78

1 663" .63(

' progress throug'h this course.

ether stems:

Taking tests in this
course let me know whether or not I really

unde a y. the material.

' 0 Example
LE") really did not show me how to write well,

Table 6,5(a)

S.

,I0 4.02 1100

114 4,19 ,81

` 2 1.54 1,20 W
ts)

3 3.99 1.05

1 4.42,

6 ,4.32 .84

4 3.88 1.00

4

.71. r 10 3.83 .91
.

1.1,3 43,2 3.97 1.07

12 .82 ,

13 2,71 1.17

0

4.17 91

2.65 1,1p,

37,3



Item Stems

IYF this course I eft responsible for my own learning.

Other students n this section seemed to like the course.

I was satisfied with my personal progress in this our&

Time passed quickly while I was In class.

Information statements:

wanted .information that would tell me where I stood in

cumparison to other students.

For me, the pace at which I had to cover the material in

order to finish the course was:

For my preparation and ability, most of the work'in

this course was:

The work 1040 for this course, in relation to Cher courses

of equal ftedit, was:

Item Coding (Form;068):

TrCCIT

(8 a 110)

Item Number

(Form 068) Mean

4 4.44

3.61

20 4.22

25 4.40

29 , 2.55

30 2.90

31 2.79

32 3:65

'(Items 1-24) :Items 25-29) (Item 30) (Item 31)

5 Strongly Agree 5 A1MOSt Always 5 Very Slow 5 Very Difficult

4 Agree 4 Frequently 4 Somewhat Slow 4 Somewhat Difficult

3 . Not Sure r 3 Not Sure 3 About Right 3 About Right

2 Disagree 2 Occasionally 2 SOmewhat Fast 2 Somewhat Easy

,1 Strongly Disagree 1 Almost Never Very Fast . 1 Very Easy

3'14 Table 63(b)

sd

.61

.81

.9Q

.83

1.38

.65

.79

.901

Lecture

(N 21177)

Item Number

(Form 067) Mean Lid

9 3.98 1.04

15 3.59 .95

18 3.6 la
22 3.70 1.26

24 2.64 1.38

25 2.94 .79

3.00 .74

27 3.19 :88

(Item 32)

jiliKuch Lighter

Lighter

3 About the

2 Heavier )

1 itch Heade);
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stems. But theseedata show mean responses -;from TICCIT classes higherAhan

those from lecture-dieSsion sections. Almost all statements d responses

cative of a More positive attitude among students who hadScOmpleted the

courses on the,TICCIT system rather than in a lectdre -discussion section.

'What,mean responses to AndiViduel statements t us about student atti-

tudes may be unclear. Yet such responses can provide useful information in

understanding the estimates of t ment-effects on student attitudes and

in reaching conclusions About the Strengths and weaknesses of the TI

'Program. -It might, therefore, be worthwhile to consider least a film

eXamples. The first item li7ted-in Table 6.4, 1 20 on Form OW I would

recommend this course to my friends," had mean res ses of 347 in- TICCIT.:

classes and 3.91 in lecture sections. The resOnsie scale for that dtiii166int

went from strong agreement to strong disagreement, scored as five pointd

down to one point. While students in lecture sections agreed that.theyf

would recommend their mathematics course to fr

er, -

Pt
same course u ei....khe TICCIT program were Oniqtre

-,,,

s,cdtUdentscompleting the

'about meitng such.e'recon-,

mendation.. Distributions of item responses make thispoint even clearer:f
',one- fourth of the students in TICCIT classes would sr recommend the course

while les \than one-tenth of the students in lecture, sections would do the

same. ,Surely this has implications for student satisfaction with the in

) structional condition.

Other response means from Table 6.4 indicate that lecture sections

better met each student's pricular needs `(Item 6 on Form 035X, that
.*"

44,,students. received more individual attention from instructors in lecture

t.

)
sections (item 3 on Form 035), that instructors in lecture sections pro-

07-
. .

vided much better explanations oi,difficult material than did the HELP

feature on the TICCIT system (item 10 on Form 035)., Admittedly these
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responses reflect student opinion*, and their perceptions amyl*

They do, however, reveal how students felt about their courses and remain

pertinent in evaluating impact on attitudes. From the student*. standpoint

only the practice problems ,on the CCM system met the otandards of lecture

sections. Computer-assisted inetrUction in itself06did not guarantee in-

struction tailored individual student.

Morn of these obbervation can be repeated for theInglish courses

included in Table 6.5 with the ppoeite emphasis. Stu ents in these. TICCIT

clasps did feel that the instruction had better met -their ore particular

Iiiem 6 on Form 068), -that thm% had receivet-greateriin dual

attention from instructors (item 3 ongor4 068), that Øectcblenm en

the TICCIT system helpedhem in learning rules and concepts in writing

.(item 9 on Form 068). And most students who had taken these English courses

on the TICCIT system would strongly recommend the same course to their_,

friends: the majority Ofetudenfs from TICCIT classes either strongly

agreed (422) or agreed (402) with this question on tifei..survey (item 23 .`de

Form 066). Unlike other aspects of student performance, it, appears that the

TICCIT programq affected student attitudes sometimes in a positive manner and

sometimes in a negative. manner when compared ag11,%t the reactions of

students in traditional sections of the same con ses.

6.2.b Specific StateMonts

The student survey* contained some-statements that ware specific

token instruCtional condition.N7hase statements covered aspecttlof TICCIT

classes ections.wit4ut d&finite parallels in another condition.

- ,

parallel and a consequent restriction on any coMparisois
DespillLt

across con

attributes

s, we believed,thai student reactions to these.uniquetourse

,
should be obtained. thi- 01* of these specific statements might

1
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be likened to the role of the item' on the

flected objectives unique to 4one.Siondition

documenting

aiteveaent

or another:

outcomes of importance independent of

t.,
postte001

hat.re

they help US la

their frequeneY
of qtr_

064rence.. By the same tor there may be specific statements of anottiOr114--

A set of item stems permits student responses on a limited nuolbot of'conrse

components Students own comments may go beyond these component* 111'144ft,

ing out other instructional strengths' or weaknesses in a course
These

1

comments constitute an additional source of Opecific state 0
reflectb,1

-6

`student attitudes.

Item Responses. Table 6.6 presents response ikmans and.sts¢dilr 411 N'
- ,17

dekitione for survey statements unique to aparticular instructional
ks

condition. The courses included in the table are the4S1me as those
coverabw.,

statements (see Tables 6.4 and 6'5).

all courses.

to TICCIT lasses it is apparent
that

41
p strdctnres to guide their 101"-'7--° °

in the item summaries for common

Appendix R has similar tallies for

From the statements specific

students could use the eyetem's4O1
7sT,

41104001orm 035); add could readily masterthe subject, matter
e

t)44 form Oleical procedures necessnry'for opefating the terminals (item 23 on

4ste to hisThe TICCIT program did enable each studentIo set a pace appropriate

her ability, and it made students active participanY in the Pgocess of

tO relevantlearning. There was a clear consensus of agree:61m with statemin

es, these two features of the program (items 2 and 5 on Form4035)'

.4mt Wee%the short duration of system failures.( Chapter 7: Student ow"' -is

Despite

15 oninterruptions of comPuter sell disrupted student learning .

Form (05). The lower inciden agreement with this

courses offered on the TICCIT system a lull year,later than the
ssgbemetica

courses seeme_to indicate thairdisruptions caused by computer brellid"fle

0 English
statement

3/8
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. '

diminished with time. Student 'opinions kbout takiftOnother course on "Iii-

TICCIT system (item 21 on Form 035) and about needing a regular tsxtbook as
AW-001- .

a convenient refefire (item 25, on Form 035) varied considerably. The re-
.,

sponse means to these two statementsWilgest that students generally ld

r tarse under the TICCIT Program **(felt no need for &AP's-

-4*Atever, m sizeable percentage of students in mathematics

id subsequent TICCIT classes (292) and a large proportion

enroll in

'regular t

co roma ,-

:(3 2) wint
'.0A

t.

system.

.4.

40mtbook to be made available for use away from the computer )

t responses to statements applicable Only to lecture sections

offer additional insight fOr interpreting the attitude results. Although

students in English courses found their 'textbooks useful in explaining and

presenting materii], (item 5 on 'Form 067), mathematics textbooks were viewed

is less helpful. In)deed, one-half of the students in lecture sections of

math courses.did not find their textbooks.to*be effective in explanations

',and presentations of problem solving. If the TICCIT program replaced just

textbOoks, the appropriate standard:for comparisons of attitude restate

would be much lower in mathematics courses. But the prograjm had been in-

tended to Supplant regular claieroominstruction and raise studento-t'4eacher

ratios. Given students' favorable reactions to class discussioni and to

student questions es devices forAearning.(ite, 11 on Fo rm 035), there was

an important element of classrooM interactions absent.froi TICCIT :clisses.

The English courses on the TICCIT system that incorporated supplemental
-) -

small group discussions were the,T1CCIT classes which shove positive atti-

tude results, in comparisons with lectve7discussion sections (see Table 6.5)t.,,,

Student Comments. The attitude,surveys provided students with an,k

opportunity to comment freely and to elaborate on their reactiond to a.

384
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courses There were several recurrent points i 'these comments, mostly

remarks about specific features of the TICCIT program.
Aft

Although strdents

often offered additional praise of the program, these positive comments'

tended to be redundant with their responses to particular statements already

on the survey. It is the constructive criticism that seems most pertinent

to further refinements of the TICCIT program and to' understanding student

,attitudes in mathematics courses.

Students frequently raised six points in commenting about-a course

under the TICCIT program. The high student - teacher ratio in some mathematics,'

courses led to complaint about ready access to instructors. _There was such

demand for instructor assistance in explaining concepts and supervising

mastery tests that individual students had to wait for answers to their

questions about content. Two other points often mentioned by students begin

to account for their need of instructor assistance. When students requested

additional help on the TICCIT system, the explanations riven to them still

seemed to skip steps involved in applying a rule or in solving a problem.

The level of detail given it the lifLP sequences was not sufficient for all

students. Also, students with a specific question about a rule or problem

turned to instructors for an answer. The TICCIT program could provide

answers 'to just those student questions that the courseware developers

had anticipated and incorporated into the curriculum; the computer system

could not respond to a direct inquiry.

Students also commented on the structure of the TICCIT curriculum which

required that students master one unit before proceeding to another unit

higher on the courseware map. Sometimes this impeded rather than facili-

tated student progress. Students cited the fact that lecture sections

permitted them to continue with their studies and to return later to an
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omitted topic..when they had'a better grasp of the subject matter. A student

.stuck an a unit in the TICCIT curriculum had to stay with that unit.

Perhaps the inordinate amount of time spent on particular units prompted I

other remarks about the need to devote an excessive amount of time to TICCIT

classes or to cover too much material. Although responses to Particular
t

item stems had indicated that the work load and pace of courses under the

TICCIT program generally matched student ability, some students objected to

the study demands of TICCIT classes. Finally, students believed that the

TICCIT system mistakenly judged their correct answers to be incorrect.

caused noticeable. frustration when the computer system failed to.recog-

nize correct answers unless the answers conformed to its notational conven-

tions, Or when system feedback on student solutions to practice problems

failed to acknowledge a correct answer.

Some of these comments suggest specific steps for im,rovingthe TICCIT

program. Refinements to the procedures for judging answers could enable the

computer system to accommodateAequivalent forms of 'co4ect-answers for

practice problems. The hierarchical structure could bI made flexible enough

for students to leave a particularly troublesome unit, espeFially if it were

not essential to other topics, or the curriculum might attempt alternative
,

explanations of difficult concepts. Course requirements might be adapted to

reflect realistic expectations of what students could accomplish within an

academic term, or colleges might award partial credits in recognition of the

prowess that each student had'made within a term. And the student-teacher

ratio should not exceed the usual ratio'of regular classes unless experience,

warrants a higher load.

Yet it would seem impractical to attempt resolving all student criti-
sr

cism. The resources necessary for developing a computer system capable of

3 3



_responding to any student question about the subject matter would, at the

9 i

.`present stAie of instructional teahnology, be -prohibitive. SimIlly, it
fr

,,

may be impossible to construct remedial instructional se#Iences of suffi

cient detail to satisfylevery student in as heterogeneous a population as

found at community colleges; jrhe instructor has an essential role in

applications of computerassisted instruction.

, e

These comments but the TICCIT program had been chosen, for their,poten

usefulness in.siabsdquiSnt Impleme,ptatiOns.', There were also frequent

,
.

pOsitive remarks about !both TICCIT classes'and lecture sections. Itwouid

:

e

'tie inappropriate to int*rthat. students were always or mostly critical of

the TICCIT system. -Each instructional ,dOnditionhad definite strengths.

a student in a mathematics course under the TI,gtit program wrote:

The amount of'know -ledge I have acquired and the speed at which I

had'done so would almost certainly have been impo sible,through

more conventional instruction, 1:e., lecturetextboa

4other student's comment about a lecture section of a Mathematics course

I V

was: , e

The instructor is marvelous. Sh kni;ws-her materiall in-

terested

is

in it and made a great e fortto get us interested in

it and math in general. Her. pproach'reafly And honesill got me

interested in the subject and it changed-w view of math. Now,

I like-math. ...

Perhaps the English classes on the TICCIT syStem thatj.ncorporated occasional

small group dis ussions combined the strengthS/bf-both approaches And there'

fore had a posItiVe impact on student attitudes.

6_,3* Analysis of Program Effects

The differences in student attitude scores evident from the descriptive )

data may reflect real treatment effects or other factors. If students of

higher entrance ability tended to react less favorably to their courses, the

ti

higher pretest scores of students completing/mathematics courses under the
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TICCIT program may account for some of the'differenc0. Perhaparthe in

'4..

styuctors responsible for English courses on the' TICCIT- system, especially r

courses with regular classroom sessions as well as computer classes, were

particularly energetic and enthusiastic or particularly unimaginativ6 and.

P I
dull, and these differencep amov teachers might explain apparent treatment

effects. Or the differences in attitude scores. may have been too small to
.

justify drawing conclusions about the affective impact of the TICCIT program.

Our approach to data analysis allows us to isolate t eatment effects

and consider other plausible explanatiOns for observed differences in

student attitudes. Again the number of studentio-in the population of

students who complete4 courses under the TICCIT program, will

restrict the 'set of independent variables that can enter intoi.the,analyses

for math courses. There were too few observations from this population to

use a full set of demographic characteristics in defining student similarity.
.

As in the analyses for- student achievement, we will rely on entrance ability

in mathematics to identify students from lecture sections comparable vi

those stu ents who completed math courses on the TICCIT system. In English.

Courses th were higher completion rates and larger sample sizes. The

analyses for Eglish courses can, therefore, take into account numerous pos

,

sible sources of differences in student attitude besides student attitudes.

The estimates of treatment effectpresp9ted here reflect the influence
4i1

of theTICCIT program on student attitudes. Each estimate represents the dif

a

ference between the actual attitude sc9reOf a .student who completed a toufe

under the TICCIT program and the probable score of that studentdhad he or she'

/
/

been -in a lejture section of the sa7ie course. We estimate treatment effects
.. .

. i,
L

on the total attitude score for ali cpmmon statements as Well as' on subscores
;$

- for the scales esta fished through factorPanaly-ses of item responses.



6.3.a Math Courses '

-

Tables 6.7 an56.8 preseni,the analyses of a titude results for.

math 'courses. )3f the '12 analyses for courses within esas, the direction of

the eltiaited,ltreatment effects was negative in 11 cases.- Students reacted

less favorab r6to a mathematics course under the TICCIT program -than to the

same course .n a lecture format.- Yet there -were only three instances in

which the impact on studente;overall attitudes toward a course reached a.

1 4

Statistic/41y significant level. :

Furthermore, there,was just one Case of a
*

significant effect -on the athtude subscore,representimstudents' personal

satisfaction with their course But the difference in students' reactions

to specific features of the TICCIT system and their reVtions to the coun-

terparts oftha features in sections was 'significant in ten analyses:

students consistently rated the basic options of TICCIT's learner control

as less helpful in their learning than the parallels of these options in

lecture sections.

5he'three cases of a statistically significant negative effect on

olierAll attitudes occurred in matC Bourses which had higher-student- teacher

ratios in TICCIT classes than in lecture sections. Moreover, every esti-

t.

mated treatment effect was negative, in such courses. Tablt_6.7 shoWs these

rmsul,ts. In this table, as well as in those which follow, the regresmlon

weight (b) for the independent variable representing instructional condition

'corresponds to the estimated treatment effect' (T) and the value of the

t-statistic (t) associated with this variable indicates the statistical

significance of the effect. Significant differences in overall attitudes

(i.e., students' scores on those statements-that appeared in identical or

closely parallel form across conditions) can be seen in Math-007 for the

'fall:dad spring semesters and in Math 108 for the spring semester of the

®
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Attitude Results Analysis on Common Statements
Mathematics Courses, Phoenix

Academic Year 1975-76

Course Term
Number of
Students.

Independent
Variable

Dependent Variable

Overs41
Attitules

b t

°bursa Individual
Satisfaction Attention

b t b t

System
Features

b t

Math 007 Fall 115 Condition
TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) -6.15 -2.44* -2.22 -2.03* -2.16 -2.64** -1.48 -3.25**

Division

laPaY(1)/Evening(0) -1.61 -',-76 -1.18 -1.28 - .14 - .20 - .10 - .26

Entrance Ability
Pretest .18 2i93?" .08 2.18* .02 .81 .01 .90

%...,

Constant 63 36 19.89 14.24 11.94

* R * .31 R * .25 R * .30

Spring 131 Condition (''

_.

TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) -...6,?0 -2.07* -1.62 -1.1y -2.45 -3.00** -1.90 p.2.33*

Division ' _- __,....., '

Day(1)

Entr
Pr

Even1n-g(0)

ce Abilit,,,

test

1.72 .80

.15 1.59

.42 .45 .57 1.04

.09 2.16* .03 1.11

1.20 2.21*

.05 1.99*

Cons ant
I

67.78 19.14 14.24 13.70
.

R .22 R .21 R .27 R .28

A

Math 106 Fall 46 Con ition 9

T CCIT(1)/Lecture(0) -6.69 -1.93 -2.69 -1.60 -1.57 -1.86 -2.23 -1.16**

Entrance Ability
etest .34 1.90 .16 ,1.82 .07 1.56 .05 1.30

Conics '

\
52.38 14.24 11.56 10.63

.

\ R .38 R .351 I., ROm.0,15 R .46

(

Spring 79 Condition
TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) -3.970-1.03 '.- .24 - ,14 -2.14 -1.98 -2.29 '-7.16*-

. Entrance Ability
Pretest- .08 .21 .05 .32 - .04 - .36

I.

,06 .64,

COnstant .73.55 ,,I. 22.09 1 14.77 16.07

)

/R .12 R .04 R.. .24 R .24

Math 108 Fall 42 Condition
..,

TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) -7.39 -1.91 -2.34 -1.29 -3.59 -3.42** -1.73 -2.70*

Entrance Ability k '-11Pretest - .15 -1.00 - .05 - .03 - .62 - .03

Constant "81.26 26.44 17.69 14.90"

R - .36 R .51 R .46
.

Spring 50
,

Condition . ....

TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) -7.82 -2.56* -2.48 -1.70 -2:85 -3.35** -2.66 -3.53**
A

. Entrance Ability
Pretest .10 .71 , .06",fl . .05. 1.15 .03 .72

.
C..,

Constant 7,2.37 .. 21.14 . 4.41 16.19

R- .15 45 R .46

Math,117 Spring
A

53 Condition
a .

TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) -7.42 -48)0 -2.08 -1.19 d-2.424 -2.01 -2.43 -2.29*
'1..)

Division
Day(1)/Evening(0) 9.95 2.90** 2.96 2.03* 2.,29-2.29* ' 2.24 2.53

0
Entrance Ability --
' Pretest - .43 - .99

4.

- .101, . e :-=-.13 -1.01 .09 - .79

Constant 71./0 21.73 14.93 16.30

a
, °- R .41 R .3/' R - .38 R R. .41

Table 6. 7
37
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Attitude Results: Analysis on Common Statements

Mathematics Courses, Alexandria
Academic Yeir 1975-76.

Nutber of Independent

Cours Term Students Variable

Math 31 Fall 38
1

Condition
.TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0)

Entrance Ability
) Pretest

'Constant

Dependent Variable

Overall Course Individual System
Attitudes Satisfaction Attention Features

b t b t

Winter 61 Condition
) TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0)

/ Division
Day(1)/Evening(0)

Entrance Ability'
IFFEtest

Constant

Spring 29 Co9dition
- TICCI1(1)/Lecture(0)

Division
Day(1)/Evening(0)

Apitrance Ability

4qretest

Constant '

irs

"lath 32 Winter 32 Condition
TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0).

Division
1

pay(1)/Evening(0)

Entrance Ability
Pretqst

*p<.05
**

p<.01
***
.2<.001

`Includes dnly those students who received course credit

ti

Cons,tant '

tr

45 .4 Condition
TICCIT(1)/Lecture0)

4t:
Division

Day(1)/Evening(0)

Entrance Ability
Pretest

Constant

-5.59 -1.17
0

.15 .85 ..06. ..68

68.44 r

R - .21 4R . .16 .
/ R .08 R .44

-1.99 - .89

b t b t

- .45

.00

17.44

- .43

00

-2.36

.06

10.58

-2.76**

1.89

J. i
1.21 .40 .15 .11 1.10. 1.33 - .60 - .68

1 A.

- 5.57 -2.12* - .04* -er.91 -1.28y -1.32 -1.74

\''

.77 - .05 -1.51

18.16

R .28

- .19 -1.52 - 117 -1.21%

82i36 25.74

R .32

-5,28r\-1.02

I(

3, 02 .58

.01 - .15

76.69

4
R R .L 3

-7.94 117.1i12 '411' -2.62 -1.73 .23 -1.19 -3.71 -3.52**
4

-14.38 -3.84**1, -5.24 .63** -3.22 -3.29** -2.41 -2.40*

4ti.86

R. .25

4.57 -1.06 -3.08 =2.87** - .01 - .01

1.83 1.45 1.46 -1.00 - .78

.14 - .05 -1.43 .06 1.35

19.64 13.08

R R .35

.15 - .29 - .18 - .86 - .01 - .05 .02 .16

85.531 28.37 18.29 17.52

R .66 R .64 R . .57 R .65

- 4.33 -1.47 -1.5,6 -1.19 .12 .15 -3.22 -3.96***

5.73 -2.06* -2868 -2417* - .88 -1.18 .20 .26

.35 - .70 - .25 -1.16 - .04 .30 - .04 - .26

84.58 28.44 17.96 16.82

R .43 R .44 R .18 R .56
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k,
1975-76 academic year. The ize of these effects and most others listed in

Table 6.7 is roughly one-half of a standard deviation. This would be large

enough to change the mean responses on six or seven statements from a

consensus of agreement with a positive item stem to an uncertain position.

Clearly the TICCIT program had a negative impact on student attitudes toward

mathematics courses.

Looking at the estimated treatment effects for attitude subscores we

can identify the source of this negative effect. Since there was may one

significant effect on the scale of Course Satisfaction, it would seem that

students viewed the course itself and the fit of instruction in the course

to their own needs as favorably in TICCIT classes as in lecture sections.

r 0

Math courses under the TICCIT program generally met the standardsof tradi-

tional lecture praCtices if we use students' personal satisfaction with

a course as a criterion. However, the scales for Individual Attention and

System Featufes reveal fess, desirable outcomes.

Two of the- courses included in Table 6.7, specifically Math 807 and

Math 108, show a statistically signiicant treatment effect on the attitude

subscore for individual Attention. The effect was evident in both the fall

and spring academic terms. Furthermore, the same attitude subscale had a

negative estimate for tre tment effect in each course where the Student-

teacher ratio in TICCj classes exceeded that in lecture sections (i.e.,

every courr in Table 6.7). The cbinclusion seems clear: Increases in the

) /
student - teacher ratio for math courses under the TICCIT program will detri-

mentally affect student perceptions of the amolnt of individual attention

devoted to them. This happeneI especially in those courses which consti-

tuted the first math course taken by community college students, and it

happened despite the availability of proctors for assisting students.
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The analyses for attitude results also led to statistically significant

estimates cif treatment effects for every mathematics, course on the attitude

'scale of System Features. Each estimated effect on this scale was negative

and significant at Phoenix; the effect held across courses and terms. At

Alexandria there was a significant, negative effect in both Algebra I and

Algebra II (Math 31 and Math 32), and the effect was replicated in Algebra

II. Of the 12 analyses performed for examining attitude results in math

.courses there were ten cases of a significant, negative effect on the

attitude scale of System Features. The functions called RULE and HELP on

the TICCIT,systeM, intended to present mathematical rules and concepts and

to provide assistance in understanding rules'and solving problems, received

less favorable student ratings than did class lectures and instructor ex-

planationa. Yet RULE statements served much the same purpose as lectures

in that they both present material in an expository manner, and HELP se-

quences were essentially replacements for the elaboration an instructor

might give on difficult material. With the notable exception of practice

problems, which seemed to fulfill the role of homework assignments '(see

responses to item 9 in Appendix R), students believed traditional practices

to be of greater assistance in their learning than particular features bullt

into the TICCIT system.

The pattern of attitude results in mathematics courses is as clear and

*
consistent as it had been for course completion rates and student achieve-

ment. But the estimated treatment effects on course completion rates had

been negative and significant, and those for student achievement positive

and significant. Estimates of treatment effects on overall student attitudes

were negative-and generally not statistically significant. Instead there

were statistically significant differences on particular attitude scales.
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In courses with a higher student-teacher ratio in the TICCIT condition than

in lecture sections, students reported receiving less individual attention

when a Mathematici course fell under the TICCIT program. Throughout math

courses students rated specific features of the TICCIT system less favorably

than the aspects of lecture classes corresponding to those features.

6.3.b English Courses

Tables 6.9 and 6.10 present analyses of attitude results in English

courses. These analyses reflect the-same approach to estimating treatment

effects as had been applied for mathematics courses. However, the popula-

nof students completing a math course under the TICCIT program was

generally limited in number. The larger sample of such students in English

courses permitted the use of a fuller set of independent variables. Fur-

thermore, students in English courses responded to the same form of the

attitude survey across academic terms. This enabled us to collapse attitude

data across terms and conduct one analysis with an even larger number of

students in the relevant population. In English courses we rely on an ex-

panded set of variables for identifying similar students and a larger number

of observations for determining possible treatment effects.

The analyses for English courses conducted with small group discussion

as a supplement to instruction given on the TICCIT system appear in Table

6.9. Since interaction terms entered into the regression model, the regiks-

sion weight (b) for the variable representing instructional condition does

not correspond to an estimated treatment effect. Instead the sum of that

coefficient and the product of the interaction term yield an estima$e of the

impact of the TICCIT program on student attitudes. Since the mean ageof

students in TICCIT classes was just over 23 years, we can calculate the

average treatment effect on overall attitudes (OA) as TOA = (15.2457) +

4
391
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Attitude Results: Analysis on Common Statements
English Courses, Phoenix

Calendar Year 1976

Dependent Variable: Overall
Attitudes

Number of Students: 316

Multiple Correlation: .34

b t

Course
Satisfaction

316

.32

b t

Individual
Attention

316

.36

b t

System
Feature'

316

.29

b t

Condition
TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) 15.25 3.08** 7.92 3.52***

.
.98 3.41*** .88 1.72

Entrance Ability
Essay Pretest
Objective Pretest

1.00
- .22

.96
-1.91 -

.43

.11

.91

-2.15*
.19

- .01
.99

- .21
.15

- .06
.59

-2.34*

Division
Day(1)/Evening(0) -1.94 .91 - .3&' .31 - .44 -1.10 - .50 -1.00

Te
Zring(1)/Fall(0) 3.59 2.27* 1.05 1.46 .95 3,23** .84 2.28

Instructor
4.34 1.71 1.42 1.23 .96 2.01* .89 1.49

13 -3.72 -1.05 -1.44 - .90 .09 - .14 .23 .28

Student Status
Full-time(1)/Part-time(0) -1.47 - .80 -1.40 -1.68 .42 1.24 .01 -,.02

Enrollment in Course:
Repetition of course(1)/ 3.77 .82 1.28 .62 .94 1.09 .38 .35

First enrollment(0)

Employment
Full-time(3)/Part-time(2)/ -1.99 -1.95 - .92 -1.99* .35 -1.84 - .35 -1.47

None(1)

Maturity
Age(years) .27 2.42* .14 2.74** .04 2.26* .03 1.40

Sex
Male(1)/Female(0) -2.31 -1.67 .81 -1:28 .09 .34 - .28 - .72

Other
TICCIT* Age - .47 -2.28* - .27 -2.95**

TICCIT* Sex -1.42 -2.04*

Constant 84.87 32.45 11.24 17.47

*
p<. 05

**
p<.01

* * *p <.001 Table 6.9

rCs,) 7
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Attitude Results: Analysis on Common Statements
English Courses, Alexandria

Calendar Year 1976

Dependent Variable:

Number of Students:

Multiple Correlation:

Overall
Attitudes

440

.48

b t

Course
Satisfaction

440

.48

b t

Individual
Attention

440

.50

b t

System
Features

440

.41

b t

Condition
TICCIT(1)/Lecture(0) -6.51 -4.50*** -3.34 -5.08***. -1.37 -4.76*** -1.28 -3.54***

Entrance Ability
Essay Pretest 10.36 2.38* 5.79 2.94** .09 - .56 .23 -1.05
Objective Pretest .09 .99 .05 1.28 .01 .34 .01 .63

Division
Day(1)/Evening(0) 5.23 2.98** 2.03 2.55* .69 2.06* 1.37 3.15**

Class
Laboratory(1) /Regular(0) .34 .21 .22 .29 - .05 - .14 - .54 -1.31

Term
Winter(1)/Fell(-1)/Spring(0) -9.13 -3.15** -4.73 -3.60*** - .11 - .49 .30 -1.05
Spring(1)/Fall(-1)/Winter(0) 1.69 1.92 .83 2.11* .OS .29 .18 .82

Instructor
.83 .38 .12 .13 -1.28 -3.13** .11 .20

12 -8.89 ,-3.37*** -3.25 -2.72** -1.48 -2.98" -2.09 -3.20**
13 -1.94- .66 .39 - .29 1.07 1.44 - .42 - .58
14 1.90 .67 .79 .61 .85 1.57 .06 .08
15 -11.47 -5.17*** -4.60 -4.58*** -1.62 -3.88*** -1.94 -3.55***
16 -3.29 -1.37 .96 - .88 -1.15 -2.54* - .17 - .29

Student Status
Full-time(1)/Part-time(0) 2.86 1.86 1.34 1.92 - .64 2.21* .45 1.19

Enrollment in Course
Repetition of courie(1)/ .83 - .36 - .07 - .06 .04 - .08 .52 - .90
First enrollment(0)

Employment'
Full-time(3)/Part-time(2)/ 1.86 2.21* .73 1.92 .29 1.79 .58 2.79**
None(1)

Maturity
Age(years) .23 2.82** .10 2.70** .06 3.50*** .05 2.20*

Sex

Ma1e(1)/Female(0) -3.37 -2.90** -1.27 -2.40* - .36 -1.65 .96 -3.34***

Othe'r

Essay Pretest* Essay Pretest -2.17 -2.58* -1.23 -3.21**
Winter* Essay Pretest .26 3.10** 1.69 3.53***
TICCIT* 15 -3.06 -3.27**

Constant 56.85 18.28 10.34 14.39

p<.05
**
p.01

***
p<.001

Table 6. 10
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(-.4662) 23.05 4.50, where the values within parentheses come from the

regrossion coefficients for the categorical variable of instructional

condition and for the interaction term. The t-statistic associated with

this estimated treatment effect is 2.34 (p<.05): Similarly, the estimated

treatment effect on the attitude scale of Course Satisfaction (CS) ie TCS

(7.9179) .+ (-.2735) 23..05 1.61 with a t-statistic of 2.31 (p<.05).

Although there is *another interaction term indicating that tale students

viewed specific features of the TICCIT systeth more favorably than female

students did, the estimates of treatment effects on this attitude scale fell

belOw a statistically significant level for both sexes.

There were statistically significant differences in the attitudes of

students completing English courses on the TICCIT system'and those of com-

parable students from lecture-discussion classes. Students, particularly

younger students, reacted more Iavorably to classes on the TICCIT system

than to conventional sections of the same English course; they expressed a

greater degree of personal satisfaction with the course and believed a

greater amount of individual attention had been given to them. The esti-

mates of treatment effects on the attitude score for overall attitudes and

the subscore for course satisfaction, 4.50 and 1.61 respectively, hold for

students of the average age in TICCIT classes. These effects would be even

larger for a community college student who was 18 years of age: TAO = 6.85

and
CS

= 2.99. Since the estimated treatment effect varied inversely with

student age, the size of the effect diminishes for older students and

becomes negative beyond an age of 30 years. Few students actually fell in

this age group. As implemented in English courses at Phoenix College the

TICCIT program had a positive impact on students' attitudes toward their

course.
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When studentssspent time on the TICCIT system as well as attended

regular classroom sessions, the affective outcomes were quite different.

.r" Members of the English faculty at Alexandria decided to use the TICCIT

curriculum and still hold classroom meetings. Although students spent c

considerable amounts of time on the TICCIT system (see Chapter 7: Student

Activities), these TICCIT classes no longer adhered to the principle of

mainline instruction. Students learned both from the TICCIT program and

from teachers, without eclear definition of the relationship between these

two resources; Individual instructors chose which courseware unit& their

st attits would study: some instructors tried to use the TICCIT system as

'much as possible, and others gave minimal assignments in the TICCIT course-

ware. As shown in Table 6.10, students reacted less favorably to an English

course when it included study on the TICCIT system.

Other factors besides use of the TICCIT system affected student atti

tudes in English courses at Alexandria. Some of these factors involved

student characteristics while others reflected the context of the course.

Older students tended to react more favorably 'to their course regardless of

its instructional condition. 'Male Students expressed less positive opinions

about their course than did female students. There was a curvilinear rela-

tionship between student attitudes and their scores on the essay pretest:

students with extremely low or high scores on the essay pretest had lower

attitude scores, on all common statements (Overall Attitudes) and on the

scale for Course Satisfaction, than students with middle scores on the essay

pretest. Perhaps both the students least competent in writing and those

already facile in writing derived less benefit from their course in composi-

tion than they had expected.
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Variables representing the context within which a particular section

was held also contributed to the explanation of variance in student atti-
.

tudes. Studentsjin classes offered during daytime school hours generally
3

had higher attitude scores than did students in sections given in the

evening. Reactions to Alexandria's English 111 were most positive in the

spring quarter and least positive in tqs winter quarter, with reactions from

the fall quarter closer to those of the winter term. Particular instructors,

notably 12 and 15 in Table 6.10, also affected student attitudes toward

their course. Students with instructor 15 for a section on the TICCIT

system reported receiving less individual attention than did students with

the same instructor for a lecture-discussion section (see the regression

coefficient in Table 6.10 for the interaction term, TICCIT*I5, on the

attitude scale for Individual Attention).

The significance of these student characteristics and context variables

in the regression model does not change the direction or size of the esti-

mated treatment effects reported in Table 6.10. Coefficients for the

dichotomous variable of instructional condition still represent,our best

estimate of treatment effects. Other variables in the regression model

simply contributed tO the, explanation of variance in attitude scores and to

the identification of similar students across conditions. Besides the one

instructor-treatment term applicable to a single section with 12 students,

there was no interaction which would affect estimates of treatment effects.

While student attitudes toward a course rose in TICCIT classes sometimes

supplemented by small group discussions, a mixture of sessions on the TICCIT

system and regular classroom meetings led to less favorable student reactions.

In both cases the standard for comparisons had been student attitudes in

lecture-discussion sections of the same English courses. That analyses
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revealed statistically significant positive and negative treatment effects

seems neither inconsistent nor contradictory. The results of the TICCIT

program, like those of any other instructional resource or educational tool,

depended on the manner of its use.

4 6.3.c Estimated Treatment Effects

A summary of the treatment effects estimated for student attitudes

appears in Table 6.11. Each estimate reflects difference in the attitude

scores of students completi4a course under the TICCIT program as contrasted

with the scores of similar students in lecture-discussion sections of the

same course. A positive treatment effect indicates that students in TICCIT

classes had higher attitude scores than did comparable students in lecture-

discussion sections, and a negative treatment effect indicates that students

reacted less favorably to a course offered on the TICCIT system than to the

same course conducted in a traditional manner. The scores themselves

stemmed from student responses to sta is about the course, statements

110phrased in an identical or closely para 1 form across instructional

conditions (see Tables 6:4 and 6.5). There was one total attitude score,

called Overall Attitudes, representing the extent of student agreement with

all such statements as well as three subscores representing students' reac-

tions to specific aspects of a cour79.1rape Table 6.1). Estimates of treat-

ment effects on these scales reveal the extent of TICCIT's impact on student

attitudes and identify the source of that impact.

Math Courses. Of the twelve analyses for mathematics courses within

terms, there were three significant treatment effects on students' overall

attitudes. Each of these effects was negative: students in TICCIT classes

reacted less favorably to their math course than did students of comparable

ability in lecture sections. That eight other estimates of treatment



effect w re also negative confirms the.negative impact of the TICCIT

program on student attitudes in math courses. Yet there was mly one case

in which'students expressed significantly less personal satisfaction with a

course under the TICCIT program. It occurred in the first academic term of

the demonstration and probably represents an overestimate of treatment

effects given the differences found in other courses and subvquent terms.

Students. perceptions of a course in relation to their own rTeds and per-
,

sonal progress do not seem to account fully for.the size and'direction of

the treatment effects on overall attitudes.

The reasons behind the less favorable reactions to math courses

under the TICCIT program become evident from the estimates of treatment

effects on the attitude scales for Individual Attention and System Features:

When there was a higher student-teacher ratio in TICCIT classes than in

regular classes, students in those TICCIT classes reported receiving less

individual attention. Under such conditions the estimated treatment effects

on the attitude scale for Individual Attention were statistically significant

A

and negative in four cases out of seven. The other three cases also showed

negative effects on Individual Attention, and these closely approached sta-

tistically,significant levels. Moreover, the significant effects occurred

across academic terms for mathematics courses in beginning algebra (Math 007

and Math 108 in Table 6.11).

On the attitude scale for System Features the estimated treatment

effects were statistically significant and negative in ten cases out of

twelve analyses for math courses within terms. The HELP sequences available

on the TICCIT system did not match instructors' explanations of difficult

material in regular classes. Nor did the presentation of mathematical rules

and concepts (RULE) under the TICCIT program facilitate student learning to



Estimated Treatment Effects on Student Attitudes

c

College Term Course

Overall Attitudes

Number of

Students Effect(t) t-Statistic

Course Satisfaction) idual Attention Sy

,

Effect(t), t-Statistit Effect (t) t-Statistic Effect(t)

tem Features

t-Statistic1

Phoenix, Fall 1915 Math 007 t 135 -6.15 -2.44* -2.22 '' -2.03* -2.16 -2.,04mi : -1.48 -3.25**
Math 106 46 -6.69-,,, -1.93 r -2,69 -1,60' -1.51 4.86 -2.23 -3.16**

.

it pm 42 -7,39 -1.91 -2,34 -1.31 -3.59 -3,42** -1.73 -1.70*

Spring 1976 Math 007 131 ,-6.70 -2.01k -1.62 -1.11 ,-2.45 -3,00** -1.90 -2.33!*
Math 106 79 -3.97 -1.01a .24 - .14 -2.14 -1.98 -2.29 -2.16k

'Mat108 50 -7.82 -2.56* -2.48 -1.70 -2.85 -3.35* -2.66 -3.53**
Math 117 53 -7.42. -1.80 -2.08 . -1.19 -2,42 -2.01 -2.43 -2.29

Spring 6 Fall 1976 English 19 516 1 4,501 1.611 2.31* .98 3.414* .882 , 1.7

,i ,

6 29
- '543 -1,

)
-Iv

r
Alexandria Fall 1975 Math 31 38 -5.59 -1.17 -1,99 - .89 - .45 - .43 - . 6 -21

Winter 1976 Math 31 61 1.21 .40 .15 .11 1.10 1.31 - . - .6

Math 32 32 -1.94 -2.02 -2.62 -1.13 -1.23 -1,19 -3.71 -3.52**
Spring 1976 Math 31 - 29 -5.98 -1.02 -2.51 -1.06 -3.08 -2.87*,* - .01'' - .01

Math 32 45 -4.33 -1.47 -1.56 : -1.19 ' .12 .15 -3.2 -3.96***
Winter, Spring, English 111 440 -6.51 -4,50*** -3.34 -5.08S** -1.37 -4.76*** )§1..28 -3.54***

Fall 1976

p<.05

**

p<.01

***

p<.001

Ithii wigged effect was found to vary inversely with students' age.

2

For sale students.

3

For female students. ,

Table 6.11

399
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, .

. the" same extent as classroom lectures did in tradjtional seFttons These

0- ,

comparisons between specifilic featbres of Ole TICCIT-system'and their counter-
.

parts. in lecture seitions_depend on arallels drawWbetween cettain aspects
..

of,the,two inatructional-cOhditious.). We believe such parallels to be was-
...

/

ranted by the voca. of the TICCITrogram asfia63mplete and independent
.

.

rep149ement foi conv;irional teaching practices. Studen reactAo 8-seem to
. kt

demon trate that there. is still a need 14r instructor' explaining difficult.,

material and presenting concepts and rules.

Since' the estimated treatment effects on stu

6

attitudes in mathe-
I.

matica Courseeapply to those students who coscornp1fjçà ithethat1cs'cotse

O; 4,5,4f

under the: TICCIT progrAm, there wasa rests )047 CjMealze of the student

on entrance abilitypopulation that a4ected ea h anal y5s

alone in identifying similarl stude#04W g differences in

their attitudes across conditions. %Ihe' et of students completing an
-44yf

algebra course on the TICCIT'systa was SO low at Alexandria that analyses
\ ,

of attitude data collected after the 1 quarter of the 1975-76 academic

year had to include all respondente,tO the student survey rather than just

those who had completed theiA, course requirements. Yet the pattern of

*.*?

treatment effects 'remailled negative 4nd still showed statistically signi-

ficant differences on the attitude scale for system Featdres. In addition

to a limitation in Sample Size, the analyses o4attitude results in math

courses yielded low multiple correlations. Seldom did the regression models

account for as much, as one-fifth of the total variance in mIthematics

; \s-

courses. V

but these factors dd not invalidate tke'estimated treatment effects.

They instead rake each analysis conservatiVe,14p that it becomes harder to

demonstr e 4 statistically 1.$nificant.effect.',This evaluation Chas shown
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Such, effects across courses and academic terms. Despite the amount of

instructor time devoted to individual students (see Chapter 8: Faculty

.Acceptance and Teacher Roi6, students in TICCIT classes with a high student

teacher r-tio perceived the individual attention given them asrIess than
X

what comparable students in lecture sections reported. FurtherMire, students

rated specific features of the TICCIT system as less helpful in their learn

ing than the lecture 4ountdrparts of those features. Although close in the
I

degree of personal satisfaction with a course, students 1.14 TICCIT classes

reacted less favorably to their mathematics course than did students in

lecture sections of. the same course.

'EngliTh Courses. Student attitudes in English courses on the TICCIT

system depended'very much on the context of the particular course. The

estimated treatment effects for TICCIT classes which sometimes included

small group discussions were-statistically significant and positive (see

English 19 and 29 in Table 6.11). Those for TICCIT classes in which the use

the TICCIT system was at the discretion of the instructor were statis

tically significant and negative (see English 111 in Table 6.11). Finding

significant effects ii, opposite directions seems to demonstrate that com

puterassisted instruction doe t alone guarantee any result. Instead its

impact depends heavily or, th nner in which we choose to apply it.

On the attitude scale representing student responses to all common

statements there was aide

\
inite positive effect in English courses at

Phoenix. That positive treatment effect varied inversely with students'

age: younger students, in particular, reacted favorably to English courses

when offered on the TICCIT system. Students in these TICCIT classes

generally expressed stronger agreement with a statement about the course

meeting their own needs than did students in lecturediscussion sections
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(see response mean for item 6 on Form 068 in'Table 6.5). Furthermore,

students reported feeling a greater challenge to . do their best work and

trying harder to learn the material in TICCIT classes (see response means

for items 19 and 27, respectively, on Form 068 in Table 6.5). These dif-

ferences stood behind the positive estimate of a treatment effect on the

attitude scale for Course Satisfaction. The estimated treatment effect

on the attitude scale for Individual Attention was also statistically

significant and positive. From the student's'perspective it seemed that

instructors gave them more individual attention and monitored their course

progress with greater concern in TICCIT'classes. Here is the exception

which proves the potential of the TICCIT program, set in an appropriate

context, for affecting student attitudes in a positive manner.

Estimated treatment effects for English courses involving a combina-

tion of regular classroom meetings and student sessions on the TICCIT system

were statistically significant and negative. On each attitude scale the dif-

ference between scores from TICCIT classes and those from lecture-discussion

sections indicated more favorable student responses with traditional teach-

ing practices. Since TICCIT classes really entailed partial use of the

computer system, it may seem that these comparisons between instructional

conditions unfairly take student attitudes toward a whole course given in a

lecture-discussion format as a relative standard for evaluating student

attitudes toward some fraction of a course conducted under the TPTIT pro-

gram. But every statement included on the attitude scales for Course Satis-

faction and. Individual Attention did deal with the entire course and each

statement appeared with the same wording in both instructional conditions.

The estimated treatment lefects on these two attitude Scales were statis-

tically significant and negative. When instructors decided to adopt the
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TICCIT program as a secondary instructional resource, students expressed'

less personal satisfaction with the course and reported a decrement in the

individual attention devoted to them.

Does the replication of negative results in mathematics cola-6es as

well as in an English course make the positive results found in the English

courses at one demonstration site less important? The prevalence of nega-

tive estimates for treatment effects, withla large number of those effects

reaching statistical significance on the attitude scales for Individual

Attention and System Features, may'seem to establish the impact of the

TICCIT program on student attitudes. Actually the negative effects instead

indicated a need to retain usual student-teacher ratios in TICCIT classes

and the importance of the instructor in presenting concepts and in explain-

ing difficult material. They perhaps also suggested the difficulty which

instructors might encounter in attempting to incorporate the TICCIT program

into their regular classes. The significant, positive effects remain impor-

tant. They serve both as an example of the potential of the TICCIT program

and as a reminder of the degree to which context can shape .outcomes.

6.4 Discussion

The pattern of results in the analysis of student attitudes clearly

demonstrates: that affective reactions to the TICCIT program depend on the

manner of its use. While the estimated treatment effects had been consis-

tently negative for course completion rates and generally positive for

student achievement, those for student attitudes changed in direction and

significance as the context of TICCIT classes became different. Moreover,

the changes in the estimated treatment effects on specific attitude scales

fit the con4ittonfk:pf courses offered on the TICCIT system. This aspect

of student performance'hIghlights the importance of the conditions under

104
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which applications of computer-assisted instruction take place, especially

the role played by the teacher in facilitating student learning on computers.

Actually, student reactions to courses offered under the TICCIT program

were favorable. Students tended to agree with positive statements about

their course (e.g., "I would recommend tl'is course to my triends," and

"Instruction in this class met my own particUlar needs") or about the

TICCIT program (e.g., "The rule statements RULE on TICC H C made mathematical

concepts easy to learn") and to disagree with negative statements (e.g.,

"The method of instruction for this course was too impersonal for me").

Furthermore, the TICCIT program promoted a sense of student responsibility

for their own learning and made students active participants in the instruc-

tional process. However, there ._Jere differences in the attitudes of stu-

dents completing courses under the TICCIT program and the attitudes of

similar students in lecture-discussion sections of the same courses.

Of twelve analyses conducted for mathematics courses within academic

terms, there were eleven negative estimates of treatment effects on overall

student attitudes. The statistical test associated with these negative

treatment effects was significant in three cases. Such results indicate

that students in TICCIT classes reacted less favorably to their math course

than did students of comparable ability in lecture sections. Yet students

viewed the course itself and the fit of instruction in the course to their

own needs nearly as favorably In TICCIT classes as in lecture sections. On

the attitude scale representing students' personal satisfaction with a

course there were still eleven negative estimates of treatment effects but

Only one was statistically significant. Why students had less positive

reactions to mathematics courses under the TICCIT program becomes evident

from other attitude scales.
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When the student-teacher ratio in TICCIT classes was higher than that in

lecture sections of mathematics courses, the majority of estimated treatment

effects on the attitude scale for Individual Attention were statistically

significant and Negative. Students reported that they had received less

individual attention in TICCIT classes, particularly in those courses which

would be a student's first mathematics course at the community college.

Instructors in TICCIT classes had actually devoted a greater proportion

of their time to counseling individual students (see Chapter 8: Faculty

Acceptance and Teacher Role). But computer-assisted instruction had also

generated a greater student demand for individual attention. Faculty

supervised students' final attempts at mastery tests and answered students'

questions about the subject matter. Whenever a student had to wait for an

instructor to become available, that student judged the individual attention

to be inadequate. Although the TICCIT program indeed changed what teachers

did in mathematics courses, it did not lessen a student's need for the

assistance of an instructor.

The estimated treatment effects on another attitude scale, System

Features, suggestthe reasons for students frequently requesting instructor

assistance in mathematics courses. ,)11 this attitude scale there were sig-

nificant negative effects evident across colleges, courses, and academic

terms. Although students found the practice problems on the TICCIT system

to be as helpful in learning mathematical rules and concepts as homework

exercises, they rated the rule statements and help sequences of the TICCIT

program less favorably than the lecture counterparts of theme system fea-

tures. The TICCIT program had incorporated presentations of mathematical

concepts at three levels ul ditficulty and explanations of problem solving

with a fixed degree of detail. Neither proved to he the equivalent of
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traditional teaching practices. Classroom lectures and instructor explana-

tions received higher student ratings.

English courses in which each instructor decided on the extent of

student exposure to the TICCIT system showed significant, negative treatment

effects on every attitude scale. These TICCIT classes 'really represented a

different use of the TICCIT program. It was a combination of regular class-

room sessions and computer-assisted instruction. But the English curriculum

on the TICCIT system had been developed as an intact course. To students

a mixture of learning on the computer and teaching in a classroom may be

like taking a single course under two instructors with different approaches

to the subject matter. There must be a careful integration of the computer

and classroom curriculum in order to gain student acceptance.

The excep+4t4n to these unfavorable attitude results occurred in English

courses for which the TICCIT program was the primary instructional resource.

In these courses on the fundamentals of grammar i the essentials of writ-

ten expression, instructors sometimes adjusted the hierarchical structure of

the TICCIT curriculum and often conducted small group discussions. The

student-teacher ratio remained much the same as that in lecture-discussion

ections. Under these conditions there were more positive student attitudes

in TICCIT claHscH than in lecture-discussion sections. The estimated treat-

ment effect on overall student attitudes was positive and statistically

significant. titudentc; in TICC1T classes, particularly younger students,

exp rerised a gi eat et degree of pc 1 !1(Ala 1, Hat t; tact ion wit h their (-oh rHe than

did similar htudnts in regular sections. And students in TICCIT classes

reported A greater degree of Individual attention had been devoted to them.

This course IMAM11 apparently drew on the strengths of th TICC1T program in

providing practice exercises, the Instructors in elaborating on difficult
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material and milvating students, and,group discussions in promoting per-

sonal interactions. The results were positive student attitudes and higher

posttest performance (see Chapter 5: Student Achievement).

Computer-assisted instruction by itself neither guarantees favorable

student attitudes nor meets all student needs for further elaboration and

clarification of the subject matter. Especially with a student population

as heterogeneous as that of community colleges it would be impractical to

attempt developing a tutorial computer application capable of meeting the

needs of all students. Instructors must be available for explaining what

students find difficult to understand. Moreover, a computer system that

supports the equivalent of full college courses may relieve instructors of

their usual duties, but it also generates new demands which preclude any

dramatic increase in usual student-teacher ratios. Yet the TICCIT program

has shown that computer-assisted instruction can, under the proper condi-

tions, both facilitate student learning and promUte positive student atti-

tudes.



Chapter 7

Student Activities

Our study of TICCIT's impact on student activities was intended to be

descriptive and somewhat exploratory. Unlike other aspects of student perfor-

mance where the nature of a positive effect may be clear, it is often difficult

to identify and document a desirable outcome with regard to activities. A

,program might encourage students to consider taking further courses or seek a job

related to the subject matter, but the real test of such plans would be in their

successful fruition. Or a curricular program would perhaps be conducive to more

frequent discussions between a student and an instructor only to detract from the

net time students devoted to learning the subject matter. Axi,c1 with an innovative

computer-based curriculum such as the TICCIT program the most pertinent question

to raise might simply be the matter of what students do on the computer system so

as to learn.

This chapter has two major sections. The first section is similar to earlier

chapters in that it covers student activities in a comparative-manner. Data on

the extent of students' interpersonal contacts related to the courses, the amount

of time devoted to course studies, and their'plan2pr further courses and future

work will be presented for students in both TICCIT classes and lecture-discussion

sections. However, there is no attempt made to estimate treatment effects on such

activities since this section is meant to be descriptive. The second section

deals with the interaction of student and computer. It concerns what happens to

a student at a TICCIT terminal. Primarily that description follows from student

use of TICCIT's learner control features. Also presented is some evidence on

the relationship between time spent on the computer system and learning. Our

attempt to explore the student-computer interaction on the TICCIT system is

necessarily descriptive as it,relates only to TICCIT classes.
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7;1 Activities across Comparison Groups

Part of the student surveys (see Appendix F) called for responses to questions

about specific actrnties related to a course and possibly affected by the TICCIT

program. The questions themselves reflected three central issues involved in

student activities. Firstly, its developers hoped that the TICCIT program would

result in a positive student approach toward the subject matter. This would be

Ohown by students electing to take further courses,in the subject or planning to

enter a related job. ActUally data on subsequent course enrollment appear

elsewhere (see Chapter 4: Course Completion Rates and Appendix N), and here we

report students' intentions'as expressed on our survey. Secondly, much criticism

of instructional technology has arisen from a concern about the impersonal nature

of media like the computer. Learning by computer, presumedly, would detract from

students' personal contacts with other students or their instructors. Again

pertinent data on students' own perceptions can be found in another chapter (see

Chapter 6: Student Attitudes); this chapter includes student estimates of the

frequency of their course-related interpersonal contacts. And, thirdly, it has

been said that the amount of time students devote to studying is a critical

variable in their learning. Within this chapter we give a basic description of

how students allocated their study time and later consider the relationship

between time and Learning for students on the TICCIT system.

Summaries of student responses to questions about their course activities

appear in Appendix S. Two points should be kept in mind while reviewing the data

in this appendix and the tables which follow: only those students who anticipated

completing a course responded to the surveys, except for math courses at Alexandria

where all students attending classes at the end of a quarter responded; and these

data merely repeat student self-reports in summary,form. Thus the groups within

41 o
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each instructional condition may differ with respect to a critical variable such

as entrance ability, or the self-reports may be highly unreliable. There wou d

be strong alternative explanations for any difference apparently due to the mo e

of instruction.

Before presenting results from a few selected courses it might be useful to

consider some irregular patterns across courses. At Phoenix, for example, the

TICCIT program apparently made the prospect of further courses in math and a job

related to math seem attractive to students in Math 007 during the fall semester

but not the spring. Similarly, a higher percentage of students in TICCIT classes

than lector sections of Math 31 at Alexandria indicated an intention to pursue

further math courses as a result of their course experiences in the fall and

spring quarters but not in the winter. Most often students in English classes

on the TICCIT system estimated more time spent on their course studies than

did students in lecture-discussion classes. But the opposite result, students

spending less study time in TICCIT classes, prevailed among math courses.

It would seem that changes in the direction of differences between conditions

require some explanation. In our opinion seeking underlying reasons for inconsis-

tent student self-reports would not be fruitful. Such differences might easily

be attributed to the unreliability of the estimates given by students or a char-

acteristic unevenly distributed in the comparison groups. Indeed, where changes

in the direction of comparisons do occur, they tend to be small in relation to

the n4ber of students involved or the standard deviation associated with the

activity.

Tables 7.1 through 7.4 present selected results for student activities.

These summaries correspond to the questions on the student, survey explicitly

concerned with plans, interpersonal contacts, and amount of time devoted to

a course. A course in each subject at both colleges is represented.
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Student Activity Survey

I Item Responses across Instructional Condit'ons

f

Phoenix College

Math 007

Fall Semester, 1975.
TICCIT lecture

(N al27) (N 11134)

Item Stems

Plans for further courses or work in math: ,

At the beginning of this term
did you plan to take more than just the introductory

course(s) in math?

When you finish the introductory
course(s) do you plan to take any more advanced courses in math?

Has your experience in this course:

.
encouraged you to take further courses in math?

.
discouraged you about taking further courses in math?

had no effect on your plans for further courses in math?

Is a job related to math more
appealing to you now than it was at the beginning of this course?

Frequency of interpersonal contact:
(see explanation of codes given below):

During this semester about how often did you:

meet with the'instructor [or
proctor] for this course, outside of class, to discuss your

classwork or anything else related to the course?

meet with the instructor for this course to
discuss personal or academic matters NOT

specifically related to the course?

discuss questions related to the course with fellow students?

seek the help of a tutor for this course?

use library resources in connection with your work in this course?

want to use the TICCIT system when it wasn't available?

Time spent on course:

Approximately how many hours per week did you spend:

working on the TICCIT systemAntending classes for this course?

in small group discussions about this course (outside of class)?

doing work for this course on your own away from TICCIT/working on homework assignments?

in total for this course? I

Item Coding (Form 035): Item 34(a)-(f)

3 0 Qdite Often

2 Occasionally

I Almost Never

412
Table 7.1

Item Number

(Form 035) N Percent

Item Number

(Form 040) N Percent

31 Yes-17 63.0 27 102 76.1

No-10 31.0 31 23.3

30 Yes-21 77.8 26 111 85.4

No- 6 22.2 19 14.6

32 28

13 48.1 156 42.7

4 14.8 14 10.1

10 37.0 61 46,6

33 Yes- 9 33.3 29 46 35,4 id

No-18 66.7, 84 64.6 , g

Mean sd Mean Id
T

34 30

a 1.22 .51 a 1.26 .52

b 1.04 .19 b 1.05 ,26

c 1.74 .81 c 1.83 .71

d

e

1,37

1.15

.69 ,

.37

d

e

1.15

1.06

.45

.30

!
1.93 .83

I

35 31

a, 6.41 3.02 a 2,93 .50

1)
.45 1:10 b .35 .81

c 1.10 2.08 c 3.51 2.47

d 9.01 MO d 6.66 2.65
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Student Activity Survey

Item Responses across Instructional ConditiOns

Northern Virginia Community College

Math 31

Fall Quarter, 1915

TICCIT Programed Lecture

(N 246) (N a 21) (N NM)

Item Number Item Nmpber Item Number
Item Stems (Form 063) N Percent .1_11641kr.). N \ Percent (Form 062) N Percent

Plans for further courses or work in math:

At the beginning of this term did you plan to take more 31 Yes -21

than just the introductory course(s) in math? No-18

When you finish the introductory couree(s) do you plan to 30 Yee-37

take spy sore advanced courses in meth? No- 9

he your experience in this course:

encouraged you to take further courses in math?

. discouraged you about taking further courses in math?

' had no effect on your plane for further courses in math?

32

21

3

22

Is a job related to math more appealing to you now than it 33 Yee -18

was at the beginning of this course? No-27

Frequency of interpersonal contact: (see explanation

\s, of codes given below):

During this quarter about how often did you:

meet with the instructor for proctor] for this course,

outside of class, to discuss your clasework or

anything else related to the course?

meet with the instructor for this course to discuss

personal or academic matters NOT specifically

related to the course?

discuss questions related to the course with fellow

students?

seek the help of a tutor for this course?

use library resources ioconnection with your work in

this Course?

want to use the TICCIT,system when it wasn't available?.

Time spent on course:

Approximately how,many hours per week did you spend:

. working on the TICCIT system/attending classes for this

course?

' in snail group discussions about this course (outside of

class)?

doing work for this course on your own away from TICCIT/

working on homework assignments?

in total for this course?.

Item Coding (Form 063): Item 34(a)-(f)

3 Quite Often

2 Occasionally

1 Almost Never

414

34

Me An

1.45

b )1.09

c 1.73

d 1.20

e 1.13

f 1.86

35

a 6,89

b .25

c 1,40

d 8.25

60.0 , 31 ges-14 66.7 27 23 52.3

40,0 No 7 33.3 21 41.1

80.4 30 Yee-16 76.2 26 13 31.0 .

19.6 No- 5 23.8 29 69.0

32 28

45.7 11 52.4 19 43.2

6.5 0 0.0 3 6.8"

47.8 10 47,6 22 50.0

40.0 33 Yes- 6 30.0 29 14 32.6

60.0 * No-14 70,0 29 67.4

to

I

ad Mean sd Mean ed

1-+

4 30

.66 1.19 .40 a 1,60 .66

.29 b ,1,19 .40 b 1.16 .31

.81 c 1.48 .60 c 1.93 .84

,50 d 1.05 .22 d.140 30

.40 e 1.19 .40 e ,1.07 .26

.69

35 31

2.18
a 4.64 .52 a 4.63 .80

.13 b ,14 .36 b ,60 1.04

1.68 c 4.36 4.07 5.01 3.36

'3.20 d 10.01 5.53 10.15 4,91

Table 7.2
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Student Activity Survey

Item Responses across Instructional Conditions

,

Item Stems

%

lane for further courses or work in English:

At the beginning of this term did you plan to take more than just the introd Cory

course(s)' in English?

Aen you finish the introductory course(s) do you plan to take any more advanced

0, courses in English?

Phoenix College

Inglieh 19 and 29

Fall Semester, 1976

Nas your experience in this course:

. encouraged you to take further courses in English?

discouraged you about taking further courses in English?

.
had no effect on your plans for further sour in English?

Is a job related to English more appealing to you
Ilan it was et the bqginning of

this course?

Frequency of interpersonal contact: (see explanation of codes given below):

Du ing this semester about how often did you:

meet with the instructor [or proctor} for this course, outside of class, to

discuss your classwork or anything else related to the course?

meet with the instructor for this course to discuss personal or academic matters

NOT specifically related to the course?

discuss' questions related to the course with fellow students?

seek the help of a tutor for this course?

use library resources in connection with your work in this course?

want to use the TICCIT system when it wasn't available?

Time spent on course:

Approximately how many hoUrs per week did you spend:

working on the TICCIT system/attending classes for this course?

.
attending regular class meetings, without TICCIT, for this course?

in small group discussions about this course (outside of class periods)?

'
doing work for this course on your own away from

TICCIT/working on homework assignments?

in total for this course?

Item Coding (Form 068):

4,16

Item 37(a)-(f)

3 Quite Often

2 Occasionally

1 Almost Never

Table 7.3

TICCIT

(N ? 109)

Item Number

(Form 068) N Percent

Lecture

( N 1 1 0 ) )

Item Number

(For!..067) N Percent

Yes-67 61.5 116 66.3

34 No-42 38.5 29 159 38.1

Yes-96 88.1 159 90.9

33 No-13 11.9 28 16 9.1

56 51.4 103 58.9

35 1 .9 30 5 2.9

52 '47.7 67 38.3

Yes-57 52.3
83 48.3

36 No-52 41.7 31
89 51.7

Mean sd Mean sd

31
32

a 1.51 .70 a 1.37 .58

b 1.18 .43 b 1.19 ,43

c 1.99 .75 1.85 ,73

d 1.45 .69 d 1.12 .39

e 1.19 .46 e 1.60 .68

1.60 .78

38
33

a 5.43 5.05 a 2.91 .71

b 1.17 2.84

.26 .72 b .51 .99

d , 1.51 2.58 3.39 3.00

e 9.37 10.54 d 6.77 5.30

fs
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Student Activity Survey

Item Responses across Instructional Conditions

Northern Virginia Community Collies

English 111

Fall Quarter, 1916
TICCIT Lecture

(N 115) 74)

Item Number Item Number

Ate* Stems (Form 666) N Percent (Form.065) N Percent

Plans for further courses or work in English:

At the beginning of this term did you plan to take more than just the introductory les-80 69,6 45 60.8

courses) in English? 34 No-35 30.4 29 29 39.2

When you finish the introductory course(s) do you plan to take any more advanced Yes -91 83.6 59 80,8

courses in English? 33 No-19 1610 28 14 19.2

0

Has your experience in this course: (see explanation of codes given below):

. encouraged you to take further courses in English? 40 34.8 43 58,1

. discouraged you about taking,further courses in English? 35 11 9.6 30 3 4.1

Imd no effect on your plans for further courses in English? 64 55.7 28 31.8

Is a job related to English more appealing to you now than it was at the beginning of Yee-51 45.1 35 41.3
I

W
this course? 36 No-62 54.9 31 39 52.7

Ft ncy of interpersonal contact:

eri.

1112 !0 Mean sd

Dut this semester about how often did you: 37 32

t With the instructor (or proctor] for this course, outside of class, to

discuss your classwork or anything else related to the course?

most with the instructor for this course to discuss personal or academic matters

a 1.45 .62 a 1.75 .68

NOT specifically related to the course? b 4 1.25 .49 b 1.17 .37

discuss questions related to the course with fellow students? c 2.14 .69 c 2.11 .72

seek the help of a tutor for this course? d 1.21 .47 d 1.21 .47

use library resources in connection with your work in this course? e 1.49 .73 a 1.85 .63

want to use the TICCIT system when it wasn't available? f 1.99 ,80

Time spent on course:

Approximately how many hours per week did you spend: 38 33

working on the TICCIT system/attending classes for this course? a 5.19 3,32
a 5.01 .98

attending regular class meetings, without TICCIT, for this course? b 3.05 1.70
:

-4..

in small group discussions about this course (outside of class periods)? c .69 1.17 b' 1.39 2.51

. doing work for this course on your own away from TICCIT/working on homework assignments? d 3.59 4.01 c 6.59 5.39

' in total for this course?
e 13.74 9,00 d 14.40 7.80

Item Coding (Form 066): Item 37(a)-(f)

3 quite Often

2 Occasionally

1 Almost Never

Table 7.4
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Plans for Further Courses and Future Work. For a sizeable percentage of

students experience in a course had no effect on their plans. At least one-third.

and often one-half of the students in a course, regardless of the particular

instructional condition, reported that their experience had no effect on their

plans for further courses in the subject. Seldom did a single course discourage

students from pursuing further courses: such a negative effect on student plans

occurred infrequently although at times reached approximately an eighth of the

students responding. Of course we should also consider program outcomes with
p.

regard to course completion in interpreting these data obtained primarily from

those students who completed the requirements for course credit.

Typically exposure to a course on the TICCIT system encouraged a percentage

of students to take further courses comrrable to the percentage already encour-

/
aged through lecture-discussion practice\s. A similar conclusion may be drawn

from student responses to a question about another dimension of approach toward

the subject matter. Course. experiences made a job related to the subject matter

' seem more attractive to roughly equal percentages of students in each instruc-

tional condition. Among students completing a course, then, it would appear

that the impact of the TICCIT program on plans for further courses and future

work was consistent with that of control classes taught in a conventional

manner.

Interpersonal Contacts. Perhaps unexpected was the fact that students

reported as much interpersonlk contact in TICCIT classes as lecture-discussion

sections. In both conditions discussions of course questions with fellow students

was the most frequent type of contact. By contrast, students almost never sought

the help of a tutor or met with their instructor to discuss matters outside formal

course concerns. Considering the obvious differences between a classroom
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environment and a computer system for teaching, there was remarkable similarity

in the frequency of students' interpersonal contacts. Admittedly, our scale for

responses to such questions was quite limited and the questions about contact

with instructors dealt just with meetings outside of class. Still the data tend

to counter arguments about the impersonal nature of computer applications in

education.

There was one appreciable difference in these frequency estimates that

seemed to follow from the instructional condition. But it concerned student use

of resources rather than personal contacts. Students in English classes on the

TICCIT system reported less frequentese of library resources in connection with

their course work than did students in lecture-discussion classes. This may

reflect a qualitative difference in instruction between the two conditions or the

TICCIT system's capacity to store relevant material such as examples of writing.

It might also be noted, with regard to resources, that the majority of

students in TICCIT classes reported occasionally wanting to use the computer

system when it wasn't available. Yet the hours of system operation closely

matched the schedule of regular classes. Limited hours of. availability would not

seem to be the reason behind these student responses. Instead it was probably
fa*

the physical location that acted as a constraint on availability. Students had

to be on campus in order to study on the TICCIT system while textbooks from

regular classes could be taken home.

Study Time. Across courses students in TICCIT classes spent most of their

study time working on the TICCIT system while students in lecture sections

reported most of their time given to working on homework assignments. So much

time was devoted to homework assignments in lecture sections of math courses

that students in TICCIT classes spent less total time on their course studies.
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Also, math courses courses on the TICCIT system adhered closely to the concept

of mainline instruction: the amount of tim working on the TICCIT system

accounts for nearly the total time spent on a course. Table 7.1 and Table 7.2

represent the worst cases in this regard since the computer system was at its

most incomplete and unreliable stage of the demonstration period in the fall

academic term of 1975. Other cases contained in Appendix S better show math

courses' adherence to mainline instruction. For example, 5.93 hours were spent

on the TICCIT system out of the estimated 6.49 total hours per week reported for

Math 007 in the spring semester, or approximately 90%.

Students in TICCIT sections of English courses reported spending more time

than students in lecture-discussion classes. An English course on the TICCIT

system actually combined computer-assisted instruction with regular class

meetings. At Phoenix students met approximately one hour per week for group

discussions independent of the TICCIT system. At Alexandria the equivalent

of three classroom sessions per week was combined with extensive use of the

TICCIT program. And these English classes on the TICCIT system also had writing

assignments. Except for English 111 in the fall quarter, the combination of

computer sessions, group meetings and homework assignments resulted in a heavier

study load for students in TICCIT classes. The estimates of study time given

for English courses show that this application of the TICCIT program began to

depart from the developers' original concept of mainline instruction. However,

the greatest portion of study t,ffle in TICCIT isses was spent on the computer

system in both math and English courses.

7.2 Student Interaction with the TICCIT System

Among the distinctive features of the TICCIT program were the concepts of

learner control and mainline instruction. Learner control gave students an
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opportunity to guide their own instruction and exercise control over the learning

strategies available op the TICCIT system. Mainline instruction meant that the

computer system served as the primary resource for teaching. Much depended, then,

on what happened when a student sat down at a TICCIT terminal. This student-
,

computer interaction would to a great extent determine the outcomes of the TICCIT

program.

Little was known about what might take place between a student and the

TICCIT system. The instructional design of the program was innovative and

experimental. Yet the developers had to commit themselves to that design in the

hardware, software, and, courseware of the TICCIT system in order to meet their

production sell, 4ule. The importance and uncertainty of student-computer inter-

actions prorr,,tP us to take a close look at this process. We hoped that data on

student use of the TICCIT system would be helpful in understanding the program's

outcomes, in refining subsequent versions of the system, and perhaps in designing

similar instructional systems.

7.2.a Observations

When the demonstration began in the fall term of 1975, observing student use

of the TICCIT system was the simplest and most direct method for gathering data.

Watching individual students as they worked through TICCIT materials enabled us to

look closely at the process whose outcomes were under evaluation. Observations let

us know what the instructional design of the TICCIT system meant, in operational

terms, for the student. But this procedure for collecting data on student-computer

interactions also required a substantial investment of staff resources in observing

students and developing an appropriate form for recording data. It took at least

half of an hour to complete one observation. And two semesters of pilot trials

precpded the observations reported below.
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Sampling. All students observed in the fall academic term were enrolled for

the same course. That course was Beginning Algebra at Phoenix (Math 007) and

Algebra I at Alexandria (Math 31). Our observers randomly selected 84 students

at Phoenix and 26 at Alexandria to track throughout the term. It was felt that

only a series of observations on the same student group would permit us to detect

changes in learning strategies as a function of experience. There were five

observation cycles within the academic term. Each cycle lasted two or three

weeks and gave us a minimal time period for completing one observation on every

student in the original sample.

Observation Record. The form used in recording data on studentcomputer

interactions was the product of 121 trial observations and some extensive

revisions. Its focus was on obtaining a descriptive record of student sessions

at a TICCIT terminal. Questions requiring a subjective judgment on the part of

the observer (e.g., attentiveness of the student) were eliminated. Coding became

straightforward and tended to follow an individual student's choices among the

TICCIT options for learner control. The directions given to observers and the

form completed during observations appear in Appendix G.

The observation record had an explicit coding scheme for describing student

computer interactions. Through codes specific to each question the observers

noted what materials students brought with them to the terminals, whether a

system failure occurred during the observation, how students used learner control,

and what type of assistance students sought beyond that provided by the computer

system. The codes for these questions were specific-enough to insure a high

degree of interobserver agreement. Indeed the average percentage of cases in

which our two observers assigned the sal. code exceeded 90% in trials conducted

to test the form's reliability (see Chapter 2: Methods and Measurement). As for

4 94
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the accuracy of these descriptions, we later note the consistency of results

whether obtained by observing students at terminals or recording student key

strokes automatically by computer.

Results. The size of our sample dwindled with each observation cycle. Of

the 84 students in the initial sample at Phoenix there was a complete set of five

observations for 33 students. The number of observations fell steadily across

cycles: there were 84 observations in the first cycle, then 62, 57, 45 and finally

40. Similarly, only seven students originally selected at Alexandria had been

observed in each of the five cycles. Part of this reduction in sample size may

be attributed to formal course withdrawals. Another part was probably the result

of our difficulty in locating students at terminals since there was not yet any

mechanism for identifying students on the system. But most of the reduction

seems a function of the self-paced nature of the TICCIT program.

Students chose their own schedules for working on the TICCIT system. This

meant that they often worked outside of their assigned time periods or let weeks

pass without attending to their studies under the TICCIT program. The tendency

to neglect studies is better evident in the completion rates for math courses as

a high percentage of reenroll grades (see Chapter 4: Course Completion Rates)

and in the progress reports generated by computer as the date a student last

worked on the TICCIT system (see Figure 7.2). Irregular attendance patterns

greatly reduced the number of observations done within an academic term. The

completion rates for English courses on the TICCIT system, however, suggest

that sample size would have been more stable had we observed students in TICCIT

English classes rather than math.

The data from each college had to be aggregated in such a way that a descrip-

tive summary would be fair and representative. For the Phoenix observations it
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w#s reasonable to aggregate the data according to the five observation cycles.

There were so few complete sets of observations for Alexandria that data had'to

be collapsed into three time periods in order J atL, n nearly 20 full sets., This

left us with only 64 of the 109 observations )11( at A,exandria: 20 observations

were set aside since they were part of interobservel reliability trials and 25

others became duplicates in collapsing data into three cycles.

Contrary to what would be expected (see Bunderson, 1975; Merrill, 1975), we

found no remarkable differences either across observation cycles or between those

students with complete sets of observations and others with fewer observations.

If learning strategies improved as students gained experience with the TICCIT

system or if certain strategies students a higher probability for success

(i.e., course completion), such differences were not evident from our obs

tion record despite its rather comprehensive coverage. Instead the most obvious

trait shared by students completing a course in introductory algebra, aside from

pretest scores higher than their classmates (see Chapter 4: Course Completion

Rates and Chapter 5: Student Achievement), was regular attendance.

Table 7.5 is a summary of student-computer interactions. It follows the

major sections of the observation record, beginning with "Materials." Almost

all students at terminals brought some paper, whether in a notebook or just loose

sheets, for taking notes and work ig problems. But very few students had the

course manual prepared by TICCIT's developers. Faculty had recommended that

students purchase the course manual in the summer semester but did not do so

again in the fall. Neither did students bring math textbooks to their' sessions

on the TICCIT system. They relied instead on whatever material the computer

presented to them.

(I '4,',
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Student Interaction with the TICCIT System:

Summary of Observations
Alexandria and Phoenix
Math 31 and Math 007
Fall Term 1975-76

Phoenix

Number of
Observations Percent

Alexandria

Number gf
Observations Percent

Total

Number of
Observations Percent

Total number of observations 288 100 64 100 352 100

Materials Present
r

Course manual 9 3 1 1 10 3

Note pad, notebook 127 44 43 67 170 48

Work sheets, loose paper 153 53 18 28 171 49

Math textbook 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other (e.g., calculator) 6 2 2 3 8 2

System Failures

Frequency
Duration

Learner Control

21
107 min.

7

2a

15

50 min.

23

4a
36

157 min.
10
2a

Sequence:
none observed 177 61 43 67 220 63

generality (RULE) first 81 28 17 27 98 28

instance (EXAMPLE, PRACTICE) first 30 10 4 6 34 10

RULE use:
frequency- -

0 180 63 33 55 215 61

1 62 22 12 19 74 21

2 22 8 7 11 29 8

3 17 6 5 8 22 6

4

pace- -
wrote out RULE completely

7

7

2

2

5

2

8

3

12

9

3

3

took some notes on RULE 22 8 2 3 24 7

repeated the same RULE 3 1 3 5 6 2

read RULE at a moderate pace 71 25 22 34 93 26

merely glanced at RULE 5 2 0 0 5 1

EXAMPLE use:
frequency- -

0 236 82 33 52 269 76

1-5 42 15 16 25 58 16

6-10 6 2 6 9 12 3

11-15 0 0 8 12 8 2

16-
pace--
*ote out EXAMPLE in full

4

6

1

2

1

3

1

5

5

9

1

3

_____./took some notes on EXAMPLE 4 1 1 1 5 1

repeated the same EXAMPLE 0 0 0 0 0 0

read EXAMPLES at a moderate pace 19 7 12 19 31 9

merely glanced at EXAMPLES 23 8 15 23 38 11

PRACTICE use:
frequency- -

0 J9 7 2 3 21 6

1-5 132 46 25 39 157 45

6-10 93 32 15 23 108 31

11-15 32 11 10 16 42 12

16- 12 4 12 19 24 7

Table 7.5(a)

4 2
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Phoenix

Number of
Observations

pace- -

more than 5 minutes per problem 40

3-5 minutes per problem 45

2-3 minutes per problem 49

1-2 minutes per problem 82

less than 1 minute Ter problem 53

HELP use:
frequencY--
did.not use HELP, . 122

used HELP sometimes with incorrect
responses-to problems 47

used HELP almost always with incorrect
responses to problems 113

:uSed.HELP in, other ways 6

pace-- ,

took notes on HELP 18

repeated the same HELP 6

compared solutions step-by-gtep 48

compared solutions quickly 71

merely glanced at the'ansWer, 23

Use of other TICCIT features:),
OBJECTIVE 13P
ADVICE 67

Introduction 13

Review 4

Survey 4

Requests for Assistance

Frequency ' 87

Questions about content 51

Questions about procedures 36

Response by --

instructor 20

proctor 11 33

observer, 29

staff 7

Type of response--
explanation or elaboration - 14

specific infOrmation 58

inadequate or respondent Unable to
provide assistance 16

none' 1

Percent

Alexandria

Number of
Observations Percent

Total

Number of
Observations Percent

14 13 20 53 15

16 5 8 50 14

17 13 20 62 18

28 15 23 97 28

18 16 25 ' 69 20

42 18 28 140 40

16 16 25 63 18

39 10 16 123 35

2 20 31 26 7

6 13 20 31 9

2 1 1 7 2

17 21 33 69 20

25 10 16 81 23

8 1 1 24 7

45 26 41, 157 45

23 23 36 90 26

5 3 5 16 5

1 5 8 9 3

1 0 0 4 1

30 29 45 116 33

18 13 20 64 18

12 16 25 52 '15

7 14 22., 34 10

11 5 8 38 11

10 6 9 35 10

2 4 6 11 3

5 11 17 25 7

20 12 19 70 20

6 4 6 20 6

0 2 3 3 1

aThis percentage assumes that each observation lasted 20 minutes. Most observations actually took longer

than that amount of time. Several others, however, had to be rescheduled due to interruptions in system service

of over 15 minutes.

Table 7.5 (b)
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System fa4pres occurred fairly frequently in the fall term of the 1975-76

academic year. Their frequency actually interferred with collecting data at

Alexandria in that several observations had to be discarded due to interruptions

in service. And at Phoenix breakdowns of the computer system were seen as

disruptions in student learning (see Chapter 6: Student Attitudes). Yet the

time lost to computer malfunctions amounted to only about two percent of total

operating time. It was the frequency rather than the duration of system failures

that distracted students. In later terms, system reliability did improve, along

with student perceptions of computer breakdowns as a less disruptive influence on

their learning (see, for example, the mean responses across quarters to item 15

on the student survey for English 111, reported in Appendix R).

Most often there was no sequence observed for students' use of learner

control. This simply reflects the fact that observations most often started when

students were in the midst of their work on a segment. Students had to choose an

order of presentation for the material within each segment on the TICCIT system.

They might study the general Statement of a mathematical rule prior to looking

at examples of its application or trying practice problems requiring its use.

This deductive sequence, RULE followed by EXAMPLE or PRACTICE, was the dominant

approach in cases where a sequence was apparent. That students should prefer

to study rules or concepts before applications of those generalities stands to

reason: such a sequence is consistent with the order of presentation already

familiar to students from their textbooks.

The low incidence of observed sequences meant that either rules or instances

were absent from a high percentage of observations. It was the rule. The number

of observations in which students failed to access a rule statement (215) closely

corresponds to the number without a recorded sequence (220). This does not imply

4 29
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that students disregarded generalities. About onefourth of the cases with

access to rules involved writing out the generality or taking notes on it for

later reference. The lack of rule use, however, is indicative of its importance

illative to the other components of learner control. When students resumed work

on a segment left incomplete from their last session, they seldom referred back

to a rule statement.

Student use of examples Accounted for even fewer choices among TICCIT's

options for learner control. But here approaches differed by college. Fewer

than ones -fifth of the Phoenix observations had some access to example files while

nearly' one half of Alexandria data shows use of examples. Perhaps students at

Alexandria were following the sequence recommended to them by instructors as a

default procedure when in doubt about a reasonable approach (i.e., RULEEXAMPLE

PRACTICE), while those at Phoenix employed a combination of TICCIT features

(i.e., PRACTICE together with HELP) that gave essentially the same display as

anexample. At both colleges the dominant manner of students' use of examples

was merely to glance at these instances of rule applications. It would therefore

seem that examples hardly represented the real substance of the TICCIT curriculum.

Indeed, their function could easily be fulfilled by a combination of other learner

control options.

To a student the most useful component of TICCIT's instructional design

was the practice problem. It was the feature most often selected by students:

94% of our observations indicated some use of the PRACTICE option. Apparently

students chose to learn by doing. This mode of learning also represented an

efficient use of the TICCIT system. In trying to solve problems, students

received prompt feedback on their solutions and, when incorrect, could request

a detailed explanation of the proper solution process. That over half of the
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observations included requests for additional explanation, available through the

feature called HELP, indicates the importance of these two components of TICCIT's

learner control.

However, there was a difference between colleges in student use of the

system's help. Students at Phoenix referred to HELP quite frequently as an

explanation for solutions to practice problems and, maybe, as a replacement for

the example function which illustrates rule applications. Students at Alexandria

tended to use HELP in much the same manner, but nearly a third of our observa

tions there involved the use of HELP with correct as well as incorrect solutions

to practice problems. Even if they had solved a problem properly, students

turned to the system's solution as a readily available check for their own

answer and then compared the two solutions. This would seem to point to the

usefulness of feedback both in confirming correct responses and providing

remediation for incorrect responses (see Kulhavy, 1977).

When the type of assistance available on the TICCIT system wal inadequate

or inappropriate, students sought help from their instructors or proctors.

There was a feature of the TICCIT design intended to provide advice on learning

strategies and counsel students on their course progress. But students soon

became wary of the recommendations given as part of ADVICE after, for example,

taking a lesson test as suggested and failing to attain a score above TICCIT's

mastery criterion. The data from Phoenix reflect this wariness as ADVICE was

seen in 29% of the observations in the first two cycles and 13% in the last two.

Students did, however, find the summary of their status helpful, judging from

their attention to this part of the ADVICE display and the overall incidence of

ADVICE in our observations. It told them succinctly what TICCIT features they

had already seen (i.e., versions of generalities and instances at different

431
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difficulty levels) as well as what options of the learner control might facilitate

their learning. Despite the availability of HELP as a further explanation of the

subject matter and ADVICE for assistance in learning strategies, students asked

questions in about one-third of the student-computer interactions.

Requests for assistance, unlike other aspects of the student-computer inter-
,

actions, changed dramatically across observation cycles. Initially feWer than

half of the questions were about content. Most questions concerned procedures

for operating, the TICCIT system. The responses to these requests were typically

limited to the specific information students needed in order to proceed. .Toward

the end of the term there were far fewer requests for assistance and most raised

points related to the subject matter. Students had mastered the procedures for

learner control and by then represented a more select and capable group in terms

of their content knowledge. Sometimes a specific response was sufficient for

the student's question but nearly as often it required elaboration of the TICCIT

coverage by an instructor.

Generally, these results agreed with those obtained from pilot trials in

earlier semesters. The one notable exception was a lower frequency of RULE use

than had been observed previously, less than 38% in these fall observations at

Phoenix as opposed to over 50% in the preceding spring and summer terms. This

inconsistency might be due to the earlier necessity for students to rely on

generalities since other components of the courseware were incomplete, or it

might indicate an idiosyncrasy of the fall data. Neither interpretation would

alter the basic description that emerges from these data.

The cornerstone of the TICCIT system appears to be the practice problems.

While the rules and the examples of their application might easily be presented

in another format, practice problems call the computer capabilities inherent to
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,:tiCCPT.,system into play. It was in solving practice problems that students

_received feedbci,on their solutions and requested additional explanations

available An the system. It was also with pr4cticoroblems that the widest
,..4%..i.N

spread o ourred in the frequency of student Jof a learner control feature.

And the usefulness of practice problems evident from student choice of this

option fits well in the context of other outcomes. It is consistent with the

positive TICCIT effects on student achievement, specifically those regarding

the solution of routine problems in mathematics and, as shown from our objective

test of writing skills, the identification and correction of sentence errors in

English composition (see Chapter 5: Student Achievement). Also, PRACTICE was

the one system feature that received high ratings by students both "$n comparison

to its closest counterpart in lecture classes (i.e., homework assignments) and

contrasted with ratings of other components of TICCIT's learner control (see

Chapter 6: Student Attitudes).

It may seem that practice problems represent an eleMentary application of

sophisticated computer capabilities. But such applications work: their results

indicate that educational effectiveness is not a direct function of technical

sophistication (see Suppes & Morningstar, 1969; Vinsonhaler & Bass, 1972). The

enigmas of educational psychology, such as the diagnosis end remediation of

student difficulties in learning, should represent enough of a challenge to occupy

us. The TICCIT system attempted to identify and anticipate student difficulties

through its explicit content structure and the isolation of critical attributes

in generalities. Practice problems followed from these attributes and adhered to

the map for content structure. Each problem had feedback on student responses,

and an explanation of the correct solution process was available. It would seem

that the predominant importance of the practice problem may be the reason for our

'1 3 3
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failure to record any differences in students' learning strategies, although

there were achievement-treatment interactions for course completion and achieve-

ment as program outcomes.

7.2.4, On-line Data

After the fall academic term of 1975 computer programs generated detailed

reports on the nature of student interactions with the TICCIT system. Direct

observations then became a redundant and expensive use of staff resources in the

evaluation. Our observers instead concentrated on deScribing general class

conditions (see Chapter 3: Implementation of the TICCIT Program) and documenting

instructor activities (see Chapter 8: Faculty Acceptance and Teacher Role). We

relied on reports produced on the TICCIT computer system to meet our needs for

data on student use of learner control functions. These reports were counts of

the number of times a student referred to each feature in TICCIT's Instructional

design (see Figure 1.2). Additional on-line data were available from progress

reports which gave a summary of a student's course status in terms of'lessons

passed and time spent on the TICCIT system.

Learner Control Functions: Course Smmaries. The most striking feature

of the on-line data summaries is the abundance of numbers in them. But there

is descriptive evidence to be gleaned from the numbers. The particular course

summary for student use of learner control functions given in Figure 7.1

illustrates several points. This summary was taken from system data records

maintained for English III at Alexandria during the tall quarter of the 1976-77

academic year. It includes data on student-computer interactions gathered a

full year after our observations in an application of the TICCIT program to a

quite different content domain. Despite the abundance of entries, this figure

represents only a partial summary. It covers six units of the TICCIT curriculum

on composition (Hee Appendix 8).



USE OF LEARNER CONTR01. FUNCTIONS -- LESSON AND UNIT TOTALS

NORTHERN VA COMMUNITY COLLEGE .

COURSE $111

UN LS MAP 084 ADV GTOT G HG 62 HD XTOT XE

6 7 465 212 291 206 125 17 26 38 495 495

C 8 195 114 99 142 95 16 14 17 360 ZEO

6 9 14,E 65 108 79 46 17 10 6 567 567

6 18 333 211 149 335 174 68 52 41 2023 2023

6 8 1947 1077 1201 1142 662 163 155 162 4533 4533

7 1 265 118 226 97 42 26 16 13 253 149

7 2 454 328 183 278 153 48 52 25 665 545

7 3 407 341 362 587 290 101 117 79 1274 984

7 8 1126 779 771, 962 485 175 185 117 2192 1678

0 1 950 584 1382 1254 619 241 219 175 3464 2381

8 2 610 304 517 528 273 93 84 78 1880 1111

8 3 1398 285 1366 1608 857 262 265 224 4672 3604

8 4 611 284 238 388 232 71 44 41 825 925

8 8 3563 2057 3503 3778 1981 667 612 51811041 7921

9 I 225 69 138 75 23 15 19 18 199 182

9 2 370 247 265 233 125 26 34 48 1025 1025

9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 0 595 336 403 308 143 41 53 66 1224 1207

10 1 1 1 7 2 1 0 0 000 0

18 12 15 5 1 0000 0 8 0

18 13 6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 14 7 2 0 0 000 00 0

18 15 44 21 12 0000 0 0

10 28 90 GB 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 25 227 92 121 55 26 9 12 8 144 144

M) 26 143 240 167 2..0 147 53 51 47 644 644

10 0 549 436 336 353 173 62 63 55 788 788

11 2 632 479 296 496 290 73 81 52 351 351

11 3 292 183 III 157 109 18 22 8 462 462

11 4 515 392 454 304 179 40 47 33 632 337

11 5 392 238 309 229 146 31 31 21 637 424

11 6 836 561 379 428 301 73 62 52 1475 799

11 0 2667 1853 1549 1674 1025 235 243 171 3527 2423

121323 9 870000 0 0'
12 2 931 580 1151 1043 563 160 168 152 2305 1657

12 3 937 527 768 1020 596 147 168 109 2656 2286

12 4 1346 808 1778 1475 1084 149 145 97 3116 2070

12 0 3542 1924 3784 3538 2243 456 481 358 8077 6021

435

ATE: 12/27/76

XII XHD HLP OTOT OE

0 0 0 4958 4958

0 0 1867 1867

0 0 'y, 679 679

0 0 142? 1427

0 0 28, 1616416164

70 34 2 532 201

62 58 44 458 338

183 107 19 2984 1726

315 199 65 3974 2265

459 624 39 10671 5471

326 443 13 4382 1349

671 59? 113 16409 7687

0 0 20 1336 1336

1456 1664 187 3815843
vf

9 8 9 191 143

0 0 ft 1150 1150

0 0 0 0 0

9 8 20 1341 1293

000 0 0

8 0 a!

0 0 0' 0 0

0 0 5 0 0

000 0013
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 159 159

0 e 35 229 220

0 0 36 379 379

0 0 41 2194 2194

0 0 4 581 581

126 119 3 3517 1198

98 85 11 1137 487

356 310 71 2232 882

598 514 53 9711 5342

*TOT TEST ATTEMPT TIME

OM OHD OHLP 0+ 0- ITEM 1 2 3 HH/MMUSS

0 0 11 1068 235 0 0 0 0 20 13 2

q 0 18 556 115 0 0 0 0 14 41 19

0 0 39 .465 214 244 25 9 1 13 39 52

0 0 65 1228 194 138 22 0 8 15 2 58

0 0 665 5524 1206 532 60 13 1 125 58 51

200 131 35 360 140 222 25 10 1 41 50 50

86 34 82 293 132 0 0 0 0 59 48 43

683 575 165 2018 720 168 29 1 3 73 40 23

969 740 282 2691 992 390 54 11 4 174 19 56

2076 3121 599 7167 3380 988 77 29 10 147 36 54

1370 1663 100 3482 870 962 63 34 14 63 29 43

4733 3989 53010700 5188 1272 104 63 42 '98 54 0

0 0 76 759 25 199 30 1 0 40 49 0

8179 8776 130522108 9463 3413 274 127 66 450 49 37

39 9 28 93 85 0 0 0 0 19 17 46

0 0 41 692 421 287 45 18 0 47 25 40

0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0

39 9 69 795 506 287 45 18 0 66 43 26

11.4000,00 0000017 38 .40000 000000 0 028 8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 252000 0 0 0 eeee 546000000 0 0 0 2 47 30

0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 39 39

0 0 5 124 12 0 0 0 0 10 57 46

0 0 15 170 43 103 20 0 0 12 19 21

0 0 20 294 5 103 20 0 0 33 38 40

0 0 110 1778 409 208 28 3 0 52 13 4?

0 0 23 391 173 171 32 0 0 24 45 40

875 1444 68 2309 1172 360 75 10 1 65 11 27

399 301 78 922 245 416 57 8 4 40 26 3

729 621 158 1587 508 389 5! 4 1 83 44' 12

2003 2366 437 698? 2513 1544 243 25 6 273 22 9

000 0 0 0 0013 57 44
2631 2743 252 6875 1793 726 77 18 9 98 38.13

1322 1479 387 4722 2172 764 81 22 13 88 24 49

3215 4154 642 6674 4167 1418 176 53 33 178 40 23

7168 8376 128118271 8137 2908 334 93 55 371 41 9

0000 000
287 361 61 9702 4328

175 195 32 6935 4134

386 652 131 10844 3475

848 1268 224 2748111937

Course Summary of Learner Control Functions

English 111 at AleXandria

Fall Quarter 1976-77

Figure 7.1
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Each entry in the figure corresponds to the number of times students chose

a learner control function. For the sixth unit's seventh lesson (UN 6 LS 7)

there were 465 MAP requests: the approximately 300 students attending classes

for English 111 on the TICCIT system chose the MAP option for segments within

Unit 6, Lesson 7 a total of 465 times. The OBJECTIVE displays (OBJ) for the

same lesson appeared 212 times, and students sought TICCIT's ADVICE (ADV) 291

times. Counts for RULE (G), EXAMPLE (X), and PRACTICE (Q) appear in sets of

five columns. These columns give the total frequency of student use (TOT),

frequencies for the EASY (EZ or E), MEDIUM (blank or M), and HARD (HD) difficulty

levels as well as the number of requests for HELP (H or HLP). ,The next two

columns (Q+ and Q-) represent the number of practice problems students answered

correctly and incorrectly, respectively. The amount of time that students spent

on a lesson is given by the last three columns. Unit totals appear as the row

labeled Lesson b.

Although students again chose practice problems more often than any other

learner control function, examples of rule applications also contributed to

student learning. Especially in those units concerned with organizing essays

and writing paragraphs (Units 9 and 10), references to examples nearly equaled

or actually exceeded those to practice problems. This perhaps suggests that

students chose to learn by example when the generality entailed ambiguity or

required practice best done independently of the TICCIT computer system. But

the figures for Unit 6 tend to disprove such an interpretation and illustrate

the difficulty of attempting to draw inferences from these descriptive data.

The sixth unit dealt with spelling, a topic in which examples might be expected

to play a significant role given the rote nature of the task and the extent of

exceptions to general rules. For the lesson on plural nouns (Unit 6, Lesson 10),

43?
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student use of EXAMPLE was indeed greater than use of PRACTICE. However, other

lessons (e.g., Unit 6, Lesson 7 on word endings such as -tion, -cian, and

-sion) and the unit totals (Unit 6, Lesson 0) show a much greater frequency for

PRACTICE than EXAMPLE.

Those units to which students devoted the most study time (Units 8 and 12)

still show an incidence of practice problems about three times higher than that

for examples. These units involved specific rules of grammer (for ex$anding

sentences (Unit 8) and analyzing sentences (Unit 12). It would seem that the

learning strategies adopted by students very much depended on the nature of the

content to be learned. The instructional design of the TICCIT system, while

itself independent of subject matter, permitted students to pursue their own

preferences for learning..

As with our observations of student-computer interactions in introductory

algebra courses earlier in the demonstration, the most popular choice among

TICCIT's learner control functions was PRACTICE. Again the use of detailed

explanations, available on the TICCIT system through the HELP function, primarily

accompanied students' practice in applying rules. The courseware units in which

students spent the most time also had the highest counts for the PRACTICE and

HELP functions. And these data from an application of the TICCIT program

integrated with conventional classroom sessions illustrate the magnitude of the

instructional treatment in the evaluation. For just the seven units reported

for one course in one academic term (Figure 7.1) there were over 1,500 hours of

student contact with the TICCIT system.

Learner Control Functions: Structure. Data on individual students' use

of learner control functions were retained in the same format as the course

summaries. From these data we wanted to examine the dimensions underlying
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TICCIT's instructional design. The mass of data made it prohibitive to study

such structure in all courses. A course had to be selected that would be a fair,

although perhaps not representative, test case. Low sample size excluded some

courses while uneven application of the TICCIT program across classes disqualified 5

others. We chose to combine data from Alexandria's winter and spring quarters

and use on-line data from Algebra I in studying interrelationships among TICCIT's

functions for learner control.

Of the courseware units required in Algebra I there was evidence suggesting

that the unit on linear equations was particularly effective. Student performance

on both posttests and topical tests had shown an advantage for the TICCIT program

in material on linear equations (see Tables 5.10 and 5.14 in Chapter 5: Student

Achievement). Therefore, data from that unit seemed to provide a reasonable basis

for exploring the structure of TICCIT's learner control. Counts of each student's

use of learner control functions within Unit 20 led to an intercorrelation matrix

which indicated the strength of relationship between any two funct This

matrix drew on data fiom 84 students and included 18 variables, essentially all

of those presented in the on -line data summaries except for the totals (GTOT,

XTOT, and QTOT) which were redundant.

A factor analysis according to principal components resulted in a descrip-

tion of the function intercorrelation matrix in terms of three factors. The

latent roots for these factors each exceeded an eigenvalue of 1.00 (8.22, 2.60,

and 1.90) while no other factor had a root as high. Three factors were rotated

by a varimax orthogonal proced re. The varimax solution gave the factor loadings

shown in Table 7.6 and accounted for 71% of the total variance. Generally the

learner control functions had a high loading under just one factor and low loadings

under the other two factors: the factor structure was relatively simple and clean.

4



Function

Learner Control Functions: Rotated Factor Matrix
(after varimax orthogonal rotation)

NAP
OBJECTIVE
ADVICE
RULE-MEDIUM
'RULE-HELP
RULE-EASY
RULE-HARD
EXAMPLE-EASY
EXAMPLE-MEDIUM
EXAMPLE-HARD
EXAMPLE-HELP
PRACTICE-EASY
PRACTICE-MEDIUM
PRACTICE-HARD
PRACTICE-HELP
PRACTICE (correct)
:PRACTICE (incorrect)
TIME

Unit 20 Linear Equations

Factor Loadings

I II III

N = 84

Mean ad

.73 .10 .16 45.89 32.60

.67 .46 .01 35.48 35.32

.68 .04 .12 49.10 60.40

.66 .15' .42 24.75 19.41

.21 .05 .88 7.07 8.77

.19 .05 .91 7.36 8.95
-.04 .28 .76 3.,48 6.47
.31 .79 -.02 64.89 88.02
.15 .80 .02 5.18 10.42

-.03 .75 .28 5.27 10.58
.18 .78 .18 ','"!

1 :4
,11.24 18.71

.90 :09 -.00 170.77 141.43

.87 .16 .18 42.05 . 33.51
%91:
.78

.12

.15

.08

-.01
4

37:§3 .

to4a5.
'01.10
72:66

.88 ! .04 (.06 149.7065, 120..90'"

.88 ' 7.17 .004. 76.88 65:53

.67 .35. .22 /1%26 76
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As might be expected, the factors themselves correspond closely to features of

TICCIT's instructional design.

The three factors given in Table 7.6 lend substantive support to the

conceptual design of the TICCIT system. Those counts related to student use of

the PRACTICE function dominate the first factor. Thus, Factor I might be termed

a practice dimension. Consistent with other data on student interaction with the

TICCIT system, this factor has the most descriptive power. Most functions load

highly under Factor I, and it alone accounts for 40% of the variance in student

use of learner control options. Factor II clearly concerns the use of example.

It represents the Example dimension of TICCIT's design. The highest loadings

under Factor III, the Rule dimension, pertain to student use of the RULE feature.

However, the version of the generality most often seen by students, RULE-MEDIUM,

appears to belong under Factor I, Practice.

It does seem that student interaction with the TICCIT system was largely a

matter of work on practice problems. Under one factor best described as Practice

come various combinations of the practice feature (e.g., PRACTICE-HARD, PRACTICE-

HELP) as well as functions related to the structure and management of instruction

(i.e., MAP and ADVICE). Further, the most frequently displayed version of the

rule statement and the amount of time spent on the computer system reach their

highest loadings under Practice, although both predictably show some complexity

in the factor structure by their moderate loadings under other factors. Perhaps

these split loadings serve as a reminder that each dimension, Practice, Example,

and Rule, explained a substantial amount of variance in student use of learner

control functions. And there was certainly variation among students judging from

the magnitude of the standard deviations for the functions. Distributions of

counts for student use of learner control were skewed in the positive direction.

4 , 1
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The size of the standard deviations given in Table 7.6 and the course

summary shown earlier in Figure 7.1 suggest the need to replicate these results

before accepting them as definitive for the structure underlying the instruc-

tional design of the TICCIT system. The standard deviations indicate the very

real possibility of unreliable data. Some counts of individual students' use of

learner control function% seemed extraordinarily high, yet there was no convenient

mechanism for verifying them. Summary counts taken at the course level gave

evidence of use of learner control functions dependent on courseware units and

even lessons. Factor analysis of other units may yield different results. But

the consistency of the structure found in our analysis with the description of

student-computer interactions obtained through observations may instead point to

the applicability of Practice, Example, and Rule as dimensions for learner

control in math courses. At least these dimensions lead us away from difficulty

levels (i.e., EASY, MEDIUM, HARD), system explanations (i.e., HELP, ADVICE), and

mode of presentation (i.e., didactic RULE and EXAMPLE versus interactive PRACTICE)

as dominant facets of TICCIT's instructional design.

Progress Reports. Each week instructors received a report generated by the

TICCIT computer system giving the course status of students enrolled for TICCIT

classes. Figure 7.2 gives an example of such a report from Beginning Algebra at

Phoenix. This particular report was the last one produced for the spring semester

of 1976, and thus it reflects students' status at the end of an academic term.

It hardly presents a representative picture of student progress since fewer

students completed their studies in this class than in other TICCIT classes.

But it does illustrate the kind of information regularly available to teachers,

the range of student progress under a self-paced system, and the variation in

41
the amount of time students spent on the TICCIT system.



PHOENIX 'COI= TICCIT VIEW UPORT SORTED DT NAME

COURSE/SECTION NUMBER: 007/II
DATE: 05/29/76

LP0NUMBER OF LESSONS PASSED

SWSTART WEEK
TOL=1IMe00 LINE
LDLAST,DAY OF SYSTEM

T/LTRIES PER LESSON

0 -NO TEST:REQUIRED FOR THIS LESSON

limPA$SEp ONE TEST THE FIRST TIME

2..PASSE0 THE TEST THE SECOND TIME

3 "PASSED Ira TEST THE THIRD TIME

Y7LESSON-BOX IS YELLOW

REILESSON BOX IS RED

.+NEVERIN THIS LESSON

UNIT: 24 23 22 21 20 17

LESSON: 000 00 00 000 0000 0000

STUDENT 321 21 21 321 432] 4321 LP Sid TOL LD T/L

000000001 ... 31 13 113 133R .... 10 13.041:22 05/05 2.0

000000002 ... R. .. 0 17 000:27 02/06 0.0

000000003* 000 12 11 11Y 1313 111Y 13 13 012:14 04/20 1.3

000000004* 000 11 13 211 1121 2Y.. 12 13 013:07 02/09 1.4

00000000* 000 13 12 113 11R. R... 9 13 004:50 02/26 1.5

00000000t
0 15 000:00 00/00 0.0

000000007 ... Y. ..
0 13 000:00 00/00 0.0

000000008 ... 11 .. .... 2 13 005:44 03/10 1.0

000000009
0 13 000:18 01/19 0,0

000044010 ... 11 11 111 11Y. .... 9 13 008:20 04/01 1.0

0400+,0011 ... Y. .. 0 13 000:22 01/19 0.0

001400012 ... 1Y 1 13 001:10 01/19 1.0

000000013* 000 11 13 111 1233 1311 15 13 054:26 05/05 1.6

000000014
0 13 000:00 00/00 0.0

000000015 ... 13 23 R.. .... .... 4 13 063:04 05/05 2.2

000000016 ... 2. ..
1 13 000:26 01/20 2.0

000000017 ... 13 31 .... 3 13 031:41 05/05 2.3

000000018 ... 12 Y. .:. 2 13 001:09 02/11 1.5

000000019 ... Y. ..
0 13 001:32 01/20 0.0

TOTAL TOL: 240:12 SOME AVERAGES TOL: 12:39 LP: 4 T/L: 1.6

Reenrolled for this course after receiving a non-credit grade in the previous semester.

Student Progress Report

Figure 7.2
443
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Students had to complete five units (Units 23, 22, 21, 20 and 17) in order

to receive credit for Beginning Algebra. These units included 15 lessons and

over 80 segments. So students had to maintain a schedule equivalent to one

lesson per week or slightly better than one segment per day of classes throughout

the semester. The basic instructions distributed to students at the start of an

academic term made this point clearly. Yet students typically failed to pace

themselves or encountered severe trouble in learning. For example, the student

listed tenth in Figure 7.1 had passed every test on her first attempt and had

done so in a minimal amount of time. Certainly she was capable of completing

the course, but stopped attending classes with over a month still left in the

semester. In contrast to this case, the fifteenth student attended classes

4e;? regularly and spent over 60 hours on the system. And he passed only four

lessons. Even students who had reenrolled for the course and stood close to

completion (e.g., the third, fourth and fifth cases in Figure 7.2) neglected

their studies toward the end of the term. Other students simply never attended

a class or made only a minimal effort. This lack of persistence among capable

students and painstaking progress among students weaker in subject matter

familiarity contributed to the low completion rates found in math courses

under the TICCIT program.

Part of the explanation for student progress, such as that depicted in

Figure 7.2, might rest with the lesson tests embedded in the TICCIT courseware.

These tests were designed to assess student mastery and a student had to pass

each test within three attempts in order to proceed with his students. To be

sure that students passed, all third attempts required personal supervision by

an instructor. Half of the lessons passed in our admittedly extreme example

took more than one attempt at their respective mastery tests, and approximately
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one-third of the successful attempts were third attempts guaranteed to succeed

by the direct individual intervention of an instructor. This failure and

repetition of mastery tests was not unique to math courses. It happened in

English courses as well (as illustrated in the history of test attempts for

Units 8 and 12 in English 111, see Figure 7.1).

Rather than facilitate student progress, the mastery tests on the TICCIT

system seemed to pose an obstacle. A test question taken from an original

version of the math courseware called for the lowest common multiple of 1,568

and 735. That question occurred in the first lesson test encountered by students

in introductory algebra. It was deleted in the courseware revision process

prior to thee demonstration, but it still serves as an illustration of a weak

link in the curriculum. The task of test construction was left to members of

the production team inexperienced with such work, and there was scant opportunity

for the developers to conduct a formative evaluation of test content and mastery

levels. Especially in the early phases of the TICCIT project, mastery testing

impeded student progress. It would be our contention that further revision Olf

tests should improve completion rates. Of course, we as evaluators may be prone

to see uch deficiencies and be overly sensitive to them,. and thus find ourselves

retur ng to stress the difficulty of drawing inferences from descriptive

data lest this comment be taken as conclusive.

7.2.c Time and Learning

The relationship between time and learning (see Bloom, 1974) was a secondary '

issue in this evaluation. Like other aspects of student interaction with the

TICCIT system, there were no grounds for comparison between student groups exposed

to the TICCIT program and others taught by convtional methods. Yet the nature

of the TICCIT program gave us an unusual opportunity to collect data on the

445
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amount of time students spent in learning. Measures of that learning were

already a part of the evaluation. And the resulting evidence, however imperfect

and tentative, warrants presentation here. Contrary to popular expectations we

found no strong relationship between time spent in learning and external

measures of student achievement.

Time Spent on the TICCIT System. Course averages for the amount of time

that students spent on the.TICCIT system appear in Table 7.7. Calculated for

all students who attended classes, the highest mean occurred in English 111.

Students in a course which combined the TICCIT program with traditional class-

room practices spent more time on the computer system than students in courses

representing mainline applications of the TICCIT program. It is true that this

course met five times per week while other courses carried three credits. But

the shorter academic term of a quarter probably compensates for this difference.

The real reason for the higher means in both English 1 English 19 during

the fall academic term might be the extent of instructor supervision. By then

, instructors were familiar with t'le TIc(,IT English curriculum, and these courses

particularly represented a mixt re of c_assroom meetings or small group discus-

sions with sessions on the TICCIT system. With regular instructor contacts

outsidesof TICCIT sessions students perhaps felt responsible for their own- ,

learning and answerable to a specific faculty member.

There was substantial variation among students in the amount of time spent

on the TICCIT system. Some students spent virtually no time working on the TICCIT

system while others..)devoted a considerable numler of hours (see, for example,

Figure 7.2). Those students who took posttests did, on the average, spend more

time than all students enrolled in a class regardless of their attendance or

course progress. Indeed the means for students with posttests indicate attendance



Time Spent on the TICCIT System: Student Contact Hours

Descriptive Statistics for Selected Courses

Calendar Year 1976

War*,

k.

Term N

All Students

ad

Students with Posttest

N Mean scr Pretest

Correlations

Posttest Lessons Passed

Math 007 Spring Semester. 159 11.02 20.7 39 38.64 26.4 .00 -.14 .52

Math 31 Winter Quarter 98 26.88 22.5 54 35.93 25.1 -.02 .30 .62

Math 31 Spring Quarter 53 23.94 17.4 27 34.15 17.5 .06 .06, .38

English 19 Spring Semester 72 20.42 16.3 20 30.55 19.1 .22(-.05)* -.18(.14)* .60

English 29 Spring Semester 60 22.08 21.0 " 28 35.14 21.7 .15(.21) .24(-.10) .75

English 19 Fall Semester 166 29.64 16.1 82 38.94 11.8 -.08(-.09) -.29(-.30) .73

"w

English 29 Fall Semester 108 24.16 15.4' 40 33.67 10.8 -.23(-.21) -.40(-.34) .72

English 111 Fall Quarter 105 30.13 23.3 66 37.14 22.8 -.09(-.14) -.33(-.15) .79

*
The correlations within parentheses refer to the relationship between time and essay tests

while those without parentheses refer to time and objective tests.

Table 7.7
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equivalent to three and sometimes over four class periods per week. That the

standard deviations for these cases remain large might be taken as a sign that

the time spent was related to entrance ability or contributed to posttest

performance. Either interpretation would be incorrect.

Time and Test Performance. It might be suggested that students weaker in

terms of their entrance ability would need to spend more time n the TICCIT 7

system in order to attain mastery. Thus ther4should be a negative correlation

between time on-line and pretest scores. Or the position adopted might be that

students of comparable entrance ability would differ in their posttest perform-

ance as a direct function of the amount of time they had spent on the TICCIT

system. There should then be a positive correlation between time on-line and

posttest scored or a positive partial correlation between these two variables

adjusted for pretest scores. The correlations given in Table 7.7 support neither

position. And regressions similar to those reported for student achievement (see

Tables 5.5, 5.6, 5.12 and 5.13 in Chapter 5: Student Achievement) but conducted

just for students within the TICCIT condition, failed to show one instance in

which time on-line contributed to the explanation of variance in posttest

performance.

Sinaelthe Motion that time and learning should be related in a mastery

system has such great intuitive appeal, finding no appreciable relationships

between time on-line and test performance came as a surprise to us. But the

finding is less puzzling in the context of other results. There was evidence

of an achievement-treatment interaction both in the selective nature of the

TICCIT program with regard to completion rates in math courses and in the role

played by interaction terms in the analyses for completion and achievement in

English courses (see Chapter 4: Course Completion Rates and Chapter 5: Student
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4

AchieveMent). This perhaps suggests that the TICCIT program provided insufficient

instructignal support for students weak in entrance ability.

We should-expect to find a relationship between time and learning only under

conditions in which the instructional treatment changes as a function of time.

Simply proceeding at a slower pace repeating the same instructional sequence would

not be likely to benefit students incapable of understanding the m -erial upon

first exposure. The nature of the treatment must also change. Ye: the very stu-

dents who might otherwise derive the most benefit from additional time on the

TICCIT system probably lacked the sophistication to manipulate the system through

learner control so as to meet their own needs, assuming that such manipulation

was possible. Indeed, aggregating our observations of students at TICCIT termi-

nals either by cycles within a term, or by matches for a student across cycles had

not shown any consistent pattern of differences in students' learning strategies.

Yet the data on time and learning were equivocal. Taking a measure of

student learning from system records we found a consistent positive relationship

between time on-line and lessons passed (see Table 7.7). The amount of time

students spent on the TICCIT system contributed significantly to the explanation

of variance in the number of TICCIT lessons students had passed. This held for

all the courses listed in Table 1.7 in analyses which, also included pre,past as

an explanatory variable. It would be tempting to diount such result 16

inherent to the use of an achievement measure taken from the TICCIT system.

But the analyses with this internal measure of achievement included substantially

our,;data sets than those with our, xternal measure of achievement, the

posttest. For example, there were =students in Math 007 for the spring

nester with data on lessons passed, time /n -line and pretest but only 32 with

posttest, time on-line and pretest., Whethr there was a relationship between

time and learning depends on which measure of achievement we choose to accept.

4j9



Chapter 8

o
Faculty Acceptance and Teacher Role

Thus far, this report has focused on evaluating the impact of the

TICCIT program in terms of its effects on student performance. The present

chapter focuses on the program in relation to the teacher. Specifically,

this chapter addresses the issues of the teacher's role under the TICCIT

program and faculty acceptance of the program. Describing what teachers

did in classes offered on the TICCIT system is pertinent for both understand-

ing the context of the program's impact on student performance and appreciat-

ing the nature of the program's demands upon teachers. Documg faculty

beliefs about educational practices and computer-assisted instruction and

later their reactions to the TICCIT program gives us the benefit of the

colleges' initial views on the project., and its premises, and of the colleges'

subsequent opinions based on experience with the program.

Two major sections appear in this chapter. The first section presents

questionnaire and observation data relevant to faculty activities. Instruc-

tors of target courses in English and mathematics estimated what percentage

of their time had been devoted to various tasks, such as preparing for

class and counseling students on questions about course content. Also, the

tasks performed by instructors in TICCIT classes were recorded through

direct observations. The second section describes faculty attitudes

prior

their tions.to the program after nearly two years of-experience

it. These descriptions of faculty opinions and judgments come from"2-t

results of surveys conducted at two different points in the project'

history. This chapter, like the previous one on stuhent activities, was

he installation of TICCIT systems at the colleges and documents

4
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meant to be descriptive and includes no formal estimates of treatment

effects. Instead it provides a rather comprehensive picture of the TICCIT

program in terms of faculty duties and attitudes.

8.1 Teacher Role

There has been considerable speculation about what the role of

the teacher would be when technology became commonplace in our schools.

Often it is said that technology will relieve teachers of routine duties

and thus make better and fuller use of their capabilities. This interpre-

tation of technology's impact on teachers might be restated in a simple,

direct manner: "They will be freed to do the things they have long wanted

to do but never had the time" (Gillett, 1973, pp. 82-83). Other projections

involve radical changes in teachers' responsibilities. For example, one

report forecasted a shift in the teacher's role from surveyor of information

to master of the resources of learning (Kerr, 1972). The view of technology

held by Norris (1977) incorporates the themes of both relief and change.

He foresaw technology, more specifically computer-based education, givfng

teachers more timd to work with individual students and creating demands

for new curricular materials produced by teachers.

Its developers had anticipated that the TICCIT program would change

the nature of a teacher's duties and responsibilities., They had addressed

this issue in the early stages of project planning (e.g., Black, 1974;

Bunderson, 1973). But it was quite difficult to define the teacher's role

without the benefit of some experience in teaching by mainline computer-

assisted instruction. The developers instead offered a broad portrayal of

possible duties, as shown in Figure 8.1. Actually these projected duties

4 C



DUTIES

OF A

TICCIT TEACHER

L.

Provide Provide Provide Provide Provide Implement

Instructional Evaluation Administrative Social Motivational Contingency

Support Support Support Support Support Plan if

Required

Provide Provide Interpret Evaluate Place

TICCIT Optional Operational Off-line Students in

Content Content not Evaluation Student Appropriate

Elaboration Included in Reports Exercises Courses

TICCIT

Courseware

Assign

b.

O,'des

Develop

Optional

Material

Provide Provide Provide Orient Coordinate

Instructional Assistance Formative New TICCIT Operations with

Strategy

Support

During 3rd

Test Attempt

Evaluation

Support to

Students Proctor Supervisor,

Proctors, and Systems

Courseware Operator

Developers

Provide

Evaluation

Support to

Summative

Evaluators

Duties of , TICCIT Teacher

Taken from TICCIT Community College Implementation Plan (2nd ed.), 1974, Appendix I, page 34.
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some routin nstructional responsibilities. N,

The approach followed here in documenting the teacher's role involves

comparisons across conditions as well as records of activities from just

TICCIT classes. We can begin to define what a teacher does under the

TICCIT program by noting points of similaAty and contrast with those

activities normally associated with teaching. A questionnaire on faculty
*1,

.activities (see Appendix J) provided a data base sufficient for this

purpose. Still, faculty estimates of the'proportion of their time spent in

various activities may be just rough figures and convey only a sense of

teacher role. A more complete description of teacher activities can come

from direct observations. Within TICCIT classes, we ob erved the tasks

° performed by instructors while students worked at the computer terminals.

The description of teacher's role that emerged from these observations

supplements the results of the self-report questionnaire in that it gives

an independent, objective account of what teachers did under the TICCIT

program.
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8.1.a Instructor Activities across Conditions

The activity questionnaire made it possible for us to contrast the

duties fulfilled by teachers conducting TICCIT classes with those associated

with teaching the same course in a conventional manner. Faculty responses

to the questionnaire simply reflected their own estimates of how they had

spent their time. Decisions regarding what pattern of time allocations

might best be suited to mainline computer-assisted instruction were usually

made by an individual faculty member in accordance with the demands of the

situation. And the situation was, to a large extent, a function of depart-

mental policy on student-teacher ratio, course requirements, and assigned

classroom/computer hours. The same combination of individual autonomy and

departmental policy can be said to affect instructor activities in courses

taught by familiar lecture-discussion practices. Just it wold be

speculative to attribute any of the effects of the TICCIT program to a

particular component of the system, it would likewise be inappropriate to

consider any change in instructor activities as an effect of the TICCIT

program rather than as a consequence of faculty decisions or departmental

policy.

These data on teacher role represent what happened at the community

colleges involved in the TICCIT demonstration. They do not necessarily

represent the role model advocated by the developers or the procedures that

other colleges should try to follow. Instead, the data from the instructor

activity questionnaire should help in understanding the context within

which the TICCIT program had significant impact on student performance.

4 S5
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Activity Questionnaire. The questionnaire designed for collecting

data on instructor activities had essentially two.parts, one specific to

course sections and another on general types of activities perhaps unrelated

to a particular course (see Appendix J). The first part specific to course

sections dealt with instructors; use of classroom hours and the proportion

of their time given to various tasks. The second, general part concerned

the amount of time faculty spent on college committees, student organizations,

further education in their subSect field, informal discussions with students

and colleagues, and similar duties involved in teaching. This second part

was included in the questionnaire in order to check on instructors' use of

somewhat discretionary time, since the TICCIT program might 'free' instruc-

tors to engage in activities aside from those tied to specific course

sections.

Sample. Faculty members who taught sections of target courses

received the instructor activity questionnaire at the end of the academic

terms of the 1975-76 school year. This was very much a fixed sample of

respondents: there were less than 10 faculty members in each college's

math department and fewer than 20 instructors itf each English department.

And not all of these faculty members taught sections of courses designated

for evaluation. The sample of English instructors was further limited by

the fact that the demonstration period for TICCIT courseware for English

began in the second half of the 1975-76 school year. Still, instructors

completed and returned 40 questionnaires. Of these, 28 forms were from math

instructors and 12 from English instructors; one-fourth of the respondents

were part-time instructors. It might also be noted that these questionnaires

1
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were collected after the developers of the TICCIT program had given orienta-

tion sessions to train faculty in the use of the TICCIT system. Still,

faculty responses often represented what had happened in their first

practical exposure to teaching with the TICCIT system.

Questionnaire Data: Activities specific to Course Sections.

A summary of the time allocations for tasks specific to course sections

appears in Table 8.1. This summary covers instructor activities in math

courses by college simle instructors at Phoenix taught an assigned number

of hours on the TICCIT system and instructors at Alexandria taught specific

TICCIT sections of math courses. The descriptive statistics on instructor

activities in Engltsh courses, however, appear for both colleges taken

together. Twelve responses from one academic term of the demonstration

period for English courses did not warrant a delineation by college. The

modes of instruction and the types of activities listed in the table

correspond to those given in the questionnaire.

Clearly the treatment was implemented. Math instructors spent over

kve classroom hours per week with the TICCIT system, and English instructors

had the equivalent of three class sessions per week on the TICCIT system.

_-
By contrast, instructors devoted their classroom hours to lecture and

.:3n in c tions taught in a conventional manner. From the

total number of 'class,room\hours it can be seen that the math department at

Phoenix considered two sessions on the TICCIT system to he the same as one

regular classroom session. 414 policy was adopted in order to compensate

for the homework assignments done for lecture-discussion sections. At

Alexandria the total number of classroom hours for math courses indicates



Instructor Activities Survey

Item Responses across Instructional Conditions:

Act, ties specific to Class Sections

A emic Year 1915 -76

Item Stems

Math Courses

q .

Phoenix

TICCIT Lecture

(N 5) (N . 18)

,

Mean sd Mean sd

Math Courses

Alexandria

TICCIT Lecture

(N . 14) (N 7)

Mean sd Mean sd

English Courses

Alexandria and Phoenix

TICCIT Lecture

(N 5) (N 7)

Mean sd Mean ad

Number of classroom hours (per week) spent on

(a) Lecture 0 0 1.61 .99 ' 0 0 2.21 .27 .10 .22 1.36 1.18

(b) Discussion 0 0 1.21 .62 0 0 1.86 .38 .40 .65 1.07 .45

(c) Tests, Quizzes 0 0 .40 .12 0 0 .64 .38 0 0 .38 .49

(d) TICCIT 5.20 1.10 0 0 5.28 2.02 0 0 2.50 .71 0 0

(e) Other 2.00 4,47 0 0 .32 .87 0 0 0 0 .43 .53

Percentage of time (per week) spent 0,.

(a) Planning for class 0 0 1.11 2.74 6.21 16,00 1.57 4.16 7.00 8.37 3.51 7.48

(b) Conducting class 16.25 21.36 51.67 20.12 27.93 33.69 46.14 6.26 48.60 29.83 26.71 16.43

(c) Preparing lectures, discussions

(d) Developing student assignments,

tests ,

(e) Corr ng student assignments,

tests

(f)---Advi in 1 Avidual students

I
on' e r course progress

(g) Counse ng students on

conte t questions

(h) Counsel ng students on matters

not s dally related

to this course

0

0

18.75

6.25

34,50

6.25

0

0

17,50

4.79

25.58

2.50

15.22

7.11

11.22

2.22

X5.50

1.25

8.90

2.78

5.93

2.18

5.34

1.72

0

0

2.36

12.00

40.93

4.07

0

0

3.84

9,62

31.27

3.83

13.86

10.14

11.57

3.00

6.71

.86

4.38

.38

3.74

2.52

3.45

1.07

4.00

0

13.40

6.40

11.00

3.60

8.94

0

11.52

4.98

21.91

2.19

15.43

10.00

21.43

9.57

7.86

2.00

7.79

2.89

18.42

11.46

12.20

3,65

(i) Administrative duties 4.25 1.50 3.03 2.02 3.57 3.00 4.71 3.15 4,20 6.38 3,43 3.31

(j) uthpir 13.75 24,28 1.67 7.07 3.00 5.32 1,43 3.78 2.00 4.47 0 0

4'3 3 Table 8,1

45)
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that the math courses there were fivecredit courses which met five times

per week. These figures on the use of classroom hours also make it apparent

that instructors of TICCIT sections of English courses supplemented the

computerbased curriculum with their own discusSions and sometimes a

lecture.

The data on the percentages of an instructor's time spent on various

tasks (Table 8.1) reveal a quite different pattern of activitiTs across

conditions. In math courses instructors with lecture sections usually

spent twothirds of their time in conducting class, preparing lectures, and

developing student assignments and tests. The TICCIT program cut this

preparatory and didactic work down to onefourth or less of an instructor's

role. Instructors with TICCIT classes instead devoted much of their time

to counseling students on content questions. At least in this sense the

TICCIT program did free instructors to work with individual students.

That instructors of math courses on the TICCIT stem spent a consider

able portion of their time on individ4a1 dt,ndenta" content questions

perhaps supports other findings. It,,JMay signify the difficulty encountered

by students in understanding mathematical concepts as presented in the

TICCIT program and, therefore, the lower course completion rates in TICCIT

math courses. It may also indicate the assistance which enabled othc,,

students not only to complete a math course on the TICCIT system but to

gain higher scores on achlevement posttests as well.

The pattern of activities reported by English instructors with

TICCIT classes seems to resemble the estimates given by math instructors

with lecture sections (see Table 8.1). Nearly onehalf of their time was
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devoted to conducting classes and one-tenth to correcting student assignments.

English instructors with lecture-discussion classes, by contrast, spent

just one-fourth of their time conducting classes, but developing classroom

presentations and student assignments took another fourth of their time.

Again the TICCIT program seems haVe lightened the burden of preparatory

work.

Before considering faculty responses to ques about their general

activities it may be useful to note the tentative nature of the data

presented in Table 8.1. Both the numbers of cases on which these data rest

and the size of the standard deviations in relation to the means would be

arguments against drawing firm, conclusions from these descriptive figures.

For example, it might appear as if math instructors at Phoenix had their

TICCIT classes spend two hours per week in some "other" mode of instruction.

But the large standard deviation (4.47) hardly suggests consensus among the

five respondents. A single instructor had estimated that he spent ten

hours per week on courseware .revisions, and this one response led to the

unrepresentative average given in the table. We reiterate, then, that

these data and those which follow in this section should be viewed as

descriptive.

Questionnaire Data: General Activities. lnsttuctors" estimates -of

the hours per week spent on general activities cannot be attributed to the

TICCIT program as readily as their estimates of section specific tasks.

Each full-time faculty member taught several classes, and this teaching

load served to obscure the impact of a single TICCIT class on general

activities such as college commIttee!i, !JtmlenholigrganizationH, Informal

discussions with colleagues and students, and curriculnm revision. Yet

A
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instructors with TICCIT classes repqrted spending substantially more time

on informal discussions, activities to enhance their own knowledge,

curriculum revision or course procedures, and the TICCIT project. For each

of these general activities faculty with TICCIT classes estimated devoting

four or five hours per week while faculty with lecture-disg.ussion sections

spent just one or two hours per week.

This higher level of general activities among teachers with TICCIT

classes might be due to the release from course preparation afforded by the

TICCIT program. The hours given to activities beyond a specific course

section may be, in effect, the counterpart of the usual preparation time.

This would be consistent with the view that computer-assisted instruction

frees teachers to engage in other activities. It seems probable, however,

that there is anothe Ap,_ation for the increase in instructor's extra-

curricular activity. An int- native project with active faculty participation

could easily lead to gteaLer time commitments by teachers. Without data on

the total amount of time spent on all teaching, Ailties and activities, we

find it premature to choose between these t ',1tel,,)retations.

8.1.b Teacher Tasks under the TICCIT ')rogrsm

An accurate account of teacher t,nks und4i the TICCIT program

required conducting A se Lies of observation, as {Art of the evaluation.

These observations took place at the demonst ,on site where the evaluator

had placed livid representative with prior experience in observations as

a mode of data collection. The description of teacher tasks possible from

t ohne rvat ions of nst rti-t ors in TICCIT c lasses obv 011ti y relied less

on retrospective estimates of the lime spent in various activities.

It instead emerged from close and regular contact with instructors at. work
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under the TICCIT program. Nevertheleis, this Acture of teacher tasks is

descriptive only and does not represent a prescription for other situations

or an inference about TICCIT effects under different conditions. It does

perhapi contribute to a fuller of the conditions under which we

conducted this evaluation. /

2

Observation Record. After attempting to record the activities

of'all staff and students present in a TICCIT classroom, the observer

began to focus on the instructor and one proctor. Also "revised
, -,

the coding scheme with pre-specified categories. Instead the observer

simply noted the activity in which the instructor or proctor was engaged

maintained a record of the amount of time.spent on-that activity within-

a class period. This approach proved to be both more efficient for..data

collection and better descriptive of instructor tasks than a rigid form for

Observations.'

Schedule and Sample: During the springed fall semesters of the 1976

calendar.year, our field representatiVe conducted observations of math and

English classes on the TICCIT systeM. Each observation lasted ne class

Session.. In the spring semester, the TICCIT math classes at Phoenix met

daily from 7:30 am to 3:30 pm as well as two evenings per week. Since

instructors were assigned to cover hours of system operation rather than

specific course sections, classes included stu4nts ettrolledAOr introductory_
. . '''' 1 i

algebra 'as well as students enrolled for college albsa. Classes convened

in a large'room=reeerved for the TICCIT program; the room hid 75 carrels

with TICCIT terminals. On 36 occasions the percentage of time instructors

)
spent on various activities was recorded. The ollerver also monitored

* proctor activities in 33 of these observations.
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Unl4ey.the TICCIT matt6alssoesi't
,

TICCiTisietem at Phoenix followed mu

f
4lish courses offered on,nthe

e same schedule as lecture
/

.

discussionAlaises. Students chose a particular course sectiori that had a
,-

definite class schedule (three class perm r Alit as well as a specific

instructor: Each section held students for the same course, and

stuOnts always met.with the same instructors. This contrasts sharply with

, -

the*ocedures

eystdather

whereby students registered for hours on the TICCIT

Oection of a particular course'or classes with a

apecifinstruc ':However, English ins%ructbrs conducted their classesk

4r#0 `from any formal departmental consensus on teaching with the TICCIT
t

_
jorovam and so structured their classes in various ways; whereas math

;:fatutrY,hed agreed on a,,,set of procedures and standards for all TICCIT

10,41010040es: TICCIT sections, taught by four instructors, of a course
,

n-hasic English were Observed in the fall semester. Of these sections,
el

iWO'classes met regularly in the same large TICCIT classroom where- math

:.
,

Classes met, and the other four classes met in a smaller room with about 40
' *

.carrels and TICCIT terminals. The observer recorded instructor and proctor

4.

aCtivities for each section on six different occasions, once every two

weeks,JOr a total of 36 observations in TICCIT English classes.

* Context for Teacher Role. Seven members of the math faculty took

assignments to supervise the TICCIT classroom. These-instructors shared

responsibility for all students enrolled for math courses on the. TICCIT

10
system; One instructor was present for every scheduled hour of system

o

operation. In addition,'two to six proctors were present for TICCIT

classes. The proctors were students with a knowledge of basic math hired

454



on a part-time basis. Nearly 20 procfora,tovered the classroom hours
IP,

scheduled for TICCIT math courses. Typically, one instructor and three

proctors were available to assist students-wOrking on the computer system.

Class 'rosters from the beginning sk the semester showed an average of

41 students registered for each TICCIT math class offered in regular

daytime hours. Counts taken during ohservations, however, revealed an

average class attendance of 30 students. By mid - semester 24% of the TICCIT

math studeutS either had themselves withdrawn from math courses or had been

withdrawn tiy instruc?orsAue to their poor attendance. Indeed, the irregular

attendance patterns depicted in Figure 8.2 probstiycontributed-to the

failure of some students to complete math courses on the TICCIT system (see

`Chapter 4: Course Completion Rates). 'The tabled attendance data also

verify the fact that most students made a conscious effort to finish their

math course on the TICCIT system, as suggested by the number of hours

students spent on the system (see Chapter Student Activities). These
\

attendance figures represent theLaverage number,Rf students present in

TICCIT math claSses during five cycles of observations. Instrt&ors

actilfies end to vary somewhat with the number of students present.

Secti ns of English courses on the-TICCIT system had the same instructor
ii

for all class sessions. Each section followed the procedures established

13,y its instructor. Two instructors assigned themes in addition to the

writiqg requirements already included in the TICCIT courseware (units 10

41

and 11). One of these two instructot also divided her students into four

small groups; each group met with her in a supplementary conference room

once,a week for one-half hour. In these small group sessions away from the
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Attendance in TICCIT Math Classes

2/2-2/13 2/16-2/27 3/1-3/12 3/22-4/2

AF'

Observation Cycles in Sprig Semester

40Z

Figure 8.2
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11,1-
r.

TICCIT axstem, students discussed themes written at home. 1weitstiitite,..

took thAfiliftriktts place in the TICCIT classroom during these eo fetences.'

The otWO:rinetrUCtor who assigned themes gave studentS class time to write

their assignments and discue,ssed the themes with eac individually

dulting class time.: 64 third instructor also met with stude40fi

400'
conference room, but on an individual basis and primarily about the'writing

assignments from the TICCIT units. All three of these instructors followed

the sequence of the TICCIT units as given in the courseware map structure

(see Chapter\l": Introduction). The fourth instructor with TICCIEnglish

classes in the fall semester altered the suggested course sequence so that

students worked on spelling and parts of speech before' sentence structure.

These changes departed from the sequence.built into the TICCIT program, and

the instructor had to meet regularly with individual students in order

to keep abreast of their course progress and advise them of what work

should be undertaken next.

It!'h

Each class period of a TICCIT English section al had proctors

and, naturally, students. The number of proctors pra, for a liss

N 0,
seesionyranged from one to four, with an average of two proctors available

e,given class. The number of students in attendance for a basic

spoishcour e nged from 10 to 30. The largest course section usually

-;
hod 2 students, and,the smallest of the six sections ordinarily had 13

4111.

404ancs. This information about the persons present in

s end course structure perhaps begins to convey the conditions

"*",...

under Which 4e observed the tasks performed by instructors.
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Tasks 4, TICCIT Teachers. RespondIng to stud questions about

content and monitoring student perform

/
nce on mastery tests occupied then

bulk of instructors' class time. Math'instructors spent nearly two-thirds

e'

of their time engaged in these two tasks, and English instructors devoted

over two-fifths of their time to the same tasks. Moreover, the five tasks

which occupied nearly all of the instructor time in math clashes also

consumed most of instructors' time in English classes. In order of the

percentage of time devoted to each task, the five activities most often

performed by CIT teachers were: answering student questions on content;

monitoring tests; circulating among students so as to be alert to

possible questions or problems; performing managerial work; and holding

discuss a? other staff, visitors, instructora, or the observer.

. Proctors held less authority and responsibility in TICCITr classes and

served primarily as technicians familiar with the mechanical aspects of'the

TICCIT system and procedures for its use. Proctors' time allocations

reflected their*limited role: they spent most of their time to administer--

ing off-line tests on spelling. These proctor functions may be very much g

a f vletionOU the college's def4nition staff duties. d Alexandria the A"

two proctors assumed greater responsibility for suggesting possible learning
FT

strategies and for advising students on conten questions. But one of

these two prsr octors had'atglit mathematics at the secondary school level and
0 441+

the other was a glduate Student in educational technology at a nearby

(

"university. The'data from the Observations at Phoenix represent the tasks
(

performed by prsct;irs a instructors at that demonstration site.

di
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Table 8.2 presehts a summary of the percentage of time ShichAnstructors

and proctors had allocated to various tasks. It had not been the intent of

the developers of the TICCIT program that.,, instructors spend as much as 65%

of their time is,a6Mwering students' questions on content and monitoring

V
test attempts. The TICCIT program was'to be self-sufficient and self-

e4planatory: students would learn on the system and most students would

pass mastery tests on their first attempt. Actually, students often

sought the he0 of an instructor and frequently required assistance

in their third and final attempt at a mastery test (see Chapter 7:

Student Activities). Instructors responded to student needs when

provided further explanations of concepts or instances presented in

TICCIT courseware or when they guided a student through a mastery test.

The TICCIT developers had hoped that they program would enable.

4 Cheis to adopt a new role as manager apd )dvifor. A teacher under

he TIT program would guide students toward learning objectives and help

ter to plan and to evaluate appropriate strategies for learning
4-

(Black, 1.11444. Tonderson, 1973). Seldom could instructors at-the demonstra-
te- 41.-

), .
. .

tion sites afford t tmend time on these scti4ities. Hath'instructors

devoted just one percent of their time to counseling students on their #

I

.nurse progress, and English instructors just six percent of their time to

the same activity. Considering assistance on system procedures as advite

on strategies would double these perceritages, but it still seems clear that'

teachers at the demonstration sites did not fulfill the role foreseen by

lb

the TICCIT'developerS.

469
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Instructor and Proctor Activities under the TICCIT Program
c..

. i

Tasks

Percentage of Time Engaged in Task

Math

Instructors Proctors

EngliEilt

Instructors Proctors

Answering student questions on content
.(explaining material) .

Monitoring tests
(cheating answers on mastery tests)

%Observing class
(circulating among students)

Performing managerial work
(taking attendance, keeping records)

)

Holding discussions with
g,

other staff;
visitors, instructors, observer

C}

Attending to system failures
., (fixing student data areas, consulting.

wtth'technIcians)

Assis4ng studentson system pimpedurew
(shOwing students how to ystem)

CoUnseIing students
:(advising students, on course progress)

Oading assignments ills.

(reading and marlcing student themes),
jAditftWerinvoff-line tests

(atifing students in Spelling)

Fuliiiingtliscellaneoss duties
(making .announcements', etc.)

,

Wiking at terminal-

Not ,present in ciAssroO'''

A

.

--.?

34

31

10

8

7

6

1

l'

.

\

43

8
.

16

4

20

.

,

2

7

4!.

29

15

10

8

7

3

8

6

6

2

5

.

:

.

28

10

\

2

2

400
28

20

' 24/

1

6

i

.

Number of observations
, cr-

3-,..4[: .36 36

a

Table 8.2
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To a under the TICCIT program performed

those tasks demanded by 4bisosituatIon. Students often required further

explanation of the material available on the TICCIT system. It was common,

especially in math,classes where there was a high student-teacher ratio, to.

see a teacher working with a "student on a third-test attempt while npher

studeiltlAsited for assistance._; The pattern of"correlations between

number of students present and teacher time spent on various tasks trjeinforce

this point. Instructors tended to devOte more time to answering student

qnsetions on content, monitoring tests, ant performing managerial tasks

en larger numbers of students were in attendance (r .4 .14, -.15 and .25,

respectively, for mainline TICCIT math classel). And they spent less time

7 )-

counseling students and assisting students on system procedures as attend-_

ance increased (r -.26 and -.22, respectively). Similarly, pdliktOrs spent

greater amountsff time on assiating,students in the m lanical detail' of

system use when more students attended their TICCIT math classes (kr.tk 441.

It may be that the TIC -IT program was Sufficient to support independent

student study but that neither faculty nor students could adaRt to this new

learning environment. After years of instruction delivered in a conventional
*.i.,

manner, students p haps found themselves unable t,-tilltake full advantage of,

eg7the learner cont 1 offered on the TICCIT systeM. Certain pelltentages Of

0

students did complete courses on the TICCIT system, attain hither scores

on achievemenvosttests than comparable students in ledture-discussion.

sections, and they did so in less time than would ordinarily be required

for attending claisroom lectures and discusdionli. Most community college

students enrolled in courses on the TICCIT system, however, simply failed



to complete the requirements for course credit. Perhaps instructors

trained to serve as a subject matter resource persisted in that role with

the TICCIT program and failed to provide the counsel and advice on learning

strategies which may have been necessary for all students to benefit from

the TICCIT program. Perhaps instructors with special skills in promoting

effective learning strategies on instructional systems such as theTICCIT

system could help the program to reach a greater proportion of,students.

The strongest evidence for such a mosition, would be a compterexample to the
*>4

results of this demonstration.

8.2 Faculty Acceptance

In their recent review of the literature on teacher attitudes, Stern

and Keislar (1977) concluded that teacher attitudes do make a difference

in the teaching- learning process andmthat ocher attitudes can be alte
,t ,r

Both of these conclusions bear implications for innovative educational

w
programs such as the TICCIT projett. The outcomes obtained with a program

may be attributed, at least in part, to instructor attitudes toward that

program. Strong teacher resistance could sabotage another wise effectiye

project or high teacher enthusiasm might be the real explanation for

observed positive outcomes. Moreover, a program itself may 'lead to changes

in teacher attitudes. Demonstrated improvements in student performance,,

for example, might be expected to generate teacher support for a program.

To document the initial receptivity of faculty and their subsequent reactions

to the TICCIT program, assessing teacher attitudes be ame part of the

evaluation for the TICCIT project.

4 fri2

0
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It has been suggested that the resistance of classroom teachers

represents the greatest single impediment to the widespread implemen-

tation of instructional technology in our schools (Armsey and Dahl, 1973).

;

Anastasio and Morgan (1972) offered several plausible explanations for this

resistance as it applies to computer-assisted instruction: fear of the

changes Which result from a technology as complex as the computer; ignorance

of the computer's potential and limitations; and the clash of values that !.:i

arises from the teacher's perception of the computer as a replacement for

personal interactions with students. Tobias (1968) had earlier noted that

the introduction of automated d vices into schools poses a threat to

teachers, and others ( . , Olivier, McLean, Brahan &J'ayne, 1910 have t

stressed the importance of teacher attitudes in determining the impact of

innovative curricular programs based on computers

If;i1;e:'11CCIT program succeeded in fostering positive faculty attitudes,

this alone could very well constitute a significant contribution to the

field of instructional technology. It,would also reflect the positive

judgment of those closest to the project, instructors and administrators -at

the Omonstration sites, on the quality of the program.

8.2.a Baseline Attitudes

Assessing changeq*in4M4twies and understanding initial

tivity required a survey of'faculty attitudes conducted prior to the. implemen-

tation of the TICCIT program. Such a survey was conducted in the early

stages of the project (Alderman & Mahler, 1977). HoweverOthe response

rate for this survey was low as faculty completed and returned only one-

third° of the total number of forms distributed. The conclusio6S drawn from
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that initial survey were therefore tentative and perhaps unrepresentative

of the colleges' beliefs about educational practices and their receptivity

toward computer-assisted instrenction. Still, the initial faculty survey

helped to focus later ctuestio4S on those aspects of educational practices

t ate to'the've4ret-tbe TICCIT program and to improve procedures for

.

seleccOgiitems'and distritpliing questionnaires.

-.....

A secondcfaculty survey fireceded the introduction of the TICCIT
1

ii
system into the community co leges. This survey took place in the spring

cciterm of the 1973-74 academi year; the TICCIT system was installed in the

summer term of the same academic year. The number of questions included on

the survey was less than one-half of the number on the original form. And

the response rate was over twice that obtained with the initial survey. At

the time of this second survey, faculty had attended general orientation

sessions about the TICCIT program, and some had participated in specifying

content coverage and planning for the demonstration. Administrators and

instructors certainly knew more about the TICCIT project and perhaps were

better able to appreciate the intent of the questions on the survey. A

questionnaire specifically focused on mat rs related to the TICCIT program,

Iltsurirey, college faculty informed. about the TICCIT project, questionnaire4'' the further refinement of a tried and pro version of a faculty attitude

distribution prior to the installation nTICCIT systems, and,a high
r

response rate, all of these factors provide reason to accept the results
4

which follow as representative of initial, fac4,1ty attitUdes.

!,
4

0
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Igetrueuint. The survey. form (see Appendix I, Form 02T) was a refihe-'

t ent of the original attitude questionnaire. It contained essentially two

eectiodh: the first dealt with assumptions about educational practices

implicit in the design f the TICCIT program and the second concentrated on

popar beliefs about compiter-assisted instruction. Items in the first

section dimpled opinions about course objectives (items 1-3), curriculum

structure (item 4-7), student management (items 8-11), practices for

grading and testing (items 12-15), and institutional rebeptivity to

innovation (item* 16-17). Statements in the second section concerned

faculty familiarity with, computers (items 18-19), the impact of CAI on the

teacher's role (items 24, 25, 30), CAI potential for student learning*

(items 2F.23, 26, 27), and global judgments of CAI's place in, education

(items 20, 29). Throughout the inStrument there was emphasis on the

learner control and mastery testing so important in the design of the

TICCIT program (see Bunde'rson, 1973).

Each item on the survey was a statement accompanied by a five-point

response scale for indicating extent of agteement. So, as to inhibit the

formation of response sets, there were statements phrased in tIoN-a positive

Ot
(e.g., "CAI tailors instruction to the individual student. ") aind negative

(e.g., "CAI is apotential threat to,the jobs of faculty members.") manner.

The scores assigned to responses ranged from five for strong agreement with,

the statement to one for strong disagreement. In addition to these items,

there was one question about faculty priorities in the evaluation of CAI

(item 31) and another abopt their knowledge of the TICCIT program (item 32).

S.)
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Resoonse Rte. The survey along with a letter of explanation and a
-,\

.114Ycolleges.ie ly, avelope was mailed directly to the 314 faculty members at the c
,,,'

4 4our-weeks letters were sent to 97 faculty members who h not yet

responded. Within seven weeks 239 completed forms had help returned for a

response rate of 76%. Undoubtedly, the shortened length'of the survey and

the anonymity of the idlikdiatributed to the high rate of return.,

The survey did require information about each respondent's college,

division, department.and.position. And there was some fluctuation in the

response rate

Alexandria was

40e-categories. For example, the response rate from

from Phoenix 79%; math instructors returned 83% of

forms sent-WefteMwhile English instructora returned 71%. But the

rate for any gtk, category of faculty members tended"to be close to the

average, as be expected from the high response rate overall. Since

over three-fburths of the faculty responded to the survey, the data should

yield a fair description of faculty opinions about educational practices

and of faculty beliefs about computer-assistedrAnstruction The candor of

the comments made on the survey further suggest that this description is

accurate as well as fair.

Analysis. Much of the richness in these data can be found at the item

level. Simple descriptive statistics, namely the mean and standard deviation

of the responses to an item, suffice for revealing the point of consensus

and extent of variation in faculty attitudes on a particular matter.. Ye'

it is-also helpful to consider the dimensions underlying these responses

to individual items. The pattern of responses can reveal the major constructs

<I;

4 y
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upon which faculty base their opinions. Thus, the results of the survey

will be presented through a factor analysis of the data and through descrip-
. j

otive statistics for each item.

Separate factor analyses were performed for the two sections of the

survey. Previous results had indicated that faculty opinions about educa-

tional practices and their attitudes toward computer-assisted instruction

involved independent affective dimensions (see Alderman & Mahler, 1977).

In other words, the basic structure behind faculty responses to statements

about educational practices overlapped little with the pattern of responses

to statements about computer-assisted instruction. The dimensions depicted

by factor analysis would thus be nearly the same whether the analysis was

conducted for both sections together or for each section by itself. Because

the two sections concerned two quite different subjects, we preferred to

conduct separate factor analyses.

Of the total number of 239 forms returned by faculty, there were 215

with a response to every statement in the first section of the survey and

223 with a response to every statement in the second section. The item

correlation matrix for the 17 statements on educational practices was

therefore based on the data from 215 respondents. Similarly, the item

correlation matrix for the 13 statements about computer-assisted instruction

was based an the data from 223 respondents. Each of these item correlation

matrices was subject to a principal components analysis with varimax

orthogonal rotations.

Beliefs about Educational Practices. Four major factors emerged from

the principal components analysis of the first section of the survey. The

7 7



eigenvalueS fPr ese four factors were-2..82-, 2.35, 1.59 and 1.21. Since or

eigenvalues.in re trion to the total number of, items give the amount af

variance accounted for by a factor analysis, the four-factors etc-bunted for

47% of the totel'Veriance in the item correlation matrix. The varimax

solution itself is shown iniTable 8.3. Most items. clearly loaded under.

fi just one lector: an item's highest loading came under one factor with much

lower loadings elsewhere. For example, the first item had a loading of .69

under Factor II end' loadings of -.03, -03 and .12 under the other three

factors. And the seventeenth item.had a loading of -.82 under Factor IV

with much lower loadings, 04, .11'and .02, er o

exceptions to this pAttern (i.e., items 2, and-14) do seem to belohg

few

under multiple factors. The general factor structure given in Table 8.3

suggests four dimensions for describing faculty beliefs about educational

practices. According to the statements under ea"' factor (shoWn in Table

8.4), we've chosen. to label the foUr dimensionsStu4ent.Focus, Subject
4 ,

,

Matter Emphasis, Receptivity to Innovation, and Incentives for Student- Work.

The-first factor accounts for the most variance and seems to reiterate

the importance of a focus on students at.communitycolleges. Because the

statements under this factor, as listed in Table 8.4, suggest the student

is the focal point far curricular decisions and interpersonal contacts,

Factor I has been labeled Student Focus. The items most prominent under

this factor concern discussions among students and informal-interactions

between students and faculty. These items (items 7 and 11) were among

those with the highest mean and smallest standard deviation:

4'
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Faculty Attitudes,toward Educational Practices

Rotated Factor Matrix

(after varimax orthogonal rotation)

Alexandria and Plioenix )

-Spriuelg74
et

_

C

,Item '

'Number I'

4 r
;.mactorkLoadings
)

.

'II III
%

IV.

I'l -.03 :69 -.03 .12

ir
.41 ..44 .07 -.35 1

3 .39 .36' ' .09 -.10 f

4 .10 .56 . -.04 .12

5

.

..50 . .26

0

.32 .03

6 .56 108 .08 -.20

.!,

7 .75- -.03 -.06 ' .20

8 -.04- ,.. .3_7' .09 .73

.12- .05 .09 .60

10: .58. . ..0 6 -'-.1 -.13

i i 4

11'. .67- :67 1 -.02 .04

12 .11 .71 -.18 .01
)

13 .43, .23 ,.22, .16,

14 -.10 .57 -.13 .41

15 -7..14 ..10 -:32 ,49

16 .04 --'.09' ..84" '' ,04

17 .04 .13':_ .-.82 ,02.

:Table -4
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Faculty Attitudes toward Educational.'Practices-
Varimax Primary Factors
Alexandria and Phoenix

Spring 1974 ° "

Factor I: Student Flps

7 piscussionS' among students contribute to their learning.
{,'-

11 v , Informal interactions between Students and faculty are
an.ivortant part of education.

10 Students can benefit from increased flexibility and
responsibility for their own instruction.

6 College instruction should allow each student'to proceed
at his/her own pace.

5 Student feedback is essential in preparing new course
material. ._

13 A student's progress is more important than his final
level of achievement.

2 The development of self-confidence and a, sense of accom-
plishment should be an essential part of every course.

3 College courses must develop students': interest in and
appreciation of't:le supject. _

Factor II: Subject Matter Emphasis

12

1

Students shoulci be evaluated against a well-defined
criterion af. knowle'dge' qr skills.

There are sPecific .concepts or skills which students
in all sections of a course must master.

;14 Testing is an impoitant and integral part of the
educational process.

4

2

The primary basis for the organization 'of a course-
should be the intrinsic organization of the subject
matter.

The development of self-confidence and a'sense of accom-
plishment should be an essential part of every course.

Factor III: Receptivity to Innovatilp

16 It has not been possible for ow ideas about educational
practice to:receive a hearing at this institution.

17 Administrators/or ipartmcn chairmen generally encourage
facuty to expeOment.w/ttonew courses and/or teaching
methods.

Factor IV: Incentives for Student ,Work

8 Without close fau.ultsuperVision, many students a this
college would not be able to sustain sufficiedt otiva-
tion to comprete their studies.

9 Most students eed peer competition as an incentive
working an learning:

15. The respons
n

int), ror at-student's grade must rest \

with the srructor.

Tb1e 8.4

Factor f
Loadink; Mean sd

75

(d- 215)

4:50, .65

.6.7 4.45 , .57

58 3.87 '.80

.56' 3.61 1.00

.50 4.34' .75

.43 3.44 1.05

.41 4.64 .56

.39 417 .86

.71 4.00 .85 /

.69 4.61 .64

.57 4.00 .85

.56 3.60 .

.44 4.64 .56

.84 1.78 .89

-.82 ) '3.99 .81

4.05 ..'91

.60, 3.3k .97

.49 '30'33 1.26
9
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faculty stressed the role of interpersonal contacts in teaching community

college studeLst, Yet computer-assisted instruction=-might threaten just

such discussions and 'informal interactions. The TICCIT program did promise-

Students greater involvement in their own learning and an opportunity for

instruction geared to each individual 's rate of learning. Such goals would

be consistent with a student 'focus (items 10 and 6 under Factor I in Table

8.4),'but faculty endorsement of these practices is lower than the importanCe

attached to interpersonal contactp. Fdculty also concurred that courses

should develop students' self-confidence and their appreciation of the

dbjeCt matter (items 2 and 3 in Table 8.4). These, t00% were among the!A

goals of the TICCIT program. However, a common criticism of computer-assisted

'instruction in general has been expressed as,doubtof its potential for

positive impact on the affective aspects of student learning. Despite,

the consistency of the goals of the TICCIT program with a student focus,

there would seem to be possible points of conflict with faculty beliefs

about educational practices.

The statements grouped under Factor II deal with s6eral.of the

premises of the mastery learning scheme inherent to the TICCIT>program and

reflect on epphasis on the subject matter of a course. 'These statements'

(items 12, 1, 14 and 4 under Fa for in Table 8.4) repeated basic tenets

of mastery learning: the use of a well-defined criterion of knowledge or

skills for evaluating students; the importance of students mastering

,specific conceptl; the role of testing iq learning; and the structure of

the subject matter as ,the principle basiloior course organization. The

TICCIT program depended on these tenets, and faculty seemed to believe in

them as sound practices. The second item on the'survey, already reported
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under Factor I, appears again alongside statements about student mastery

of the subject,matter. This suggests both the awareness of facttl'ty about

mastery learning and the'4strategy by which the developers of the TICCIT

program hoped to promote self-confidence and a sense of accomplishment

among students. The factor itself seems to represent the, counterpart of

a Student Focus as tresses the importance of the subject matter in

.2, 'learning.

The third di ion ;i faculty opinions about educational practices is

Recept ity to Innovation. The two items under this factor were adapted

from ';.pother ins rument (Peterson, Centra, Hartnet & Linn, 1970) specifi-

cally for their emphasis on a college's openness to change. It was to be
P

expect that colleges receptive to the TICCIT program also would be open

to new .leas abort educational 'practice (item lb) and would encourage

faculty to exOriment with-new courses and teaching methods (i m 17).

N
Over eighty percent of the faculty members who responded to the survey (see

,-;

/

Appendix T'for response distributions by item) perceived, their institution

as receptive to innovations. In this respect, he two community colleges

constituted fertile ground for a demonstration of the TICCIT progrem.
,,,

Factor IV contains statements about student management. faculty

supervision (item 8), peer competition (item 9) and grades (item 15)

might allbe viewed as incentives for student work.' Faculty agreed

that close supervision helps students by /a staikling,their motivation
v. 7/4] ql

to complete their students. There was far 1. agreement about the need

Afor,peer competition among students and th podibility for student

grades. The importance associaled with close fadulty supervision reiterates

the emphasis placed on interpersonal contacts in student learni4 (items 7

4

,

I



and 11 under Factor I). ,And, again, this faculty opinion suggests a

possible conflict should the TICCIT program supplant instructors. If the ,

TICCIT progiam eliminated peer competition or automatically assigned

student grades, neatly one-fourth of the faculty might welcome such changes

7

a an they fourth gould at least voice no objections (see.. Appendix T).

T e generalJescription of faculty attitildesloward educational

practices, as given above and supplemented by the descriptive, statistics in

...

Table 8.4 and the item response distributions in Appendix T, seeps to hold
,,

ey
.

across academic divisions and positi ns. -Table § 5
,

cit J
statists s at the item Level for all responden4, ,,ear Academic divisions,

_._
. -,

and for i structorS and aaministrators. ,The',-iem means for all respondents

stay within five-hundredths of a point o the respective means for respondents
4

larithtOmplete data in the' ii t sec ion of the,survey. Faculty attitudes

:-..,,,': . ;(

slsb'apiSar to be consiste4h*gosg"divisions or, positiOnS: item means

, ( , /

'vary little, across thes,categories.. eve , administrators did endorse

.
'self-paced instructionj

\a/
item 6): id definite 6riteria for evaluating
---------'

c

i-' a Vin ot:-.--And facultystudents (item 12) more,.strorig a instructors
4

/Members from the natural'sciences se&med to ce greater emphasis on the

'subject matter (items 12,4 and 4) than did their colleagues from other

disc Lines. Intleed, tl'i!s dimension reflected the widest discrepancies

4
amongt faculty,divisions in therr opinions about educational practices. But

.41

even where difference4'of opinion existed,among the major academic divisions

or betsen instructorsand administrators, tiese differences",involved the

extent of their agreem t on a matter ratherthan the advocacy of opposite

1r
extremes.

I
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I Faculty. Attitudes toward Educational Practices

,Responses acrosOpivisions and Positions

Alexandria and Phoenix

'Spring 1974

IteM

Number

All

Respondents

(N a239)

!lean sd

7

11

10

6

4.50

4.44

3.88

3.62

.65

.59

.81

1.00
Factor I:

5 4.32 .77

Student Focus
13 3.48 1.05°

2 4.65 .56

3 4.17 .87

12 3.98 .88

1 4.60 .66

Factor II:
14 4.00 .83

Subject MAter
4 3.60 .99

Emphasis
2 4.65 .56

Factor III:

Receptivity to
`16 1.77 .87

Innovation
17 3.99 .80

Factor IV: 8 4.03 .91

Incentives for 3.29 1.01

Student Work ' 15 3.29 1,27

A.

4

Natural

Sciences

(N a538)

Mean sd

Social

Sciences

(N 2524)

Mean sd

Humanities

(N 2558)

Mean sd

r

Applied

Studies

(N 2! 66)

Mean sd,

Instructors

(N a 170)

Mean sd.

Adminis-

trators

(N 24 29)

Mean sd

I'4.49 .64 4.38 .81 4.64 -.58 4.34 .68 4.46 .69 4.66 .54

4,56 .50 4.36 .69 4.44 .59 4.34 .58 4.42 .59 4.62 .49

3.87 .65 3.96 .92 3.84 .83 3.79 .87 3.8,0 .83 4.14 ,73

3,55 .94 3.62 .79 1.55 .93 3.41 1.15 3.53 1,02 4.07 .74

4.33 .80 4.12 1.07 4.25 4,73 4.28 .77 4.28 .80 4.38 .81'

3.24 1.09 3.54 1.01 3.64 .96 3.41 1.17 3.54 1.05 3.45 1.04

4.66 .57 4.46 .76 4.69 .50 4.68 .53 W, 62 .59 4.76 .43

4.23 .92 4.42 .81 4.20 .93 4.01 ,88 4.17 .87 4,10 .84

4.28 .71 3.56 1.20 3.95 .89 4.01 .81' 3.95 .89 4.31 .65

4:84 .36 4.38 .70 4.47 .75 4.71 .57 4.60 .66 4.65 .66

4.36 .58 4.12, .85 3.95 .86 3.93 .85 4.01 .81 4.10 .88

3.82 .94 3.50 1.25 3.84 .83 3.65 .95 3.63 ,96 3.41 1.19

4.66 .57 4.4k / .76 4.69 .50 4.68 .53 4.62 .59 4.76 .43

t, t

., .

. .

1.64 .89 2.12 1.05 1.74 .96 1.67 .64 1.79 .90 1.59 .612

4.13 .85 3.69 .82 4.03 .85 4.17 .69 3.99 .82 4.03 .56

4.11 .82 4.21v .87 4.17 .94 4.00 .82 4.07 .89 4.07 .91

3.59 .81 2.92 1.14 3.56 .89 3.15 1.00 3.36 .99 3.17 1.18

3.67 1.37 3.71 1,10 3.05 1.21 3.31 1.31 3.32 1.27 3.21 1.32

Table 8.5

45
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On the-whole,,faCulty responses to the first section of (he sure y

indicated, attitudes supportive of the premises inherent to_the design of

the TICCIT Faculty generally agreed with statements reflecting

the basIC/tenets of mastery learning, and'the mastery tests and hierarchical

content structure adopted for the TICCIT program incorporate design features

f,mastery learning. As viewed by their faculty, the colleges selected as

/demonstration sites for the TICCIT project were receptive to educational

and curricular innovation. The colleges active participation in the

I

project certainly confirms this view. Since most faculty did not perceive

peer competition as essential to student learnit4 and did not see grades as

a necessary responsibility of the instructor, there was leeway for the

TICCIT program in assuming a role in student management.

The clearest and most prominent dimedsion behind faculty attitudes

toward educational practices was a focus'on the interests of the student.

Faculty seemed to base their responses on what they considered besttfor the,

student. And they certainly belirved in the importance of personal inter-

actions for student learning. Over 90% of the faculty agreed that discussions

among students and informal interactions between students and instructors

contributed to the educatiOnal process. ,A clash of values might arise if

the TICCIT program inhibited such interactions, or faculty might readily

accept the TICCIT program if it instead facilitated interpersonal contacts.

This dimensiyn of Student Focus had also appeared in the factor analysis

conducted for the original faculty attitude survey (Alderman & Mahler,

1977), and a point made in that earlier,report perhaps warrants repetition

-----------'here. 'Often innovative programs attempt to exploit the unique potential of
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a pirticular delivery mechanism, yet faculty acceptance would seem to

depend on the extent to which a program addresses student needs and perhaps

takes advantage of a student's unique potential for lea'rning. The TICCre

program did seek to exploit each student's capacity for learning through

its learner control and its mastery approach to instruction.

Attitudes toward CAI. In contrast to the four factors found, to

underlie faculty beliefs about educational practices, two factors sufficed

for describing faculty attitudes toward computer-assisted instruction. A

break in t magnitude of latent roots after the second root had determined

the number of factors to be rotated. The eigenvalues associated with these

two factors were 5.24 and 1.54. Thus, the varimax solution shown in Table

8.6 accounted for 52% of the total variance. The two dimensions to

this solution reflect general attitudes toward CAI and familiarity with

computers.

Items that dealt with CAI (items 20-30) loaded under Factor I in the

principal components analysis conducted for the 'second section of the

survey. Unlike items from the first section of the survey which had,means

near the extremes of the response scale (above four or below two on the

five-point response scale), all of the statements in the second section

resulted in means near the scale's mid-point of the scale. Table 8.7

presents the item stems along with their respective factor loadings,

means, and standard deviations. The only statements with which'a majority

of ,the laculty agreed were those about the strength of the immediate

feedback available with CAI (item 26), the potential for CAI to relieve
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Faculty Attitudes toward CAI
Rotated Factor Matrix

(after varimax orthogonal rotation)
Alexandria and Phoenix

Spring 1974

Item
Number

Factor Loadings
I II

18 .07 .91

19 .14 .91

20 .64 .28

21 .69 .10
4

22 -.55 -.07

23 .72 .02

24 -.31 .05

25 .64 .16

26 .74 .15

27 .79 .08

28 -.63 -.06

29 -.73 -.15

30 .76 .20

Table 8.6
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Faculty Attitudes toward CAI
Varimax Primary Factors
Alexandria'and Phoenix

Spring 1974

Item
NUmber

0

Stem
Factor

Loadink Mean lid

Factor I: General Attitudes toward CAI = 223)

'27 CAI will make students more active agents in their
on education. .79 3.57 .79

30 CAI can make better and fuller
us1

e orinstruLtors'
capabilities. .76 3.58 .82

...,-1

26 \ Immediate feedback to students makes CAI a highly
desirable instructional method.- \ .74 3.90 .74

.
.

29 CAI is a passing fad.
.

-.73 2.46 .77

23 CAI tailors instruction to the individual student. .72 3.40 .88

21 CAI allows students to assume greater responsibility
for their own learning. .69 3.60 .80

20 CAI is one of the mcAt significant developments in
education today. .64 3.15 .90

25 CAI can relieve instructors of routine duties. .64 3.70 .92

28 Student interest in or appreciation of a subject
can not be developed with CAI. -.63 2.63 .83

/
22 Computers are too impersonal to replace conventional

instruction. -.55 3.30 1.00

24 CAI is a potential threat to the jobs of faculty
members. -.31 2.52 1.05

Factor II: Familiarity with Computers

18 I have become familiar with computers through my
previous experience. .91 2.88 1.40

19 I feel comfortable working with computers. .91 2.86 1.24

Table 8.7

46,9
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instructors of routine duties (item 25), and student responsibility for

their own learning under CAI (ite\21). For each of the other eight items

under Factor I the modal response was "not sure" (see Appendix T). And

over 50% of the faculty responded "not sure" to the two statements about

the general significance of CAI (items 20 and 29).

.Factor II has been termed Familiarity with Computers since the

two statements under this factor deal with experience and work with

computers (items 18 and 19). Faculty responses to these two statements,

revealed much of the reason for their uncertainty about CAI. Better than

40% of the faculty disavowed familiarity or comfort when confronted by a

computer. Add to these respondents anyone who chose "not sure" and we find

the majority of faculty members probably lacked a background of experience

with computers. This lack of computer experience perhaps explains why such

diverse items about CAI loaded under one general factor: faculty had no

practical basis for differentiating -mong the stS40Ments which appeared

under Factor I (see Table 8.7). The frequency of neutral responses to

statements about CAI seems appropriate and fair given faculty's prior

exposure to computers.

Table 8.8 presents descriptive statistics for statements in the second

section of the survey. Although there was little difference in attitudes

toward CAI across divisions, there was a pronounced difference between

instructors and administrators. Administrators tended to look upon CAI

more favorably than did instructors. Again, the responses to statements

included under Factor II may provide a plausible explanation for the

results under Factor I. Administrators' greater confidence and hope in

CAI might be attributed to their greater familiarity with computers.



Faculty Attitu s toward CAI

Responses across Did ions and PositiOns

Alexandria and Phoenix

Spring 1974

It

Number

All/ (

Respondents

(N ?-. 239)

..Mean sd

,

Natural

Sciences

(N 25 38)

_Mean sd

Social

Sciences

(N 25 24)

Mean sd

Humanities

(N 25 58)

Mean ''sd

Applied

Studies

(N 2166)

Mean, sd

Instructors

(N 25 170)

Mean sd

Adminis-

trators

(N a 29)

Mean sd

Factor I:

Attitudes

toward CAI

27

30

26

29

23

21

20

25

28

22

24

3.57

3,59

3.89

2.47

3.41

3.59

3.14

3.71

2.63

3.32

2.53

.79

.82

.74

.77

.88

.80

.90

.91

.82

1.01

1.05

3.59

3.43

4.00

2.51

3.32

3.73

3.00

3.51

2.73

3.41

2.95

.72

.72

.66

.68

.87

.76

, .70

1.03

.76

.88

.90

3.43

3.39

3.81

2.70

3.59

3.58

3.00

3,58

2.65

3.28

2.75

.77

.87

.74

.75

.65

.70

1.00

.86

.81

1.04

1.13

3.34

3.39

3.65

2.70

3.33

3.35

2.98

3.56

2.77

3.55

2.68

.79

.79

.83

.71

.94

.78

.87

1.01

.76

1.00

1.00

3.58

3.68

3.89

2..35

3.31

3.55

3.29

3,82

2.63

3.31

2.18

.78

.73

.66

.79

.89

.86

.9.9

.80

".78

1.04

1.01

3.46

3.51

3.83

2.57

3.34

3.51

3.05

..
3.68

2.72

3.42

2.61

.78

.81

.75

.75

.88

.81

.92

.89

.77

1.00

1.04

4.07

4.07

4.28

1.93

3.66

3.93

3.69

4.00

2.14

2.76.

2.24

p.64

.58

.58

.64

.88

.52

.79

.87-

.78

.90

1.10

Factor II:

Familiarity

with Computers

18

19

2.86

2.83

1.40

1.24

3.14

2.97

14.0

1.28

2.88

2.72

1.45

1.25

2.50

2.47

1.30

1.13

2.83

2.97

1.44

1.30

2.75

2.72

1.40

1.24

3.38

3.62

1.32

.89

Priorities for

Success

31(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

3.49

3.59

2.64

4.09

1.38

1.06

1.18

1.08

1.21

.83

3.58

3.64

2.72

3.69

1.47

1.16

1.25

1.04

1.29

1.01

3.32

3.68

2.48

4.16

1.64

1.09

1.09

1.14

1.25

.97

3.59

3.55

2.50

4.32

1.30

.96

1.13

1.07

1.04

.73

3.58

3.37

2.78'

4.02

1.49

1.12

1.27

1.09

1.26

.90

3.47

3.57

2.66

4.11

1.44

1.07

1.23

1.09

1.22

.87

3.52

3.93

2.55

3.86

1.34

.97

1.01

1.10

1,22

.88

491
Table 8.8

ti
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The last question on the faculty'attitude survey p_tem 31) had asked'

respondents to order several considerations forAudging the success of CAI

according to their own priorities. They ranked five alternatives from

highest (coded 1) to lowest (coded 5). In .order, faculty priorities

were: student achievements; student attitudes; faculty acceptance;

technical capabilities and. reliability of the computer system; and finally,

cost. These priorities for judging the success of dAI certainly appear

is

consistent with the student focus maintained by community college faculty.

8.2.b Reactions to the TICCIT Program

Another survey of facility attitudes was conducted in.the spring

term of the 1975-76 academic year. This was nearly two years after the

installation of TICCIT systems in the community colleges and toward the

conclusion of the first year of the demonstration period. Thg TICCIT

program had supported math courses for four semesters at Phoenix and for

five quarters at AleNandria. English courses had been offered on the

TICCIT system for almost one fullayear. Moreover, the colleges had incor-

porated the TICCIT program into their curriculum and faculty had a definite

basis for responding to questions about theprogram. The purpose of 'this

third faculty attitude survey was to document instructors and administrators'

reactions to the TICCIT program.

Instrument. The survey itself had a question about faculty exposure

to the TICCIT program, two questions about general familiarity with computers,

-33 questions posed as statements about the TICCIT program accompanied by a

response scale for indicating extent of agreement, and a final question on

faculty's perceptions of TICCIT's impact (see Appendix I, Form 003).
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first question on exposure to the TICCIT program established the respondent's

sources of information bout the TICCIT program. It was a list of activities

by which faculty might have learned about the program, such as taching a

TICCIT section of a course or simply reading memos about the project (item

1,partsa-i).Respohdentschecked-thoseacivities that formed their

basis for' reactions to the TICCIT program. The next two questions (items 2

and 3) dealt-with faculty exposure to ;computers in general. These questions

were retained from the earlier survey of initial attitudes toward computer-

assisted instruction and represented_ the factor already labeled-Familiarity

with Computers (see Table 8.7, Factor II).

The statements about theHTICCIT-program were eitter adapted from

earlier surveys or suggested by participants' comments. Statements taken

from the previous faculty survey had the general phrase "comp,utet-assisted

instruction" replaced by a specific, reference to the TICCIT program -in

order to elicit opionions about this particular program. For example, "CAI

relieves instructors of routine duties" became "TICCIT relieves instructors

of routine duties." Comments made by faculty and students prompted the,

development of additional items. For example, faculty often cited the

self-paced nature of the TICCIT program as one of its primary advantages

while students at times complained that instruction available only on the

TICCIT system was less convenient for them than the traditional combina-

tion of classes and homework exercises. Both statements San be found

in the third faculty attitude survey (items 9 and 4). The broad topics

covered in the survey might be represented as student use he TICCIT

system (items 4-12, 31 and 32), instructors' tasks in relation to the

09,1-17/

4L14
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TICCIT program (Items 13-19), theTICCIT curriculum 'and its delivery (items

22-30), And global judgments of the program (items 20, 21, 33-36).

As, WI h its pred4esSor, the survey presented questibns"in the

form of ements followed by a_ fivg,point.response scale. Responses

.

could)tange from strong agreement'to strong Osagreem nt with the statement,

coded from fiVe points to one point,tespectIvely. The scale's mid-point

was .a "pot sure" response scored as three points. These point assignment

subsequently determined/the means and standard deviati?ns reported loelo.4"

for -each

the same

negative

item on the survey. So as to disAurage the mere repetition of

response across items, there were two statements phrased in a

manner for every three positive statements about the program

(e.g., "The TICCIT curriculum is dull and fails to excite students about

the subject matter" and "TICCIT promotes self-confidence and a sense of

accomplishment among students").

The final question the survey (item 37) also had a five-point

response scale but it asked for faculty members' own evaluation of the

impact of the,TICCIT program. It sought their assessment of TICCIT's

impact on student achievement, student attitudes toward the subject matter,

course completion rates, the quality of student-instructor interactionp,

and the quality of interactions among students. Faculty indicated to what

extent they thought the TICCIT program had affected these aspects of the.

educational process.

Response Rate. The procedure was distributing the survey. was the same

as that for the survey of beliefs about educational practices and predisposi-

tions toward computet-assisted instruction: 'A cover letter the survey, a

g
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1°

: -
, _

.reply-enVelope'and a separate postcarueohthe status of each form *lei sent

,
to all staff members at the community colleges. -After one month another

..'

01'
letter dent :out to those faculey membere'Who had not,yet responded. A

total of 204 completed forms had been-returned within eight weeks of tlihe
. 7

survey's 4 stribution dat4 This reiresented a respops 'rate of 52% since

391 stafKleM rs had received forms for'ecompletion.
.

This response rate falls midway betWeen the peveotagee Of forms

returned in' the first and second faculty ttitude urveys., It is slibsfan7

tially higher thaw'the one-third respon

& Mahler, 1977) due to the brevity

.
the rate is lowed than the

rate4of Ehe first survey (Alerman
.

2y of. this. third survey. Yet

Via: achieved in the second.

survey.' Since f. culty arA'0 ned ab9t half of the forms
),,-/i,f

1 '-'.

.fit

sent to them.,.thee'was trot tii feiencidemonstration site. Instead,

we believe the response rate --cie attributed to the need for reactions to

the TICCIT program. Those faculty
/r,/

simply did not respond. Reaponses came from faculty whO had contact wiph

the program and thus had a basis for reacting to statements about it.

members unfamiliar with the program

Nearly every member of the mathematAics and English departments at the

colleges subMitted replies to the survey.. It seems probable, therefore.

that the isults depict faculty reactions fairly.

Exporyur to the TICCIT Program. The activities,checked by respondents

as contributing to,their knowledge of the project attest to their
"'

familiarity with the program. Nearly one-seventh of the total number of

T.

resAdentshad themselves)i.lork0 at a TICCIT term pal. The majority of

those factilty,members'reepondingto the survey had attended an orientation

c
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session about the project (55%), read articles or memoranda that dealt with

the program (57%), observed the TICCIT program4n operation (58%), spoken

with Siudents 'enrolled in a TICCIT class (67%), and discussed the project

4
11-with their co,l.leagues (77%).

Few facility, members had direct experience with the TICCIT program.

The program '1u/elf precluded widespread faculty participation by its focus

on mathemaiIcs and English courses. Only instructors in those departments

) .

ha0 an opportunity for close, daily contact with the program. And most of

these instructors responded to the survey. Others relied heavily on

conversations with students and colleagues in forming impressions of'the

program.- ,Thus, .the attitudes documented throUgh this third faculty survey

reflect reactions based primarily on indirect exposure to the TICCIT

program.

Dimensions and Contrasts. Eliminating incomplete forms from the total

number of 204 surveys left 184 responses as a basis for factor analysis.

An item correlation matrix f9(s., the 35 statements about th'e TICCIT program

was calculated from this data base, and a principal components analysis

4

with varimax orthogd al rotations was.performed. The analysis revealed

111five major dimensio or faculty attitudes toward the TICCIT program.

Together, thee five factors accounted for 52% of'the variance in faculty

responses to individual items. The resp ctive eigenvalues 'were 11.55,

1.94, 1.70,' 1.50 and 1.35. As had been observed in the discussion of

faculty attitudes toward computer-assisted instruction 1n general, a single

factor seems to dominate faculty perceptions and explain by far the most

variance. The percentage of variance accounted for in the varimax solution
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for the third survey is almost identical to that accounted for in the

lui

varimax solution for the second surveys section on CAI. From a t chnical

standpoint the results of the two analyses, one for attitudes towar
L

computer- assisted instruction generally and the other for reactions to the

TICCIT program specifically, seem consistent.
4

The varimax solution for faculty attitudes toward the TICCIT program

I
appeats as Table 8.9. Nearly half of the items attained their highest

loading under the first factor. A steadily smaller number of items loaded

under each of the other four factors. This pattern reiterates the relative

importance of the first factor in describing faculty reactions. Indeed,

the structure of the rotated factor matrix suggests that other factors,may

be related to the first. A cluster of items loaded to a moderate extent

under both the first and third factors (items 11 and 33-36). This indicates

that faculty tended to view the TICCIT program as a whole. Such a view

-,,might be expected from the fact that most faculty members relied on indirect

exposure to the program for their knowledge about it.

Table 8.10 presents the statements associated with each of the

factors in the varimax solution. These statements suggested the appropriate-

ness of the label given to each factor: Global Judgments; Management of

Instruction; Program Limitations; Teacher Role; and Familiarity with

Computers. It should be understood that these dimensions reflect faculty

perceptions of the TICCIT program. Responses revealed the opinions and

beliefs of the xollege staff closest to the program, Ately the instructors

and administrators at the demonstration sites. These opinions and beliefs

represent fairly faculty attitudes toward the project but cannot be regarded
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Faculty Attitudes toward the TICCIT Program:

tRotated' ctor Matrix
(after varimax rthogonal rotation)

Spring 1976

-,,

Factor Loadings

Item
Number I II III IV V

2 .00 ' .00 -.12 .07 .80

3 -.03 .00 .01 -.10 .77

4 -.23 .48 .34 -.30 -.04

5 .71_ -.16 -.15 .03 .17

6 .66 A-.15 -.02 .04 -.11

7 .57 -.22 .12 .20 .16

8 -.24 .63 .16 -.06 -.04

9 .63 .01 -.15 -.13 -.05

10 .60 -.41 .03 .16 -.01

11 .35 -.35 .39 -.21 .19

12 -.20 .26 .33 .16 -.24

13 .04 .21 .57 -:04 -.10

14 -.20 .12 .50 -.08 -.07

15 .40 -.48 -.12 .36 .18

16 .27 -.11 -.03 .72 .13

17 -.25 .47 .37 -.14 -.02

18 -.30 .53 .03 -.23 .20

19 .04 .00 .11 -.71 .18

20 .50 -.16 -.34 .06 ,.17

21 .67 -.26 -.34 .18 .18

22 -.07 .60 .21 -.05 .06

23 .68 -.18 -.22 .20
,
.03

24 .70 .04 .10 .01 ' -.19

25 -.61 .34 .38 .10 .05

26 .66 -.40 -.26, -.01 -.05

27 .65 -.28 -.33 .00 -.02

28 -.21 .11 .56 .01 .21

29 .41 -.18 -.15 .12 -.04

30 -.41 .37 .24 .07 .22

31 -.08 .62 .10 .12 -.10

32 .57 -.47 -.14 .23 .05

33 -.56 .28 .48 -.18 -.12

34 55 -.22 -.48 .27 .08

35 -.45 .14 .49 -.22 -.25

36 .57 -.16 -.33 .33 .09

Table 8.9



Faculty Attitudes toward the TICCIT Program

VarImax Primary Factors

Alexandria and Phoenix

Spring 1976

Item

Number Stem

Factor

Loading Mean ad

'actor I:

5 /

24

G obal Judgments

Students become active in their own learning through the use of TICCIT.

Students exercise control over their instrTtion in the TIC IT program.

.71

.70

(N 184)°

3.52 .94

3.62 .91

23 I consider the method of presentation or4ICCIT to be innovatille and

effective.
.68 3.37 .95

21 I would recommend a TICCIT course to .67 3.24 1.12

26 The TICCIT program develops student interest in or appreciation of a

subject. .66 2.95 .80,

6 The TICCIT program tailors instruction to the individual .66 3.50 .94

27 TICCIT promotes self-confidence and a .,erase of accoplishment among

students.
.65 3.18 .85

9 A student in a TICCIT class learns w .isi[ier own pace. .63 3.97 .84

25 The TICCIT curriculum is dull fails to excite students about

the subject matter. -.61 2.84 .92

10 Working on the TICCIT system imp,oves students' learning strategies

and study habits in other courses. .60 2.91 .83

32 Students find it easier t. with TICCIT. .57 2.82 .76

36 TICCIT is one of the most niflcant developments in education today. .57 2.96 1.03

7 With TICCIT, students receive more individual attention from instructors. .57 2.91 .93

33 The TICCIT program is not worth the dollars and space which this

institution has invested in it. -.56 3.10 1.09

34 TICCIT is a valuable resource for this institution. .55 3.38 1.05

20 My colleagues seem to be favorably Impressed by TICCIT. .50 2.83 .98

29 Students who've completed a course on TICCIT have mastered all the

specific concepts and skills covered in the TICCIT curriculum. .41 2.93 .88

30 The TICCIT program does not allow for the integration and constant review

of subject matter skills.
-.40 2.60 .92

Table 8.10(a)



Item

Number Stem

Factor

'Loading.

Factor II: Management of Instruction

8 In TICCIT classes students had to assume too much responsibility for

their own progress in order to complete a 'course.

31 Breakdowns of the 'computer system disrupted students' learning on TICCIT.

22 As a pre-packaged program, th*NECCIT,curriculum affords instructors

little flexibility in teaching a coupe.
V

18 It is Afficalt for an instructor to manage students' learning in TICCIT

classes.

15 TICCIT helps to make better and fuller use of instructor's capabilities.

4 TICCIT is less convenient for students than a combination of classes and

homework.

17 Instructors in the TICCIT program spend too much time on mechanical

problems and errors in the curriculum.

Factor III: Program Limitations

13 TICCIT is a potential threat to the jobs of faculty members.

28 The TICCIT program teaches only lower level abilities.

14 I would prefer to teach a regular section to a TICCIT section in my

subject area.

35 TICCIT is a passing fad.

Factor IV: Teacher Role

16 TICCIT relieves Instructors of routine duties.

19 Au instructor has to meet greater demands on his/her time in a TICCIT

class than In regular classes.

Factor V: Familiarity with Computers

2 I feel comfortable working with computers.

3 I have become familiar with computers from my previous experience.

Table 8.10(b)

.60

.53

-.48

.48

.47

.57

.56

.50

.49

.72

-.71

.80

.77

Mean ed

3.01 .99

3.92 .89

3.22 .93

2.97 .87

2.84 1.03

2.91 1.08

3.33 .83

2.07 1.03

2.83 1.06

3.45 1.25

2.52 .98

3.16 1.07

2.96 .73

3.54 1.10

2.98 1.43
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as a substitute for the data on TICCIT's impact on student performance

or faculty duties presented elsewhere in this report.

The first factor, labeled Global Judgments, includes statements

about various aspects of the TICCIT program. Five items necessitating an

overall judgment of program quality appear under this factOr (items 20, 21,

33, 34 and 36). Except that most facility "would recommend a TICCIT course

to [their] students" (item 21), the most frequent response to these global

statements was "not sure" (see Appendix T for response dist ,utions by

item). Despite nearly two years of experience with the TICCIT system,

college staff had yet to reach a consensus on the value of the program.

But they had accepted the TICCIT program as a method for tailoring instruc:-

tion to the individual student and involving students in their own learning.

Faculty tended to agree that students became active in their own learning,

exercised control over their instruction, received instruction tailored to

the individual, and learned at Aheir ow pace (items 5, 24, 6 and 9):.

Since it had earlier been found that faculty beliefs about educational

practices focus on the student, aceptance of the TICCIT program in terms

of the flexibility afforded to students may be a positive outcome.

Those statements listed under Factor II in Table 8.10 seem to share an

emphasis on the management of instruction. Most of these statements also

reflect possible inconveniences due to the TICCTT program. The only clear

consensus in this factor was that "breakdowns of the computer system

disrupted students' learning on Ti,(;fT" (item 22). And a malfunction in

any form of instructional technology would be expected to cause a disruption.

Otherwise the modal response to the items under the second factor wars "not
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sure". The second most common response was evenly split between those

L

indicating a positive reaction (disagreement with items 8, 18 and 4) and

those indicating a negatiVe reaction .(agreement with items 22 and 17

and disagreement with item 15). Faculty had not formed a clear opinion of

the program's impact on instructors and students' use of time. Indeed, the

data on student and instructor activities sometimes point to efficient

learning Jor those students capable of completing a course on the TICCIT

system (see Table 7.7) and to greater instructor participation in the

instruction of individual students (see Table 8.1), and at other, times the

data indicate student hours expended with little progress (see Figure 7.2)

/or the burden of monitoring tests assumed by instructors (see Table 8.2).

The statements grouped under Factor III might together be called

Program Limitations since each statement presents an item stem phrased in a

negative manner. Despite the direction of these stems, faculty responses

depicted a generally favorable reaction. Faculty did not perceive the

TICCIT program as a potential threat to their jobs (item 13). Similarly,

they did not view the program as appropriate for only lower level abilities

(item 28) or as just a passing fad (item 35). Consistent with responses

given to other, closely related items (e.g., items 25 and 27), it would

appear that faculty saw no imitations or personal threats inherent to the

TICCIT program. Yet the numuer of respondents who indicated a preference

for tbaching a regular section of a course over a TICCIT section was

twice as high as the number who preferred an assignment with the TICCIT

program (item 14). Considering the nature of its statements and its

apparent correspondence with the first factor (see Table 8.9), this third

Vs:
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factor may be as much an artifact of specific item content as it is,a true

dimension of faculty attitudes toward the TICCIT program.

The fourth factor listed in Table 8.10 had two statements load highly

under it. Both statements pertain to the role of teachers under the TICCIT

program. Almost the same number of respondents were unsure aboutICCIT's

impact on routine duties as felt the program did relieve instructors of

such tasks (item 16). By far the largest number of faculty chose the "not

sure" response (57%) when asked,whether "an instructor has to meet greater

demands on his/her time in a TICCIT class than in regular classes (item

19)". The most frequent response to other questions about teacher role

(items 15, 17 and 18) had also been "not sure". Apparently faculty

awaited objective evidence on the results of the demonstration and resisted

reaching judgments based primarily on indirect exposure to the TICCIT

program.

The final factor given in Table 8.10 is a repetition of a dimension

which had.emerged in the analysis of the earlier faculty attitude survey

(Table 8.7). That dimension was labeled Familiarity with Computers since

it dealt with faculty's comfort in working with computers and their prior

experience with computers. Again it is perhaps the most distinct component

of faculty attitudes. The rotated factor matrix shows just two statements

(items 2 and 3) that clearly belong under the fifth factor; these two

statements had low loadings under every other factor, and no other statement

reached even a moderate loading under Factor V (see Table 8.9). ,An equiva-

lent percentage of faculty, approximately 40%, had agreed and disagreed

with the statement "I have become familiar with computers through my

504
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previous experience (item 3)." Both the mean and standard deviation for

responses to this statement (mean 2.98 and sd 1.43) came very close to

those calculated for the earlier survey (mean 2.88 and sd 1.40). The

majority of respondents, however, reported that they did feel comfortable

working with computers: Over 100 faculty members agreed or strongly

agreed with item 2 and fewer than 40 faculty disagreed or strongly disagreed

(see Appendix T). In this respect the TICCIT project did affect opinions.

The percentage of faculty uncomfortable working with computers dropped to

half of its former level. At least the project dispelled apprehension of

computers in general.

Table 8.11 presents descriptive statistics for each statement in the

third faculty attitude survey and does so within academic divisions as well

as for staff positions. Unlike the survey conducted prior to the installa-

tion of TICCIT systems at the community colleges, differences across

divisions now seem apparent. Often one half of a standard deviation

separates the mean response of faculty in the natural sciences and humanities

from that of faculty in social sciences and applied studies (e.g., items

25, 33, 8 and 15). And the direction of the difference indicates a less

favorable reaction to the TICCIT program within the divisions of natural

sciences and humanities. The data on faculty attitudes included in the

summaries for the natural sciences and the humanities came primarily

from the responses of instructors in the math and English departments,

the faculty best acquainted with the TICCIT program (a summary of responses

from these departments and for 29 instructors who had taught TICCIT sections

appears in Table 8.12). Indeed, the division of natural sciences should

r-
J



Faculty Attitudes toward the TICCIT Program:

Responses across Divisions and Positions

Alexandria and Phoenix

Spring 1976

Item

Number

All

Respondents

(N 184)

Mean sd

Natural

Sciences

(N v 40)

Mean sd

Social

Sciences

(N m 16)

Mean sd

Humanities

(N is 47)

Mean sd

Applied

Studies

(N a 43)

Mean sd

Instructors

(N g1141)

Mean sd

Admias-

trators

(N s' 27)

Mean .d

Counselors

(N Mt 10)

\5 3.52 .94 3.51 .67 3.81 1.11 3.21 1.02 3.58 .87 3.46 .96 3.89 .80 3.44 1.01
24 3.63 .91 3.80 .84 3.53 .83 3.45 1.09 3.45 .79 3.57 .93 3.89 .80 3.70 .82.
23\ 3.38 .95 3.18 .97 3.38 .96 3.13 .88 3.49 .87 3.27 .9 3.89 .70 3.30 1.06
21 '..', 3.25 1.13 2.98 1.07 3.56 1.32 2.96 1.05 3.47 1.17 3.16 1.16 3.78 .89 3.33 .87
26 2.95 .81 2.70 .84 3.19 .75 2.69 .91 3.14 .64 2.91 .84 3.19 .62 3.00 .67
6 3.50 .96 3.40 .92 3.50 1.26 3.33 1.00 3.64 .81 3.48 .96 3.54 1.07 3.67 .87

Factor I: 27 3.19 .86 3.03 .82 3.50 .73 3.07 .89 3.23 .88 3.16 .89 3.37 .74 3.33 .50
Global Judgments 9 3.96 .85 4.15 .88 4.00 .73 3.69 .98 3.82 .75 3.90 .84 4.33 .73 4.30 .48

25 2.84 .12 3.13 .94 2.60 .91 3d3 .99 2.58 .75 2.90 .94 2.67 .78 2.50 .85
10 2.91 .83 2.75 ,70 3.19 1.05 2.75 .92 3.02 .76 2.88 .86 3.04 .76 2.89 .78
32 2.82 .76 2.55 .77 3.19 .91 2.77 .80 2.90 .61 2.81 .76 3.04 .65 2.33 .71
36 2.96 1.03 2.62 .92 3.19 1.11 2.85 1.00 3.14 1.06 2.92 1.06 3.41 .84 2.50 .85
7 2.90 .94 2.95 .86 3.19 1.11 2.80 .97 2.88 .91 2.90 .94 3.15 .95 2.22 .67

33 3.09 1.10 3.44 1.01 2.88 .96 3.31 1.08 2.90 1.13 3.16 1.08 2.69 .93 3.40 1.43.
34 3.38 1.06 2.98 1.15 3.67 .98 3.30 1.04 3.56 1.02 3.33 1.08 3.77 .76 3.10 .99
20 2.83 .99 2.88 1.00 2.94 1.09 2.49 .94 2.98 .87 2.75 .96 3.32 .95 2.44 1.13
29,, 2.93 .89 2.90 .92 3.00 .97 2.80 .91 2.84 .78 2.86 .87 3.11 .97 3.50 .71-
30 2.59 .93 2.68 1.00 2.53 .92 2.98 .98 2.40 .78 2.69 .93 2.19 .68 2.20 .92

8 3.01 1.00 3.35 1.15 2.56 .96 3.07 1.03 2.76 .78 3.07 .99 2.63 .93 3.11 1.05
31 3.93 .89 3.95 ..92 3.76 1.15 4.13 .84 3.67 .77 3.94 .89 3.75 .84 4.50 .71

Factor II: 22 3.22 .93 3.48 1.00 3.13 .89 3.17 .97 3.02 .85 3.20 .93 3.52 .85 2.90 1.10.
Management o 18 2.98 .89 3.15 .91 2.80 .86 3.11 1.02 2.79 .59 3.04 .87 2.56 .85 3.40 1.08
Instructilp, 15 2.83 ,1.05 2.30 .95 3.38 1.09 2.55 1.07 3.18 .95 2.77 1.08 3.04 .96 2.90 .74

4 2.89 4.11 3.27 1.11 2.88 1.20 3.00 1.10 2.63 .98 2.98 1.09 2.27 1.00 3.71 .95

17 3.33 .83 3.58 .89 3.19 .91 3.43 .87 3.19 .79 3.39 .86 3.11 .70 3.30 .48

13 2.06 1.02 2.50 1.14 2.19 1.17 1.96 .84 1.81 .92 2.13 1.01 1.74 .94 1.90 1.10
Factor III: 28 2.82 1.07 3.00 1.09 2.81 1.17 3.23 1.19 2.45 .79 2.89 1.05 2.81 1.18 2.40 .97
Program 14 3.45 1.28 3.95 1.01 3.94 1.44 3.47 1.33 3.02 1.37 3.49 1.32 3.28 1.14 3.80 1.03
Limitations 35 2.51 .99 2.84 .96 2.38 .96 2.66 1.00 2.44 1.06 2.60 1.01 2.11 .70 2.30 .82

Factor IV,: 16 3.15 1.08 3.08 1.21 3.44 1.09 2.96 1.15 3.10 .95 3.06 1.10 3.59 .97 3.00 .82
Teacher Role 19 2.96 .73 2.85 .99' 2.87 :83 2.98 .79 3.00 .43 2.97 .75 2.81 .74 3.30 .48

Factor V: 2 3.54 1.13 3.85 1.24 3.80 1.08 3.49 1.11 3.47 1.15 3.55 1.14 3.56 1.09 2.89 1:05
Familiarity 3 2.97 1.46 3.60 1.36 3.21 1.53 2.36 1.32, 3.19 1.56 2.90 1.48 3.16 1.46 2.90 1.29

37a 3.40 .82 3.03 .86 3.73 .80 3.39 .78 3.43 .80 3.33 .81 3.83 .56 3.11 .78

b 3.19 .87 3.03 .75 3.44 .81 3.05 .92 3.14 .94 3.07 .83 3.83 .64 2.78 .67
Impact c 2.73 .95 2.38 1.09 3.13 .99 2.69 .74 2.93 .94, 2.66 .94 3.13 .63 2.33 1.12

d 3.10 .91 3.00 .92 3.54 .88 3.05 .97 3.00 .85 3.29 .93 3.29 .81 2.88 .64
e 2.82 .81 2.16 .74 2.57 1 09 269 .79 3.10 .76 2.96 .B1 2.96 .75 2.89 .60

Table 8.11



Faculty Attitudes toverd the TICCIT Program:

Responses by Department

Alexandria and Phoenix

Spring 1976

Item

Number

All

Respondents

(N 184)

Mean ed

Math

(N a 21)

Mean ad

English TICCIT

(N 2F3a

I

(N a129)

Mean d Mean sd

0

Alexandria

(N al3)

Mean ad

f'

Phoenix '

(N IN 141

Mean .led

5 3.52 .94 3.55 .69 3.25 1100 3.55 .78 3.54 .66 3.56 / .89

24 3.63 .91 4.95 .80,, 3.42 .16. 3.66 1.17 3.69 1.03 3.63 s' 1.31

23 3.38 .95 3.10 1.00 3.10 .98 3.00 1.02 3.23 .93 2.80 1.061

21 3.25 1.13 2.76 1.04 3.00 1.14 2.93 1.12 3.08 1.16 2.81 1.11

26 2.95 .81 2.48 .87 2.66 .99 2.62 .94 2.62 .87 2.63 1.02

6 3.50 .96 3.14 1.06 3.33 1.01 3.24 1.06 3.08 .95 3:38 1i5!

Factor : 27 3.19 .86 2.71 .90 3.13 ,.92 3.00 .93 3.31 .75 2.75 1.00

Global Judgments 9 3.96 .85 4.10 1.14 3.56 1.00 3.79 1,21 3.77 1.01 3,81 1.38

25 2.84 .92 3.38 1.02 3.07 1.09 3.14 1.13 2.85 .99 3.38 1.20

10 2.91 .83 2.57 .68 2.75 .90 2.55 .87 .2.54 .88 2.56 .89

32 2.82 .76 2.19 .75 2.77 .83 2.41 .87 2.62 .77 2.25 .93

36 2.96 1.03 2.38 .86 2.77 1.02 2.75 .97 2.83 .58' 1.20

7 2.90 .94 2.86 .96 2.87 1.06 3.04 1.10 3.33 .9t/ 2.81 1.17

33 .3.09 1.10 ' 3.81 .67 3.41 1:11 3.52 1.02 3.31 .6 3.69 1.14

34 3.38 1.06 2.76 1.09 3.35 1.12 3.11 1.20 3.77 4,83 2.69 1.25

20 2,83 .99 2.60 1.10 2.52 .95 2.45 .95 2.69 / .95 2,25 .93

29 2.93 .89 2.48 1.03 2.77 1.02 2.59 1.15 2.85 I ,99 2,38 1.26

30 2.59 .93 2.89 1.20 3.10 .99 3.14 1.11 3.33 .? 1.07 3,00 1.15

A'

8 3.01 1.00 3.81 1.17 3.00 1.06 3.55 1.21 3.38 1.33 3.69 1.14

31 3.93 .89 4.19 .98 4.23 .87 4.24 .99 4.31 1.11 4.19 .91

22 3.22 .93 3.71 1.15 3.10 1.03 3.45 1.21 2.77 1.09 4.00 1.0.3

Factor II: 18 2.98 .89 3.57 '1.03 3.22 1.05 3.55 1.15 3.31 1.11 3.75 1.18

Management of 15 2.83 1.05 1.76 .70 -2.53 1.06 2.00 1.07 2.31 1.11 1,75 1.00

Instruction ,4 2.89 1.11 3.72 .89 3.00 1.12 3,43 1.23 3.54 .97 3,33 1.45

17 3.33 .83 3.71 1.06 3.42 .91 3.69 1.14 3.54 1.20 3.81 1.11

13 2.06 1.02 2.67 1.32 2.00 .90 2.24 1.18 2.00 1.22 2.44 1.15

Factor III 28 2.82 1.07 2.95 1.20 3.29 1.25 3.14 1.19 3.31 1.38 3.00 1.03

Program 14 3.45 1.28 3.95 .94 3.41 1.25 3.71 1.08 3.38 .96 4.00 1.13

Limitations 35 2.51 .99 2.86 1.15 2.74 1.02 2.59 1.02 2.00 .71 3.06 1.00

Factor IV: 16 3.15 1.08 3.05 1.40 2.97 1.15 2.97 1.35 3.08 1.32 2.88 1.41

Teacher Role 19 2.96 .73 2.86 1.20 2.93 .73 2.83 1.14 ,2.77 1.30 2,88 1.02.

Factor V: 2 3.54 1.13 4.00 1.22 3.53 1.15 3.93 1.09 4.15 1.07 3.73 1.10

Familiarity 3 '2.97 1.46 3.75 1.25 2.26 1.37 3.29 1.44 2.92 1.61 3.60 1.24

5

Table 8.12
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be well familiar with the TICCIT program by virtue of nearly two years of

experience with the system in math courses. This division did not perceive

the TICCIT program as one of the most significant developments in education

(item 36) nor did the division believe the project warranted the resources

which had been devoted to it (item 33). Judgments of TICCIT's impact on

course completion (item 37c) perhaps explain these reactions: Faculty from

the natural sciences knew that the program had a negative effect on course

completion rates in mathematics.

It has been noted that administrators tended to view computer-assisted

instruction more favorably than did instructors (see Tab* 8.8). Administra-

tors also seemed to hold more positive opinions of the TICCIT program than

did instructors, as shown in Table 8.11. No longer is greater familiarity

with computers a viable explanation for this difference since administrators

and instructors appear to be comparable in this dimension of their attitudes.

Either the TICCIT program succeeded in generating favorable reactions among

administrators or administrators missed the direct exposure that shaped

instructors' opinions. The contrasts across divisions and positions

suggest that those faculty close to the TICCIT program had a less favorable,

reaction to it.

Change. What changes in faculty attitudes occurred as a result of

their exposure to the TICCIT program? There was little change in their

opinions about student-computer interactions or in their global judgments

of computer-assisted instruction. Faculty had thought that CAI would make

students active in their own learning (item 27 on Form 002, mean 3.57) and

that it would tailor instruction to the individual student (item 23 on Form

508
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02T, mean 3.40). The TICCIT program met their expectations in both respects

(items 5 and 6 on Form 003 with means of 3.52 and 3.50, respecti ly).

Similarly, faculty did not perceive the TICCIT program as a passing

fad (item 35 on Form 003, mean 2.52) consistent with their earlier attitude

toward CAI in general (item 29 on Form 02T, mean 2.46). And they were

unsure of whether or not the TICCIT program constituted a significant

development in education (item 36 on Form 003, mean 2.96) just as they had

been unsure about CAI (item 30 on Form 02T, mean 2.96).

There was an obvious shift in faculty attitudes toward the impact of

computer-assisted instruction on instructors' responsibility. Faculty had

earlier tended to disagree with the statement "CAI is a potential threat to

the jobs of faculty members" (item 24 on Form 02T, mean 2.52) but they

clearly disagreed with the same statement as it pertained to the TICCIT

program (item 13 on Form 003, mean 2.07). Perhaps this further reduction

in the potential threat posed by computer - assisted, instruction can be

attributed to a better grasp of the computer's strengths and limitations.

Faculty had reported feeling greater comfort in working with computers

(item 19 on Form 02T, mean 2.86, and item 2 on Form 003, mean 3.54). And

part of this improved understanding might be due to a more realistic

concept of the computer's impact on teachers. Prior to the implementation

of the TICCIT program at the colleges, faculty generally believed that

computer-assisted instruction would relieve instructors of routine duties

and enable them to make better use of their capabilities (items 25 and 30

on Form 02TAeans 3.70 and 3.58, respectively). After several academic

terms .of experience with the TICCIT system, faculty became unsure of

t-
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whether the'TICCIT program had affected ) structor duties in such a w4.;

(item: 16 and-15 on Form 003, means/t3.16 and.2.84, respectively).

It is difficult to capture the descriptive portrayal of faculty

acceptance and teacher role in,a succinct and cl4r summary This-difficulty

is perhaps inherent to a presentation which gives so much of the context

necessary for appreciating what the treatment condition entailed. The
6

first section of this chapter was intended to serve that purpose. It

illustrated that instructors responsible for classes on the TICCIT system

devoted substantial amounts of their time to a misting individual students

with their course work. Since most of this time was spent in responde,pg to

student questions about the subject matter and monitoring student attlpj,

at mastery tests, faculty did not fulfill the role of'manager-advisidt which

.t I

the developers of the TICCIT program had envisioned for them. With regard

to faculty acceptance, the TICCIT program had generally met the expectationa,,4
of college staff for computer-assisted. instruction. Faculty did perceiiie

the program as tailoring instruction to the individual student and enggising.

students actively in their own learning; However, those instructors

closely associated with the TICCIT project often reacted to the program

less favorably than their colleagues. And instructors became lass c'ertain

that computer-assisted instruction, particularly the TICCIT progrlik,

benefit them in fulfilling their instructional responsibilities.

54: 0



Chapter 9

Comments from the Developers of TICCIT
(The MITRE Corporation and Hazeltine Corporation)

The addition of a developers' chapter to this final report on the 1975-

1976 TICCIT demonstratiOn offers a unique anrighly desirable-opportunity to

view educational research data from more than one perspective. As the developers

of TICCIT, we wish to express our appreciation for the opportunity to contribute

our comments concerning the demonstration and its evaluation.

Although, as might b ected, the developers and evaluators have

occasionally differed concerning the interpretation an weight of research

findings, the inclusion of this chapter is typical of the high level of coopera-

tion between ETS and the developers through-out the demonstration period. This

cooperation played a substantial role in the development of a successful TICCIT

concept; in fact, several specific improvements in the TICCIT system and its

use were made on the basis of early communications with ETS evaluators concern-

ing the system's effectiveness.

This chapter has been divided into two major sections. In the first are

comments reflecting the developers' views of the data collected by ETS. Our

conclusions regarding the demonstration are drawn not only from the ETS data

but also from studies conducted by the TICCIT users themselves. The second

section briefly describes the evolution of the TICCIT system since the

'demonstration.

Before discussing developers' views, however, it would be appropriate to

note that this chapter has been itself the product4* extensive cooperation

between several institutions. Such cooperation was necessary because a majority

of the TICCIT system developers are no longer employed at the original developer

institutions -- MITRE Corporation and Brigham Young University. Many of these
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individuals are now involved with educational tfihsulting companies, including

WICAT and Courseware, Inc. The largest group of developers to leave MITRE

and BYU went to Hazeltine Corporation, which now offers the TICCIT product

line on_a commercial bas.is. The MITRE Corporation has coordinated the develop-

ment of this chapter, drawing upon contributions not only from various of the

institutions mentioned above but also from the TICCIT demonstration sites.

9.1 Comments on the TICCIT Evaluation

As developers of the TICCIT system, we have been extremely gratified by

the results of the community college demonstration. The design, development,

implementation, and demonstration of the TICCIT system in four years required

a mammoth undertaking. The use of TICCIT instruction was a radical departure

from the traditional classroom instructional approach, and it might be said that

a comparison of such a new method as untested as TICCIT against a method as

well established and tested as classroom instruction would be a very difficult

one. Indeed, the implementation of TICCIT instruction was certainly adversely

affected by faculty and student skepticism as well as by the typical problems

of a new system under development, including serious delays in production and

debug schedules of hardware, software, and courseware. Yet, in spite of

the obstacles, during the first year and a half of its operation, the TICCIT

system had an unquestionably positive impact upon student achievement in both

math and English. The TICCIT system worked: students learned and continue to

learn the assigned objectives, faculty learned to use the system effectively

in many instructional prograMs, and administrators have continued to approve

the allocation of institutional resources for TICCIT programs.
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-As developers, however, we were disappointed by the low completion fates.

In attempting to find causes and solutions for the yroblem, several innovative

instructional management procedures have been implemented which have significantly

improved TICCIT completion rates. In fact, in some cases, completion rates

haVe surpassed those in comparable traditional classes.

The major purpose of this comment is to consider the ETS data as well as

data collected by the user colleges themselves during and since the demonstration

to gain a broader perspective of the educational impact of the TICCIT system.

The first two sections discuss ETS and college data concerning student achieve-

ment and completion rates, respectively. The third section discusses the

impact of the role of the instructor on completion ratesand ostulates that

the predominant cause of the demonstration's low completion rates was the lack
4

of a coordinated management scheme rather than an inherent TICCIT bias agAinst

students of lower entrance ability. (
9.1.a Student Achievement

Math. A number of different types of analyses of the math achievement

are contained in the ETS report. The first analysis involved eleven compari-

sOns of TICCIT math sections and lecture sections of the same course taught

during the same academic term. The posttest scores of students beginning and

completing a TICCIT course within one term were compared to the posttest scores

of lecture section students of the same entrance ability, whefe entrance ability

was measured only by the pretest administered at the beginning of the term.

In eight of the eleven cases, the TICCIT students scored higher on the posttest.

Levels of statistical significance were seen in only two of the eleven cases;

both cases of significantly higher scores favored the TICCIT students. Such

results are encouraging but certainly not overwhelming.

513
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However, it must be recalled that the TICCIT courses were "self-paced"

and that no external schedules to complete within one term were imposed upon

the TICCIT students. As in many other self-paced environments, completions

within a single academic term were low in number among the TICCIT sections.

To expand the number of student observations being considered, the second

ETS analysis dropped the time limitations of a single academic term. There

were six different math courses at the two community colleges that were so

analyzed. In other words, the achievement of all students who finished a.

given TICCIT math course during the academic year was 55ompared to the achieve-

ment of similar students finishing a lecture section of the same course.

In that analysis there were significant achievement differences in five of the

six courses. All five favored TICCIT.

A third analysis in the ETS report examined ability and content subscores

for math posttests to discover partic4a strengths or weaknesses in TICCIT

instruction. As might be expected, the number of items for each type of ability

or category is small. ETS analysis indicated that although some of the subscores

did approach reliability for group measures, most did not, making any outcomes

more descriptive than conclusive. Few of the categories resulted in significant

effects; only two significant effects were repeated across terms, and both

were in favor of TICCIT. Solution of routine problems as an ability level

involved positive TICCIT effects in every case and significant effects in two

courses. The other repeated significant positive effect involved the content

category of equations. These specific strengths must be, attributed to the depth

of coverage of each topic in a TICCIT course and the extent of practice

opportunities. In general, in those areas of the math curriculum considered

to require the highest ability and to be most advanced, TICCIT outcomes

showed consistently positive effects.

J ,
I
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Generally, the effects of topical tests follow the pattern found in

posttests. Although only one of the results was significant at acceptable

levels, in four of the cases the results show a sizeable point difference

which represents a positive TICCIT effect equivalent to ten percent of the

total possible score on the tests. Another indication of the positive impact

of TICCIT upon achievement is the fact that these results apply to a wider range

of students than those taking a posttest since the topical test were administered

earlier in the term to a larger number of students.

English. Only cumulative learning as.indicated through posttests was

analyzed by ETS for achievement effects in English courses. The posttests

themselves were divided into two parts. An objective test called for responses

to multiple-choice questions about grammar and writing structure; the second

part of the test required the students to write an essay on'a given topic.

In those English courses in which TICCIT was used as it was intended to

be used, as a mainline instructional source, there were consistent and

statistically significant differences, favoring TICCIT over lecture sections,

on the objective test of writing skills. Student performance on essay tests

was also better in TICCIT sections, except in a situation in which a part-

time instructor unfamiliar with TICCIT conducted the TICCIT class.

On the other hand, when TICCIT was not used as the primary source of

instruction, achievement effects were mixed. In those classes using TICCIT

adjunctively, only students of relatively high ability experienced gains on

the posttests. Those TICCIT students of low entrance ability scored lower on

posttests than similar students in lecture sections. Use of the system merely

as a supplement to classroom instruction simply does not yield the same con-

sistency of positive gains found with the mainline applications in both

English and math.
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At BYU, there were also two measures of achievement. All TICCIT and

non-TICCIT students were given a departmental objective test of writing skills

and a university-administered writing competence exam of objective and

essay skills.

There were no significant differences in the scores on the departmental

exam. However, the exam had not been carefully designed to take into account

the differences in the TICCIT and non-TICCIT course outlines as had the ETS

exams. The departmental exam had been designed f.er the non-TICCIT courses.

For essay tests and for overall Pass/fail ratio on the university-'

administered English composition exam, TICCIT students did significantly

better than non - TICCIT students. Over a three semester period, BYU tested

160 TICCIT students and 137 non-TICCIT students who had had the same instructor.

Approximately 65% of the TICCIT students passed the exam compared to only 56%

of the non-TICCIT students, primarily due to the fact that TICCIT students

achieved higher scores on the essay component of the exam.

Summary. TICCIT exerts a significant and positive impact upon student

achievement. For five out of the six observed math courses significant

positive results occurred, often resulting in TICCIT posttest scores at leapt

ten percent higher than lecture, corresponding to two-thirds of a standard

deviation. In addition to overall higher achievement on posttests, TICCIT"

promoted higher achievement in the ability, of students to solve routine problems

and was equal to lecture in prompting adequate performance in the most

advanced content areas of the math curriculuM. In four of the six math

courses, students in TICCIT courses scored about ten percent higher on topical

tests of immediate learning than similar lecture students. In English,

results for courses camparing TICCIT as designed and lecture likewise
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demonstrated significant positive effects for TICCIT'students, resulting in.an

estimated difference of five percent in scores on objective tests of writing

skills. Except where inexperienced instructors affected results, TICCIT

students also scored higher in essay tests.

9.1.b Course Completion Rates

The percentage of students completing TICCIT courses within an

academic term varied trenemdously among the various applications of the system.

The most reasonable explanation for the variations appears to be the environment

in which the TICCIT student learns. In existing literature, it is fairly clear

that without some type of external management effort, fewer students will

complete an individually-paced course than an instructor-paced course (Atkins

& Lockhart, 1976; Coldeway & Keys, 1976; Coldeway, 1974; Lloyd, McMullin,

& Fox, 1974; Coldeway & Scheller, 1974).

In the traditional classroom situation, motivation to complete the

course within a given time frame is to some degree built-in, usually in the

form of scheduled assignments and tests. To supply the motivation to complete

0

the course on schedule in an otherwise self-paced TICCIT environment, the

instructor must adopt the role of manager/advisor, providing individual students

with progress and achievement goals and evaluating each student's performance

in relation to those goals. Completion rates in TICCIT courses will depend

upon the extent to which an instructor adopts that role. '

In the original com-mity college ,lementation, there was no emphasis

upon completion as a program outcome; however, early in the demonstration it

became apparent that high completion rates would not be achieved without a more

structured environment. Therefore, the TICCIT users at BYU established the

use of TICCIT in environments which included a weekly scheduled-class meeting,
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small group discussions, individual student/teacher meetings, scheduled quizzes,

or other features designed to motivate the student to complete within the

academic term.

The BYU model produced TICCIT completion rates generally higher than in

comparable lecture sections. In math, the average completion rate for classroom

instruction was 65%. Classes taught by one of the TICCIT math authors averaged

higher rates than classroom rates. Two classes taught by teachers previously

unfamiliar with TICCIT were mixed; one had a completion rate of 72%, the other

33%. Rates for TICCIT English classes were very favorable, ranging from 88%

to 96%. Those -rates exceeded the very liberallycalculated completion rate of

82% for the classroom (the lecture sections did not include in the rate

cal cation any of a large number of students withdrawing before the third

we class, although the TICCIT sections did). Clearly, when efforts are

expended to obtain high completion rates, it is possible to do so in an

environment which attempts to pace students within certain time periods.

Although the community college implementations of TICCIT did not generally

include such concerted efforts to increane completion rates, the TICCIT

English instructors were generally very imaginative in their approaches to

directing the TICCIT classes, using features such as class meetings and group

discussions. It was apparent that those efforts did result in completion

rates that, although lower than lecture classes at the community college, were

significantly higher than those in math classes in which there was basically

no effort to pace student learning according to any schedule. In three of the

five cases in English there were significant negate impacts upon completion

attributable to the TICCIT condition, but in every case the English completion

rates were-substantially higher than found in the TTCCTT math sections. The
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rates for English were generally 10% to 20% lower than classroom completion

rates, which ranged from 60%'to 75%.

The math courses at both community colleges were generally implemented

without any of the tools discussed above that would tend to motivate pacing

within the academic term. Total self-pacing was the rule for math classes;

there was no penalty for re-enrolling for the same course in subsequent terms.

There appeared to be little or no discussion y4(th individual students concerning

learning pace, and there were no group or class discussions. The results of

the analysis do show significant treatment effects upon completion. In 10

of the 12 math classes analyzed, significant (at p < .001 levels in all but

one case) and negative treatment effects were associated with the TICCIT

sections; the two remaining sections showed no significant treatment effects.

The rates for TICCIT sections were generally about half the size of lecture

rates, which were about 40% to 55%.

Implementations of more stringent management efforts at the community

colleges since the demonstration have resulted in substantial increases

in the TICCIT completion rates. The latest figure from one community college

shows a completion rate in TICCIT English (72%) which surpassed the rate in

the lecture sections. The other ollege has reported completion rates in math

which indicate that when allowing students three quarters to, complete a

course, slightly more TICCIT students (48%) than lecture students (44%)

complete the course.

9.1.c Comments on Completion Rate Data

Those who continue to develop and market the TICCIT system have

been very pleased with TICCIT evaluation results. The achievement data

consistently demonstrate significant and substantial positive gains for TICCIT
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students in both math and English. The measure of success for TICCIT was to

42.

be its impact upon achievement compared to traditional instructional methods.

In that light, it must be said that even in its initial operation, TICCIT

was highly successful, teaching math and English students often better than

was done in traditional classes.

Perhaps the most gratifying results were found in the English composition

courses. Efforts to develop computer-assisted materials for composition

instruction were met with constant skepticism. Yet, the evaluations have

shown that completion rates in TICCTT English classes have been similar to or

surpassed completion rates in lecture classes. More important was the finding

that those students completing TICCIT scored consistently higher on objective

and essay posttests.

Similarly, students in TICCIT math classes performed consistently better

on course posttests and on topical tests than their counterparts in lecture

sections. Although completion rates for the highly managed environment

did surpass lecture rates, the rates for TICCIT math classes within the

evaluation context were disappointingly low. Completion was not an outcome

highly emphasized during the demonstration, but the higher completion rates

found in the BYU study would have been just as desirable in the community

college setting.

A very important question for those involved in current development of

TICCIT and CAI in general is why completion rates in math were so much lower

at the community colleges than the English rates, especially since the two

courses were basically identical in design. It has already been suggested

that the difference lies chiefly in the degree of instructor involvement in

managing student progress.
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4
The explanation for generally lower TICCIT completion rates apparently

favored by ETS was that the TICCIT system itself may favor students of high

ability to the detriment of low ability students. While the completion rate

figures for the math courses do a' ated to entrance ability, the figures

relate to completion within a sir. Such results relate more to the

speed of acquiring. ostery of the opj,, ,,ives rather than to the ability to

master the objective at all. This consideration and others which are discussed

below tend to dispel the notion that TICCIT is suitable only to "high ability"

students.

The ETS conclusion concerning ability is based upon the observation of

differences in pretest means of students finishing the course in TICCIT

sections and those studentspnishing the lecture sections. The differences

in the fall terms were particularly large. However, in later Serms the

differences in pretest mean scores became much smaller, primarily because of

the addition in later terms of the scores of students taking more than one term

to complete. The effect of this can be seen in the analysis of the fall term

of beginning algebra at Phoenix. The pretest mean for students finishing

TICCIT was 44.86 while for lecture it was 41.28. Logically, one might conclude

that any difference in posttest scores (actual scores for TICCIT and lecture

were 40.06 and 38.82, respectively) must be due to the high entrance ability.

However, further analysis limiting the comparison to higher ability students

(defined in this case by pretest scores greater than or equal to 35) still

showed positive achievement effects. Later analysis eliminating the constraint

of completions within a term included a sizeable group of students who had

completed TICCIT math during the spring semester. The mean pretest score of

this group was 33.92, which is below the earlier defined high ability level
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of 35, below the pretest mean of lecture students completing the fall semester

(38.64), below even the mean of the lecture students from the fall who did

not finish within one term but alsp completed in the spring (34.62), and below

the mean pretest scores of all students taking the pretest. Yet this broadening

of the applicable entrance ability did not subtract from the overall achievement

results. In fact, as mentioned earlier, the inclusion of all the students

requiring more than one term to complete increased the impact of achievement

results. Although the view of the TICCIT completion and achievement results

within a single academic term appears to support an argument for TICCIT

suitability only to high ability students, the results across terms weakens

the argument with the i lusion of substantial numbers of students with much
44e.

lower entrance abilities who, nonetheless, add a greater degree of significance

to the positive achievement data. It does appear that students with higher

pre-test scores are able to finish TICCIT courses faster than those with lower

scores, a finding not unusual with individually-paced learning systems.

An additional factor which weakens the high entrance capability argument

is the topical test analysis. For topical testing, an even broader segment

of the student population was included. Unfortunately, no detailed analysis

is made of students completing topical tests in terms of entrance ability.

The comments in the evaluation imply that the group taking the topical test

more inclusive than the group completirw TICCIT but did not include the entire

population beginning the course. The students were characterized as those able

to make progress towards completion on TICCIT. Again with the enlarged

population, there are still substantial achievement gains for TICCIT stu

in five of the six courses. Although the data are not clear, the implication

from 'the topical test results is that the entrance Jollity argument must be

still further weakened.
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.the-TS report seems to imply that the topical test results reinforce

u

the argument that TICCIT is suitable for students of higher ability because

the TICCIT population taking topical tests was still smaller and more select

than the population originally enrolled in the course. That fact might be

interpreted as evidence in support of the contention that TICCIT is better

sulkted to highly capable leariers. But the context of that evaluation is a

,comparison of TICCIT and traditional instruction; therefore, the statement that

TICCIT would be suitable only for high ability students implies that the lecture

condition has a less negative impact than TICCIT upon those of lower' ability.

It is clear from ETS data, however, that the traditional instructional method

also exerts a strong bias against the lower ability student. The issue then

is not simply whether TICCIT exerts a bias against low ability students but

whether that bias is significantly greater than that already existent in tra-

ditional instruction. Without substantial differences between any bias exerted

by TICCIT and bias exerted by lecture methods, the statement that TICCIT is

suitable for high ability students could not be justified. On the basis of

the,.tiesults of across-term analysis and topical testing discussed above, there

do not appear to be such differences to justify the conclusion that TICCIT

application's should be limited to those involving only highly capable learners.

Further arguments against the general hypothesis that TICCIT is not suitable

for students of less than high ability are found in the following observations.

First of all, themath courses under consideration were fundamental courses

in community' colleges with very liberal enrollment policies. A large number

of the classes for which data were taken did not qualify as college credit

courses but werekvelopmental classes to compensate for pre-college deficiencies.

They are necessary and important courses, but it may be difficult to support
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any general statement concerning "high ability" students on the basis of

. 40
observations only from these courses. Perhaps even more interesting is the

relationship between two of the courses at Ph enix. Generally, students enroll

in Math 007 only because they have not demonstated the entrance ability, as

judged by performance on a pretest, required for Math 106. By definition,

all students in Math 007 would be of lower entrance ability (i.e., lower

pretest scores) than those in 106. Yet the analysis for Math 007 demonstrated

one of the strongest positive effects for TICCIT students.

In short, there appears to be satisfying evidence that TICCIT can be

successfully applied in learning environments in which there are varied entry

abilities. Although entrance ability must be considered when implementing

TICCIT, the consideration should not preclude those, of low entry levels.

TICCIT was built on a mastery hypothesis; that is, given adequate instruction,

defined as having a complete learning hierarchy, properly stated rules with

alternate versions of the rule, and extensive files of examples and practice

problems with helps, any student with the prerequisites for a given lesson

could, given enough time, pass that lesson. The TICCIT math course assumed

a minimum set of prerequisites for entering students. The effect of not

having the prerequisites was more pronounced in math than in English since math

is a cumulative subject. Large numbers of the community college students did

not possess the minimum prerequisitps required by TICCIT, yet they were

allowed into the TICCIT courses as they were allowed into the lecture courses.

The design philosophy of TICCIT does not specify that all students who lack

the prerequisites would be able to succeed -- no matter how much practice on

a higher order math skill they were able to engage in.. Rather, the TICCIT

design hypothesis is that for such students, other TICCIT lessons could be
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developed which would give them the prerequisites needed to enable them to

- complete the higher lessons in a manner most efficient for their particular

learning rate and aptitudes.

Evidence that the students did lack the necessary prerequisites is found

in the large numbers of students who were not able to complete the first

TICCIT unit or who took an extremely long period of time to do so. Once students

were able to complete the first, unit in math, chances for their successful

completion of the course were gre 0; improved. However, it cannot be said

that the TICCIT system itself is inadequate if students not possessing the

presumed, prerequisites have difficulty achileving mastery on higher order, lessons.

If the ETS data are viewed as formative evaldation data, it is clear that the

hierarchy must be extended downward and that existing material should be

simplified. That the model is less effective for less able students does not

seem to be a valid conclusion.

The entrance ability hypothesis does not explain adequately the low

completion rates in the community college math courses. Comparing the

completion rates of math to those of the self-paced programmed instruction

makes it reasonable to assume that the problem of low completion rates is a

generic problem with self-managed instruction. The rates found in TICCIT

were comparable to the rates in the self-paced programmed instruction at

Alexandria and to the historical rates of similar programs at Phoenix. The

evaluation report mentions the problem a number of times, referring, for

example, to the fact that many students failed to attend classes regularly,

or at all, when pressures from other non-self-paced courses increased.

Records of the number of hours spent on-line also indicated that students not

completing the course spent fewer hours on the system than the number of hours

5.'25
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assigned for classroom usage in the lecture sections. (For example, a study

conducted by Alexandria indicated that average usage for students not completing

TICCIT sections was approximately 30 hours. The lecture sections met for 50

hours per term.) There is apparently a problem with the management of student

progress which greatly contributes to lower completion rates.

The management problem is not surprising, however. From the beginhing

of the project, TICCIT developers understood that such problems existed with

self - paced instruction and did attempt to create solutions in advance. The

TICCIT math and English courses were both designed to be implemented in an

environment in which the instructor took an active role in the management of

student progress (Black, 1974; Bunderson, 1973). The originally defined role

of manager-advisor to be assumed by instructors included goal-setting and

performance evaluation behaviors. Such a model was implemented much more fully

in the English than in the math courses. As has been seen, completion rates

in English were higher; in fact, the lowest completion rate in any English

course was higher than that for any math section.

The English and math course designs themselves were simply not divergent

enough to result in such large completion differences. However, a review

of the implementation contexts shows striking differences. ,ETS observed

that English instructors took an actixp role in prescribing study materials,

conducting small group discussions about common difficulties, and handling

individual student problems. On the other hand, math students had much less

instructor contact, and tie great majority of contact that did occur was centered

on content problems rather than individual progress problems. At Phoenix,

students were not even assigned to particular math instructors; consequently,

the instructors assigned to the lab in a given hour may not have been able
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even to identify individual students. In short, there appear to have been

substantial differences between both the quantity and quality of instructor

interaction with math and English students.

It is perhaps understandable that better management efforts were not

implemented. The developers did attempt to provide features in the system,

such as various reports concerning individual student progress, but for various

reasons no systematic method of handling the management problem was provided.

It is to the credit of the colleges themselves that programs were developed

in the English courses that did improve student completion rates through

better management. The methods implemented, including small group discussions

and closer involvement in individual assignments, could and should also be

used in mathematics. The possible impact of management was not discussed in

the ETS evaluation of math completion rates, possibly because none of the

math sections dealt with the problem and because no obvious solutions

the problem were ever suggested or implemented. But because of the basic

similarities between the courses, there is reason to believe that similar

management efforts would also increase math completion rates. The evaluation

did indicate a strong correlation between time spent on-line and the number

of math lessons completed. To improve the rate, of completion, it would

appear then that measures are needed to improve student motivation to spend

an adequate amount of time on the system.

Further evidence for the efficacy of management efforts is found in the

BYU math implementation, discussed earlier in the completion rates section,

in which TICCIT completion rates did exceed those of the classroom. The

literature would also support the hypothesis that increased management efforts

will result in higher completion rates (Lloyd, et. al., 1974; Miller, Waver

Semb, 1974; Malott & Svinicki, 1969).
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The developers were highly pleased with the results of the evaluation.

Very clearly positive achievement results for instruction in English was a

.x,esult expected by very few people. Yet the results do show that grammar and

composition can be taught systematically with positive effects on student

writing capabilities. Even ire ial year of implementation of a radically

new Instructional method; neari as many students finished the course with

TICCIT as with the established instructional method and performed significantly
41

better on achievement tests. As instructors have become experienced with

the system, its effectiveness continues to be manifested: completion rates

now often exceed those of the classroom. Achievement for math students on

TICCIT is equally pleasing. Distracting slightly from that enthusiasm were

the lower completion rates found with the math sections within the ETS eval-

uation. However, the developers find no reason to believe that there is any

inherent characteristic of TICCIT instruction that would prohibit completion

in math from being equal to that found with English. There is ample evidence,

including already improved completion rates, that the management techniques

used to improve completion for English classes are just as effective in

promoting completion rates in math comparable to or exceeding those in lecture

classes. TICCIT is a very powerful instructional tool, one which should

continue to have a great impact on the future of educational practices.

9.2 Post Demonstration Developments

Over the past few years, the TICCIT system has continued to expand and

develop. Several significant events in the system's recent history Include the

commercialization of the system and the installation of four new TICCIT

systems, two for military training and two for special education. Application
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of TICCIT technology to new training situations and subject areas has also

continued at the demonstration community colleges and Brigham Young. University.

Since Hazeltine Corporation acquired commercial rights to the TICCIT system,

the TIJCCIT concept has continued to evolve in many directions. In conjunction

with its uses in many different instructional and training situations, the

TICCIT system will continue to implement state-of-the-art technology to solve

the needs of its users in the most effective and efficient manner possible.

9.2.a Commercialization of the TICCIT System

One of the major goals of the developers of the TICCIT system was the

creation of a commercially successful computer-based instructional system.

The first step toward achieving a market success was to secure a commercial

firm to manufacture and market the TICCIT system following the initial demonstra-

tion. Thirty companies formally evaluated the.TICCIT system as a potential

product line, eight of which carried on extended dialogues with MITRE and NSF.

Of the eight, MITRE selected Hazeltine Corporation, partly because of Hazeltine's

commitment to continue the development of the system and the support of the

existing TICCIT instlations.

In late 1976, Haze.' ine Corporation acquired the r:

system and began commel il marketing cf the system.

9.2.b New TICCIT Installations

[gilts to the TICCIT

Even before Hazeltine Corporation acquired commercial rights to the

TICCIT system, several institutions were interested in purchasing TICCIT

systems. Before the end of the TICCiT demonstration at the community colleges,

the MITRE Corporat ion custom-designed and installed TICCIT systems at North

Island Naval Air ';tat ion in !.;:111 bigo, Calllornia; Cecil Field Naval All
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Station in Jacksonville, Florida; at the Model Secondary School for the Deaf

(MSSD) on the campus of Gallaudet College in Washington, D.C.; an1n Amherst,

New York. With these four systems, TICCIT technology was applied to two new

fields of instruction -- military training and Special education.

Military Training. The TICCIT system is currently being used for air

crew training for the S-3A Viking antisubmarine aircraft. Initial results

from a program evaluation at North Island Naval Air Station indicate that the

TICCIT system is a significantly more efficient training medium than the

traditional media. Through the use of TICCIT instruction, training time was

,reduced by as much as one half (Walker, 1978). The Navy is continuing its use

Of the TICC[T system for S-3A training and development of TICCIT courseware.

Special Education. The TICCIT system is currently being used in two

very innovative special education projects.

In Amherst, New York a custom-designed TTCCIT system is used to deliver

computer-based instruction, games, and simulations to the homoa of homebound

handicapped children. The children receive intefactive instructional displays

directly on their holm, television sets and interact with the displays using a

special keyboard and telephone link to the system's central computer. The

project, serving 100 families, is the first to attempt such large-scale home

delivery of computer-based instruction.

At the Model I;econdary School lor the Deaf, located on the campus of

Ca1laudet Col liTe in Washingr, D.C., the TICCIT system is being used to

d e l i v e r in tunction to And lacilitare communication hetwoun deaf students.

The MSSD's TICCIT system integrated with the school's closed-cfrcult cable

television to provide a wide range of services. The MSSD student terminals
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are used interchangeably for computer generated instructional displays,

commercial and local television broadcasts, and terminal-to-terminal video

communications.

9.2.c TICCIT Demonstration Sites -- An Update

Some of the most convincing evidence of the TICCIT system's success

may be glean-: om a look at the current status of the system at both of the

demonstration cos"' pity colleges and Brigham Young University. All are actively

used for coursew a development, the delivery of instruction, and research.

Since the demonstration; all three institutions have expanded their system

as well as their applications of TICCIT instructional technology.

Brigham Young University. Since the end of the demonstration period,

BYU's TICCIT system has undergone several dramatic changes. With the end

of the demonstration, BYU's role as the primary courseware development system

for the community colleges ceased. The TICCIT system had to find a role within

the university. After serveral moves, the system is now located in the Learning

Center in BYU's new Harold B. Lee Library and has been integrated into the

Department of Learning Services where it is used for research, courseware

development and instruction in English, Math, French, Italian, Reading, Nursing

and English as a Second Language. BYU also has plans to expand their hardware

system to permit the storage of even more courseware through the addition of

two twenty-five megabyte disk drives.

Northern Virginia Community College. Since the demonstration period,

the TICCIT system has been fully integrated into the campus Learning Resd'rce

Center where it continues to be used to teach both English and Math. Toward

the end of the demonstration period, NVCC launched a courseware development

effort to revise portions of the demonstration courseware and to create new

53
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course materials. NVCC is experimenting with several new applications of the

TICCIT system, including a biology testing program, an adjunctive English

grammar course, and chemistry and poetry course modules. NVCC will also

be developing a hew math course for science students under the National

Science Foundation CAUSE and Local Assessment grants. NVCC will also make

major hardware improvements to their system, with the a of memory, a

new disk drive and character generator.

Phoenix College. The TICCIT system at Phoenix College has been fully,

integrated into the freshman English program, delivering both remedial and

freshman composition courses. In addition to its role in the English program,

the TICCIT system is being used to deliver instruction in remedial math, fire

science, and medical terminology.

Phoenix College is currently exploring the possibilities of expanding

Its -TCC'T system through the addition of a new disk drive. addition,

Maricopa C-_)unty Community College District is considering expanding the use

of TICCIT Instruction to several other of their college campuses.

Current System Developments

Improvements in and enhancements to the TICCIT system have occurred

continuously since the beginning of the demonstration period in 1974. Some

N
of the modifications were designed to correct specific problems encountered

during the demonstration period, while others constitute new features that

should broaden TICCIT's capabilities.

As a r sult of, the demonstration period, the TICCIT test model was

expanded, the advisor program revised and inter-communication features added.

Because the original "tailored testing" model proved too restrictive to

courseware authors, a second testing method was developed in order to allow

t-,
-'..)
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the administration of tests with a fixed number of items and passing percentages.

Although the "tailored testing" model is still used for most tests, the new

fixed-length model expands authoring alternatives and greatly simplifies many

applications of TICCIT. In addition, the Advisor program has been modified

to improve the quality of advice given by, the system. Finally, because of the

need to get in touch with students working outside of classroom hours and the

need to locate and communicate with students at work, a number of communications

features were added to allow each user to pass messages via "mailboxes" and

to allow inter-terminal communications. Using "mailbox", an instructor can

leave messages, information, content or schedule comments for students, and

students can leave "mail" for other students as well as for the instructor.

The inter-terminal communications system makes it possible to any user to

communicate in real-time with any other user on the system.

Continued development of the TICCIT system by Hazeltine has resulted

also,in several major advances. Improvements have been made in all major

TICCIT subsystems, including hardware, software, and courseware.

Hardware improvements in the computer and display generation subsystems

have resulted in lower purchase and m,lintenance costs and increased system

reliability. Because of recent technological advances, the TICCIT system now

consists of fewer hardware components yet performs more efficiently than

previous versions of the system. The computer subsystem now uses the most

advanced minicomputer and mass mesgory devices, making it possible to support

a complete TICCIT system using only one minicomputer rather than the two

required previously. In addition, the moving head disk storage capacity has

increased substantially, allowing a 75% decrease in the number of disks needed

per system.
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The display generation subsystem has been updated with state-of-the-art

solid state memory devices. As a result, the new display refresh memory uses

approximately 70% fewer printed circuit boards than previous TICCIT systems.

This reduction in the number of components and interconnections has been a

major factor in reducing purchase and maintenance costs and increasing system

reliability. Additional improvements in the circuit design of the TICCIT

student terminal have produced an even better TICCIT displ quality than

was previously possible.

The TICCIT software system has also been improved. The operating systems

originally developed for the TICCIT system have been revised, greatly increasing

the flexibility and reliability of the system. This new software facilitates

a single-computer system configuration, flexibility ift the use of disk space,

and the addition of special-purpose 'devices to the system.

A new courseware authoring facility called TAL (TICCIT Authoring Language)

has greatly improved the flexibility afforded TICCIT authors. TAL complements

the original highly structured authoring procedure and provides a general

purpose authoring capability chat takes full advantage of existing TICCIT

display construction and response analysis features. TAL has been specifically

designed to expedite the authoring of many different types of instruction,

including simulations, interactions with training devices, games, and drills.

A recent addition to the TICCIT program is a self-contained, four

terminal, transportable system. Hazeltine is using this system to demonstrate

major TICCIT capabilities at national conventions and trade shows. Marketing

representatives are also showing the unit at potential users' facilities,

demonstrating with the users' own materials how a TICCIT system might be used

in their training program.
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9.2.e The Future of TICCIT

The use of minicomputer and television technology and the advances

in iideo disk and microcomputer technology will play important roles in the

future of the TICCIT system. Video disk technology will greatly improve the

system's ability to present pictorial information and rapidly access instructional

-TV segments as part of complete courses of instruction. The video disk in

conjunction with microcomputer technology opens the way for TICCIT applications

in locations where one or only a few terminals are needed. For these terminals,

there will be no requirement. for telephone line connections to a remote computer.

The economic benefits of the TICCIT system will also continue to increase.

The reduction in cost and improvement in capabilities of the components that

make up the TICCIT system will lead to successive improvements in the

system's overall cost effectiveness.

Since its original demonstration, the TICCIT system has been an extremely

valuable resource for improving instruction. Building upon that record, the

system will continue to provide the foundation for successful training and

educational programs.
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